
This is the first comprehensive study of the group of
avant-garde Soviet writers active in Leningrad in the
1920s and 1930s who styled themselves OBERIU, 'The
Association for Real Art.' Graham Roberts re-examines
commonly held assumptions about OBERIU, its identity
as a group, its aesthetics, and its place within the Russian
and European literary traditions. He focuses on the prose
and drama of group members Daniil Kharms, Aleksandr
Vvedensky, and Konstantin Vaginov; he also considers
work by Nikolay Zabolotsky and Igor' Bakhterev, as
well as the group's most important 'fellow-traveller',
Nikolay Oleinikov, and he places OBERIU in the context
of the aesthetic theories of the Russian Formalists and the
Bakhtin Circle. Roberts concludes by showing how the
self-conscious literature of OBERIU - its metafiction -
occupies an important transitional space between mod-
ernism and postmodernism.
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Introduction: OBERIU - the last
Soviet avant-garde

OBERIU (an abbreviated form of cOb"edinenie real'nogo
iskusstva', meaning 'The Association for Real Art'), was the last,
certainly the most outlandish, and arguably the most important,
manifestation of the Soviet literary avant-garde of the late
1920s.1 This loose association of Leningrad writers, founded by
Daniil Kharms, Aleksandr Vvedensky, Nikolay Zabolotsky,
Igor' Bakhterev, and Konstantin Vaginov, lasted, in various
forms and under a variety of names from 1926 to 1930.2 During
this relatively short time they achieved a good deal of notoriety,
not least for their eccentric behaviour and their generally
riotous public performances. Their refusal to conform to
accepted notions of good taste earned these writers the oppro-
brium of the Soviet press, which branded them all manner of
things, from 'Dadaists' to 'the class enemy'. The group was
soon forced to curtail its activities, its individual members
seemingly reduced to silence, thereby signalling what one critic
has described as 'the end of Russian futurism'.3 As we shall see,
however, not only did they keep on writing, but the significance
of what they produced extends way beyond their own time and
space.

What makes OBERIU interesting today? One might begin to
answer that question by pointing out that the group was part of
the general experimental wave which crashed against the rocks
of European literature and the arts in the 1920s and 1930s.
OBERIU was more, much more, than just a Russian version of
Futurism, Dadaism, or Surrealism, however. Many of the
artistic devices employed by members of the group prefigured
those used by subsequent aesthetic movements, such as the
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Theatre of the Absurd, Antonin Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty,
the French New Novel, and Anglo-American postmodernism.
There is no doubt, too, that the group's intellectual under-
pinnings were impressive; as we shall see, there are important
analogies between the literature produced by Kharms, Vve-
densky, and Vaginov, on the one hand and the thought of
mainstream European philosophers such as Wittgenstein and
Heidegger, on the other.

Within Russia, OBERIU belonged to the same Leningrad
intellectual current as the Formalists and the group of thinkers
centred around Mikhail Bakhtin in the late 1920s. Like Osip
Brik and other 'left' theorists of the time, the group was
vociferously irreverent towards the notion of'genius' in art. Not
for these writers the cult of the artist as Romantic martyr, so
beloved of other 'internal emigres' such as Mikhail Bulgakov or
Anna Akhmatova. In this and other respects, OBERIU antici-
pated trends in later Russian fiction. Experimental writers who
belonged to the Russian emigre movements of the 1960s, 1970s,
and 1980s - writers such as Andrey Amal'rik and Vladimir
Kazakov — liked to claim a direct link between their own work
and the fiction of Kharms and Vvedensky. The fictional tradi-
tion to which OBERIU belonged (if the notion of an 'OBERIU
tradition' is not itself an oxymoron) has recently been revived
and developed in Russia itself by, amongst others, the Con-
ceptualist poets of the 1980s, and prose writers such as Tat'yana
Tolstaya, Vladimir Sorokin, and Valeriya Narbikova.
However, rather than identify what OBERIU has in common
with other literary trends, in Russia or in the West, we still need
to ask what was unique about the movement - indeed, whether
one can talk about OBERIU as a 'movement' at all - and what,
if anything, united those writers who belonged, however fleet-
ingly, to its ranks.

The best known of all the Oberiuty, Nikolay Zabolotsky
(1903-58) represents something of an anomaly within the
group. Although he spent almost eight years in Soviet labour
camps (from March 1938 to January 1946), Zabolotsky has been
more or less continually published in his homeland. His first
collection, Scrolls (Stolbtsy) appeared in 1929 (shortly after he had
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parted company with OBERIU).4 His reputation, both in
Russia and in the West, is very much that of a 'classic' Soviet
poet, although opinions differ as to the relative importance of
his 'Formalist' verse of the late 1920s and his subsequent,
stylistically more conventional poetry.5

Like Zabolotsky, Daniil Kharms (1905-42) and Aleksandr
Vvedensky (1904-41) earned a living in the 1930s writing for
children.6 Indeed, until the mid 1960s, Kharms and Vvedensky
were known in their own country exclusively as children's
writers.7 Their reputation, and ever-growing popularity as
authors of fiction 'for adults' is relatively recent. It began in
1967, when they were 'rediscovered' by two young Soviet
scholars at a student conference in Tartu.8 A number of recent
publications have helped their work reach a far wider audience,
both in their native land and abroad, and ensured something
approaching cult status for Kharms.9

A marked contrast to this is provided by the reception of
another one-time member of this group, the poet and prose
writer Konstantin Vaginov (1899-1934).10 Although Vaginov's
literary rehabilitation began at the very same conference which
introduced Kharms and Vvedensky to a broader public,11 he
has remained relatively obscure. Furthermore, his name has not
become associated with OBERIU in the same way that Vve-
densky's, Kharms's, and, increasingly, Zabolotsky's have.12

Two international OBERIU conferences recently held in
Moscow, for example, have concentrated on Kharms and
Vvedensky, and have practically ignored Vaginov.13

The complexity of OBERIU pre-history has meant that
accounts of the group's formation have tended to be at times
fragmentary, at others contradictory. What is certain is that by
the time Vaginov met Kharms and Vvedensky in 1926, he had
been involved in a number of Leningrad literary groups. These
included: the 'Sounding Shell' ('Zvuchashchaya rakovina');
Nikolay Gumilev's second 'Guild of Poets' ('Tsekh poetov');
Nikolay Tikhonov's 'Islanders' ('Ostrovityane'); the 'Brother-
hood of Fools' ('Abbatstvo gaerov'); Konstantin Olimpov's
'Ring of Poets in Honour of K. M. Fofanov' ('Kol'tso poetov
imeni K. M. Fofanova'); and the 'Emotionalists' ('Emotsiona-
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listy'), a relatively loose group centred around Mikhail
Kuzmin.14 Vaginov had also attended courses at the Leningrad
Institute of Art History given by the Formalists Eikhenbaum
and Tynyanov, and had begun, in 1924, to move in Mikhail
Bakhtin's circle of friends.15 He was well-known and, although
reserved, well-liked by members of the literary community in
Leningrad. By 1925 his reputation as a poet was sufficient for
him to be participating in a literary evening at the Leningrad
Capella alongside Anna Akhmatova, Mikhail Zoshchenko,
Konstantin Fedin, and Fedor Sologub, among others.16

As for Vvedensky, he had worked between 1923 and 1926
with the Futurist poet and theatre director Igor' Terent'ev,
researching the nature of poetic language at the phonology
section of Malevich's Institute of Artistic Culture in Leningrad,
which Terent'ev directed.17 This was not Vvedensky's first
incursion into matters literary, however. In 1922, a year earlier
than his first meeting with Terent'ev, Vvedensky together with
Leonid Savel'ev (Lipavsky), and Yakov Druskin founded a
philosophical circle which was to play a significant role in all
their lives.18 Vvedensky had known Lipavsky, who had attended
the same school as he had, since 1917 or 1918, when the two of
them had composed a parody of Futurism, entitled 'The Ox of
Buddah'fByk Buddy5).19

The group comprising Vvedensky, Lipavsky, and Druskin,
which met from 1922 on a regular and frequent basis to discuss
various literary and philosophical issues, saw its numbers swell
in the summer of 1925 with the arrival of Kharms.20 Later that
same year they were joined by Zabolotsky and the poet Nikolay
Oleinikov (Zabolotsky — never a regular attender — finally
parted company with the group in 1934, Oleinikov remained
until his arrest and death in I937,21 while Vvedensky stayed
until settling definitively in the Ukraine in 1936, and Kharms
was a member until his second arrest in autumn 1941).22

Between 1925 and 1927 they called themselves the ckinari, a
neologism apparently invented by Vvedensky, which Druskin
asserts comes from the Russian word 'chin', meaning 'rank',
probably in a spiritual sense (Druskin, ' "Chinari" ', p. 103).23

Kharms had first met Vvedensky and Druskin in the spring
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or early summer of 1925, at a poetry recital given at Yevgeny
Vigilyansky's flat24 by the group of poets known as the 'Order
of the zaumniki DSO5 ('Orden zaumnikov DSO'). Kharms and
Vigilyansky25 were both members of the 'Order5, as was one of
the main practitioners of zaum ('trans-rational3 poetry), Alek-
sandr Tufanov.26 Kharms and Vvedensky took to each other
immediately, and, just as Vvedensky was moved to invite
Kharms to join the chinari, so Kharms suggested that Vvedensky
become a member of Tufanov's group. Both invitations were
accepted. Over the next few months, the 'Order of the zaumniki
DSO5 now renamed by Kharms and Vvedensky as the 'Left
Flank5 ('Levyi flang5), would either meet at Tufanov5s flat, or
give readings at student hostels or factory clubs.27 In the
summer or autumn of the same year, the two young poets met
Zabolotsky, reading some of his poetry at a meeting organized
by the Leningrad branch of the Union of Poets, which he was
hoping to join (Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of J^abolotsky, pp.
45-6). Both were impressed with his verse, and although no
formal collaboration resulted at this stage, they became good
friends. Zabolotsky5s application to join the Union of Poets was
successful, and he was joined in the spring of 1926 by Kharms
and Vvedensky, who became members after irreconcilable
differences had forced Tufanov's 'Left Flank5 to disintegrate.28

Shortly afterwards, Kharms met Igor' Bakhterev at a poetry
recital at which Bakhterev was one of the performers (Nazarov
and Chubukin, 'Poslednii iz Oberiu5, p. 39). Bakhterev, pleased
at Kharms5s favourable reception of his verse, invited him to
join his 'Radiks5 group (ibid.).29 This experimental theatre
group, which aimed at achieving 'pure5 theatre, had recently
been founded by Bakhterev (the group's artist), and three other
students from the drama department of the Leningrad Institute
of Art History, namely Georgy Katsman, Boris ('Doivber5)
Levin and Sergey Tsimbal.30 In the middle of 1926, Kharms
and Vvedensky began to participate in the group5s rehearsals
which took place in a room lent to them by Malevich at his
Institute of Artistic Culture. Zabolotsky also became involved.31

The result of this collaboration between Kharms, Vvedensky,
and 'Radiks5 was 'My Mum is Covered in Watches5 ('Moya
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mama vsya v chasakh'), a syncretic collage of some of their
early poems. Sadly, like all the other 'Radiks' projects, cMy
Mum is Covered in Watches' was never staged (ibid.).32

After 'Radiks' collapsed, Kharms and Vvedensky suggested
to Bakhterev and Zabolotsky in the autumn of 1926 that they
continue working together as a group.33 In this way was formed
the nucleus of what was later to become OBERIU; indeed, a
number of others, including Vigilyansky, Levin, and Tsimbal,
were also eventually to join OBERIU from 'Radiks', and it
could be said that OBERIU really began as 'Radiks'. Vaginov
joined them very shortly afterwards, on Bakhterev's suggestion
(Bakhterev, 'Kogda my byli molodymi', p. 76). Vaginov, like
Bakhterev a graduate of the Leningrad Institute of Art History,
had met Bakhterev while attending 'Radiks' rehearsals. From
the end of 1926 to late 1927, this group called itself either 'Flank
of Left [Forces]' ('Flang levykh'), 'Left Flank [of the Union of
Poets]' ('Levyi flang'), or 'The Academy of Left Classics'
('Akademiya levykh klassikov').34

The group with Vaginov, Vvedensky, Kharms, Zabolotsky,
and Bakhterev at its core gave a number of collective, and
generally theatricalized, poetry readings throughout the
autumn of 1926 and the whole of 1927, generally accompanied
by a ballerina and a magician (Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of
Zabolotsky, p. 57). They appeared in places as diverse as 'The
Circle of Friends of Chamber Music', student hostels, and the
barracks where Zabolotsky spent a year doing his military
service from November 1926.35 On one such occasion, in the
Red Room of the Institute of Art History, the group read a
selection of its work to the Formalists Tynyanov, Eikhenbaum,
Shklovsky, and Tomashevsky.36 A 'manifesto' of aesthetic
principles was drafted by Zabolotsky and Vvedensky and read
out at the 'dispute' following a poetry reading by Mayakovsky
at the Leningrad Capella in late 1927.37 Mayakovsky was
sufficiently impressed by the group's performance to commis-
sion an article on them for his journal New LEF (JVovyi LEF).
The article was duly written by Vasily Klyuikov, but opposed
by erstwhile Formalist Osip Brik at the editorial stage.38 It was
also after this show that Oleinikov and Evgeny Shvarts
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suggested that the group join the team of children's writers
working under Samuil Marshak. Vvedensky, Kharms, and
Zabolotsky accepted, and thus began more than ten years of
children's writing, including very many contributions to the
journals The Hedgehog and The Finch.

In the autumn of 1927 the group was invited by A. A.
Baskakov to become a section of the Leningrad Press Club.39

Here was, in effect, an offer of formal recognition and the
chance, sooner or later, to publish. The only condition was that
the group change its name; the word 'left' (rendered politically
incorrect by Stalin's recent attack on the Party's 'left opposi-
tion') would have to disappear. After much collective thought,
Bakhterev eventually came up with the name 'OBERF which
Kharms, for no apparent reason, altered slightly by changing
the 'e' to V and adding final 'y' (thereby giving 'O69pny',
instead of 'O6T>epH5).40 The one and only performance which
the group gave at the Press Club, on 24 January 1928, is by far
the best known of all their appearances, and has, like the
OBERIU episode as a whole, acquired a meaning which some
scholars argue is far greater than its actual significance for the
literary development of those involved.41 That the show, in
spite of Baskakov's warnings about the word 'left', was called
'Three Left Hours' ('Tri levykh chasa') is an irony which
appears to have escaped many commentators.

As its title suggests, the performance was split into three
parts. These were punctuated by bizarre slogans such as 'Poems
Aren't Pies' and 'We Aren't Herring', and followed by a
'dispute' which was led by Vvedensky. During the first 'hour',
each group member read out some of his poetry. Each recital
was staged differently: while Vaginov read his verse, for
example, the ballerina Militsa Popova danced around him;
Vvedensky preceded his recital by riding across the stage on a
tricycle; Kharms read sitting on top of a cupboard; and
Zabolotsky stood next to a large trunk, dressed in an old
military jacket and soiled boots (Vaginov and Zabolotsky were
apparently the most popular). The second 'hour' contained
Kharms's play, Elizaveta Bam, while a film was shown during the
third part of the performance. The evening as a whole was
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prefaced by a reading of the article describing OBERIU
aesthetic principles which appeared in the second issue of the
Press Club journal for 1928.42 If Bakhterev is to be believed,
neither Kharms, Vvedensky, nor Vaginov appears to have had
much to do with drafting the article (frequently referred to as
the group's 'declaration', or 'manifesto'), although they may
well have taken part in the group discussions which led up to it.
According to Bakhterev, Zabolotsky wrote the introduction and
the section on poetry, while Levin and Bakhterev wrote the
section on OBERIU theatre. Once each section of the article
had been written, the other members of the group made some
minor changes (Bakhterev, 'Kogda my byli molodymi', p. 88).43

The article sought to present OBERIU as an artistic avant-
garde, profoundly and directly involved in the process of social
change. The introductory section of the article was an attempt,
reminiscent of early left art, to clothe aesthetic innovation in
half-hearted Marxist rhetoric. More than that, it sought to
square the circle between, on the one hand, experimentation in
the arts and, on the other, the officially encouraged and
increasingly strident calls from Soviet 'proletarian' groups for
artists to appeal directly to a mass audience. 'The great
revolutionary shift in culture and the conditions of everyday life
so characteristic of our age', it declared:
is being held back in the arts by a number of abnormal phenomena.
We have yet to understand fully that indisputable truth that as far as
the arts are concerned the proletariat cannot be satisfied by the
aesthetic method of the old schools, that its aesthetic principles go
much deeper and undermine old art at its very roots. [...] We
believe, and we know, that only left art can lead us to the path of the
new proletarian artistic culture.
3a4ep>KHBaeTCfl B o6AaCTH HCKyCCTBa MHOrHMH HeHOpMaAbHHMH
HBAeHHHMH. Mw e m e He 4 0 KOHqa noHHAH Ty 6eccnopHyio HCTHHy,
HTO npOAeTapHaT B oGAaCTH HCKyCCTBa He MO>KeT y4OBACTBOpHTbCfl
xy/joaKecTBeHHbiM MeTO4OM CTapwx UIKOA, HTO e r o xy^oHcecTBeHHbie
npHHijHnbi H^yT ropa34O rAy6>Ke H no4pbiBaiOT c r a p o e HCKyccTBO 4 0
CaMblX KOpHeH. [. . .] Mbl BepHM H 3HaeM, HTO TOAbKO ACBblH IiyTb
HCKyccTBa BbiBe4eT Hac Ha 4 o p o r y HOBOH npoAeTapcKOH
xy4o>KecTBeHHOH KyAbTypbi. (Milner-Gulland, ' "Left Ar t " ' , pp.
69-70)
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The fact that this circle was, by 1928, beyond squaring was
ironically underlined elsewhere in this section, by a direct
reference to the difficulties then being experienced by other
experimental artists: 'We do not understand why Filonov's
School has been expelled from the Academy, why Malevich
cannot carry out his architectural work in the USSR, nor why
Terent'ev's [production of] The Government Inspector was given
such an absurdly poor reception' ('Nam ne ponyatno pochemu
Shkola Filonova vytesnena iz Akademii, pochemu Malevich ne
mozhet razvernut' svoei arkhitekturnoi raboty v SSSR,
pochemu tak nelepo osvistan "Revizor" Terent'eva?'; ibid.,
P-7O)-44

The next section, on poetry, contained a vehement rejection
of zaum and general abstractness in art.45 Instead, it affirmed a
belief in the 'concrete object' which, 'once its literary and
everyday skin has been peeled away, becomes a property of art'
('konkretnyi predmet, ochishchennyi ot literaturnoi i obi-
khodnoi shelukhi, delaetsya dostoyaniem iskusstva'; ibid.).
There were already tensions within OBERIU, most notably
between Zabolotsky and Vvedensky. In 1926, Zabolotsky had
confided to Kharms, 'I can't accept Vvedensky's methods', and
had actually written an open letter to Vvedensky in which he
declared, 'your verses do not grow on the same soil as we do'.46

This may have been what lay behind the rejection in the article
of zaum!', a literary mode which Kharms and Vvedensky had
previously embraced, but which Zabolotsky had never ac-
cepted.47 This was also, no doubt, what prompted Zabolotsky
to lay the emphasis on individuality within the group, thereby
creating a private space for himself, as well as for the others:

... each of us has his own creative personality, and this fact has
frequently left some people confused. [...] They obviously assume
that a literary school is something like a monastery, where the monks
have one and the same personality. Our association is free and
voluntary, and it unites masters, not apprentices - artist-painters, not
painter-decorators. Each one of us knows his own artistic self, and
each knows how that self is connected to the others.
. . . y Ka;K4oro H3 Hac ecTb CBoe TBopnecKoe AHIJO H STO

Koe-Koro nacTo cGHBaeT c TOAKV. [...] BHAHMO
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noAaraiOT, HTO AHTepaTypHan uiKOAa - STO HCHTO Bpo4e MOHacrbipn,
r4e MOHaxH Ha 04H0 AHIJO. Haiue o6i>e4HHeHHe CBo6o4Hoe H
4o6poBOAbHoe, OHO coe4HHHeT MacTepoB, a He no4MacTepbeB, -
xy4o>KHHKOB, a He MaAHpoB. Ka>K4biH 3HaeT caMoro ce6n H Ka>K4biH
3HaeT - neM OH CBH3aH c ocTaAbHWMH. (Milner-Gulland, e "Left Ar t" ' ,
P-70

Perhaps because Zabolotsky was trying to reconcile so many
opposites, there is a certain vague and impressionistic quality
about much of what is written here. This is also the case in the
summaries of the aesthetics of each individual OBERIU writer
where (except in the case of prose writer Boris Levin, who had
also by now joined the group) there is a constant tension
between the abstractness of the description and the references
to the '[concrete] object':

A. Vvedensky (on the extreme left of our association) breaks the
object down into parts, but the object does not thereby lose its
concreteness. [...] K. Vaginov, whose phantasmagoria passes before
our eyes as though shrouded in mist and in trembling. But through
this mist one can feel the proximity of the object, and its warmth.
[...] Igor' Bakhterev [...] The object and the action, split into their
component parts, spring into life once more, revitalized by the spirit
of new OBERIU lyricism. [...] N. Zabolotsky - a poet of naked
concrete figures brought close to the eyes of the spectator. [...]
Daniil Kharms - a poet and dramatist, whose attention is concen-
trated, not on a static figure, but on the collision of a number of
objects, on their interrelationships. At the moment of action, the
object assumes new concrete traits full of real meaning.

A. BseAeHCKHH (KpaHHHH AeBan Haiuero O G T ^ H H C H H H ) , pa3-
6pacbiBaeT npe4MeT Ha nacTH, HO OT 3Toro npe4MeT He TepneT
CBoefi KOHKpeTHocTH. [...] K. BarHHos, HbH (J>aHTacMaropHH MHpa
npoxo4HT nepe4 TAa3aMH KaK 6bi oGAeneHHan B TyMaH H 4po>KaHHe.
O4HaKO nepe3 3TOT TyMaH BW nyBCTByeTe 6AH3OCTb npe4MeTa H ero
TenAOTy [...] Hropb EaxTepes [...] IIpe4MeT H 4eiiCTBHe,
pa3Ao>KeHHbie Ha CBOH cocraBHbie, BO3HHKaiOT o6HOBAeHHbie 4yxoM
HOBOH o69pHyTCKOH AHpHKH. [. . .] H . 3a6oAOIJKHH - nO3T TOAblX
KOHKpeTHblX <J)Hryp, npH4BHHyTWX BnAOTHyiO K TAa3aM 3pHTeAH.
[...] /lamiHA XapMC - no9T H 4paMaTypr, BHHMaHHe KOToporo
cocpe4OToneHo He Ha craTHHecKOH (J)Hrype, HO Ha CTOAKHOBCHHH

npe4MeTOB, Ha HX B3aHMOOTHOineHHHX. B MOMCHT 4CHCTBHH
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npHHHMaeT HOBbie KOHKpeTHbie onepTaHHH, noAHbie
4eHCTBHTeAbHoro CMbicAa. (ibid.)

The emphasis on fragmentation and collision which charac-
terized the 'poetry' section of the article is also found in the
sections on OBERIU drama and cinema. Much of the drama
section of the article is devoted to the play Elizaveta Bam, which
constituted the second part of the 'Three Left Hours'. The play
itself was devised by Bakhterev (who also decorated the
scenery), Levin, and Kharms, while it was Kharms who actually
wrote the final version. 'The play's dramatic plot is shattered', it
was affirmed, 'by many seemingly extraneous subjects' ('drama-
turgiicheskii syuzhet pesy, rasshitan mnogimi, kak by postoron-
nimi temami'). It was replaced by 'a scenic plot which arises
spontaneously from all the elements of our spectacle' ('syuzhet
stsenicheskii, stikhiinovoznikayushchii iz vsekh elementov nash-
ego spektaklya'; ibid., p. 73).

Following Baskakov's invitation, there had been a move,
initiated by Zabolotsky, although resisted by Vvedensky and
Levin, to expand the membership of OBERIU even further.
This had resulted in the recruitment of two cinema students,
Klementy Mints and Aleksandr Razumovsky.48 They co-pro-
duced 'Film No. 1', subtitled 'Meatgrinder' ('Myasorubka'),
shown during the third 'Left Hour'. 'The plot is not important
to us' ('Nam ne vazhen syuzhet'), Razumovsky explained in the
article. 'Separate elements of the film may be completely
unconnected to each other' ('otdernye elementy fil'ma mogut
byt' nikak ne svyazany mezhdu soboi'; ibid., p. 72). The film has
been lost, but we do know that it began with a shot of an
interminably long train passing in front of the camera and was
accompanied in the Press Club showing by Bakhterev on the
piano, kettledrum and double bass.

Mints and Razumovsky were not the only new members of
OBERIU to participate in 'Three Left Hours'. There was also
a merchant seaman named Nikolay Kropachev, who was
announced in the Press Club, but whose poetry reading actually
took place some distance away, on Nevsky Prospect. According
to the publicity poster which was drawn up for the 'Three Left
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Hours' show, the 'dispute' which was to follow the show was to
have been organized by 'Oberiut Sergey Tsimbal' (like Levin, a
co-founder of 'Radiks').49 In the event, however, the discussion
was led by Vvedensky, and there is no reference anywhere to
Tsimbal's active collaboration with OBERIU, either on this, or
any subsequent occasion.50 Of the many who were proposed to
join OBERIU, Bakhterev maintains that only three may be
regarded as genuine members: Levin, Razumovsky and Yury
Vladimirov, a prose writer who joined the group in 1929.51

Although OBERIU continued working and performing
under this name for another two years, Vaginov ceased colla-
borating with the group shortly after the 'Three Left Hours'
evening. And by the end of that same year Zabolotsky had
voluntarily left, partly in order to concentrate on his first poetic
cycle, Scrolls, and partly because of irreconcilable aesthetic and
personal differences between himself and the rest of the group
(Bakhterev, 'Kogda my byli molodymi', pp. 98-9).52 In
October 1928, Kharms already considered that there were only
four genuine members of OBERIU, namely himself, Vve-
densky, Bakhterev, and Levin (Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, p. 247).
As it was, Vaginov had taken virtually no part in the prepara-
tions of the performances, or in the discussions on aesthetic
principles between the other members of the group, generally
conducted at Kharms's flat. Bakhterev explains this absence by
pointing out that at the time, Vaginov was constantly engaged
in writing his first novel, The Goafs Song ('Kogda my byli
molodymi', pp. 85 and 90). As for the remaining members of
OBERIU, 1928 also saw a performance, at the newly relocated
Press Club, of a one-act play written by Kharms and Bakhterev,
entitled 'A Winter Stroll' ('Zimnyaya progulka'), a work which,
like so many others, has since been lost.53

By now, however, the writing was on the wall for such
experimental literary groups as OBERIU. On 8 April 1930, a
performance at a student hostel of Leningrad university was
followed by a particularly vicious denunciation in the press:

The Obereuty [...] despise the struggle in which the proletariat is
engaged. Their withdrawal from life, their nonsensical poetry, their zaum'
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trickery — all this is a protest against the dictatorship of the proletariat. Their
poetry is therefore counterrevolutionary. It is the poetry of people alien to us, the
poetry of the class enemy - such was the judgement expressed by the
proletarian students.

OGepeyTbi [sic] [...] HeHaBH^HT 6opb6y, KOTopyio
npoAeTapnaT. Mx yxod om JKU3HU, UX 6eccMhicjieHHan no33un, ux 3ayMHoe
Dtcomjiepcmeo - smo npomecm npomue duKmamyphi npojiemapuama.
TJO33UH ux no3moMy Koumppeeojiwi^uoHHa. dmo no93un uyjfcdhix nau
jiwdeu, no33UH KJiaccoeozo epaaa, - TSLK 3anBHAO npoAeTapcKoe

5 4

This vitriolic, overtly political attack on OBERIU was by no
means the first adverse review the group had received,
however. A damning press review of a performance given by
the group on 28 March 1927 (before it became known as
OBERIU), had elicited an explanation of their activities from
Kharms and Vvedensky to the executive of the Union of Poets
(they were eventually expelled from the Union in 1929, along
with a number of others, including Mandershtam).55

Almost immediately after the publication of the Smena article,
OBERIU - or what was left of it - disbanded, its members too
fearful of the consequences to continue working together as a
group.56 As they correctly sensed, the Zeitgeist in the Soviet
Union was now entirely antithetical to their brand of avant-
garde literature, indeed to anything which appeared to deviate
from the brand of 'proletarian' art of the Party-backed literary
organization, the 'Russian Association of Proletarian Writers'
(RAPP).57 The previous year had seen the vituperative press
campaign waged against Pil'nyak and Zamyatin, and in an
article which appeared in Literaturnaya gazeta in January 1930,
Shklovsky had apparently rejected his Formalist past.58 It was
in such an atmosphere that on 14 April 1930, less than one week
after OBERIU gave their last performance, Mayakovsky shot
himself in Moscow. There are no records of any post-OBERIU
collaboration between Vaginov, on the one hand, and Kharms
and Vvedensky, on the other. They may have continued,
however, to meet in the early 1930s, at Mikhail Kuzmin's flat,
which they all apparently visited at this time.59 As for Zabo-
lotsky, after temporarily breaking off all contact with OBERIU
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in 1929, he appears to have continued attending chinari meetings
until 1934.60

The demise of OBERIU in no way signalled an end to the
literary activity of its various members. Virtually all of
Kharms's prose, as well as a substantial amount of his verse,
dates from the 1930s, while most of Vvedensky's extant 'un-
official' work was written after the breakup of OBERIU.
Between 1930 and his death from tuberculosis in 1934, Vaginov
wrote two collections of poetry and a short story, and worked
on three novels (of which at least one was finished).61 He
collaborated on a history of the frontier post at Narva (a small
town on the border between Russia and Estonia), entitled Four
Generations (Chetyre pokoleniya, 1933), and ran a writers' group for
factory workers (Chertkov, 'Poeziya Konstantina Vaginova5, p.
227). Kharms and Vvedensky also produced a good deal of
children's literature during the 1930s. But even this activity did
not guarantee immunity from persecution. The first wave of
arrests of children's writers came at the end of 1931.62 Although
both Kharms and Vvedensky were released shortly afterwards,
the ever-intensifying politicization of children's literature meant
that a second arrest was inevitable.63 It came for both of them
in 1941. Vvedensky died on a prison train in December of that
year, and Kharms met his death in captivity in early 1942.64

As well as his memoirs concerning the group, Bakhterev
wrote in 1948 a phantasmagorical short story, in which he
celebrated the memory of his erstwhile companions. 'The Shop
with a Hole in it, or the Chinar' -Molvoka. A True Story' ('Lavka
s dyroi, ili chinar'-molvoka. Byl").65 In this oneiric tale, which
contains a number of allusions to works by other members of
OBERIU, the narrator enters what appears to be a junk shop,
and describes a pit located in the middle of the shop, in which
he, and only he can see something. What he makes out is a
procession of eight rather eccentric figures, who are anonymous
in the text itself, but who are identified by Bakhterev in his
introduction to the story as Kharms, Vvedensky, Zabolotsky,
Oleinikov, Levin, Vaginov, Vladimirov, and Tufanov. That
Bakhterev is a radically different writer from Zabolotsky is clear
from a comparison of 'The Shop' with Zabolotsky's own
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literary reminiscence of OBERIU, his moving elegy 'Farewell
to Friends' (Troshchanie s druz'yami', 1952). The opening
stanza of this poem, almost certainly addressed to his erstwhile
companions in OBERIU, sets the tone:

In broad-brimmed hats and long jackets,
With notebooks full of your poems,
Long ago you crumbled to dust,
Like windfallen lilac branches.
B uiHpoKHx uiAHnax, 4AHHHMX nH4>KaKax,
C TeTpa4HMH CBOHX CTHXOTBOpeHHH,
/JaBHbiM-4aBHO paccwnaAHCb Bbi B npax,
Kan BeTKH o6AeTeBiiiHe CHpeHH.66

As far as the critical reception of OBERIU is concerned,
most scholars have tended to discuss Kharms and Vvedensky
together, despite their undoubtedly very different personal-
ities.67 There is virtually unanimous agreement as to the central
role of both writers in OBERIU (indeed, the impression is
sometimes given in scholarly literature that what is meant by
OBERIU is no more than Kharms and Vvedensky). Others,
such as Goldstein and Bjorling, have assumed that Zabolotsky
was a key member of the group. While there is broad agree-
ment among scholars on the historical facts concerning
OBERIU, its formation, and the importance within the group
of Kharms, Vvedensky, and Zabolotsky, there is less consensus
when it comes to interpreting the nature and significance of
Vaginov's collaboration.

There are those, clearly in the minority, who argue that
Vaginov's work is aesthetically close to the writings of the other
OBERIU members. Victor Terras, for example, maintains that
Vaginov's later novels 'follow the Oberiu aesthetic, featuring
the grotesque, travesty, language games, verbal collage, an
everpresent literary subtext, and pervasive romantic irony'.68

Similarly, Milner-Gulland argues that Vaginov's 'phantasma-
goric novels are a major contribution to OBERIU literature'
("Left Art", p. 75). Nina Perlina, noting the element of the
burlesque, the absurd, the macabre, and the carnivalesque in
OBERIU literature, affirms that it is from such a perspective
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that Vaginov's fourth novel, Harpagoniana is best read (Perlina,
'Konstantin Vaguinov', p. 479).69 As regards Vaginov's poetry,
Viktor Shirokov claims that the writer's last published collection
of verse contains 'quite a few of what one might call
"OBERIU" poems'.70 Then there were the opinions of con-
temporaries. Bakhterev recalls that Zabolotsky was particularly
favourable to Vaginov's candidature for OBERIU membership
('Kogda my byli molodymi', p. 76). Moreover, one contem-
porary critic held the view that once Kharms moved away from
zaum'', his work became closer to Vaginov's.71

On the other hand, Kharms himself implied, in a note made
at some time in 1928, that only he himself, Bakhterev, Levin,
and Vvedensky were to be counted as genuine members of
OBERIU. His comment, 'it is better to have three people, in
full agreement with each other, than more who are in constant
disagreement' ('luchshe tri cheloveka, vpolne svyazannykh
mezhdu soboi, nezheli bol'she, da postoyanno nesoglasnykh';
Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, p. 247), suggests he did not believe that
either Vaginov or Zabolotsky shared the group's aesthetic
principles. Amongst Vaginov scholars, David Shepherd has
spoken out in perhaps the strongest terms against seeing any
real link between Vaginov's aesthetics on the one hand, and
those of Kharms and Vvedensky on the other:

the bizarre world of Vaginov's fiction, in which, nevertheless, events
occur, plot develops, and characters behave largely in accordance
with conventional expectations, is very different from the fragmented
world of the two best-known oberiuty, Daniil Kharms and Aleksandr
Vvedenskii, where logic, sequentiality, and motivation, both fictional
and 'real-life', are radically undermined.72

Nikol'skaya believes that although Vaginov shared Kharms's
interest in eccentrics, neither his works nor his life contained
what she calls the 'conceptualism' ('kontseptual'nost") charac-
teristic of the other OBERIU members, and of the Leningrad
avant-garde in general.73

Most scholars, however, base their arguments against Vagi-
nov's importance in OBERIU on biographical and historical
factors, rather than on aesthetic grounds. Many argue that
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Vaginov was an individualist who had little regard for group
programmes, and consequently took little notice of them.74

Nikol'skaya notes, for example, that Gumilev was constantly
exasperated by Vaginov's apparent unwillingness to write like
the rest of the members of his 'Guild of Poets' (Nikol'skaya,
'Kanva biografii i tvorchestva', p. 70).75 Such a refusal to align
himself aesthetically or intellectually might explain why in the
late 1920s Vaginov participated both in OBERIU and in a
small circle of Hellenists known as ABDEM, two groups whose
interests, according to Nikol'skaya, were radically different
(ibid., p. 76).76 Vaginov is seen by many as at best a 'loyal ally'
of OBERIU.77 Jaccard describes him as the group's 'outsider
par excellence' (Daniil Harms, p. 586).78 This notion of Vaginov as
literary individualist is, moreover, reinforced by a comment he
himself made in a letter as early as 1922: 'I have passed through
all the poetic circles and organizations. I have not needed them
for a long time now. [...] I want to work alone' ('Ya prokhodil
cherez vse poeticheskie kruzhki i organizatsii; teper' mne eto
davno ne nado [...] Ya khochu rabotat' odin').79 Vaginov's
lack of interest in his membership of OBERIU might explain
why he did not attend the group meeting called to discuss his
candidature, and why he left the group shortly after the 'Three
Left Hours' evening.80

The central aim of this book is to determine whether one can
identify an OBERIU aesthetic which its members shared, or
whether Robin Milner-Gulland, for example, is justified in
claiming that the main contributory factor to the formation of
OBERIU was 'certain practical purposes connected with the
Soviet cultural situation of the 1920s' (Milner-Gulland, ' "Ko-
varnye stikhi"', p. 17).81 In so doing, I hope to reinscribe
Vaginov within the OBERIU equation in a sustained and
systematic manner. At the same time, I intend to challenge a
number of commonly held critical assumptions concerning the
group, not least the following: first, that Vaginov is peripheral
to the OBERIU equation; second, that Zabolotsky's early
poetry is an important aspect of OBERIU literature; third, that
there is a close relationship between Oleinikov's verse and the
OBERIU aesthetic; and fourth, that there is seamless coherence
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between the theory expounded in the group's 'declaration',
read out on the evening of 24 January 1928, and the aesthetic
principles of the group's individual members as they developed
in practice. Most importantly, by determining just what was
distinctive about OBERIU, I hope to be able to place the group
within the broader contexts of Russian and Western literature.
As and when appropriate, I shall borrow certain critical or
philosophical terms from groups with which the Oberiuty came
into contact, specifically the Formalists, the Bakhtin circle, and
the chinari. Whether or not these groups had a direct influence
on OBERIU, they clearly shared common concerns, and were
products of the same intellectual climate.

What, it is hoped, will emerge is that Kharms, Vvedensky,
and Vaginov, and (to a lesser extent) Bakhterev, all wrote
essentially self-conscious fiction, all produced texts which con-
stitute explorations of the nature of fiction in fictional form.
Moreover, it is my contention that it is precisely as writers of
such fiction - or 'metafiction' - that they can best be distin-
guished from Zabolotsky and Oleinikov.82

This study is divided into three chapters, which focus
respectively on the author ('speaker'), the reader ('listener'), and
the text ('utterance'). Each chapter is split into five sections.
The first section deals with contemporary literary theorists and
artists (writers, filmmakers, visual artists), while the second
focuses on the minor Oberiuty, namely Zabolotsky, Bakhterev,
and the group's 'fellow-traveller', Oleinikov. The three re-
maining sections concentrate on, first, Kharms (since he
appears to have been the driving force behind the group),
second, on Vvedensky (as he is generally compared with
Kharms), and third, on Vaginov.

Chapter 1 explores the ways in which these writers question
certain conventional assumptions concerning the function of
the story-teller (writer/author/narrator) in the cultural and
textual economy. In some of his poetry and much of his prose
Kharms appears both to subvert canonical writers from the
history of Russian literature, and to challenge the authority of
the writer, a process which culminates in his most 'carnival-
esque' work, the 1939 novella The Old Woman. In his pseudo-
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historical pseudo-drama Minin and Pozharsky, which contains a
plethora of stories told by its various characters, Vvedensky
questions the validity of any narrative endeavour based upon a
conventional understanding of time. Furthermore, by its frag-
mentary structure and the series of intertextual allusions which
it contains, Minin and Pozharsky, like The Old Woman, undermines
the humanist notion of the author as unified centre of the text.
The discussion of Vaginov's first and last novels, The Goat's Song
and Harpagoniana, traces his evolution from cultural elitist to
cultural materialist, a transformation best measured by his
changing attitude towards the author as originator and centre
of the text. The process of subverting the author's authority is
concluded in Harpagoniana, in which the author's voice disap-
pears behind the 'heteroglot' mass of embedded narratives.

Chapter 2 highlights the different ways in which Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Vaginov each explore the nature of reading. In
many of Kharms's miniature prose pieces Kharms either gives
information apparently irrelevant to the story, or seems to
withhold details which might be deemed relevant. This manip-
ulation of the reader's expectations underlines the fact that
reading, like any act of communication, conventionally involves
constructing a context, based on an assumption of relevance.
By the same token it forces us to question not just how we read,
but why. In the course of his late play Christmas at the Ivanovs\
Vvedensky breaks a number of conventions, pertaining both to
drama and to 'real life'. What such 'defamiliarization' suggests
is that the dramatic text, like any other text, is an utterance
oriented towards an 'addressee', whose 'horizon of expecta-
tions' will impinge upon the very articulation of that utterance.
By repeatedly disrupting the theatrical illusion, Vvedensky can
be said to be parodying the naturalist assumptions underpin-
ning Socialist Realist art, and drama in particular. In his
second novel, The Labours and Days ofSvistonov, Vaginov creates a
tension in the novel between two notions of reading; on the one
hand, as the passive contemplation of a meaning already
entirely present in the text, and on the other, as the active
recreation of meaning achieved by bringing one's own social
and historical context into play with the text. In this way,
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Vaginov can be said to underline the 'dialogic5 nature of
reading as 'active understanding' in the Bakhtinian sense.

Coming after chapters focusing on, respectively, writing and
reading, chapter 3 deals with the text itself, both the language
of the text, and the relationship between the text and that
which it purports to represent. In his non-fictional writing of
the 1930s, and some of his prose, Kharms explores the notion,
elaborated by Druskin, Lipavsky, and the chinari group to which
he belonged, of the interdependence of language and reality, of
words and the world. Towards the end of the 1930s, however,
Kharms's prose reveals an awareness of the political ramifica-
tions of such a notion, the chilling fact that the 'authority of
language' can so easily be exploited by the 'languages of
authority'. Such an awareness, moreover, is already present in
Kharms's 1927 play, Elizaveta Bam, which dramatizes the use
and abuse of language for political ends. The word and its
materiality (in a literal sense) is central to Vvedensky's oeuvre,
where it complements the tripartite theme of time, death, and
God. In particular, Vvedensky's A Certain Quantity of Conversations
calls to mind Heidegger's views on language, specifically the
notion that as humans we must reject our 'fallen logos' and
achieve a pure state of holy silence if we are to have access to
Being, and that the only means by which we can do this is
madness and death. Vaginov's early poetry contains images of
words-as-things in support of the notion of the force of art, its
power to guarantee the artist immortality. However, in his
third, and most personal novel, Bambocciade, Vaginov appears to
reject his previous artistic credo, emphasizing the fundamental
ontological distinction between aesthetic representation and the
thing represented in a way which looks forward to his own
death.

Some may argue that to concentrate on the prose and drama
of these three writers is to narrow one's focus to an unaccep-
table degree. Obversely, others may point out that to discuss, in
a study of OBERIU, works written up to ten years after the
OBERIU episode is to be guilty of excessively broadening one's
scope. In answer to the first objection it should be made clear
that I do not claim to be writing a comprehensive account of
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OBERIU (such a study could run into several volumes), rather I
am attempting to analyse the group's most significant 'common
denominator5. As far as the second charge is concerned, it is
quite clear, as I hope to show, that the homologies between the
fictions of Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov extend way
beyond the short period (possibly no more than the 'Three Left
Hours' performance itself) during which all three were official,
active members of the association.83 It is a major contention of
this present study that such homologies existed, regardless of
how the writers themselves may have perceived their work, and
irrespective, also, of the extra-aesthetic (personal and political)
pressures which were undoubtedly the most important factor in
the group's eventual disintegration in April 1930.



CHAPTER I

Authors and authority

THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING! RUSSIAN MODERNISM

AND THE AVANT-GARDE

In this chapter I shall first make a number of general comments
concerning Russian modernism and the avant-garde, and its
challenge to elevated notions of the artist, before discussing the
nature of that challenge in OBERIU fiction.

The year in which OBERIU definitively collapsed also marks
the end of the period generally referred to as 'modernism'
(approximately 1900—30). This was an era of seemingly apoc-
alyptic upheaval, both in Russia and in the West, during which
time, in the wake of the intellectual revolution effected in the
previous century by thinkers such as Darwin, Marx, and
Nietzsche, all 'truths' were questioned, all authorities subverted.
The poet Guillaume Apollinaire was speaking both literally and
figuratively when he declared in 1913, 'Hommes de l'avenir
souvenez-vous de moi / Je vivais a l'epoque ou finissaient les
rois'.1

One of the 'kings' which a number of trends within mod-
ernism sought to do away with was the Romantic figure of the
artist as an 'inspired genius', whose 'creations' are 'original'.2

The modernist tendency to question such conventional, 'ele-
vated' notions of art and the artist can be traced back in the
West to the last years of the nineteenth century, and can be said
to have culminated in the 'Dada' movement (1916-22), which
was nothing less than an attempt to destroy art as an institu-
tion.3 In Russia, on the other hand, the early modernist period
saw the reaffirmation of such notions, with Lev Tolstoy's

22
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treatise 'What is Art?5 ('Chto takoe iskusstvo?', 1897-8), in
which he expressed his belief that the artist is primarily
concerned with articulating nothing less than the meaning of
life in language which ordinary mortals can understand.
Tolstoy's views on art were rapidly superseded, however, by
those of the Russian Symbolists, and in particular Symbolism's
'second generation', whose conception of the artist as mystical
visionary and conduit for the transcendental Word combined
elements of Romanticism and Realism.4

It was not until well into the first decade of the twentieth
century that such models of art even began to be challenged in
Russia, with the primitivist paintings of Goncharova and
Larionov replacing Vrubel"s Symbolist tableaux.5 1910 saw the
formation of two (very different) Russian literary movements,
namely Acmeism (in St Petersburg), and Futurism (in
Moscow).6 Broadly speaking, both were a reaction to the crisis
in Russian Symbolism. The Acmeist poets, grouped around
Nikolay Gumilev, Osip Mandel'shtam, and Anna Akhmatova,
likened the poet not to a high priest, but to a 'craftsman', and
questioned accepted notions of artistic originality with their
emphasis on intertextuality. Russian Futurism went much
further, subordinating the poet to the free play of lexical and
phonetic units in the text, in its celebration of 'the self-sufficient
word' ('samovitoe slovo') and 'the word as such' ('slovo kak
takovoe').7 Its most radical form was the 'trans-rational' poetry,
or zaum' of poets such as Kruchenykh, Khlebnikov,8 and
Tufanov, which was essentially an attempt to eradicate all
traces of the writer as a rationally cognizing subject (amply
illustrated by Kruchenykh's poem 'Dyr bul shchyl', published
in 1913).9

In the theory and practice of Suprematism, the most famous
manifestation of Russian Futurism in the visual arts, just as
radical a challenge to the centrality of the artist was posed.
Suprematism was founded by Kazimir Malevich, whose first
Suprematist work, a black square on a white background (1913),
Malevich described as 'no empty square, but rather the experi-
ence of non-objectivity [...] the supremacy of pure feeling'.10

This downplaying of the cognitive-expressive function of art in
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favour of the emotional charge of pure form links Malevich
with the poets of zaurn', and indeed he collaborated with
Kruchenykh and Khlebnikov as early as 1913, designing the
costumes and sets for their opera Victory over the Sun {Pobeda nad
solntsem). Malevich also painted a number of works which he
described as 'zaum' realism' ('zaumnyi realizm'), including his
'Englishman in Moscow' ('Anglichanin v Moskve', 1914) and
'Cow and Violin' ('Korova i skripka', 1913), which features a
cow superimposed onto a violin, with proportion and perspec-
tive suitably distorted.11 In his short treatise on poetry written
in 1919, Malevich applied his convictions as to the necesarily
abstract nature of art to the verbal medium, equating the
essence of poetry with rhythm, tempo, and movement, rather
than with any cognitive function.12

In the early 1920s, once the Bolsheviks' hold over the country
was reasonably secure, the Party's leading ideologues began to
spell out the Party's own views on aesthetics. The emphasis now
shifted in favour of a predominantly utilitarian ethos, with the
accent on 'production', rather than 'creation'. Such rhetoric
represented a much more radical attack on Romantic notions
of art and the artist than anything which had gone before. The
most extreme voice was that of Marxist critic P. S. Kogan:

To search for the author in a work of art is to talk about secondary
matters. It's the same thing as trying to explain the location of a
railway or a bridge in a certain place as due to the inspiration of the
engineer, instead of a complex of economic conditions.13

Mayakovsky's 'Left Front of the Arts' ('Levyi front iskusstv'),
founded in 1923, was an ill-fated attempt to apply such
principles to avant-garde artistic praxis. For Mayakovsky, the
realm of poetry was no longer the inner space of the emotions
or the alternative world of metaphysics, but rather the very
public places of the square and the city streets: 'In order to
write about the tenderness of love, take bus no. 7 from
Lubyansky Square to Nogin Square. The appalling jolting will
serve to throw into relief for you, better than anything else, the
charm of a life transformed.'14 In some poems, such as 'Home-
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ward!', ('Domoi!', 1925), Mayakovsky explicitly equated author-
ship with industrial production.

Of course, Mayakovsky's tendency to suppress his own
personal, authorial voice stemmed largely from his belief in his
ability as poet to speak on behalf of the people as a whole.15

Other, more mainstream proletarian literary groups, such as
'Proletkul't' (short for 'Proletarian culture', cProletarskaya
kul'tura'), 'The Smithy' ('Kuznitsa'), 'October' ('Oktyabr"), and
'On Guard' ('Na postu'), went further than Mayakovsky in their
rejection of the notion of the 'genius-poet', and their advance-
ment of a strictly utilitarian aesthetic. Few were more strident
than 'Prole tkul't' writer Aleksey Gastev, who wrote in 1921:

Cram technics down the people's throats,
Energize them with geometry,
Beat them with logarithms,
Kill their romanticism!16

'Proletkurt' also had a theatre section, in which the future
cinema director Sergey Eisenstein first developed his technique
known as the 'montage of attractions'. As Eisenstein subse-
quently made clear, this technique was predicated upon a
radical challenge to artist-oriented aesthetics:

Whether the individual elements of the effect [produced by a film] are
devoid of plot in the conventional sense or whether they are linked
together by a 'plot carcass', as in my Potemkin, I see no essential
distinction. [...] Provoking the necessary effect is 'a purely mathema-
tical affair' and it has nothing whatsoever to do with the 'manifesta-
tion of creative genius'.17

With its preference for industrial and scientific metaphors,
'Proletkul't' had much in common with the branch of the arts
known as 'Constructivism'. Fired by the Futurist cult of the
machine, the Constructivists declared art to be dead, and
likened the artist to an engineer.18 Such a principle united, for
example, the architect Vladimir Tatlin, who had begun to
make 'Relief Constructions' in Moscow from glass, iron, and
wood as early as 1913, and the theatre director Vsevolod
Meyerkhord, whose theory of 'biomechanics' effectively trans-
formed the actor into a machine.19 The tendency, characteristic
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of Constructivism, to replace the notion of 'creative genius'
with one which saw the artist as simply reworking already
existing materials, was particularly evident in the photo-collages
of the photographer Aleksandr Rodchenko, or the films of
Dziga Vertov. Indeed, Vertov's most famous film, Man with a
Movie Camera {Chelovek s kinoapparatom, 1928), constructed as a
montage of documentary material, explicitly likens the cam-
eraman to a factory worker, and foregrounds the editing
process itself.20 In literature, this view of artist as production
worker led to the genre of the 'Production Novel', including
Fedor Gladkov's Cement (Tsement, 1925-), Leonid Leonov's The
River Sot' (Sot'y 1930), and Marietta Shaginyan's Hydrocentral
(Gidrotsentral', 1930-1), forerunners of Socialist Realist classics
such as Nikolay Ostrovsky's How the Steel was Tempered (Kak
zakalyalas' stal\ 1934).

However, one did not have to be a Bolshevik, or even a
Bolshevik sympathizer to question lofty notions of the 'inspired'
artist-genius. The artist Pavel Filonov, who was closely ac-
quainted with Zabolotsky, talked about the artist as a 'master-
inventor', and used metaphors to describe his paintings which
were taken from the natural or physical sciences.21 In prose,
Boris Piln'yak's novel Materials for a Novel (Materialy k romanu),
published in 1924, is constructed as a collage of pages from
diaries, letters, anecdotes, dramatic monologues, and fragments
of conversation, in such a way that the authorial voice virtually
disappears behind a mass of already-quoted discourses.22 The
most famous 'fellow-travellers' in literature, the 'Serapion
Brothers' ('Serapionovy brat'ya', a loose collective, active
between 1921 and 1928, which included Venyamin Kaverin,
Mikhail Zoshchenko, Vsevolod Ivanov, Konstantin Fedin,
Viktor Shklovsky, and Lev Lunts) explicitly rejected utilitar-
ianism in literature.23 Yet their plea for the writer's freedom of
creation, articulated in their 'manifesto' of 192224, was ironi-
cally undercut by the belief, held by a number of the group's
members, that literature was a 'craft', the techniques of which
could be learnt.25 Moreover, in the works of so many Ser-
apions, verbal play and other narrative strategies worked either
to mask the author's individual voice (as with Zoshchenko's use
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of oral speech, or skaz), or question the very possiblity that that
voice might produce anything truly original (in the prose of
Kaverin or Shklovsky, for example).26 To quote from Shklovs-
ky's fiction-cum-autobiography, The Third Factory (Tret'yafabrika,
1926), 'The dimensions of a book have always been dictated to
its author. [...] It is the necessity of including specified
material, absence of freedom generally, that gives rise to
creative work.'27

LITERATURE AS SYSTEM: RUSSIAN FORMALISM AND

THE BAKHTIN CIRCLE

Although a number of scholars have suggested homologies
between Serapion practice and Formalist theory,28 the Formal-
ists went much further than the Serapions in their attack on
notions of the author as creative genius. That they did so may
have something to do with Formalism's roots as a descriptive
poetics of Russian Futurism, beginning with Shklovsky's 1914
essay, The Resurrection of the Word.29 The Formalists polemically
downplayed the importance of the author in the text, in favour
of the artistic 'device' ('priem').30 According to Formalist
theory, a work of literature functioned not to express the
writer's 'message' about the world, but simply to draw attention
to itself, and to its own stylistic devices. Similarly, the Formalists
rejected the concept of originality in art. Poetic craft, according
to Shklovsky, involved arranging pre-existing images far more
than it entailed the creation of new ones.31 Such an attitude
was based upon the notion of literature as a self-generating
system (rather as the individual text was itself held to be a
system of devices).32 Eikhenbaum, in an essay designed to
rebuff the ever more vehement attacks on Formalism after 1925,
may have claimed that the question of 'how to write' had been
replaced by another - 'how to be a writer';33 in reality,
however, he still believed in what he called the 'dialectical self-
generation of new [literary] forms'.34 For Tynyanov, the
primary Formalist theorist of literary evolution, 'creative
freedom' was nothing more than 'an optimistic slogan which
does not correspond to reality', and it would be more accurate
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to talk about 'creative necessity' (Tynyanov, 'On Literary
Evolution', p. 74).

The Formalist who had from the beginning maintained the
most strident anti-author stance was Osip Brik (1888-1945). He
may well have had his tongue planted firmly in his cheek when
he claimed that, if Pushkin had not written Evgenii Onegin,
somebody else would have.35 Nevertheless, he was quite clear
where OPOYAZ (the Leningrad Formalists, or 'Society for the
Study of Poetic Language') stood on the question of authorship:
'Opoyaz proposes that there are no poets or literary figures, there is poetry
and literature' (Brik, 'The So-Called Formal Method', p. 90). Brik
played an important editorial role on the journal of the late
left-art movement in Moscow, New LEF (Novyi LEF 1927-8). By
this time the movement had rejected its Futurist credentials,
and was now advocating a 'literature of fact' ('literatura fakta'),
in the form of reports - newspaper articles, sketches - de-
scribing industrial projects.36 A number of articles from New
LEF outlining the theory of 'literature of fact' were published
collectively in a volume edited by Nikolay Chuzhak in 1929.37

In his numerous contributions to the volume, Osip Brik was
particularly dismissive of the author's significance in the crea-
tive process. The following statement is typical:

Any work of art is the result of the complex interrelationship of
separate elements of artistic creativity. The author's role is to make
use of these elements and to incorporate them into a definite artistic
product. These elements, from which the work of art is created, are
external to the author and exist independently of him. The author
simply makes use of them for his work, with a greater or lesser degree
of success.38

Chuzhak himself summed up the group's position on the
question of the author in an even more assertive tone:

There are still some naive eccentrics who would have us believe that
the so-called work of art, or of belles-lettres, is somehow created by the
writer-artist, and not worked in just the same way as all other products,
that is to say, from sources: from others' materials in print, from one's
own papers, from old and new notes.39

Although the left-art movement was based in Moscow, there is
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some evidence of collaboration with writers and artists in
Leningrad.40

The views elaborated by Brik and Chuzhak might not, at first
sight, appear to have much in common with those of Bakhtin
and the other members of the Bakhtin circle, also based in
Leningrad during the last years of the 1920s. Left art's call for
writers to abandon the novel in favour of newspaper articles
and sketches stands in direct opposition to Bakhtin's declared
preference for the novel above all other literary forms.41 On the
other hand, if left-art rhetoric resembled an amalgam of
Formalism and Marxism, then so, in many ways, did the ideas
of Bakhtin and his associates.42 Like the theorists of those two
groups, Bakhtin radically decentred the author. This process
began with Bakhtin's first major essay, 'Author and Hero in
Aesthetic Activity' ('Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deyaternosti',
1924). According to Bakhtin, in order to have an authentic
sense of my 'self, I need the other to complete that self, since I
need to see my self as the other sees me. Subjectivity for
Bakhtin is always and inevitably mtersubjectivity, whether
between self and other, or between the author of the text, and
the hero in the text. While this essay was concerned with
'authorship' to a certain extent as a paradigm of human
relations, The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship [Formal'nyi
metod v literaturovedenii, 1928) focused its attention on literature. It
was in effect an attempt to marry Marxism and Formalism, by
retaining the notion of literature as a system, but by empha-
sizing the social nature of that system: 'Every literary phenom-
enon (just like any ideological phenomenon) [...] is determined
simultaneously by external and internal factors; internally, by
literature itself, and externally, by the other spheres of social
life' ('Kazhdoe literaturnoe yavlenie (kak i vsyakoe ideologi-
cheskoe yavlenie) [...] opredelyaetsya odnovremenno i izvne i
iznutri. Iznutri - samoi literaturoi, izvne - drugimi oblastyami
sotsial'noi zhizni').43 No text, according to Bakhtin, is ever fully
its author's, since no utterance can be understood indepen-
dently of its social context. This is expressed particularly clearly
in the critique of Freudianism, published in 1927 under Voloshi-
nov's name:
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No verbal utterance can be attributed entirely to the person articu-
lating it. Every utterance is the product of interaction between speakers and,
more broadly, of the complex social situation in which the utterance
emerges.44

Bakhtin's book on Dostoevsky, first published in 192c)45, and
his essay 'Discourse in the Novel', were further attempts to
decentre the author from the text. In these works, Bakhtin uses
terms such as 'polyphony' ('polifoniya') and 'heteroglossia'
('raznorechie') to describe the rich, multi-voiced texture of the
modern novel, in which the author's discourse is just one
among many. Bakhtin's exposition of a profoundly dialogic
model of textuality may be said to have culminated in his study
of Rabelais (written in the late 1930s and early 1940s). Here
Bakhtin focuses on the popular tradition of carnival, and
discusses the ways in which the voices of carnival temporarily
subvert all authority, not just the author's.46

OBERIU's broadly anti-authoritarian, anti-convention pos-
turing has prompted a number of critics to claim that the group
was the modern embodiment of the carnival spirit as under-
stood by Bakhtin. The first to do so was the Soviet scholar A.
Dorogov, who suggested looking at OBERIU as reflecting not
just carnival but a number of Bakhtin's ideas in their textual
practice.47 More recently, Robin Milner-Gulland has explicitly
linked OBERIU and Bakhtin's notion of carnival when he
claims, 'Bakhtin himself knew of the Oberiuty and apparently
welcomed the carnivalistic element which their lives and work
contributed to the atmosphere of the city' ('Beyond the
Turning-Point', p. 265). Milner-Gulland's tantalizing, but un-
attested comment echoes those of other scholars. Lars Kleberg
has described the 'parodical and carnivalesque aspect [of the
Soviet avant-garde], which in the 1920s flourished mainly in
Leningrad (among the OBERIU poets, the director Igor
Terentev, and others)'.48 That Bakhtin's theories - and espe-
cially his concepts of dialogism and carnival - have serious
ramifications for author-centred models of literature (whether
Romantic, Realist, or Symbolist) hardly needs to be empha-
sized.49 Having outlined the various challenges posed by
Russian modernism and its theorists to the author's authority
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over her/his text, I shall now turn my attention to the Oberiuty
themselves.

OBERIU - NIKOLAY ZABOLOTSKY, NIKOLAY OLEINIKOV,
AND I G O R ' B A K H T E R E V

As Shepherd has observed (Beyond Metaftction, p. 117), the poetry
section of the OBERIU article, with its reference, for example,
to Vaginov warming the poetic object with his very breath,
appears actually to reinforce a number of Romantic cliches
concerning the importance of the artist in the literary process,
and the 'inspired5, 'creative' nature of that process. This should
not surprise us, however, if we remember that this section of the
article was written by Zabolotsky. Although the poet's T might
be said to 'hide' behind the mask of the city in Zabolotsky's
Scrolls, or the kaleidoscope of narrative voices in his long poem,
'The Triumph of Agriculture' ('Torzhestvo zemledeliya', 1933),
Zabolotsky ultimately had no interest in subverting the figure of
the poet. For he held a life-long sense of the poet's mission to
perfect the world, and effect a harmonious co-existence
between humanity and nature. This can be sensed even in some
of his early poems, such as 'Art' ('Iskusstvo', 1930):

But I, a monotonous man,
Put a long, shining flute to my mouth,
And blew, and, obeying my breath,
Words flew out into the world, becoming objects.
The cow cooked me porridge,
The tree read a fairy-tale,
And the dead little houses of the world
Jumped about, as if alive.
H o H, 04H006pa3HbIH
B3HA B pOT AAHHHyiO, CHHKHIjyiO AyAKy,
/JyA, H, noAHHHeHHbie AbixaHHio,
CAOBa BWAeTaAH B MHp, CTaHOBHCb npe£MeTaMH.

KopoBa MHe Kamy
/JepeBO CKa3Ky
A MepTBbie 4OMHKH MHpa
II CAOBHO >KHBbie.50
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Such a Utopian understanding of his function as an artist,
expressed in what is a rare excursion for Zabolotsky into the
metaliterary, is fully consistent with the view which Zabolotsky
expressed in a lecture in 1957: 'As a poet I live in a world of
bewitching mysteries. [...] With my assistance both Nature and
humanity will transform themselves, are perfecting and bet-
tering themselves.'51 It would seem that Zabolotsky's unshake-
able belief in his messianic role as poet allows him no room to
question his authority as author. Indeed, it is precisely his
Romantic notion of the artist which sets Zabolotsky apart, both
from the mainstream of Russian modernism, and from the
other members of OBERIU.

Oleinikov's short, irreverent poems, generally written as
either bawdy declarations of love, ruminations on the connec-
tion between food and sex, or odes to insects, provide a sharp
contrast with Zabolotsky's verse.52 The 'vulgar' style in which
much of Oleinikov's poetry is written serves to challenge
precisely those lofty notions of art and the artist on which
Zabolotsky's verse is ultimately predicated.53 Occasionally this
challenge is achieved through a self-conscious stylistic device.
For example, the trailer which Oleinikov wrote for the film The
Wedding {£henit'bd) contains the line 'perhaps you're tired of me'
('mozhet byt', naskuchil vam').54 However, although Oleini-
kov's irreverent tone links him with contemporary practitioners
of skaz such as Zoshchenko, the general absence of self-con-
sciousness in his verse sharply distinguishes him from Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Vaginov.

Closer to these three is Bakhterev, who not only subverts the
figure of the author or story-teller (unlike Zabolotsky), but does
so by means of self-reflexive narrative strategies (unlike either
Zabolotsky or Oleinikov). For example, in the strangely named
'Koloborot', subtitled 'A Short Announcement' ('Kratkoe
soobshchenie'), the narrator tells us about his habit of walking
backwards.55 The story, related in an oral style or skaz, and
peppered with asides addressed to the reader, continues some-
what aimlessly until the narrator unexpectedly interrupts his
story in order to talk about moustaches, a theme which, as he
himself admits, has nothing to do with what he has said so far
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(but which reads like a parody of the opening of Gogol'5s
'Nevsky Prospect5). A similarly metafictional device is used by
Bakhterev in his story cAn Incident in "The Crooked
Stomach5" ('Sluchai v "Krivom Zheludke55 5).56 This story,
about an alarm clock belonging to the narrator's brother, which
eats a meal in the 'Crooked Stomach5 restaurant, is told in a
consistently self-conscious, oral style. The narrator eventually
abandons his narrative, however, first declaring it uninteresting,
then admitting incomprehension as to a number of issues raised
by his narrative (and suggesting that it is precisely his failure to
understand which prompts him to tell stories): 'No, all this, put
quite simply, is impossible to explain. As are a lot of other
things. Forgive me, but I refuse to understand. [...] That's the
way I live, you see: I ask questions, and tell myself stories5 ('Net,
vse eto, poprostu skazat', neob"yasnimo. Da i mnogoe drugoe.
Ya, prostite, ponyat' otkazyvayus'. [...] Tak ya, ponimaete li, i
zhivu: zadayu voprosy, rasskazyvayu samomu sebe istorii5;
Aleksandrov (ed.), VannaArkhimedayp. 432).

In this section, I have looked at how Russian modernism and
particularly the Soviet avant-garde posed a radical challenge to
those 'elevated5 notions of the artist which had underpinned
Romanticism, Realism, and Symbolism. This tendency to
decentre the author from the literary text was also an important
feature of Russian Formalism and the theories of the Bakhtin
Circle. While Zabolotsky ultimately sought to reaffirm the
authority of the author (of himself as poet), Oleinikov and
Bakhterev tended in their own work to subvert that authority.
Bakhterev, moreover, did so by means of self-reflexive narrative
devices. In this respect, Bakhterev is closer to Kharms, Vve-
densky, and Vaginov, who all question the authority of the
story-teller, and all resort to a plethora of metafictional devices.
In order to see how close, it is now necessary to focus on these
three authors, beginning with Kharms.

GARNIVALIZING THE AUTHOR? DANIIL KHARMS

There are two points to note concerning the way in which
Kharms subverts the figure of the author in his fiction. First,
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despite the references in the OBERIU article to the proletariat
and to left art, Kharms's attitude towards the artist (and in
particular the writer) contains none of the explicitly political
rhetoric found in earlier proletarian literature. Second, Kharms
challenges certain conventional images of the writer in a much
more radical way than any other Russian modernist, whether
proletarian, 'fellow-traveller', or Oberiut.57

Both points are aptly demonstrated in the miniature dra-
matic work entitled 'Four Illustrations of how a New Idea
disconcerts a Man Unprepared for it' ('Chetyre illyustratsii
togo, kak novaya ideya ogorashivaet cheloveka, k nei nepodgo-
tovlennogo'). This text contains four brief exchanges in which a
figure of authority is debased, beginning with 'the writer':

W R I T E R : I am a writer.
READER: Well in my opinion, you're s**t!

: A no-MoeMy, TM r . . .o!58

At times, Kharms subverts specific notions concerning lit-
erary authorship. For example, in 'A Fairy Story' ('Skazka'; pp.
275-8), originally written for children, Kharms mocks belief in
the possibility of originality in literature (rather as left-art
theorists had). This text is essentially a story about Vanya's
series of attempts to compose a fairy story, before having this
story-about-a-story-about-other-stories published in a chil-
dren's magazine (the very magazine, and edition, in which the
story actually appeared).59 As Vanya tries repeatedly to
comppse something original, however, Lenochka rejects every
suggestion with the assertion that 'there is already a story like
that' ('takaya skazka uzhe est"), before relating the tale in
question. In this way, Vanya's endeavours at literary creativity
are doomed to failure at every turn.

Two other prose pieces which focus on the act of writing are
'Knights' ('Rytsari') and the untitled story which begins 'They
Call me the Capuchin' ('Menya nazyvayut kaputsynom').60 If
the writers in these stories succeed in producing something
original, they are, on the other hand, ethically suspect. In this
way they constitute a challenge to the concept of the writer as a
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superior caste (a belief which underpinned much pre-revolu-
tionary Russian literature, from the Romantics to the Futurists),
a challenge entirely consonant with the kind of rhetoric pro-
duced by the Moscow left-art movement in the late 1920s.
'Knights' begins with description of the violence that goes on in
a house full of old women.61 Suddenly the narrative breaks off
- the narrator turns out to be a writer, who cannot find his ink-
pot. From being a story about sadism, 'Knights' becomes a tale
about a sadistic writer, getting his kicks by writing about
violence against women. The act of writing, and the writer's
unethical attitude towards his subject matter, is also the subject
of 'They call me the Capuchin'. In this story, the narrator
reveals his depraved state of mind by describing in gruesome
detail how he would like to obliterate children and give young
girls away in marriage. He too is suddenly forced to interrupt
his narrative, and his writing of that narrative, in order to go
and buy some tobacco.62

If the writers in 'Knights' and 'They Call Me the Capuchin'
are to be condemned for their excessive, prurient fascination
with the subject of their narratives, other Kharmsian story-
tellers appear singularly uninterested in the stories they tell.
Each time the narrator of 'Five Unfinished Narratives' ('Pyat'
neokonchennykh povestvovanii') begins a story he abandons his
narrative after only a few lines, arbitrarily concluding that his
(exceedingly banal) subject matter is exhausted (pp. 498-9).63

Although the narrator of 'Symphony No. 2' ('Simfoniya No. 2')
pretends to take an interest in his characters, he is in fact
interested in no-one but himself:

SYMPHONY No. 2
Anton Mikhailovich spat, said 'ekh', spat again, said 'ekh' again,

spat again, said 'ekh' again, and left. To hell with him. I'd do better
to tell you about Il'ya Pavlovich.

Il'ya Pavlovich was born in 1893, in Constantinople. [...] And to
hell with him, too. I'd do better to tell you about Anna Ignat'evna.

Except that telling you about Anna Ignat'evna is not that easy. First
of all, I don't know anything about her, and secondly, I've just fallen
off my chair, and I've forgotten what I wanted to tell you about. I'd
do better to tell you about myself.
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I'm tall, not stupid, I dress elegantly and with good taste, don't
drink, and don't go to the races, although I'm fond of the ladies.

CHMOOHHfl No 2
AHTOH MHXaHAOBHH FIAIOHyA, CKa3aA «9X», OnHTb nAIOHyA, OnHTb

CKa3aA «3x», onHTb nAIOHyA, onHTb CKa3aA «3x», H ymeA. H Bor c
HHM. PaccKa>Ky Ayniue npo HAbio IlaBAOBHHa.

HAbfl IlaBAOBHH pO4HACH B 1893 rO/ty, B KOHCTaHTHHOnOAC [. . .]
Hy H Bor c HHM. fl. Aynuie paccKa^cy npo AHHy HrHaTbeBHy.

Ho npo AHHy HrHaTbeBHy paccKa3aTb He TaK-To npocTo. Bo-
nepBbix, H o Heft HHnero He 3Haio, a BO-BTOpbix, H cennac ynaA co
CTyAa, H 3a6biA, o neM coGnpaACH paccKa3biBaTb. 5i Aynine paccna^Ky o
ce6e.

H BbicoKoro pocTa, HerAynwH, o^eBaiocb H3HLLJHO H CO BKycoM, He
nbio, Ha CKaHKH He xo^y, HO K 4aMaM THHycb. (Kharms, Sluchai, p . 4)64

Both in 'Five Unfinished Narratives' and in 'Symphony No. 2',
Kharms appears to question the idea that story-tellers are
motivated by an interest in the subject of their tale.

Whereas in 'Symphony No. 2' the narrator confesses at one
point that he cannot remember what he was going to talk
about, memory loss is itself the subject of another work by
Kharms. The narrator sets out to tell the story of an Eng-
lishman who could not remember the name of a particular
bird. It soon transpires, however, that the narrator too has
forgotten, and so, after trying desperately to jog his own
memory, finally admits defeat and brings his narrative to an
abrupt and premature conclusion with the embarassed state-
ment: 'I have forgotten what this bird is called. If I hadn't
forgotten, I would have told you the tale of this cockadoodle-
doodlecluckaduck' ('Zabyl ya, kak eta ptitsa nazyvaetsya. A uzh
esli b ne zabyl, to rasskazal by vam rasskaz pro etu kirikurku-
kukrekitsu').65

In a number of texts, Kharms presents a far from conven-
tional image of specific authors from the Russian literary
tradition.66 'Anecdotes from Pushkin's Life', ('Anekdoty iz
zhizni Pushkina'), is a collection of seven anecdotes in which the
man traditionally regarded as the father of modern Russian
literature is depicted as a half-wit who cannot grow a proper
beard, holds his nose when walking past smelly peasants, spends
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much of his time throwing stones, and cannot sit on a chair
without falling off it (pp. 392-3).67 In 'Pushkin and Gogol0

('Pushkin i Gogol") the two writers mentioned in the title are
bungling buffoons who spend their whole time tripping over
each other and cursing in the manner of Laurel and Hardy, or
circus clowns (p. 360). Kharms also lampoons Lev Tolstoy in
'The Fate of the Professor's Wife' ('Sud'ba zheny professora'),
in which the wife in question dreams of the author of War and
Peace holding out his chamber pot, eager to show her its freshly
deposited contents (pp. 328-30).68

Nor does Kharms spare figures from contemporary Soviet
literature. The targets of the untitled text which begins 'Ol'ga
Forsh went up to Aleksey Tolstoy and did something' are quite
explicit.69 They are the writers mentioned in this opening
sentence, along with another major Soviet writer, Konstantin
Fedin. Instead of writing, however, they give way to apparently
unmotivated violence, with Fedin smashing Forsh in the face
with a shovel, before Tolstoy runs along the street neighing
loudly like a horse. As he does so, passers-by look on bemused
at the antics of what they recognize as 'a major contemporary
writer'.

Why does Kharms parody story-telling and story-tellers?
Stalin's henchmen clearly interpreted his work as politically
subversive, and it could be argued that Kharms was courting
danger by subverting the 'centre' of the text in a society where
the centre (Stalin and the Party) claimed absolute authority for
itself. It is in this specifically political sense that the Russian
medieval figure of the 'holy fool in Christ' ('yurodivyi'), in
whose antics Kharms's contemporaries saw a pre-echo of his
own eccentric behaviour, is so appropriate.70 For, as Soviet
cultural historians D. S. Likhachev and A. M. Panchenko
observe, it was only by mocking themselves as 'authors', by
undermining the authority of their own narrative discourse,
that these 'holy fools' could reveal the stupidity of the world
(and particularly the society) in which they lived:
Authors pretend to be fools, 'play the fool', create nonsense and feign
incomprehension. In actual fact they believe themselves to be clever,
and only portray themselves as fools in order to be free in their
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laughter. Their 'authorial image' is necessary for their 'comic work5,
which consists in both 'making nonsense' ['durit"] and "nonsensi-
fying" ['vozdurit"] the whole world.71

There remains, however, a good deal of ambiguity sur-
rounding Kharms's author-fool. For the point about the 'holy
fools', as about the medieval carnivals with which they are
associated, is that their mocking laughter signalled nothing
more than a temporary suspension of power structures, which
they ultimately served to reinforce. So is Kharms, by depicting
the writer as a 'fool', endeavouring in a carnivalesque manner
to reassert the author's authority? To use Formalist parlance, is
he 'defamiliarizing' the image of the writer only to renew it in a
positive, productive sense? Is Susan Scotto, for example, justi-
fied when she implies that Kharms is essentially rearticulating
the Romantic concept of the artist as gifted outcast: 'Kharms
seems to be saying that there is no room for the truly creative
but non-conformist writer in the society he presents' ('Daniil
Xarms's Early Poetry', p. 181)? Or is Kharms in fact intent on
debasing the writer/author absolutely and definitively? To put
it plainly, is Kharms extending the modernist challenge to the
authority of the writer, or is he parodying it by caricaturing its
worst excesses? For much of Kharms's oeuvre this question
remains unclear; it is just as possible, for example, to read
'Anecdotes from Pushkin's Life' either as lampooning Pushkin,
or as ridiculing those Philistines who belittle the great man by
recounting all sorts of trivia about his life.72 It is only in one of
his last works, the novella The Old Woman, that Kharms even
begins to provide us with a clear answer to this question.

WRITING FOR A MIRACLE! KHARMS S THE OLD WOMAN

AS MENIPPEAN SATIRE

The central irony of The Old Woman (Starukha) is that, while it is
Kharms's most thoroughly carnivalesque work, it is the text in
which Kharms finally resolves his carnivalesque ambivalence
towards the authority of the writer.73

There is a remarkable discrepancy between the kind of writer
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generally found in Kharms's fiction, and the image which he
sought to project of himself as a writer, in his letters and diaries.
In October 1933, in a letter to the actress K. V. Pugacheva,
Kharms declared himself to be a 'world-creator' ('tvorets
mira'), and affirmed unequivocally his belief in the power of
'true' art to effect a 'purity of order' ('chistota poryadka').74 By
the late spring of 1939, when he wrote The Old Woman, Kharms's
material situation had seriously deteriorated.75 He and his
second wife Marina were soon penniless and close to starvation,
a situation exacerbated in 1937, with the censor's refusal to
allow publication of even his children's stories following the
appearance of his poem, 'Out of a House walked a Man' ('Iz
doma vyshel chelovek').76 The same man who in 1933 had had
such unshakeable confidence in his powers as a writer was, by
April 1937, bemoaning his absolute creative entropy: 'No
thoughts have entered my head during the last few days, and so
I have not written anything down, either here [Kharms's diary]
or in my blue notebook5 ('Nikakikh myslei za eti dni v golovu ne
prikhodilo, a potomu ni syuda, ni v golubuyu tetrad' ya nichego
ne zapisyvaP; ' "Bozhe, kakaya uzhasnaya zhizn'..." ', p. 215).77

The fact, of course, that Kharms produced The Old Woman
(by far his longest work in prose) just over two years later
suggests that he succeeded in overcoming this lack of inspira-
tion, if only temporarily. In this deceptively fragmentary tale,
narrated in the first person, a man trying to write a story about
a miracle-worker who never actually commits miracles, experi-
ences a major crisis when confronted with the presence of an
old woman's corpse in his Leningrad flat.78 After trying to
forget about her (he visits his friend Sakerdon Mikhailovich79,
and tries to talk to a young woman about God while waiting in
a bread queue) he eventually crams the body into a suitcase.
While attempting to flee the city on a train, he is forced to rush
to the lavatory with a dose of diarrhoea, and has the suitcase
stolen from him. Apparently thankful for this 'miracle', the
narrator descends from the train at the next station, goes into
the woods, kneels down, and makes the sign of the cross. At this
point the narrative comes to an abrupt end.

If 'Anecdotes from Pushkin's Life' carnivalizes the figure of
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Pushkin, then by the same token The Old Woman, with its plethora
of parodic allusions to the 'classics' of nineteenth-century
Russian prose can be said to carnivalize the Petersburg literary
tradition.80 The various motifs which the tale contains reinforce
its carnivalesque thrust.81 These include: the return and renewal
of the body on the border between life and death, as the old
woman's corpse appears to come to life; the black humour
concerning death (especially the anecdote which the narrator
relates concerning an incident when a corpse escapes from a
mortuary and terrorizes women at a maternity ward, provoking
one to give birth prematurely (p. 419));82 and the 'carnivalesque
mesalliance'' which prompts the story's denouement, based on the
notion that the narrator's bout of diarrhoea is the pretext for the
'miraculous' disappearance of the suitcase.83

But what is the relationship between the carnivalesque
element of The Old Woman and the image of the writer which
Kharms projects? Answering that question will necessitate a
close examination of the kind of carnival text which The Old
Woman constitutes. Kharms's story demonstrates, in fact, many
of the characteristics of 'menippean satire', a genre which,
Bakhtin asserted, 'has been, in the literature of the modern era,
the main vehicle for the most concentrated and vivid forms of
carnivalization' ('v literaturakh novogo vremeni byla preimush-
chestvennym provodnikom naibolee sgushchennykh i yarkikh
form karnavalizatsii'; Bahktin, PPD, p. 233).84 According to
Bakhtin, the most important characteristic of menippean satire
is 'its extremely bold and unrestrained element of the fantastic85

and adventure' ('samaya smelaya i neobuzdannaya fantastika i
avantyura') devoted to 'the creation of extraordinary situations in
order to provoke and test a philosophical idea - a discourse, a
truth, embodied in the image of a wise man, the seeker of this
truth' ('sozdavat' isklyuchiteVnye situatsii dlya provotsirovaniya i
ispytaniya filosofskoi idei — slova, pravdy, voploshchennoi v
obraze mudretsa, iskatelya etoi pravdy'; Bahktin PPD, p. 193).
This is precisely what lies at the heart of The Old Woman: an
extraordinary situation (the presence of a corpse - and a 'live'
one at that - in the narrator's bedroom), which is the catalyst
for an exploration undertaken by a wise man who merely feigns
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stupidity. The 'truth' which he tests ostensibly concerns the
existence of God and the possibility of miracles. He also seeks,
however, the answer to another, more personally relevant
question, concerning the writer's authority, both ethical86 and
epistemological.

In order to explore this issue of the writer's authority, The Old
Woman is constructed in a manner which calls to mind what
Bakhtin describes as the paradigmatic carnival narrative,
namely the 'mock crowning and subsequent uncrowning of
the carnival king' ('shutovskoe uvenchanie i posleduyushchee
razvenchanie karnavarnogo korolya'), through which 'a new
crowning glimmers' ('prosvechivaet novoe uvenchanie'; Bakhtin,
PPD, pp. 210-11). At the beginning of The Old Woman, as has
been shown, Kharms's character/narrator decides to write a
story.87 The problems begin for the narrator, however, when
he finds himself unable to write. This realization comes in a
passage which, with its triumphalism shot through with irony,
can be read as a 'mock crowning' of the writer as 'carnival
king':

Now I feel sleepy, but I'm not going to sleep. I'll take paper and pen
and I'll write. I feel tremendous strength inside me. I thought it all out
yesterday. It's going to be a story about a miracle worker who lives in
our time and does not work miracles. He knows he is a miracle
worker and can work any miracle he wants, but he doesn't. [...]

Sakerdon Mikhailovich will burst with envy. He thinks I'm no
longer capable of writing a work of genius. Quickly, quickly to work.
Away with all sleep and laziness! I'll write for eighteen hours straight!
Tenepb MHe XOHCTCH cnaTb, HO H cnaTb He 6y4y. H BO3bMy 6yMary H
nepo H 6y4y nncaTb. H nyBCTByio B ce6e crpauiHyio CHAy. il Bee
o64y\iaA eme Bnepa. 9 T O 6y4eT paccna3 o ny4OTBopije, KOTopbift
;KHBCT B Hauie BpeMH H He TBopHT ny4ec. O H 3HaeT, HTO OH
Hy4OTBOpeiJ, H MOHCeT COTBOpHTb AK)6oe Hy4O, HO OH 3TOrO He

4eAaeT. [...]
CaKep4OH MHxaHAOBHH AonHeT OT 3aBHCTH. O H 4yMaeT, HTO H y>Ke

He cnocoGeH HanncaTb reHHaAbHyio Beujb. Cnopee, cKopee 3a
pa6oTy! /(OAOH BCHKHH COH H AeHb! fl 6y4y nncaTb BoceMHa4E[aTb
nacoB no4pH4! (p. 400)

Once he has 'crowned' his writer (who resembles Kharms
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himself in a number of ways), Kharms begins to uncrown him,
debunking him and his project by means of irony:

I tremble all over with impatience. I can't figure out what to do. I
needed to get a pen and paper, but I've picked up all kinds of objects,
not at all the things I needed. [...]

I stand in the middle of the room. Whatever am I thinking about?
Why, it's already twenty past five. I've got to write. I push the table
toward the window and sit down at it, squared paper in front of me,
pen in hand. [...]

The sun hides behind the chimney of the building opposite. The
shadow from the chimney runs along the roof, flies across the street,
and settles on my face. I ought to take advantage of the shadow and
write a few words about the miracle worker. I pick up my pen and
write:

'The miracle worker was tall.'
I can't write anything else.

O T HeTepneHHH H Becb 4po>Ky. fi He Mory coo6pa3HTb, HTO MHe
4eAaTb: MHe Hy>KHo 6biAO B3HTb nepo H 6yMary, a H xBaTaA pa3Hbie

i, COBCCM He Te, KOTOpwe MHe GMAH Hy>KHbi. [...]
CTOK) nocepe^HHe KOMHaTbi. O neM me n AyMaio? Be4b y>Ke

MHHyT iuecToro. Ha^o nHcaTb. fL npH4BHraio K OKHy
CTOAHK H ca>Kycb 3a Hero. IlepeAO MHOH KAeTHaTan GyMara, B pyne
nepo. [...]

CoAHLje npHHeTCH 3a TpyGy npoTHBOcronmero AOMa. TeHb OT
Tpy6w 6OKHT no Kpbiuie, nepeAeTaeT yAHijy H AO>KHTCH MHe Ha AHI^O.
Ha4O BOCnOAb3OBaTbCH 3TOH TeHbK) H HanHCaTb HeCKOAbKO CAOB O
ny4OTBopqe. H XBaTaio nepo H nniuy:

«My4OTBopeq 6WA BbicoKoro pocTa.»
BoAbine H HHnero HanncaTb He Mory. (pp. 400-1)

This process of abasement, by which the writer is uncrowned,
continues at Sakerdon Mikhailovich's flat. The conversation
which the narrator has with his friend centres precisely on the
narrator's status as a writer, which is once more debunked by
means of irony:

'You know, the last time I ate was yesterday, when I was with you in
the cellar bar, and I haven't eaten since', I said.

'Oh aye', said Sakerdon Mikhailovich.
'Since then I've spent all my time writing', I said.
'Get away!' Sakerdon Mikhailovich exclaimed in an exaggerated

tone. 'It's a pleasure to behold a genius.'
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'You bet!', I said.
'Scribbled much?' asked Sakerdon Mikhailovich.
'I have', I said. 'I've got through masses of paper.'
'Here's to a genius of our time', said Sakerdon Mikhailovich,

raising his glass.
- Be/us H nocAe4HHH pa3 eA Bnepa, c BaMH B no/jBaAbHHKe, H C Tex
nop HHHero euje He eA, - cna3aA H.

- H Bee BpeMH nncaA, - CKa3aA H.
- HepT noGepn! - yTpHposaHHo BCKpHnaA CaKep4OH
HxaHAOBHH. - FIpHHTHo BH4eTb nepe4 CO6OH reHHH.
- Euie 6w! - cKa3aA H.
- MHOrO nO4H HaBaAHAH? - CnpOCHA CaKep^OH MHXaHAOBHH.
- /(a, - CKa3aA H, - HcnncaA nponacTb GyMara.
- 3a reHHH HaiiiHx AHCH, - cKa3aA Canep^OH MnxaHAOBHH,

piOMKy. (p. 412)

It is not until the closing scene of The Old Woman that the
story's carnivalesque ambiance is finally, and definitively dis-
sipated, however.88 As the narrator crosses himself, thanking
God for the miracle from which he has just benefited, it is
obvious that he is not to be 'recrowned'. This is because the
miracle has provided the answer to both questions which this
deceptively wise man has been trying to answer throughout
Kharms's menippean satire. On the one hand, it has shown him
that God exists, and can even perform miracles (God does
indeed move in mysterious ways!). On the other, it reinforces
the fact that even as a writer, he is at the mercy of God, the
Word with which everything began, and the ultimate author
who alone has the power to determine the end of the story.89

Since by definition the menippean satire has universal signifi-
cance, the dual truth disclosed at the end of The Old Woman has
ramifications not just for Kharms, but for all writers, including
all those to which Kharms has alluded throughout his tale.

With The Old Woman, then, Kharms bangs the final nail into
the coffin of authorial authority. He subverts the notion of the
author as creative subject in a less overtly political, but far more
radical way than that advocated by the left-art movement with
which OBERIU had appeared to be allying itself in January
1928; theorists such as Brik and Chuzhak never questioned the
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writer's ethical or epistemological credentials, and prescribed a
rigidly realist, 'journalistic' mode of writing entirely alien to
Kharms. Perhaps it was because he sensed that he had now
definitively 'uncrowned' the figure of the writer, that Kharms
wrote relatively little after The Old Woman. The reasons for his
virtual silence as a writer after 1939 remain unclear. Something
which can be said with far greater certainty is that by inter-
weaving the themes of time, death, God, and story-telling in
TTie Old Woman, Kharms calls to mind his fellow Oberiut,
Aleksandr Vvedensky. It is Vvedensky, and his brand of
metafiction, which I shall now discuss.

WHAT A TIME TO TELL A STORY! ALEKSANDR

VVEDENSKY

Just as in Kharms's fiction, many of Vvedensky's characters also
tell stories. Only occasionally, however, are these characters
also writers. One such is 'Griboedov', who appears in Vvedens-
ky's dramatic poem 'The Eyewitness and the Rat' ('Ochevidets
i krysa').90 This text in fact gives a clue to a major difference
between Kharms and Vvedensky; whereas the former focuses
on story-tell^, the latter explores story-telh'/zg.

In particular, Vvedensky challenges the way in which many
stories are conventionally narrated, since they are based on the
assumption that time is linear and finite.91 It is this notion of
time which is parodied in 'The Eyewitness', not so much in the
figure of the writer, as in that of the 'historian'. When one of
the characters attempts to establish whether or not a murder
has just taken place,92 the answer which she receives reads like
a caricature of the historian's view of time, as a blind succession
of years (with an irrelevant concluding comment added for
good measure):

KOSTOMAROV (HISTORIAN).
Thirteen years.
Twelve years.
Fifteen years.

•

Sixteen years.
All around is nothing but shrubbery.
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KocTOMapoG (HCTOPHK).

ACT.

^qaTb ACT.
KpyroM 04HH KycTapHHKH.

This response is followed immediately by a passage of inco-
herent babble from the 'writer' Griboedov, who seems to make
no more sense than the historian:

GRIBOEDOV (WRITER).

There's no question about it,
It's clear he's a thief.
Thick magical visions
are visiting my soul.
Inexplicable aching pleasures
Are what they promise me.
They have my mind in a whirl,
I myself am now like a squirrel in a wheel.
Otherworldly creations, go away,
I am leaving for Georgia today like everyone else.

O neM TyT 6biTb MO)KeT pa3roBop,
HCHO HTO OH BOp.
KpyTbie BOAine6Hbie
MHe 4ymy nocemaioT.
HeH3T>ncHHMbie 6oAbHbie
OHH MHe o6emaioT.
MOH yM OHH BCKpy>KHAH,
H caM Tenepb Kan GeAKa B KOAece.

H e4y B Fpy3Hio cero4HH KaK H BCC (P- \93

The nature of time is a question to which, as we shall see,
Vvedensky returns throughout his oeuvre. For Vvedensky, an
adequate, non-linear understanding of time is essential if we are
fully to comprehend the world and tell the right kind of
narratives about that world (whether as stories or as /^'stories).
Such understanding, he maintains, is clearly not guaranteed by
the conventional ways in which we think and talk. As he put it
in his 'Grey Notebook', in one of the many comments con-
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cerning the nature of time which the notebook contains: 'Our
human logic and language do not correspond to time, not in
any sense, basic or complex. Our logic and language slide over
the surface of time' ('Nasha chelovecheskaya logika i nash yazyk
ne sootvetstvuyut vremeni ni v kakom, ni v elementarnom, ni v
slozhnom ego ponimanii. Nasha logika i nash yazyk skol'zyat po
poverkhnosti vremeni'; p. 184).94

For Vvedensky, the key to comprehending existence is to
realize that human time is in fact annulled, made meaningless,
by the inevitability of death and the eternal life to which it
leads.95 As the tsar expresses it, in Vvedensky's play All Around
Maybe God (Krugom vozmozhno Bog): 'It really is a heavy blow / To
think that you are steam. / That you will die and [therefore] do
not exist' (cEto deistviterno tyazhelyi udar / podumat' chto ty
par. / Chto ty umresh' i tebya net').96 Such an understanding of
time was precisely what Vvedensky felt distinguished him from
others (as a thinker, rather than as a writer). As he expressed it,
in a comment made at one of the chinari meetings:

I have understood how I am different from previous writers, and from
people in general. They would say: life is an instant in comparison
with eternity. I say: life is in an absolute sense an instant, even in
comparison with an instant.
R noHHA, neM oTAHHaiocb OT npouiAbix nncaTeAeH, 4a H Boo6me

Te TOBOpHAH: >KH3Hb - MrHOBeHHe B CpaBHeHHH C
. R roBopio: OHa BooGiije MrHOBeHHe, £a>Ke B cpaBHeHHH c

. (Vvedensky PSS, vol. 11, p. 251)

Vvedensky's assertion has ramifications not just for human
history, but for all the stories which his characters relate and
which we as humans tell. It is in his early dramatic work, Minin
and Pozharsky, that Vvedensky most systematically explores those
ramifications.

DIALOGUES OF THE DEAD: VVEDENSKY S MININ AND
POZHARSKY

One of Vvedensky's earliest surviving pieces, Minin and Pozharsky
(Minin i Pozharsky) was written shortly after its author first met
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Kharms (the manuscript is dated May-July 1926).97 As is the
case with much of Vvedensky's oeuvre, Minin and Pozharsky is
written in dialogue, approximately half of which is also in verse.
Vvedensky presents the reader with a number of characters
belonging to different cultures and historical periods, who
appear to co-exist, and engage in dialogue, on an extra-
temporal plane.98 These characters include the Roman
emperor Nero (AD 37-68), who converses with a tsarist Russian
officer; Boris Godunov (c. 1552—1605); the Indian poet and
philosopher Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941); a certain
'Prince Men'shikov' (perhaps Prince Aleksandr Danilovich
Menshikov, 1673—1729, or Prince Aleksandr Sergeevich
Menshikov, 1787-1869)"; a torch-bearer; and the driver of a
steam train. Also mentioned are: the medieval Russian prince
Vladimir Monomakh (1053—1125); Catherine the Great
(1729—96); a certain 'Ermolov', who may be General Aleksey
Ermolov (1777-1861); Prince Andrey Kurbsky (1528-83; he fled
to Poland during the reign of Ivan the Terrible); and 'the
second son of Count Sheremet'ev' (the Sheremet'evs were a
Russian noble family, the most famous member of which was
Boris Petrovich Sheremet'ev, 1652—1719, a military commander
and diplomat). There is, finally, a character named 'Petrov'
(perhaps an oblique reference to Peter the Great), who is
mentioned four times in what could be section headings:
'Petrov in civilian dress', 'Petrov in military dress', 'Petrov in
judge's dress', and 'Petrov in spiritual dress' ('Petrov v
shtatskom plat'e', 'Petrov voennom plat'e', 'Petrov v sudeiskom
plat'e', and 'Petrov v dukhovnom plat'e'; pp. 5, 9, 14, and 18
respectively).

The eponymous heroes call to mind two important figures of
seventeenth-century Russian history.100 Kuz'ma Minin (date of
birth unknown) was a butcher who settled in Yaroslavl, where
he died in 1616.101 Dmitry Mikhailovich Pozharsky (1578-1642),
on the other hand, was a prince and a commander in the tsar's
army. Together they led the Second People's Militia, which
succeeded in the summer of 1611 in forcing the Polish, Swedish,
and Lithuanian forces out of Moscow, where they had massed
in order to crown Vladislav, son of the Polish king Sigismund
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III, as Tsar of Russia. Their statue stands in front of St Basil's
at one end of Red Square in Moscow.102 Although Minin and
Pozharsky does actually contain characters with these names, the
events for which they are famous are nowhere even mentioned
in the text. What Vvedensky gives us, furthermore, is a text
very different from anything resembling a piece of orthodox
historical writing.

Any summary of Minin and Pozharsky can only be severely
reductive. The text is highly fragmented; various characters
and situations are introduced, only to disappear as unexpect-
edly as they appear. The text begins with a pie-seller calling for
certain (unnamed) individuals to be strangled, after which a
character named Veechka wonders whether women wear trou-
sers. This is followed by the arrival of Prince Men'shikov, who
informs us that he will not be needing his usual lullaby, before a
certain Grekov recounts the circumstances surrounding his own
death. It is not long before we are introduced to Minin, who
declares he knows 'the law of the hours' ('zakon chasov'), and
Pozharsky, who tells us, in a statement which runs contrary to
his apparent social status as recorded in the history books, how
depressing he finds life as a farm labourer (p. 6).103 The reader's
suspicion that these characters are all dead seems to be
confirmed as Minin announces his incorporeality (p. 7). A
'governor' ('gubernator') subsequently describes himself lying
dead on a battlefield, a scene elaborated upon by a civil
servant, himself speaking 'the morning after his death' ('na
sleduyushchee utro posle smerti').104 After a seemingly incon-
gruous reference to penguins, Grekov begins a long narrative
featuring a dead nanny. His story, which also mentions an
apparently androgynous English person ('nash anglichanka'),
includes all sorts of language games and images (including an
anecdote about a headless Pushkin). The mood then changes
abruptly, with the stage direction, 'A district in the Urals. Hell.'
('Ural'skaya mestnost'. Ad.'; p. 9). The ambiance is immediately
transformed once more, however, as a 'plebeikin' (from
'plebei', a 'plebeian') sings a folk song and engages in a brief
and bawdy conversation with a woman named Varvarova. The
musical theme continues, as a certain Nentsov sings a couple of
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ditties and a 'brown-eyed cockerel' (cpetukh kareglazyi') sings
about the second son of Count Sheremet'ev. The opening
theme of Minin and Pozharsky is then restated, as a military
ensign recounts a tale containing a reference to his own death.
He is answered by the Emperor Nero, who proceeds to engage
in conversation with a character called Portupeev, a fisherman,
and some 'country aunts' ('derevenskie teti') and 'country
muzhiks' ('derevenskie muzhiki'). Next comes mention of the
death of Nentsov, another dialogue consisting of a series of
apparent non-sequiturs, a long monologue by a character
called 'Courier-courier' ('Gonets-gonets'), and an anecdote
recounted by a certain Pershchebaldaev. To end, there is a very
short execution scene, in which Boris Godunov participates, a
brief conversation between some of the characters from
Gogol''s The Government Inspector (Revizor, 1836), a monologue in
unpunctuated verse by Minin (sitting on a shelf), a very short
discussion between Minin and Pozharsky about an unidentified
corpse, a short piece of dialogue in which it transpires that a
woman ('mummy') has been eaten by a crocodile, an exchange
of apparently unconnected comments by a number of different
characters, and, finally, another monologue, this time by
Pozharsky (perched on top of a cupboard). The theme of death
is maintained until the end of the text - Minin is described as
'half-killed' ('poluubityi'; p. 17), and 'mummy' declares 'now we
are not alive' ('nynche my ne zhivy'; p. 19).

Despite appearances, there are important connections
between Minin and Pozharsky and Kharms's The Old Woman.
Vvedensky's text (and much of the rest of his oeuvre) is con-
structed as a 'dialogue of the dead', an ancient dialogic genre
linked historically to menippean satire.105 More importantly
Vvedensky's Minin and Pozharsky contains, like The Old Woman, a
number of parodical references to the works of canonical
Russian writers. As Anatoly Vishevsky has observed, for
example, there is an allusion to Pushkin's fairy-tales, 'Ruslan
and Lyudmila' ('Ruslan i Lyudmila') and 'The Golden Cock-
erel' ('Zolotoi petushok'), in the lines: 'the candle goes out and
Ruslana / lies in the grass like a cockerel' ('gasnet svechka i
Ruslana / petushkom v trave lezhit'; p. 13).106 As in Kharms's
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anecdotes, so in Minin and Pozharsky the image of Pushkin
himself is debunked, with the character Grekov's comment,
'that [particular] Pushkin was headless' ('tot Pushkin byl bez
golovy'; p. 8) - which hints at a multitude of different Pushkins
- and the same Grekov's mock-plaintive, 'O Pushkin, Pushkin'
(p. 7). Vvedensky also alludes to certain works by Gogol',
including Taras Bul'ba (1835; p . 20), and The Government Inspector
(pp. 16—17).107 In his treatment of these texts, Vvedensky goes
much further than pastiche or parody, altering them to such an
extent that virtually nothing remains of the original. The
(practically unrecognizable) conversation between characters
purportedly from The Government Inspector demonstrates this
particularly well:
The mayor, Khlestakov, and Mar'ya Antonovna with a flute (conversing on a hill

in the Urals).
MAR'YA ANTONOVNA {spitting at the flute): And I will tell you dear

Grigory and Yakovlevich Grigory, that you are a white-bearded
and hefty man, as muscular as this terrain, although you click-
clack your teeth, and I am leprous. I am hanging just like a gob
of spittle.

MAYOR: DO not be afraid dear Fortepianushka, one way or the
other, but if everything turns out alright I shall present you with
a muff and the seventh little fire. You hold this fire in a
subordinate position. They are making you a blouse there.

KHLESTAKOV: I am splitting my sides with laughter. Let us sit down
for a while. I feel a little dizzy.

MAR'YA ANTONOVNA: YOU are far too fussy.
KHLESTAKOV: Play a little. And I will cover you in slobbery

kisses.
MAR'YA ANTONOVNA: He like my flute is squeaking at her.
MAYOR [runs about like a goat looking for a blade of grass): I am curly-

haired, curly-haired, take care of me little children. I am eating a
ladies' man.

COMMANDANT: Enough of this. When in Rome, keep your mouth
shut.108

FopodnuHuu, Xjiecmanoe u MaphR Anmonoena c (pjieumou
(pa3zoeapueawm na ypajihcnou zopne).

MapbH AHTOHOBHa (noruieeaeuiu ua (fijieumy): H CKaacy BaM 4oporoH
FpHropHH H HKOBAeBHH FpHropHH, HTO MV^KHHHa Bbl
6eAO6opO4bIH H OCaHHCTblH, MVCKVAHCTblH KaK 9Ta MeCTHOCTb,
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HO 3y6aMH BW meAK-meAK, H H onpoKa>KeHa.
noBHcaio.

o^HHHHH: He 6oHTecb 4oporan OopTenb/myiiiKa, ym AH HAH
He yya AH, a ym AH no4apio H BaM My$Ty H ce^bMOH oroHeK. Bw

cefi oroHeK B npH4aTOHHOM noAO^KeHHH. TaM uibioT
KO(j)Ty.

: KaK CMeiimo neneHKaM. IIpHCH4eM. R nyTb Kanaiocb.
MapbH AHTOHOBHa: Bw nepecnyp pa36opHHBbi.
XAecTaKo6: FloHrpaHTe. A H Bac noHMOKaio.
MapbH AHTOHOBHa: O H KaK MOH <})AeHTa nnmHT en.

(6ezaem KO3JIOM utu,em mpaenu)'. KypnaBbiH H, KypnaBbin,
no6eperHTe MCHH 4CTKH. R CM AOBeAaca.

/JoBOAbHo. C BOAKaMH )KHTb, poT He pa3eBafi.
(pp. 16-17)

As well as these literary references (if 'literary' is what they
are!), Minin and Pozharsky also contains echoes of the ballad, the
folk song, children's counting rhymes,109 proverbs, march
songs, Russian balagan and Greek tragedy, which makes it closer
to Kharms's pseudo-historical play The Comedy of the City of
Petersburg (see Vishevsky, 'Tradition in the Topsy-Turvy World
of Two Oberiu Plays' pp. 357—8). Indeed, by their intertextual,
fragmentary, and discontinuous nature, texts such as Minin and
Pozharsky and The Comedy of the City of Petersburg radically decentre
the 'author' as unified writing subject, in a way which looks
forward, not just to Bakhtin's dialogism, but to the post-
structuralist theories of authorship espoused by Roland Barthes
and Michel Foucault. In particular, they appear to bear out
Barthes' definition of the quintessential 'text':

a text is not a line of words releasing a single 'theological' meaning
(the 'message5 of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in
which a variety of languages, none of them original, blend and clash.
The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres
of a culture.110

There is more to Minin and Pozharsky, however, than endless
intertextual play. For Vvedensky is primarily concerned, not
with historical writers, nor with the writer as a figure in the text,
nor even with the activity of writing per se\ rather he explores
the human activity of story-telling in a general, abstract sense
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(albeit one which has far-reaching ramifications for the kind of
writing and speaking practices to which he alludes in Minin and
Pozharsky). Furthermore, what Vvedensky has to say about
stories and story-telling in this text is intimately connected with
his presentation of death and time.

Vvedensky's characters, though separated in space and time,
are all brought together by death, and are presented lan-
guishing in what resembles the pre-Christian Underworld
where some of them recount their own deaths, apparently
awaiting Judgement Day ('we will meet there, in heaven', as the
narrator himself declares; 'Tarn v rayu uvidimsya', p. 19).
Death, as the tsar in All Around Maybe God ruefully observes, is
indeed a great leveller - of history, as much as of historical
figures. It is only in death that Nero, for example, can talk with
a tsarist Russian officer, for death means that time is irrelevant.

Since they are all dead, these historical characters can no
longer do what made them famous, that is, act, and instead find
themselves condemned to 'do' nothing but talk. As they speak,
they all, and none more so than the eponymous heroes, narrate
mini-texts, embedded stories which appear just as discontinuous
as the text which embeds them (the macro-text of Minin and
Pozharsky itself). Indeed, in their role as tellers of stories, the
description of Minin speaking from up on a shelf, and
Pozharsky, once he has found his pouch of pipe tobacco,
declaiming from on top of a cupboard, may be a veiled
reference to Vvedensky and Kharms themselves; Kharms liked
to declaim his poetry at literary evenings sitting on a cupboard
smoking a pipe (as he did, for example, at the 'Three Left
Hours' show).111 The only thing, in fact, that happens in Minin
and Pozharsky is that stories are told: context is subsumed by,
and disappears behind, text.

Yet the subject of so many of these narratives is death. The
suggestion here is that nothing else but death - the moment
when we pass from the infinitely brief time of life to the
infinitely vast time of the after life - really exists. For
Vvedensky, as the following extract from his 'Grey Notebook'
indicates, death renders time meaningless: 'A miracle is possible
at the moment of death. It is possible because death is the
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stopping of time' ('Chudo vozmozhno v moment smerti. Ono
vozmozhno potomu chto smert' est' ostanovka vremeni3; p.
185). Death means that time, properly speaking, does not exist,
neither now, nor in the future, nor in the past. As time is non-
existent it is ineffable, and the only thing that we can hope to be
able to express in language is death, since death is, for
Vvedensky, that which stands outside time, that 'miraculous'
moment when time stops, and yet, paradoxically, the only time
we have: 'a person dying at eighty, and a person dying at ten
years old both have just a second in which they die' ('umir-
ayushchii v vosem'desyat let, i umirayushchii v 10 let, kazhdyi
imeet tol'ko sekundu smerti'; p. 187).

The notion that life can be measured in units of time is
ridiculed at one important moment in Minin and Pozharsky.
Pointing to a corpse, Pozharsky asks Minin about the man's life:

POZHARSKY: HOW many years did he live?
MININ: Nines of years he lived.
POZHARSKY: HOW many years did he live?
ANSWER: And we ourselves are like thoughts.

H: CKOAbKH ACT JKHA?
M H H H H I /JeBHTKH ACT JKHA.
IlOHCapCKHH: CKOAbKH ACT HCHA?
OTBCT: H caMH MW CAOBHO MWCAH. (p. 18)

The repetition of the semantic unit 'let zhil', which appears in
both questions and in the first reply; the reiteration of the
question, even as it seems to have been answered; the use of the
word 'skorki' instead of 'skorko', and 'devyatki' for the stan-
dard 'desyatki' ('tens'); and the 'absurd' prospect of an answer
uttering itself (a common feature of Vvedensky's dialogues): all
this points to the meaninglessness of questions such as Pozhars-
ky's and the the stupidity of the linear, sequential view of time
(life) which informs them.112

Instead of strictly linear time, we have in Minin and Pozharsky
a number of different contexts, of places and times, which
appear to exist simultaneously. One way in which Vvedensky
achieves a sense of simultaneity is by presenting the reader with
contradictory situations or statements which appear to be true
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at the same time. The character Varvarova, for example,
appears as sexually mature while still in fact a baby, as she
crawls out of her cot to implore:

Give me a boy
a child of love
so that the boy with his finger

4HTK) AK)6BH
MTO6 MaAbHHK naAbHHKOM (p. 8)

Similarly, in the song which the 'brown-eyed cockerel' sings,
one of the characters, a certain Shpazhetsky, is at the same time
his own grandson: 'And Shpazhetsky would run onto the bridge
/ and he was Shpazhetsky's grandson' ('I begal Shpazhetsky na
most / i byl on Shpazhetskogo vnuk'; p. 12).

More generally, a sense of simultaneity also arises from the
fragmentary structure of the text of Minin and Pozharsky. The
absence of any teleological plot means that each segment of the
text, each scene or dialogue, is given equal status. The disrup-
tion of communication, so central a feature of Vvedensky's
oeuvre, is instrumental here in creating an impression of a
number of different conversations all taking place at once. To
give detailed accounts of these dialogues would serve little
practical purpose here. It is worth, however, quoting just one in
order to give an idea of the extent of discursive discontinuity
underpinning Vvedensky's dialogues and the sense of simulta-
neity - of different, isolated conversations occurring at the same
time - which textual disruptions inevitably create:

PORTUPEEV: It's the serving girls who gave birth to them.
COMMANDANT: I am reading the cards; she loves me, she loves me

not. Let's go to bed.
FISHERMAN (sitting down on a sweep-net): I shall not give you a fish. I

shall find my own lot in life. Not on the mountain, not on the
watermeadow.

VILLAGE AUNTS: Well, the war started there.
VILLAGE MUZHIKS: And was it that particular regiment which

passed through.
BEAR-CUBS ON LITTLE WHEELS (the whole Bottle family): Goodbye

we are leaving now.
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HX Hapo>KaAH.
KoMeH4aHT: Fa^aio, Aio6a H HAH HCT? /JaBaHTe cnaTb AO>KHTbcn.
PbiGaK (cadnch na neeod): R BaM pbiGw He 4aM. H CBOIO 40A10

He Ha rope, He Ha Ayry B B04C
/lepeBeHCKHe TeTH: MTO >K TSLM H BOHHa HanaAacb.
/(epeBeHCKHe My>KHKH: /(a TOT AH noAK npoiueA.
Me£Be>KaTa Ha KoAecHKax (ecu ceMhR EymhviKUHhtx): npomaHTe BOT

MW yxo^HM. (p. 13)

As well as constituting a good example of the seemingly
arbitrary way in which Vvedensky constructs his dialogues and
narratives, this excerpt also serves to demonstrate the way in
which deictic markers are often used to refer to elements of the
context to which the reader never has any access. What is
meant, for example, by 'them5 ('ikh'; line 1), or by 'there' ('tarn';
line 5)? Such language creates an impression not just of a
multitude of simultaneous dialogues, but also of a plethora of
contexts/intertexts relevant at any one time, contexts to which
the reader has only partial, intermittent access.113

Linearity is displaced in Minin and Pozharsky not just by the
suggestion of simultaneity, however, but also by the sense of
infinity which Vvedensky at times evokes. This effect is achieved
by the erasure of context, and particularly of any sense of
narrative beginning and ending, which such displacement
inevitably produces. This absence of a beginning or end is
reinforced in the text linguistically; the word 'them' ('ikh') in
the very first line of Minin and Pozharsky sends the reader to a
context which precedes this line, while the absence of either
a verb or a full stop in the final two lines of the text creates a
sense of continuation.

There are also, however, specific discursive features of Minin
and Pozharsky which help produce this sense of infinity. In
particular, Vvedensky manipulates grammar, and especially the
system of verbal tenses. Verbs, as words implying action taking
place in time, hold a particularly important place in Vvedensky's
poetics. As Vvedensky himself asserted in his 'Grey Notebook',
in a comment on his own writing: 'Verbs are dying out before
our very eyes. In art the plot and action are in the process
of disappearing. Those actions which appear in my own verse
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are illogical and serve no purpose. They should not even be
called actions' ('Glagoly na nashikh glazakh dozhivayut svoi
vek. V iskusstve syuzhet i deistvie ischezayut. Te deistviya,
kotorye est' v moikh stikakh, nelogichny i bespolezny, ikh
nel'zya nazvat' deistviyami'; p. 186).

Tenses seem to be used arbitrarily in Minin and Pozharsky, as
the narrator switches unexpectedly and bewilderingly between
past, present, and future (thereby further problematizing the
temporal relationship between the act of narration and the
object of narration). One of the very first stage directions reads:
'the nuns are silent and have left' ('monashki molchat i ushli';
p. 6). Elsewhere, the narration switches between the present
and the future: 'the wayfarers [...] will sit down and there they
go on and on about their affairs' ('putniki [...] syadut i tarn
sverlyat svoi dela'; p. 16). The corollary of everything hap-
pening or simply standing outside of time is, of course, nothing
taking place, or even existing, within time. This concept is
expressed particularly succinctly by the absence of a verb, in a
phrase such as 'The commandant one day.' ('Komendant
odnazhdy.'; p. 13).

Why does Vvedensky disrupt temporality so extensively? He
may be said to be subverting not just isolated texts, but all
discursive practices which rely on a linear understanding of
time, be they the works of Pushkin and Gogol', the balagan,
Greek tragedy, folk songs, or children's counting rhymes.114

Beyond this, the paradox at the heart of Vvedensky's pseudo-
historical play is that only the dead can hope to produce
authentic narratives, since only their words, expressed in a
timeless realm, and expressing an event taking place outside
time (their own death) can escape time and its vice-like grip on
human cognition. It is not so much that death is the end of the
story; rather, death means that there can be no story, since
there is no time, at least not in any 'reasonable' sense. With its
fragmentary, discontinuous structure and its otherworldly
chronotope, Minin and Pozharsky both suggests this and puts
itself forward as an alternative discursive practice.

Vvedensky's dead story-tellers have brought us a long way
from Mayakovsky's bus-journeying poets, Bakhterev's Gogolian
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narrators, or even Kharms's sadistic scribblers. While
Vvedensky echoes Kharms in his use of intertextuality to
decentre the authoring subject, his metafiction is considerably
more abstract. Whereas Kharms, in his explicit challenge to the
authority of the writer, appears to echo certain aspects of late
left art, Vvedensky's metafiction looks back to the heady
experimentalism of early left art, and beyond that, to
Kruchenykh's Futurist opera, Victory over the Sun. This may well
have been what Zabolotsky had in mind when he referred to
Vvedensky, in the OBERIU article, as standing on the 'extreme
left' of the association (Minin and Pozharsky, written in the
previous year, will presumably have been one of the works upon
which Zabolotsky based his judgement). However, in order to
complete my study of the images of authorship which emerge in
OBERIU metafiction, I must now turn to Vaginov. As with
Kharms, but not Vvedensky, Vaginov's characters are them-
selves frequently writers. Unlike either Kharms or Vvedensky,
Vaginov's view of the writer evolves from something resembling
Romanticism to a brand of cultural materialism which the
theorists of late left art would surely have welcomed.

THE ARTIST AS HERMIT! KONSTANTIN VAGINOV

If, as Tat'yana Nikol'skaya has observed, 'the central theme of
Vaginov's oeuvre remained constantly that of art and art's place
in the modern world', then an intrinsic element of that theme
was the artist himself.115 The paralysing fear experienced in the
early 1920s by the poet as a member of the Soviet intelligentsia
(and one formerly close to the executed Gumilev)116 is given
stark expression in an early poem:

It is morning once again. Once again a piece of dawn on
the sheet of paper.

Only my heart is not beating. It would seem to be tired.
It is not beating at all... I have even grown afraid,
And have fallen.
The table on the right - is breathing, the chair on the left

- is breathing.
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That's funny! But I am not laughing.
I am calm once more.

CHOBa yTpo. CHOBa KycoK 3apH Ha GyMare.
ToAbKo cep4i je He 6beTcn. IIo-BH4HMOMy
CoBceM He 6beTCH... 4a>Ke HcnyraACH,

C T O A HanpaBO - 4biiiiHT, CTyA HaAeBO - 4W111HT.
CMCII IHO! a H He CMeiocb.
YcnOKOHACH.117

In a poem from a collection dated four years later, Vaginov
appears to have overcome such anxiety, as his heart beats with
renewed strength, filled with love for the god of poetry himself:

Glory to you, Apollo, glory!
My heart is full of great love.
[...]
I was weak, but now I am stronger than a young ox,
[...]
In the evenings I listen to the muses' singing.
Glory to you, Apollo, glory!

e, AnoAAOH,
Cep4 i j e Moe BCAHKOH AioGoBbio noAHo.

H GbiA, HO Tenepb cHAbHee GbiKa MOAO4oro,

Flo BenepaM CAymaio neHHe My3.
Te6e, AnoAAOH, CAaBa!118

Despite this expression of confidence, however, the image of
the artist most frequently found in Vaginov's early work is one
of a poet alienated, desperately trying to survive and preserve
his art against appalling adversity, in the midst of a city ravaged
by revolution and civil war. At times Vaginov appears defiant,
such as in this poem, written in 1922:

I live as a hermit at 105 Ekaterina canal.
Outside the windows camomile and wild clover are

growing,
From beyond the smashed stone gates
I can hear the cries of Georgia and Aizerbaidzhan.
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[ ]
I have nothing to do, and I shall go and pray awhile
And kiss the cypress cross.
[...]
I have no need of anything - I am young
And proud of my troubled soul [...]
}KHBy oTineAbHHKOM EKaTepHHHHCKHH KaHaA 105.
3a OKHaMH pacTeT poMauiKa, KAeBep AHKHH,
H3-3a pa36HTbIX KaMeHHWX BOpOT
R CAbiuiy Fpy3HH A3ep6aH4>KaHa

4eAaTb Henero, noH4y H noMOAiocb
H KHnapHCHbiH KpecTHK noijeAyio.

HHHero He Ha4O - MOAO4 H
H rop4 CBoefi 4ynioio HecnoKOHHOH [.. . ] 1 1 9

Such pride is coupled with a muted optimism in the ability of
the 'true5, non-conformist writer to survive all kinds of oppres-
sion, if not physically, then at least through his words (inspired
by a higher, transcendent authority):

O, make into a ringing statue
My shell, Lord,
So that after its open captivity
It might stand and sing
About its beloved life,
About its marvellous [female] friend,
Under the protection of the emerald night,
By the gates of the Babylon wall.
O, CAeAafi cTaTyefi 3BeH«meH
Moio oGoAOHKy, Focno4b,
HTO6 nocAe OTBepcToro
CTOHAa H neAa OHa
O >KH3HH CBOe
O HV4HOH no^pyre CBoeH,
II04 ceHbio CMapar4OBOH HOHH,
y BpaT BaBHAOHCKOH CTCHbl. 12°

The vision of the indomitable artist, contained in these lines, is
given further expression in another early poem, 'Art'
('Iskusstvo'):
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I do not love the stars. I love remote houses
And town squares as red-gold as the night.
I am not yet dead and buried. Not for me have the bells

wheezed
And lashed the night with their tongues.

I know, I am an island in the midst of the scarlet
thunderstorm

Of Venus, of the Muses and of eternal fire.
I am strong, I am not to be broken by a rebellious storm.
Gardens still ring in my eyes.

H 3Be34bi He AK>6AK>. AK>6AIO TAVXHC 40MW
H nAoma4H nepBOHHbie, Kan HOHI>.
He norpeGeH. He 4AH MCHH KOAOKOAa xpnneAH
W H3bIKaMH KOAOTHAH HOHb.

R 3HaK), OCTpOB H Cpe4H KyMaHHOH 6ypH
BeHepw, My3 H BenHoro orHfl.
H KpenoK, He CAOMaTb MCHH MHTOKHOH 6ype.
Eme ca4bi B MOHX rAa3ax 3BCHHT. (p. 82)

In his early poetry Vaginov appears to have faith in art -
'true' art, rather than the red, Bolshevik kind - as an autono-
mous, timeless cultural force.121 The subject of one poem dated
February 1923, for example, is the 'vine-like verse5 ('vinogradnyi
stikh'):

Like a fierce bull hurtling over walls,
The vine-like verse fell onto the town square.
What must we do, with what harsh retribution
Shall we return to it the sparkle of its glory?
We will forge into it sombre tunes,
Ancient, iron words,
So that it might chime, so that its veins might swell,
So that its blood might flow like thick gold.
It will not die, but will become wild and dark.
And the words will reside in its breast,
And it raises its voice, and with its voice it will resemble
A tidal wave, destroying buildings.

KpyTbiM 6WKOM nepeceKan
YnaA Ha nAoma4b BHHorpa4HWH CTHX.
HTO 4eAaTb HaM, KaKOH cypoBOH Kapoii

CHHHbe CAaBbI BO3BpaTHM?
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Mw 3aKyeM ero B TH^KeAbie HaneBbi,
B cTapHHHbie nyryHHbie CAOBa,
MTO6 OH 3BeHeA, HTO6 Ha4yBaAHCb JKHAW,
MTO6 3OAOTOM rycTbiM nepeAHBaAacb KpOBb.
O H He yMpeT, HO CTaHeT 4HK H TCMCH.
H 6y4yT >KHTb B rpy4H ero CAOBa,
W BO3BbiiuaeT TOAOC OH, H TOAOCOM no4o6eH
HaGery BOAH, cGHBaiomnx 4OMa. (p. 127)

Despite the instrumental role played by the poet in reviving
the verse, Vaginov's faith in art does not, ultimately, extend to
the artist. In the third stanza of 'Art', Vaginov subjugates his
artistic persona to universal 'Man'. And in the later work, 'The
Song of Words' (Tesnya slov', 1927), it is words themselves -
'old' words, 'young' words, and 'the word in a theatrical
costume' ('slovo v teatrarnom kostyume')122 — which engage in
their own struggle for supremacy, while the poet cowers in his
cellar with his books (pp. 171—4). Works such as 'The Song of
Words' seem to suggest that it is poetry and the poetic word
which will rise again like the phoenix - independently of the
poet.

Despite the occasional expressions of defiant optimism to be
found in his verse written up to the mid 1920s, Vaginov's loss
of confidence in the power of the artist, and his eventual shift
to a radically different view of art can be said to have begun
as early as 1922. In that year he composed two works in prose,
namely 'The Star of Bethlehem' ('Zvezda Vifleema'), and 'The
Monastery of our Lord Apollo' ('Monastyr' Gospoda nashego
Apollona').123 Implicit to a greater or lesser extent in each is
the analogy between the destruction of pagan culture by the
first Christians in ancient Rome, and the attacks on Christian
culture perpetrated by the Bolsheviks in post-revolutionary
Russia. 'The Star of Bethlehem', made up of thirty-seven short
prose segments (numbered 1-5 in the introduction, and 1-32 in
the main body of the text), describes Peter's city in the grip of
a 'new religion'. The narrator, himself a poet, weaves a highly
fragmentary, episodic narrative which conflates different
places and times, mixing together Imperial Rome, ancient
Greece, medieval Spain, Renaissance Italy, France, and Soviet
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Petrograd (in a manner which calls to mind Vvedensky's Minin
and Pozharsky, albeit with a different emphasis). Vaginov, for
example, describes an 'Athenian night' on a 'Finnish shore'
('Finskii breg, Afinskaya noch"; segment no. 17, p. 496), and
depicts three contemporary Russian poets as members of the
seventeenth-century Italian literary academy, 'Arkadiya'
(segment no. 18, ibid.). The figure of Philostratus (the biogra-
pher of Apollonius of Tyana, ardent defender of the pagan
world and its culture against the onslaught of Christianity in
first-century Greece) is described walking around Petersburg
and its environs - the empty streets, the Summer Garden, and
Pavlovsk.124 Despite the overlap between different places and
eras, what this text suggests is that there can be no return to the
past; Philostratus cries for the cities 'which will never return'
('kotorye nikogda ne vernutsya'; section no. 30, p. 499). The
poet is helpless to prevent change; all he can do is chronicle it,
albeit as a privileged observer, one whose stature, like Philos-
tratus', fills the sky.

'The Monastery of our Lord Apollo', which is also structured
as a series of numbered segments, is a text which blurs the
distinction between myth and reality. It constitutes a call-to-
arms addressed by the narrator to his fellow artists, to restore
the glory of the god of poetry through poetic creativity in an
age when, as he observes, science has gained precedence over
the arts. At first the narrator and his brotherhood of monks
appear to succeed in curing the body of Apollo of the ills of
modernity, namely the motor cars and rail tracks sticking out of
his broken leg, the oil in his blood, and syphilis. One by one,
however, the narrator's brothers die in their cells, as does
Apollo himself. Despite the narrator's earlier strictures on the
skills the poet needs, he finds it 'terrifying' to live, 'a dead man
among the living' ('strashno zhit' mertvetsu sredi zhivykh'; p.
487). If he strives to preserve a hackneyed, Romantic notion of
the poet by adopting the persona of a wandering minstrel with
his lyre, he admits that his soul can no longer hear what he
sings. This less than optimistic view of the poet's role in the new
society is complete when the narrator abandons his song to give
a scientific lecture on peonies, and, at the very end, describes
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himself and his fellow poets selling bundles of their poems in
order to eat (an image reminiscent of Pushkin's poet in his
'Conversation between a Bookseller and a Poet').

These two prose works were followed, three years later, by
the dramatic poem, 'The Year 1925' ('Tysyacha devyat'sot
dvadtsat' pyatyi god').125 In this work, Vaginov pits both
Philostratus and Apollo, as upholders of the cultural tradition,
against representatives of the new, Philistine society, in the
guise of a character called Teptelkin, and a factory foreman.
Teptelkin tells Philostratus that he should concern himself with
politics, while the foreman promises that the new regime will
crush those who put art above industry. Philostratus remains
defiant, however, in his efforts to uphold the values of the 'old
world', while Apollo and the other gods look on apparently
helplessly.

'The Year 1925' is not just, as Anemone has claimed, a
transitional work between Vaginov's poetry and his prose. In
the way in which it inscribes radically divergent ideological
discourses, and particularly in the fact that the foreman's words
go unchallenged, this text signals a further shift in Vaginov's
conception of the artist. Essentially, this shift takes Vaginov
from Romanticism (a view of the artist as an individual inspired
by a higher authority, whose tormented creativity sets him
apart from the society in which he lives) to cultural materialism
(in which art offers no prospect of transcendence, and the
artist's voice is just another social discourse). To see how
Vaginov's view of art and the artist develops through his middle
period to his final years, I shall now take a closer look at his
novels.

THE AUTHOR LOSES HIS VOICE! THE NOVELS OF

KONSTANTIN VAGINOV

Vaginov's first novel, The Goafs Song (Kozlinaya pesn'), was
written between 1926 and 1927, approximately at the time that
he became acquainted with the Bakhtin circle and the future
members of OBERIU (Vaginov revised it slightly in 1929).
Indeed, it has been read as a roman a clef satirizing, inter alia,
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the activities of those two groups.126 As well as gently
lampooning real-life writers, Vaginov turns his attention in The
Goat's Song both to the role of the writer in post-revolutionary
Russia and, on a more abstract plane, to the place of the
author in the text.

The story concerns the plight of members of the old Russian
intelligentsia in the aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution. Vagi-
nov's heroes cling desperately to lofty and increasingly out-
moded notions of art and the artist. In general, they believe
that art is a purely personal matter, the result of a creative
impulse and as such untainted by social reality. In a similar
vein, their concept of the artist is of an autonomous and
apolitical subject. They imagine themselves to be a cultural
elite, cthe last island of the Renaissance' ('poslednii ostrov
Renessansa'), as one of them puts it.127 Vaginov's first novel
shows these characters' 'tragic' fate (the title, 'Goat's Song', is a
literal translation of the Ancient Greek word for 'tragedy'), as
their cultural ideology becomes increasingly anachronistic in
the new Soviet era.

One of the most important characters in the group, Tep-
telkin, is a writer and bibliophile with a passion for classical
antiquity and Renaissance Italy. He feels so out of place in
Soviet Leningrad, so cut off from the world in which he lives,
that he isolates himself on the outskirts of Leningrad in his
dacha, which he refers to as his 'tower'.128 Teptelkin and his
closest friend, the so-called 'unknown poet' ('neizvestnyi poet'),
compare the wanton, barbarous destruction of pagan culture
by the first Christians with the annihilation of pre-revolutionary
art and society by Lenin and the Bolsheviks, (thereby echoing
an important theme of Vaginov's earlier writing).129 Teptelkin
is dismissive of 'new' writers in the Soviet era as soulless
Philistines, while the unknown poet still clings to the view that
literature (in his case, poetry) is a particular cultural practice
which stands above the merely social, political, or economic,
and offers the true poet real transcendence: 'Poetry is a special
business [...] you take a few words, put them together in an
unusual way [...] and you are swallowed up in the completely
new world revealed beyond those words' ('Poeziya - eto osoboe
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zanyatie [...] voz'mesh' neskol'ko slov, neobyknovenno sopos-
tavish' [...] i pogloshchaet tebya sovershenno novyi mir,
raskryvayushchiisya za slovami5; pp. 82—3).

In The Goat's Song Vaginov appears to draw a stark contrast
between these righteous upholders of literary and cultural
tradition and the shallow, unprincipled conformists of the new
regime. For example, the sincerity of the unknown poet's views
is contrasted with the superficiality of the poet called 'Sep-
tember5, who composes Symbolist verse without knowing the
first thing about Symbolism, and subsequently proclaims
himself a Futurist. Then there is the critic Asfodeliev (whose
name may come from 'asphodel', the flower of death in Greek
legend), who confesses to the unknown poet that the critical
articles which he writes for literary journals amount to no more
than intellectual prostitution: '[...] I turn out journal articles
under a pseudonym. [...] I praise proletarian literature, I write
not just that it will flourish, but that it already is flourishing. I
[...] get paid for that' (' [...] stateiki v zhurnalakh pod psevdo-
nimom popisyvayu. [...] Khvalyu proletliteraturu, pishu, chto
ee rastsvet ne tol'ko budet, no uzhe est". Za eto [...] den'gi
platyat'; p. 81). No wonder Teptelkin and the others continually
curse modernity and, sequestered in their 'tower', turn their
Utopian gaze to the distant Renaissance. The unknown poet
expresses their disgust and disillusionment at the new regime
and its representatives: 'What a generation is growing up now!
They have no humanism, they are future true representatives of
the middle ages, fanatics, barbarians, unenlightened by the
humanities' ('Ekoe pokolenie rastet, bez vsyakogo gumanizma,
budushchie istinnye predstaviteli srednevekov'ya., fanatiki,
varvary, ne prosveshchennye svetom gumanitarnykh nauk';
p. 36).

Such reactionary views expressed by Vaginov's characters
are echoed by the so-called 'author', who intervenes in the
novel at various stages (interventions which have led a number
of scholars to view The Goat's Song either as a novel about its
own creation, or as a text depicting the process of literary
creation in general).130 As he remarks in his 'foreword' ('predis-
lovie'): 'I do not like Petersburg, my dream is over' ('Ne lyublyu
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ya Peterburga, konchilas' mechta moya'; p. 12). The present is
of no consequence or interest to this author figure; he can only
write about that which is now dead: 'Now there is no Peters-
burg. There is only Leningrad; but Leningrad does not concern
us - the author is by profession a maker of coffins, not cradles'
('Teper' net Peterburga. Est' Leningrad; no Leningrad nas ne
kasaetsya — avtor po professii grobovshchik, a ne kolybernykh
del master'; p. 13).131

Vaginov, then, seems to be reacting in The Goafs Song
against modernity (and especially the Bolshevik variety),132

reasserting the importance of the writer in society, and, in an
analogous move, reinserting the author at the centre of the
text. Yet in this novel, Vaginov undercuts such lofty notions of
art and the artist, and he does so through irony. In this way,
the 'tragedy' of Teptelkin and the unknown poet unfolds into a
'tragicomedy'.133

Vaginov subverts his 'islanders" cultural elitism in a number
of ways, but primarily through the figure of the unknown poet.
For this character, art means creation through inspiration,
which in turn necessitates complete abandonment of the self to
alcohol, sex, and madness. During his meeting with students of
literature, he expresses (if only to himself) his artistic credo in a
key passage which explicitly links libidinal self-indulgence,
mythological heroism, and literary creativity and just as expli-
citly marks off such 'knowledge' as inaccessible to the youth of
the Soviet era:

Tm trapped', thought the unknown poet, turning to the window.
'This is not the place to talk about the affinity between poetry and
drunkenness5, he thought. 'They won't understand anything if I start
to talk about the need to shape the world anew by means of the word,
about the descent into the hell of the absurd, into a hell full of wild
noises and wild howling, in order to find a new melody for the world.
They won't understand that, at all costs, the poet must be Orpheus
and descend into hell, albeit an artificial hell, enchant it and return
with Eurydice-art, and that, like Orpheus, he is condemned to turn
round and see the sweet vision disappear. Those who believe that art
is possible without a descent into hell are wrong.

'The means by which one isolates oneself and descends into hell are
alcohol, love, madness...'
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rionaACH, - noBepHyACH K OKHy HeH3BecrHbiH nosT. - 3 4 e c b HeAb3H
TOBOpHTb O CpO4CTBe FLO33HH C OnbHHeHHeM, - 4yMaA OH, - OHH
HHHero He noHMyT, ecAH H craHy roBopHTb o HCOGXO^HMOCTH 3aHOBo
o6pa3OBaTb MHp CAOBOM, O HHCXO2K4CHHH BO 2L& GeCCMblCAHIJbl, BO 3.A
4HKHX H UiyMOB, H BH3rOB, 4AH HaXO>KAeHHfl HOBOH MeAO£HH MHpa.
O H H He noHMyT, HTO no3T 4OA>KeH 6biTb BO HTO 6 H TO HH craAO
Op(J>eeM H cnycTHTbCH BO a4, XOTH 6w HCKyccTBeHHbiH, 3anapoBaTb
erO H BepHyTbCH C BBpH^HKOH-HCCKyCTBOM H HTO, KaK Op(J)eH, OH
o6peneH o6epHyTbcn H yBH^eTb, KaK MHAWH npH3paK Hcne3aeT.
Hepa3yMHbi Te, KTO 4y\iaeT, HTO 6e3 H H C X O ^ A C H H H BO a4 BO3MOHCHO
HCKyCCTBO.

Cpe^CTBo H3OAHpoBaTb ce6n H cnycTHTbcn BO 3.A'. aAKoroAb,
Aio6oBb, cyMacuiecTBHe... (p. 72)

The unknown poet's posturing, and the Romanticism which
underpins it, are undercut by what follows, however. The poet
imagines himself at the court of Lorenzo the Magnificent, where
he is brought to account by writers such as Dante, Gogol', and
Juvenal for his activities as a poet during his own lifetime. It soon
emerges, moreover, that he is unworthy to be counted amongst
these 'greats'. As Dante puts it: 'There is no place for you among
us, in spite of all your art' ('Net tebe mesta sredi nas, nesmotrya
na vse tvoe iskusstvo'; p. 73). It is this sense of inferiority which
prompts Teptelkin's subsequent comment to the poet: 'It is not
worth grieving [...] I also believed that I would be able to carry
the flame of the Renaissance right to the end, and now look how
things have turned out' ('Ne stoit gorevat' [...] Ved' ya tozhe
dumal donesti ogonek vozrozhdeniya, a ved' vot chto polu-
chaetsya'; ibid.). This is one of the clearest admissions by any of
Teptelkin's circle of their inevitable failure to maintain and
perpetuate the cultural tradition which they hold so dear.

Vaginov also suggests that the persona which the unknown
poet seeks to cultivate is in no sense natural, but rather the
product of an artificial desire to emulate those cultural figures
of previous eras of whom he is in fact unworthy. Just like the
poet 'September', the unknown poet gets drunk in a conscious
effort to induce a particular state of mind. The poet's 'inspira-
tion' turns out to be nothing but a sham, however. Instead of
providing a stimulus to his creativity, drunkenness makes the
poet sense his lack of creativity:
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Even in his drunkenness he felt that he was a nonentity, that he was
not visited by any great idea, [...] that there was no pedestal beneath
his feet. He no longer treated wine properly, with self-respect, with
the consciousness that he was doing a great deed, with the presenti-
ment that he was about to discover something so beautiful that the
world would be astonished. Wine now revealed to him his creative
impotence, his inner baseness, his spiritual desolation

B onbHHeHbe OH nyBCTBOBaA CBoe HHHTOJKCCTBO, HHKaKan
He oceHHAa ero, [...] HHKaKOH nbe^ecTaA He HOHBAHACH 1104 ero

HoraMH. y>Ke He HHCTO OH no4xo4HA K BHHy, He c caMoyBa>KeHHeM, He
c co3HaHHeM Toro, HTO OH 4eAaeT BeAHKoe 4eAO, He c npe4HyBCTBHeM
Toro, HTO OH pacKpoeT HeHTO TaKoe npenpacHoe, HTO nopa3HTcn
MHp, H BHHO Tenepb pacKpbmaAO eMy coGcTBeHHoe ero TBopnecKoe
GeccHAHe, coGcrBeHHyio ero 4ymeBHyio Mep3OCTb H 4yxoBHoe
3anycTeHHe (p. 132)

This is perhaps why the unknown poet eventually rejects his
former poetry, and stops writing altogether, a detail made
much more explicit in sections added in the later version of the
novel contained in Vaginov, Romany (pp. 123 and 128—9, and
107 respectively).

In The Goafs Song, then, Vaginov adopts an ironic attitude
towards his characters' Romantic vision of their role as writers
and aesthetes in the new society. Similar ambivalence surrounds
the figure of the author, whose voice is heard in the novel's
prologue and reasserts itself at various stages in the novel. Just
as Vaginov questions the cultural role which Teptelkin and the
unknown poet ascribe to themselves, so he questions the
author's textual authority.

It appears, for example, that the author shares the same
world as his characters. This is suggested when the author
converses with the unknown poet, who complains at having his
name blackened for all posterity. Towards the end of the novel,
he even has his characters over for dinner. Moreover, the
author claims (although perhaps a little ironically) to share his
characters' values: 'Like Teptelkin, I am an idealist. I have
Kostya Rotikov's fine taste, the unknown poet's ideas, [the
writer] Troitsyn's simple-mindedness. I am made out of the
stuff of my heroes' (cya po-Teptelkinski prekrasnodushen. Ya
obladayu tonchaishim vkusom Kosti Rotikova, kontseptsiei
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neizvestnogo poeta, prostovatost'yii Troitsyna. Ya sdelan iz
testa moikh geroev').134

In other ways, however, the implied author of The Goafs Song
seems actually subordinate to the novel's characters, or at least
to one of them. At one point, for example, the poet berates the
author for being a 'professional man of letters' ('professionarnyi
literator'; p. 40). During his conversation with Dante, the
unknown poet declares 'I allowed the author to immerse us in
the sea of life and laugh at us' ('Ya pozvolil avtoru pogruzit' v
more zhizni nas i nad nami posmeyat'sya'; p. 73). (It is this,
more than anything else, which prompts condemnation from
Dante.) In fact, if the unknown poet is to be believed, it is he
who brought the author into existence, and not the other way
round: 'I engendered the author' ('ya porodil avtora'; ibid.), he
affirms in the same speech. The impression which the unknown
poet gives here is of a dialogically relative relationship between
author and character. The question, 'who is authoring whom?',
evoked here, may well be an allusion to Bakhtin's views on the
author-hero relationship, which he expressed in an essay
written shortly before The Goat's Song was begun:
Author and hero come together in life, entering lived-life, cognitive-
ethical relations with each other, and contending with each other.
This event ['co-being'] of their life, of their intensely serious relations
and of their contention, crystallizes in an architectonically stable, but
dynamically living and aesthetically significant relationship between
author and hero. This relationship is extremely important for under-
standing the life of a work.135

In much the same way that the author's voice is determined
by the characters which it articulates - or who now appear to
articulate it - so the author's very status as 'author' is a function
of the text which he writes. Whereas the author who pro-
nounces the two 'prologues' is described as 'appearing' ('poyav-
lyayushchifijsya' (my italics); pp. 12-13), the pre-penultimate
chapter (at least in the first version of the novel) is entitled
'Interword of the Established Author' ('Mezhduslovie ustanovivshe-
gosya avtora'; Vaginov, KP, p. 177, my emphasis). This would
appear to underline the fact that it is only by producing the
novel that the writer can fully call himself'author'. The author
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needs a text to author, very much as consciousness needs
something to be conscious of, a point aptly made by Bakhtin in
his 'Author and Hero' essay. In this very concrete sense, the
author appears as a 'product' of the text, 'authored' by it
despite his reference to 'my novel'. Significantly, the author
does not appear to establish himself at all in the later version of
the novel, in which all reference to the author is omitted from
the title of the 'Interword' (Vaginov, Romany, p. 148).

The author's place at the centre of the creative process is
thus questioned by Vaginov. By the end of The Goafs Song, the
image of the author is not so much as a creator but as just one
of many important elements in the production process. This is
made more explicit in the first version of the novel, when, in the
'afterword' ('posleslovie'), the work is likened to a play, and the
author described as joining the actors/characters on stage after
a performance, before drinking a toast to high art with them
(Vaginov, KP, pp. 194-5). In the second version, there is no
afterword, merely a brief section appended to the final chapter,
in which the author promises to tell another 'Petersburg fairy
tale' ('peterburgskuyu skazku') very soon — if, that is, he can find
anyone to listen (Vaginov, Romany, p. 161).

Whichever ending one takes, however, The Goat's Song
appears to conform to Bakhtin's archetypal carnival narrative,
in which, as we saw earlier, the author-carnival king is first
crowned and then uncrowned, only for a recrowning to be
glimpsed at the end of the story. What Vaginov would appear
to be doing in The Goat's Song, then, is to 'carnivalize' Romantic
notions of art and the artist, in other words to bring them
temporarily 'down to earth' precisely in order that they may be
renewed in a positive, regenerative fashion (however faint).136

In his subsequent prose works, however, Vaginov increasingly
rejects such notions, further liberating the text from the
authority of the author by packing the text with alternative
discourses, saturating it with other texts. It is in the last of
Vaginov's four 'completed' novels, Harpagoniana (1934), that the
author finally loses his 'voice' altogether.

The title of Harpagoniana (Garpagoniana)137 is an allusion to
Harpagon, the character at the centre of Moliere's play The
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Miser. However, the Leningrad which Vaginov depicts in this
novel is inhabited not so much by misers, as by people who
hoard or trade all kinds of kitsch and other manifestations of
the banality of Soviet life, from toenails to wine labels, from
May Day posters to enemas.

Structurally, Harpagoniana contains embedded within it a
multitude of discourses, including a number of self-contained
stories.138 Many of these mini-narratives are uttered by an
identified speaker, and are realistically motivated in the text.
For example, chapter 13 begins with the description of the
picture on one of the Japanese matchboxes belonging to the
character Punshevich (the self-styled president of the 'Society
for the Collection of Trivia'):

'That is the Sun, a goddess, the founder of Japan, the mother of the
first emperor. Her younger brother offended her by throwing the pelt
of an unclean animal into her chamber!'

Punshevich lit up a cigarette and continued:
'At that moment the goddess was weaving. She became angry and

hid behind a rock. Then eternal night fell. The gods, her vassals,
assembled and began to ponder how they might persuade her to
come out from behind the rock, so that the Sun might appear once
more. They arranged a banquet in front of the rock. They danced
and sang there for a long time. Among their number was a beautiful
young woman, a goddess. She began to dance in such a funny way
that the garments slipped from her, revealing her bosom. The gods
burst into laughter. The Sun-Goddess could not contain her curiosity
as to what had made the gods laugh like that. She moved the rocks
slightly. Then the strongest gods threw themselves at the rocks and,
pushing them completely aside, forced the goddess to come out. And
the Sun appeared once more on the earth. She was the last female
representative of the patriarchal order, the last goddess to reign!
- B O T CoAHLje - 6orHHH, ocHOBaTeAbHHija .HnoHHH, MaTb n e p B o r o
HMnepaTopa. Ee O6HACA MAaAiiiHH 6paT, 6pocHA uiKypKy HenHCToro
>KHBOTHoro B ee cnaAbHyio!

nypHA H npo4OA>KaA:
B 3 T O BpeMH TKaAa. OHa paccepAHAacb H cKpbiAacb 3a

. HacTynHAa BeHHan HOHb. B o r a - ee BaccaAbi - co6paAHCb H
npHHHAHCb 4yMaTb, KaK nOCTynHTb, HTo6bI BbI3BaTb ee H3-3a CKaAbI,
HT06bI CHOBa nOHBHAOCb COAHLJC YcTpOHAH nHp nepeA CKaAOH.

neAH OHH TaM H TamjeBaAH. CpeAH HHX 6biAa
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KpacaBHija - GorHHH. OHa npHHHAacb TamjeBaTb Tan cMeuiHo, HTO
4a>Ke o6Ha>KHAacb, noflBHAHCb rpy4H. Born paccMenAHCb. BorHHH-
CoAHue He Bbi4ep^aAa, eft 3axoTeAOCb y3HaTb, HTO paccMeuiHAO Tan
6oroB. OHa cAerKa pa34BHHyAa cnaAbi. Tor4a caMbie cHAbHbie 6orH
6pOCHAHCb H COBCeM pa34BHHyAH CKaAbI H ee 3aCTaBHAH BblHTH. Pi

Ha CBeTe noHBHAOCb COAHIJC OHa 6bL\a nocAe4Heii

GorHHeH! (p. 464)

Some of the secondary narratives embedded in Harpagoniana
take over the story entirely. In chapter 7, for example, the char-
acter Anfert'ev, descending rapidly into terminal alcoholism,
finds himself in a bar. Entering the lavatory, he overhears
a conversation between a number of men on drunkenness.
Each man has his own anecdote on the subject, and each
narrative is reproduced verbatim in the text.139 These em-
bedded narratives are represented in such detail that they
totally obscure the immediate context in which they are told.
Indeed, once the third story has been recounted, the chapter
immediately comes to an end; just as we have not followed the
character Anfert'ev into the bar, so we do not see him leave.
Much the same occurs in the penultimate chapter, which
focuses initially on the character Kleshnyak as he travels on a
train to see his brother in Baku, but transforms itself into an
apparently random series of anecdotes told by his fellow-
passengers.140

The proliferation of embedded narratives, some realistically
motivated, others much less so, means that the centre of
discourse (the authorial Voice') is to a significant degree erased
from the text. This brings us back once again to Bakhtin, since
with its plethora of social discourses, Harpagoniana bears not a
little resemblance to Bakhtin's definition of the modern novel.
In 'Discourse in the Novel', an essay written within a year of
Harpagoniana (1934-5), Bakhtin described the novel as the
'heteroglot' site of conflict between a given society's orthodox,
'centripetal' discourses and that society's heterodox, 'centri-
fugal' discourses, which ultimately triumph:

While the main types of poetic genre develop along a path determined
by the unifying, centralizing, centripetal forces of literary-ideological
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life, the novel and those artistic-prose genres which gravitate towards
it have historically joined the path taken by the decentralizing,
centrifugal forces. (Bakhtin, 'Slovo v romane', p. 86)141

Adapting (however crudely) Bakhtin's model to Harpagoniana,
one might say that in Vaginov's novel the conventionally
central space occupied by the unified authoring subject and
that subject's words is usurped by the characters and their
stories. Moreover, there is a parallel between the displacement
of the author's language in Harpagoniana and the way in which
the novel marginalizes official Soviet discourse in favour of a
whole host of politically 'centrifugal' discourses.142 Even those
discourses which at first appear reasonably orthodox turn out to
be very different. For example, one story told by an ex-foreman
about the construction of a factory by workers overfulfilling
labour targets turns into a tale of how an American hairdresser
gets a job at the factory by fooling the management into
thinking he is an engineer (p. 541).

The embedded stories contained in Vaginov's novel Harpa-
goniana represent precisely the kind of 'decentralizing, centri-
fugal forces' which Bakhtin speaks of. The plethora of
alternative, traditionally marginalized discourses represented in
Harpagoniana, serves to relativize and decentre the discourse of
the author. At the end of the revised version of Harpagoniana the
secondary character Mirovoy sings a song, the last line of which
is 'And my feeble voice has disappeared' (Tropal i tonkii golos
moi', p. 543). This is, in fact, what has happened to the figure of
the author over Vaginov's oeuvre as a whole.143 By the end of
Harpagoniana the author is not, as he was in The Goat3s Song, an
'established author'; he is now, like his character Mirovoy,
merely a 'voiceless figure' ('bezgolos[aya] figur[a]', ibid.).144

Reading Vaginov through Bakhtin, and specifically Bakhtin's
model of 'carnival' and 'heteroglossia', it is far easier to concur
with Shepherd's view that Vaginov's subversion of elevated
notions of art and the artist can be read as a positive assertion
of the need to challenge them, than with Segal's more pessi-
mistic conclusion to the effect that Vaginov shows 'the impos-
siblity of preserving the old forms of culture and life'.145

To conclude, Vaginov moves from his early verse, through
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The Goafs Song to Harpagoniana, from an ambivalently Romantic
view of the artist as an inspired genius belonging to a privileged
minority to a far more materialist attitude towards literary
authorship. This evolution might help explain, moreover, why
Vaginov turned increasingly from poetry to prose.146 By his
fourth novel he would seem to be suggesting that books no
longer afford access to timeless realms where authors might
enjoy real immortality, that they are nothing more or less than
an amalgam of a multitude of social discourses. Literature is no
privileged discourse, merely one discursive practice among
many. Writers are no longer original creators, since to write
means to rewrite already-available discourses. Despite their
undoubted differences in perspective and emphasis, Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Vaginov can each be said to decentre the
writer from the cultural and textual equation. Exactly what
they put in the author's place is what I shall now examine.



CHAPTER 2

Rereading reading

ADDRESSING THE READER! RUSSIAN MODERNISM AND
THE AVANT-GARDE

As well as decentring the creative subject from the text, many
Russian modernists sought to re-evaluate the role of the
reader/spectator in the aesthetic process. The high-Symbolist,
egocentric concept of the author as solitary discoverer of higher
realities gave way to the Acmeist principle of the text as
communication with the reader. The communicative nature of
Acmeism was emphasized in theoretical essays by
Mandel'shtam and Gumilev, respectively entitled 'On the
Addressee' ('O sobesednike', 1913) and 'The Reader5 ('Chit-
ater5).1 Mandel'shtam was particularly critical of the Symbo-
lists' refusal to ask the 'extremely modern' question, 'just whom
is the poet speaking to?' ('s kem zhe govorit poet?'; 'O
sobesednike', p. 234). He compared a poem to a message in a
bottle, maintaining that while neither was written with a specific
reader in mind, both were addressed to someone (the poem's
addressee being 'the reader in posterity', 'chitatel['] v po-
tomstve'; p. 235). But despite Mandel'shtam's insistence on the
importance of the reader as 'interlocutor' (the literal meaning
of 'sobesednik'), the Acmeists fell short of advocating a genuine
dialogue between poet and reader. Ultimately, the Acmeists'
concept of a 'good' reader was one who would be somehow
changed by the poem; there was no suggestion that the presence
of the reader should have any effect on the composition of the
poem itself.

The Russian Futurists were also conscious of their audience,
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although in a very different way. In particular, by disrupting all
sorts of linguistic, aesthetic, psychological, and even ethical
conventions, the Futurists were deliberately challenging that
audience's assumptions, going beyond what they perceived to
be its collective 'horizon of expectations'.2 Moreover, while the
attempt by Mayakovsky, Khlebnikov, Kruchenykh, and others
to deliver a 'slap in the face of public taste' had the effect of
alienating many readers or spectators, there are those who have
argued that their art turned its audience into co-producers, free
to interpret the text as it wished. To quote G. M. Hyde, 'the
Futurist theatre in Russia as in Italy [...] demanded the total
participation of the audience in a spectacle by no means tied to
a text; similarly their poetry demanded the active collaboration
of the reader in making the text' (Hyde, 'Russian Futurism',
p. 264). 'Defamiliarizing' words and the world, the Futurists
may be said to have anticipated Barthes' 'writerly' text in which
the reader is afforded access to 'the pleasure of writing'.3 Such
was also one of the effects of Meyerkhol'd's theatrical excursions
into pantomime and commedia deWarte. Deliberately fore-
grounding theatrical convention, Meyerkhol'd aimed at ending
theatre's segregation of actors and spectators, hitherto guaran-
teed by the proscenium arch. Meyerkhol'd went so far as to
describe the spectator as the 'fourth creator' in the theatre, in
addition to the author, the director, and the actor. As a result of
the emphasis which he placed in his productions on theatrical
convention, he argued, 'the spectator is compelled to employ
his imagination creatively in order to Jill in those details suggested by
the stage action'.4

However, many artists before the 1920s sought to limit
'meaning' to the artist's intentions, even as they insisted on
the communicative function of art. For example, the theory
behind Nikolay Evreinov's 'monodramas', developed in the
first decade of the twentieth century, was based on the
principle that the spectator was to co-experience the actor's
emotions as fully as possible.5 Similarly, in an essay published
in 1913, Vasily Kandinsky appeared to characterize the
'successful' work of art as an egocentric and monologic
process:
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A work of art consists of two elements, the inner and the outer. The
inner is the emotion in the soul of the artist; this emotion has the
capacity to evoke a similar emotion in the observer. [...]

The two emotions will be like and equivalent to the extent that the
work of art is successful. In this respect painting is in no way different
from a song: each is communication.6

After the Revolution, the Party's emphasis on art as propa-
ganda left no room for the spectator/reader to arrive at an
understanding of the artefact independently of the artist's will.
The Party's view was shared by a number of prominent left
artists in the early 1920s. Typical of this trend was Eisenstein,
whose 'montage of attractions', while based on the principle
that 'the spectator himself constitutes the basic material of the
theatre', aimed at imposing the director's point of view on that
spectator.7 As Eisenstein himself put it, a film should 'embody
the author's relation to the content, at the same time compel-
ling the spectator to relate himself to the content in the same
way'.8 Similarly, in 1924 the Constructivist playwright Sergey
Tret'yakov insisted 'the theatre show is to be replaced by the
theatre blow, by the direct processing of the audience'.9 It was
for such propagandistic reasons that most proletarian groups in
the arts vehemently argued for accessibility in art, a call which
subsequently became one of the pillars of Socialist Realism.

Throughout the 1920s, however, a notion of the reader/
spectator as more active was also given expression. In fiction,
this trend was most clearly seen in the short stories of Mikhail
Zoshchenko, a number of which featured 'readers', in the form
of a spectating public which intervenes actively in the scenes
which it observes. As Cathy Popkin astutely notes: 'by stressing
the discriminating role of the receiver, the stories raise again
and again, explicitly and implicitly, the question of what makes
something worth the reader's effort' (a point which, as we shall
see, is also applicable to Kharms's prose).10 Another artist
whose work implied an active audience was Dziga Vertov. Like
Eisenstein, Vertov had spent the first years of the Bolshevik
regime on agit-trains, bringing cinema - and the Party's
message - to uneducated peasants throughout the Soviet
Union.11 The 'Cine-Eye' ('Kino-glaz') method of filming doc-
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umentaries, which Vertov developed in the early 1920s (and
which the Party increasingly attacked) implied a passive audi-
ence, observing and interpreting Soviet reality in the manner
determined by the eye of the camera: c [Cine-Eye is] the
decoding of life as it is. Using facts to influence the workers5

consciousness.'12 In practice, however, Vertov's films required a
very different kind of spectator. For example, by the unusual
juxtaposition of particular scenes, and its numerous special
effects, his pseudo-documentary Man with a Movie Camera draws
attention to itself as an artefact in ways which force the
spectator to take a more active role in the production of the
text, and of that text's meaning.13 Indeed, the film includes,
alongside shots of the cameraman filming in the streets and the
film editor working in the cutting room, a sequence wherein a
cinema audience takes its seats, thereby suggesting the impor-
tance of all three elements in the creative process.14

Vertov's fellow-Constructivist El Lissitsky was another whose
output after the Revolution evolved from direct propaganda
aimed at eliciting a specific, concrete response from the spec-
tator, to art which engaged the viewer in a genuinely productive
sense. The call for action addressed to the viewer by his
geometrical design entitled 'Beat the Whites with a Red
Wedge' ('Krasnym klinom bei belykh', 1919-20), produced at
the height of the Civil War, was as unambiguous as it was
explicit. Throughout the 1920s, however, Lissitsky's art, as Alan
C. Birnholz has pointed out, was increasingly designed to
stimulate the observer's interdiction - both mental and physical.
One of the most interesting examples of this was his Abstract
Cabinet (Abstrakte Kabinett, 1927), a so-called Troun Room'
installed in Berlin, in which the viewer had no choice but to
walk past a series of vertical slats from behind which light was
emitted, thereby changing the patterns of light and dark on the
opposite wall.15 Lissitsky went further than most in calling for a
radical shift in attitudes towards aesthetic reception: 'The
private property aspect of creativity must be destroyed
[since...] all are creators and there is no reason of any sort for
this division into artists and non-artists.'16

While some Soviet artists were, like Lissitsky, beginning to
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see the reader/observer as cco-creator', others saw themselves
first and foremost as 'readers' (thereby echoing a point about
the writer first made by Gumilev in 'The Reader'). Engaging in
a creative dialogue with the cultural heritage, they sought to
'reread' it, to adapt it to the new, post-revolutionary era. In
music, for example, Shostakovich radically reinterpreted Les-
kov's short story 'Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District' ('Ledi
Makbet Mtsenskogo uezda', 1865), with his opera of the same
name (premiered in 1934; subsequently re titled as Katerina
Izmailova)}1 In the theatre, the 1920s saw two radically new
interpretations of Gogol7 's The Government Inspector, namely
Meyerkhol'd's famous 'biomechanical' production of 1926, and
the zaurn version, premiered in the Leningrad Press Club on 25
March 1927, produced by Igor' Terent'ev.18 One contemporary
review of the latter reveals that the actors, dressed in particu-
larly gawdy costumes, read out all the stage directions them-
selves, interspersed their lines with passages in French,
German, Polish, Ukrainian, and zaum'', crawled around on the
floor or else rushed armed with toilet paper to the cubicles
stationed in the middle of the stage, while during one particular
pause a number of white mice were set free, promptly causing
panic among the audience. At the end of the six-hour perfor-
mance, it transpired that the real inspector was none other than
Khlestakov himself, thereby turning Gogol/?s play on its head.19

In Soviet prose fiction, it was the 'Serapion Brothers' who
most systematically developed this concept of writing as re-
reading/reinscribing already existing discourses. As Erika
Greber has contended, the group's very name, suggesting a
model of creativity as collective, 'symbolises the attempt to
realize a Utopia, a model world of communication in which
production and reception, writing and reading, theory and
practice meet in professional dialogue'.20 The Serapions expli-
citly foregrounded their own writing as an imitative, intertex-
tual 'palimpsest' through which the traces of earlier discourses
can be discerned. One of Kaverin's early prose works was in
fact called The Purple Palimpsest (Purpurnyi palimpsest, 1921).21

Blurring the distinction between originality and copy, the
Serapions sought to affect a positive re-evaluation of the
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concept of literary influence and imitation. As their chief
theorist Lev Lunts observed, 'epigones of an alien ['chuzhoi']
literature are initiators of a new trend in their own, national
literature5.22

TEXT AS DIALOGUE! FROM RUSSIAN FORMALISM TO THE

BAKHTIN CIRCLE

The Serapions' interest in readers and reading - and their
tendency to defeat the reader's expectations through verbal and
textual play — was perhaps not surprising, given their close
association with the Formalists. While so much Serapion
literature consisted of parodic rereadings of earlier texts,
Shklovsky and Tynyanov were among the first to suggest that
parody should in fact be considered a constructive literary
device.23 The Formalists insisted on the cognitive force of the
literary text. In a now much-rehearsed comment, Shklovsky
maintained that 'the process of perception in art is an end in
itself and should be prolonged' ('vosprinimaternyi protsess v
iskusstve samotselen i dolzhen byt' prodlen').24 Such insistence,
together with their concept of 'defamiliarization' ('ostranenie')
has led the Formalists to be seen as precursors of more recent
reader-centred theories of literature.25 On the other hand,
Peter Steiner maintains that the Formalists' emphasis on
literature as system meant that 'the perceiving subject [wa]s
either treated as an appendix of this impersonal system or
ignored' (Steiner, Russian Formalism: A Metapoetics, p. 137).26

According to Steiner, despite Tynyanov's claim that 'it is
utterly impossible to separate the author of literature from the
reader because they are essentially the same',27 Formalist
aesthetics implicitly expunged both author and reader from the
literary system.

In the final analysis, 'meaning5 for Tynyanov, Eikhenbaum,
and Shklovsky was dependent neither on a text's readers nor on
its author, but on the cultural context of its production. To
quote Carol Any, 'in general, Formalist theory and practice
were concerned not with new or variant readings but with
establishing a "baseline" reading of works by reconstituting the
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literary conventions in force at the time of writing' (Any, Boris
Eikhenbaum, p. 70). If we are looking for a positive and mean-
ingful re-evalution of aesthetic reception in the Soviet Union in
the 1920s and early 1930s, then we must turn, once again, to
Bakhtin.

As David Shepherd has pointed out, although no full-blown
theory of reading can be found in Bakhtin's work, there is
nevertheless a specific kind of reader implied by Bakhtin's
notion of dialogism, one which can be traced back to Bakhtin's
earliest writing.28 In his 'Author and Hero' essay, Bakhtin
specifically criticized those who adhered to the view that the
text could be reduced to the expression of the author's intention
alone: 'The aesthetic whole is not something co-experienced, but
something actively created both by the author and by the
contemplator' ('Esteticheskoe tseloe ne soperezhivaetsaya, no
aktivno sozdaetsya i avtorom i sozertsatelem'; Bakhtin, 'Avtor i
geroi', pp. 60-1). Bakhtin's critique of 'expressive' aesthetics
was developed in a series of subsequent essays by members of
the Bakhtin circle. In The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship, for
example, the following point is made:

The poet's audience, the readers of a novel, the audience in a concert
hall - these are all collective organizations of a particular type,
sociologically distinctive and exceptionally important. Without these
distinctive forms of social intercourse there are no poems, no odes, no
novels, no symphonies. Specific forms of social intercourse are
constituent to the meaning of the works of art themselves. (Bakhtin,
Formal'nyi metod, p. 21)

Bakhtin went further in The Formal Method than in 'Author
and Hero', insisting that every artistic text is in part shaped by
its addressee, towards whom, as an utterance, it is oriented:
'Every utterance is oriented on intercourse, on the hearer, on
the reader, in a word, on another person, on some form of
social intercourse, whatever it may be' ('Vsyakoe vyskazyvanie
ustanovleno na soobshchenie, na slushatelya, na chitatelya,
odnim slovom, na drugogo cheloveka, na kakuyu-to formu
sotsiarnogo obshcheniya, kakova by ona ni byla'; ibid., p. 129).
This 'dialogic' principle was given fuller expression in one of
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the most frequently quoted passages from Marxism and the
Philosophy of Language:

The fact that a word is oriented toward the addressee is extremely
significant. In essence, a word is a two-sided act. It is determined equally
by whose word it is and for whom it is meant. As word, it is precisely the
product of the interrelationship between speaker and listener. [...] A word is a
bridge thrown between myself and the other.29

Bakhtin further elaborated upon the dialogic nature of the
utterance in 'Discourse in the Novel'. In this essay he intro-
duced the concept of 'active understanding' ('aktivnoe poni-
manie'), by which he meant that the speaker's 'orientation
towards the listener [...] introduces totally new elements into
his discourse' ('ustanovka na slushatelya [...] vnosit sover-
shenno novye momenty v ego slovo'; Bakhtin, 'Slovo v romane',
p. 95).30 This concept of the text-utterance as the subject of
limitless dialogic exchange between speaker and listeners was
one to which Bakhtin returned in an important late essay:
There is no first or last word and there are no limits to the dialogic
context (it extends into a boundless past and a boundless future). Even
past meanings, that is, meanings born in the dialogue of past ages, can
never be stable (finalized, determined once and for all); they will
always change (thereby renewing themselves) in the process of the
subsequent, future development of the dialogue. At any moment in
the development of the dialogue there are immense, boundless masses
of forgotten contextual meanings, but at certain moments of the
dialogue's subsequent development along the way they are recalled
and brought back to life in renewed form (in a new context).31

OBERIU AND THE READER! ZABOLOTSKY, OLEINIKOV,

BAKHTEREV

Few scholars have explored what OBERIU literature has to say
about the nature of reading and aesthetic reception. Further-
more, those critics who have addressed the issue have tended to
restrict themselves to tantalizing generalizations. Aleksey Med-
vedev places OBERIU (by which he means Kharms and
Vvedensky) in the context of the literary avant-garde of the first
quarter of the twentieth century which, he maintains, relegated
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the author from his superior position vis-a-vis the reader in
order to make a point about the invalidity of subject-centred
discourse. As Medvedev observes, in a general statement which
he unfortunately does not substantiate, 'in their art Kharms
and Vvedensky free both the text and the reader from the
monologic diktat [of the author-creator]5.32 The American
scholar Anthony Anemone has suggested that the model of
dialogue which Vaginov inscribes in his novel The Labours and
Days of Svistonov bears some resemblance to recent Reader-
Reception Theory (Anemone, 'Carnival in Theory and Prac-
tice3, p. 10). S. N. Chumakov has suggested that Kharms's
miniature dramatic works serve to stimulate the 'active co-
creation of the receiver' ('aktivnoe sotvorchestvo retseptora').33

Darra Goldstein, in her recent monograph on Zabolotsky,
believes that the Oberiuty were interested not in the word as such
but in 'its effect on the reader' (Goldstein, Nikolai £abolotsky, p.
26). Elsewhere in her study she claims that 'Zabolotsky chal-
lenged his readers not only to discern his eternal presence
through his verse, but also to participate in the unfinished act of
creation' (ibid., p. 126). Finally, in an article on Zabolotsky,
Robin Milner-Gulland quotes the poet's statement 'I count
upon the intelligent reader', to conclude that Zabolotsky was
hoping for a reader 'who was ready to use his mind as well as
his feelings in the appreciation of poetry'.34

Works such as Vaginov's The Labours and Days of Svistonov, and
Vvedensky's play Christmas at the Ivanovs3 explore dialogic models
of reading close to Bakhtin's, as we shall see. The OBERIU
article, however, gestured not towards Bakhtin (whose concept
of 'active understanding' had yet to be formulated), but in the
direction of Formalism, with its talk of renewing the reader's
perception (even if it promised not so much to foreground the
'literariness' of the object, as 'strip away' the object's literary
shell).

Zabolotsky demonstrates an awareness of the reader in the
OBERIU article, where he describes himself as 'a poet of naked
concrete figures brought close to the eyes of the spectator'. A
number of Zabolotsky's poems of the late 1920s contain exam-
ples of what appears to be Formalist-inspired defamiliarization.
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As Goldstein has demonstrated, Zabolotsky's 'Dinner5 ('Obed',
1929) defamiliarizes its subject both in a 'literary' sense (by
playfully deconstructing the stock nineteenth-century tone of
the opening lines) and in an 'everyday' sense (by transforming a
description of meat and vegetables as they are cooked into a
grotesque, almost surreal vision).35 Similarly, Fiona Bjorling, in
a perceptive close reading of Zabolotsky's 'Football' ('FutboP,
1926), has analysed how the description of a game of football is
'made strange' through a whole host of allusions to mock-
heroic poetry, and particularly to Pushkin's 'Ruslan and Lyud-
mila'.36 In 'An Evening Bar' ('Vechernii bar'), written in 1926,
Zabolotsky plays with the reader by interrupting his description
of a window reflected in a beer glass with a Gogolian 'But I
cannot talk about this' ('No eto rasskazat' nel'zya'; Zabolotsky,
Stolbtsy i poemy, p. 15). On the whole, however, Zabolotsky does
not explore the reading process in his poetry, since the reader
on whom Zabolotsky counts is a largely passive contemplator of
his poetic visions, be they Utopian, as in the early 'The Mad
Wolf ('Bezumnyi volk', 1931), or more personal, as in 'The
Thistle' ('Chertopolokh', 1956).37

As with Zabolotsky's pre-1930 urban verse, some of Oleini-
kov's poems also provide the reader with an unfamiliar perspec-
tive on the world. One of the best examples of this is the bitter-
sweet 'The Cockroach' ('Tarakan'), in which the reader shares
the insect's viewpoint as it lies in a glass waiting to be dissected
by scientists.38 Like Zabolotsky, however, Oleinikov cannot be
said to explore the question of aesthetic reception in any
genuine sense. As if to emphasize this, the matter-of-fact
descriptions of paintings contained in the cycle In an Art Gallery
(subtitled Reflections on Art) imply a detached, passive observer.39

Bakhterev, on the other hand, forces the reader to work very
hard, especially in his prose, some of which is as oneiric as
anything produced by OBERIU. The mystifying short story
'Only a Pintle' ('Torko shtyr") changes direction a number of
times, as Bakhterev uses a series of narrative techniques resem-
bling what Shklovsky defined as 'retardation devices'.40 The
narrative of 'Only a Pintle' begins with the description of a
boating accident, observed by the narrator, in which a woman is
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decapitated (the title comes from the enigmatic assertion made
by the narrator's companion, that 'only a pintle will save her';
'pomozhet ei tol'ko shtyr", p. 418). As the story continues,
however, this accident appears to be merely a device to delay
the main narrative, since the narrator suddenly asks a passing
decorator to paint him a portrait of a goat (p. 419). The narrative
switches back, however, to the woman's head, which is now
being used as a football by a group of boys (p. 421). As part 2
begins, the narrator asks self-consciously 'what else should I talk
about?' (co chem govorit' dal'she?'), before going on to describe
himself waking up in his flat, wondering whether or not the
accident and the decorator had been a dream (ibid.). Following
a brief conversation with a woman who lives in his block, the
decorator arrives with his assistants, thereby confirming the
reality of the first part of the story. The narrator then leaves
home, visits a bar, and spends time with some acquaintances,
before returning home, at which point the narrative ends.

What does 'Only a Pintle' tell us about reading? Negotiating
one's way through the text and its numerous shifts in direction,
the reader is made aware of, and obliged to challenge the
assumptions underpinning the reading process. The oneiric
structure of this text forces us to ask how we make meaning as
readers, how we conventionally distinguish between 'signifi-
cance' and 'insignificance', 'relevance' and 'irrelevance'. What
is an occasional feature of Bakhterev's oeuvre is, however, central
to Kharms's prose, as we shall now see.

STOP READING SENSE! THE PROSE OF DANIIL KHARMS

The most explicit way in which Kharms draws attention to the
(f )act of reading is by including among his characters a reader
figure. In what may be an allusion to the concern with readers
characteristic of much avant-garde art of the 1920s, Kharms's
play The Comedy of the City of Petersburg (1927) contains a
'spectator' ('zritel") among the characters. At one moment
during the action, the 'Komsomol member Vertunov' ('Komso-
molets Vertunov') asks this member of the audience for his
opinion on another character, Famusov (the latter bears a
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certain resemblance to his namesake in Griboedov's play Woe
From Wit {Gore ot uma, 1824)). The spectator gives an enigmatic
answer, 'seek where you will' ('ishchite gde khotite'), and
Vertunov's impatience eventually forces the spectator to leave,
threatening to complain to his 'mummy' as he goes (Kharms,
Sobranie proizvedenii, vol. 1, pp. 94-5).41 This somewhat pusillani-
mous reader figure provides a stark contrast with the reader in
'Four Illustrations of how a New Idea disconcerts a Man
Unprepared for it', who, as was shown in my previous chapter,
directly challenges the writer's authority by calling him 'shit'.42

Such reader figures rarely appear in Kharms's texts,
however. Generally, Kharms makes us aware of our own status
as readers, by prompting us to engage actively with his text
(particularly in his prose of the 1930s). He does this in two ways.
First, as Shukman has noted, he questions the implied social
and cultural values of his potential readership.43 Kharms
shocks us by the cruelly detached, ironic attitude towards
violence and death demonstrated by his narrators in such
stories as 'What they're Selling in the Shops these Days' ('Chto
teper' prodayut v magazinakh'), and 'The Plummeting Old
Women' ('Vyvalivayushchiesya starukhi').44 The latter story,
which describes the deaths of six old women as they fall
consecutively from a window, ends with the comment: 'Once
the sixth old woman had fallen out, I became tired of looking at
them, and set off for Mal'tsevsky market where a blind man had
apparently been given a knitted shawl' ('Kogda vyvalilas'
shestaya starukha, mne nadoelo smotret' na nikh, i ya poshel na
Mal'tsevskii rynok, gde, govoryat, odnomu slepomu podarili
vyazanuyu shal"; Kharms, Polet, p. 356).

Second, and more importantly, Kharms disrupts the equili-
brium between relevance and irrelevance, a cornerstone of
realism, including the 'Socialist' variety.45 This aspect of his
fiction explains perhaps more than any other why his work has
so often been termed 'absurd',46 since it involves playing on the
reader's assumptions of'common sense'.47 The tentative defini-
tion of'common sense' offered by Susan Stewart in her study of
nonsense in literature underlines the importance of assumptions
concerning relevance:
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Accomplishing common sense has to do with an agreement regarding
the horizon of the situation, an agreement regarding what is relevant
or appropriate to the situation in light of this horizon, and a mutual
procedure for achieving an appropriate outcome of the situation — a
procedure that [...] depends upon typifications and relevance struc-
tures. (Stewart, Nonsense, p. 9)

Stewart continues by arguing that the more self-conscious a
text, the more it will disrupt the information equilibrium of
common sense, either by withholding information relevant to
the situation, or by including an excess of irrelevant detail.48

Both strategies feature prominently in Kharms's prose, and
both have ramifications for notions of reading.

At times, Kharms's narrator withholds information relevant
to the context, only revealing it at a later moment in the text,
thereupon forcing the reader to recontextualize, to revise his/
her interpretation of the situation.49 The result can be particu-
larly comic. For example, in Tedya Davidovich' (Kharms, Polet,
pp. 390-1), Fedya and his wife engage in a dispute as to
whether Fedya has stolen the butter from the kitchen (he has in
fact just popped the whole block into his mouth with a view to
selling it to a mysterious neighbour). It is only about half-way
through the text, however, that an important (i.e. immediately
relevant) element of the context is given to the reader: as Fedya
rushes out of the flat to escape his incensed spouse, the narrator
suddenly reveals that she cannot chase after him because she is
naked. As a result of this new information, the reader has to
'repicture' the scene, as it were, to recontextualize, mentally
undressing Fedya's wife before the reading process can continue
successfully. The unexpectedness of the revelation, and the
sense of the gratuitous which surrounds it, foregrounds it as a
narrative device, while at the same time reminding us of our
own constitutive role, as readers, in the communicative act that
is the text.

In other works by Kharms, what Stewart calls 'gaps or tears
in the performance' (Stewart, Nonsense, p. 103), are not, as they
are in 'Fedya Davidovich', resolved by the text. At times, for
example, Kharms denies the events which he depicts any prior
cause. This is particularly true of those texts which feature
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unrestrained violence, such as 'The Beginning of a Beautiful
Summer's Day (A Symphony)' ('Nachalo ochen' khoroshego
letnego dnya (Simfoniya)'), 'Grigor'ev and Semenov' ('Gri-
gor'ev i Semenov5), and 'Incidents' ('Sluchai').50 These, and
many other prose works, present 'stories' with no apparent
beginnings, since we never see what has motivated the violence
(if the violence is unmotivated, why aren't we told so?).

Generally, Kharms omits not just the causes which have led
to a particular context, but also important elements of that
context itself (although the distinction between the two may at
times be blurred). In the starkly disturbing 'Mashkin Killed
Koshkin' ('Mashkin ubil Koshkina5), for example, we are told
nothing about the characters' identities or whereabouts, and
little which might help illuminate their psychological state:

Comrade Koshkin danced around comrade Mashkin.
Comrade Mashkin followed comrade Koshkin with his eyes.
Comrade Koshkin waved his arms about offensively and stuck his

legs out repulsively.
Comrade Mashkin frowned.
Comrade Koshkin twitched his belly and stamped his right foot.
Comrade Mashkin cried out and hurled himself at comrade

Koshkin.
Comrade Koshkin tried to run away, but tripped and was over-

taken by comrade Mashkin.
Comrade Mashkin punched comrade Koshkin on the head.
Comrade Koshkin cried out and fell onto his hands and knees.
Comrade Mashkin kicked comrade Koshkin under the stomach

and gave him another punch on the back of his head.
Comrade Koshkin spread himself out on the floor and died.
Mashkin killed Koshkin.

T o B a p n i u K O U I K H H TamjeBaA BOKpyr TOBapHiua MauiKHHa.
MauiKHH CAC4HA rAa3aMH 3a TOBapHineM K O U I K H H W M .
KOIIIKHH OCKOpGHTeAbHO MaxaA pyKaMH H npOTHBHO

BWBOpaHHBaA HOrH.
T o B a p n i u MauiKHH HaxMypHAcn.
ToBapHiu K O U I K H H noineBeAHA ;KHBOTOM H npHTonHyA npaBOH

HoroH.
ToBapHUJ MaiUKHH BCKpHKHyA H KHHyACH Ha TOBapHIHa KoiIIKHHa.
ToBapHin K O U I K H H nonpoGoBaA y6e>KaTb, HO cnoTbiKHyACH H 6WA

HaCTHTHyT TOBapHIUeM MaUIKHHblM.
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MauiKHH y^apHA KyAaKOM n o roAOBe TOBapnuja
KouiKHHa.

ToBapHm KOIUKHH BCKpHKHyA H ynaA Ha neTBepeHbKH.
ToBapHm MauiKHH 4BHHyA TOBapHma KouiKHHa Horoft n o 4 >KHBOT

H e m e pa3 y^apHA ero KyAaKOM n o 3aTbiAKy.
ToBapHm KOUIKHH pacTHHyACH Ha noAy H yMep.
MauiKHH y6nA KouiKHHa. (p. 383)

Such stories are important, of course, for the questions they ask
of human psychology and behavioural patterns, for the way in
which they invite us to provide the characters with a psychology
or set of motivating criteria that might accord with the
particular situation in which they find themselves. More sig-
nificantly, however, they produce, through their indetermina-
cies, a general sense of unease at the way in which we define
terms such as 'situation', or 'context'.51

In other works it is the ending of the story which Kharms
erases.52 On a few occasions, the ending is ambiguous. In other
words, there is certainly a sense of resolution as concerns the
main plot, but whether this resolution is to have positive or
negative consequences for the central character(s) remains
unclear; the reader is not given enough information to find out.
In one story the narrator is pursued by children and old men
and women, apparently for having raised dust. He finds his way
eventually into a bath-house, and as he runs through it we are
suddenly told that 'a mighty repose stopped my heart' ('mogu-
chii otdykh ostanovil moe serdtse').53 It is far from clear how we
are to interpret this ending from the point of view of the main
character's fortunes (and thereby of the main plot). Have the
children succeeded in killing him by inducing a heart attack?
Or does the word 'relaxation' imply a positive attitude towards
his physical condition, as if welcoming a saving miracle from
God? Indeed, is the narrator dead at all? If so, how could he
now be narrating (assuming that he is not speaking to us, like
many of Vvedensky's characters, from a mythical space beyond
the grave)? Kharms prompts us to ask these questions, but
leaves them unanswered.

Many of Kharms's stories are devoid of any kind of resolu-
tion, ambiguous or otherwise. 'The Story of the Fighting Men'
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('Istoriya derushchikhsya'), for example, which concerns a fight
between a certain Aleksey Alekseevich and Andrey Karlovich,
ends in the following way: 'Andrey Karlovich gave his dentures
a rub, put them back in his mouth and clicked his teeth. Having
satisfied himself that his dentures were in place, he took stock of
his surroundings and, not seeing Aleksey Alekseevich, set off to
look for him' ('A Andrey Karlovich proter svoyu vstavnuyu
chelyust', vstavil ee sebe v rot, poshchelkal zubami i, ubediv-
shis', chto chelyust' prishlas' na mesto, osmotrelsya vokrug i, ne
vidya Alekseya Alekseevicha, poshel ego razyskivat"; p. 366).54

'The Bronze Look' ('Mednyi vzglyad') ends in the middle of a
conversation with the question: cDo you have a watch?' ('U vas
est' chasy?'; Kharms, Sluchai, pp. 9—io).55 And in 'Petrakov's
Problem' ('Sluchai s Petrakovym'), Petrakov spends the whole
time trying to get to sleep, and is still trying when the story ends
(P- 365)-

Occasionally, Kharms draws the reader's attention to a gap
in the text. In 'The Career of Ivan Yakovlevich Antonov'
('Kar'era Ivana Yakovlevicha Antonova'), for example, certain
people have cuckoos fly into their mouths when they yawn
(Kharms, Sluchai, p. 5). The Ivan of the title proves adept at
extracting the birds, a feat which earns him public recognition.
Yet the reader never finds out how he does this, for each time
he rescues a bird the text merely tells us that he acts 'in the
most cunning manner' ('samym ostroumnym sposobom'). The
text functions as a lipogram, with one particular contextual
element automatically replaced in the text by the same cryptic
phrase. This is underlined by the ironic last line: 'And now it is
clear how Ivan Yakovlevich Antonov got himself a career' ('I
vot teper' stanovitsya yasnym, kakim obrazom Ivan Yakovlevich
Antonov sdelal sebe kar'eru').

Just as Kharms frustrates the reader's desire for more
information, so at times he includes in his stories apparently
irrelevant material. Sometimes Kharms plays with the reader's
assumptions concerning relevance. In 'The Connection'
('Svyaz"), written in 1937, what appears irrelevant is eventually
revealed to have been significant (pp. 500-2).56 In this story a
series of bizarre incidents and coincidences link the characters,
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unbeknown to them, over a number of years. The text, divided
up into twenty short numbered sections, includes an assault on
a violinist by hooligans, a bus driver who sells a coat for some
tomatoes, an old woman who is buried in a cemetery, and a
church destroyed by fire. As the characters who were present in
the opening section find themselves 'reunited' in the final scene,
unwittingly travelling together on the same tram, the narrator
concludes: 'They ride along and don't know what connection
there is between them, and they won't find out until the day
they die' (cOni edut i ne znayut, kakaya mezhdu nimi svyaz', i
ne uznayut etogo do samoi smerti'; p. 502). The ending of the
text posits an alternative, unconventional order behind the
apparent disorder in the body of the text.57

In other texts, the relevance of certain details is a good deal
harder to ascertain. Sometimes Kharms begins a story with
information which appears to function as a gratuitous appen-
dage to the rest of the story. Such is the case in the tale which
commences with the words 'Ivan Yakovlevich Bobov woke up'
('Ivan Yakovlevich Bobov prosnulsya'; pp. 319-22). The text,
written between 1934 and 1937, opens with Ivan waking up one
morning in a particularly good mood. As he looks up at the
ceiling, we are given a lengthy description of a coloured blob
which covers part of it. The reader may imagine that this detail
has some relevance to the rest of the story, or merely assume
that the description of the blob means that Ivan is looking at it.
Both assumptions turn out to be erroneous, since the descrip-
tion ends with the revelation that 'Ivan Yakovlevich looked a,t
the ceiling, not in that place where the blob was, but some-
where else, although it's not clear where' ('Ivan Yakovlevich
posmotrel na potolok, no ne v to mesto, gde bylo pyatno, a tak,
neizvestno kuda'; p. 319). The blob is never mentioned again by
the narrator, who proceeds to tell a story about Ivan's purchase
of an odd-coloured pair of trousers.58

In other stories what appears to be irrelevant information
comes not at the beginning, but somewhere in the middle,
momentarily rupturing the textual fabric. It is perhaps not
completely coincidental that one such breach should occur in a
story entitled 'On Equilibrium' ('O ravnovesii', 1934; Kharms,
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Sluchai, pp. 28-9). This story concerns one Nikolay Ivanovich
Serpukhov, and the time that a fairy godmother appeared to
him, promising to fulfil his every wish, while he was sitting
having a quiet meal in a restaurant. The mention of Nikolay
comes with a particular detail which, given the text's subject
matter, and its length, creates, once again, an impression of
irrelevance: 'He was called Nikolay Ivanovich Serpukhov, and
he smoked "Rocket" cigarettes at thirty-five copecks a packet,
and always said that they made him cough less than those
costing five roubles which, he used to say, "always make me
choke"' ('Zvali ego Nikolay Ivanovich Serpukhov, a kuril on
papirosy "Raketa", 35 kop. korobka, i vsegda govoril, chto ot
nikh on men'she kashlem stradaet, a ot pyatirublevykh, govorit,
ya vsegda zadykhayus"; ibid. p. 28).

On occasion Kharms saturates the entire text with super-
fluous detail. The writer of the letter addressed to a certain
Nikandr Andreevich, for example, uses virtually the whole of
his missive to say the same thing over and over again, namely
how happy he was when he realized that the letter which he has
just received was in fact from Nikandr (Kharms, Sluchai, pp.
8-9).59 And in the playlet 'The Mathematician and Andrey
Semenovich' ('Matematik i Andrey Semenovich'), each line of
dialogue is spoken three or four times (pp. 368—9).

Sometimes the reader has the impression that the text as a
whole - rather than one of the details which goes to make up
that text - is superfluous. This impression is particularly strong
in those texts which are merely two or three lines in length.
One wonders, for example, what the point is of a text such as 'A
Meeting' ('Vstrecha'):

One day a man set off for work, and on the way met another man,
who, having bought a Polish loaf, was on his way home.

That's it, really.
BOT O4Ha;K,4bi 04HH HCAOBCK nouieA Ha CAy>K6y, 4a no ^opore
BCTpeTHA 4pyroro neAOBeKa, KOTopwH, KynHB noAbCKHH 6aTOH,
HanpaBAHAcn K ce6e BO-CBOHCH.

BOT, coGcTBeHHO, H BCC (p. 378)60

If something, however trivial, happens in 'A Meeting', then in
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another miniature text, we are specifically told that 'nothing
happened'.61 Ultimately, Kharms forces the reader to ask
questions of the text and its context as much by what he tells us
as by what he doesn't.

In a story written in 1938, entitled 'The Artist and the Watch'
('Khudozhnik i chasy', Kharms, Sluchai, p. 32), the narrator
underlines the utter pointlessness of his story in an outburst
which alludes quite clearly to the reader's desire for relevance.
He begins his tale by introducing us to an artist named Serov,
and informing us that one day Serov went to the Obvodny
Canal. The narrative suddenly breaks off: 'Why did he go
there? To buy some rubber. What did he want rubber for? To
make himself a rubber band. And what did he want a rubber
band for? In order to stretch it' ('Zachem on tuda poshel?
Pokupat' rezinu. Zachem emu rezina? Chtoby sdelat' sebe
rezinku. A zachem emu rezinka? A chtoby ee rastyagivat"). The
superfluousness of the character's action mirrors the pointless-
ness of the narrator's discourse. This is further emphasized
almost immediately afterwards, when the narrator tells us that
Serov broke his watch, and then adds, directly addressing the
reader: 'What else? Nothing else. Nothing, that's all there is to
it! Don't go poking your filthy snout where it's not wanted!'
('Chego eshche? A bole nichego. Nichego, i vse tut! I svoe
poganoe rylo kuda ne nado ne sui!').

If we accept Jonathan Culler's contention that 'the meaning
of the work is what it shows the reader, by the acrobatics in
which it involves him, about the problems of his condition, as
homo significans, maker and reader of signs',62 then what, we
might ask, do Kharms's texts tell us about the way in which we
read? The information imbalance characteristic of so much of
Kharms's prose can be interpreted ('read') in one of two ways:
either the 'common sense' reader will always miss the point, or
we should not read for the point at all, but rather revel in the
Barthesian 'pleasure of the text' for its own sake.63 Stories such
as 'The Connection' and Kharms's letter to Pugacheva would
seem to suggest the former,64 while works such as 'A Meeting'
and 'The Artist and the Watch' may be said to imply the latter.

Either way, by transcending the boundaries of relevance,
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Kharms is underlining the fact that when we read, we will
always look for 'the point', according to criteria based on our
'common sense5 notions of what is relevant and what is not.65

Reminding us how we read, Kharms forces us to ask questions
concerning the way we construct contexts and how we decide
what is and is not relevant to them.66 Furthermore, by refusing
time and time again to 'make sense', Kharms suggests that we
should stop reading 'sense'. It is thus on the question of reading
that the absurd (the world's incoherent narratives) and the
metafictional (our difficulty in reading those narratives) in
Kharms's texts/contexts collide.

Kharms goes much further than writers such as Gogol',
Chekhov, Zoshchenko (the three mentioned in Popkin's study),
or even Bakhterev, in his challenge to 'common sense' reading
strategies. This is why critics such as Ellen Chances have
compared him unfavourably with Chekhov, accusing him of
attempting to achieve 'the destruction of literature' (Chances,
'Cexov and Xarms', p. 191). My reading of Kharms suggests,
however, that he seeks not to destroy literature, but to renew it,
to tear up the contract between writer and reader in order to
begin the search for another. Subverting the narrative conven-
tions of realism, Kharms forces us as readers to engage actively
with the text, and to re-examine the assumptions which we
make in reading. Another who breaks conventions in order to
address the issue of aesthetic reception is Vvedensky, and he
does this nowhere more consistently than in his play Christmas at
the Ivanovs3.

PICTURE THIS! CHRISTMAS AT THE IVANOVS BY

ALEKSANDR VVEDENSKY

The 1930s, the decade in which Kharms wrote most of his prose
fiction, saw the emergence in the Soviet Union of a radically
different attitude towards the reader from that which had
prevailed before the onset of Socialist Realism. Whereas a
number of Soviet artists (in various branches of the arts) had
previously tried to foster a notion of the reader/spectator as 'an
independent, reflective and productive subject',67 by 1938,
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when Vvedensky came to write Christmas at the Ivanovs' [Elka u
Ivanovykh),68 the only view of the audience which was now
allowed any currency was as a uniform mass passively receptive
to the artist's (i.e. the Party's) message. As Spencer Golub has
astutely observed:

Pre- and post-revolutionary avant-gardists (e.g., Meyerhold, Nikolay
Evreinov and Nikolay Okhlopkov) originally saw the curtainless stage
as a way to unmake the Procrustean bed of bourgeois-fed and
mimetically encoded pictorial realism. Under Stalin, however, the
absorption of the spectator and the audience en masse into perfor-
mance, like the attack on formalism, was part of a larger program to
eliminate difference. Socialist Realist art re-defined dramatic char-
acter as the blueprint for audience identity construction.69

A measure of how much things had changed in the theatre is
given by Meyerkhord's attitude towards the spectator. While
Meyerkhol'd had, before the Revolution, sought to break the
barrier between stage and auditorium in order to encourage
the spectator to cco-create' the play, in his 1931 production of
Vsevolod Vishnevsky's The Final Battle (Poslednii reshitel'nyi^ 1931)
he sought to manipulate his audience by planting a 'weeper' in
one of the front rows of the theatre (a ruse which achieved the
desired effect of moving the whole audience to tears at the
play's tragic end).70

That the audience should be encouraged to be passively
receptive was underscored at a conference on the theatre
organised in 193171 by the soon-to-be-defunct RAPP, and
finally enshrined in Zhdanov's oft-quoted formulation of Socia-
list Realism in 1934:

Socialist Realism, being the basic method of Soviet literature and
criticism, requires from the artists truthful, historically concrete
representation of reality in its revolutionary development. Moreover,
truth and historical completeness of artistic representation must be
combined with the task of ideological transformation and education of the
working man in the spirit of Socialism.72

While the practice of Socialist Realism often diverged from
this - and other - expressions of the theory,73 many novels,
films, or plays purporting to belong to the genre featured a
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linear narrative structure, positive heroes, and a contem-
porary, or near-contemporary setting.74 Nothing could be
further from Vvedensky's Christmas at the Ivanovs\ a play written
in 1938, at a time when the war waged in the Soviet press
against the 'formalists' and 'decadents' in the theatre was at its
height.75

The play's setting is not the Leningrad of the early Soviet
period, but a bourgeois household in the Russia of the 1890s.
The story is split into nine scenes or tableaux ('kartiny'), which
together follow the fate of a family whose name is Puzyrev (and
not, as the title of the play might suggest, Ivanov) one Christmas
eve. The action begins with the seven Puzyrev children (aged
between one and eighty-two) being given a bath by their nanny
and eagerly discussing the forthcoming festivities. One of the
girls, the thirty-two-year-old Sonya, begins to indulge in sexual
innuendo, which offends her nanny so much that she promptly
decapitates the 'child'. The police immediately arrive to arrest
the murderess and the scene ends. Scene 2 takes us to a nearby
forest, where the nanny's fiance, Fedor, is one of a number of
woodcutters chopping down Christmas trees. As they finish
their work and leave, three animals (a giraffe, a wolf, and a lion)
enter, and hold a brief conversation about time and death. The
next scene concerns the discovery of Sonya's murder, both by
her parents (who, undeterred, proceed to copulate in front of
the corpse), and by the woodcutters delivering the tree. The
scene, the final one in this act, ends with all of them leaving the
room, and a brief verbal exchange between the dead Sonya's
head and the rest of her body. The beginning of the second act
takes us to the police station, where a policeman tries to cheer
the nanny up by telling her a story about a group of Greek
horsemen which he once saw while on guard duty, before she is
taken off to a lunatic asylum. The scene which follows takes
place in the asylum, where the doctor tells her to go and have
herself executed, while in the same breath declaring there is
nothing wrong with her. Act 2 ends with the sixth scene, which
takes us back to Fedor, who is sleeping with the Puzyrevs' maid
while his fiancee is in the asylum. The third act includes just
two scenes, the seventh, in which the Puzyrevs' dog Vera
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delivers a monologue about life and death, and the eighth,
which ostensibly concerns the nanny's 'trial', but which includes
an account of the case of a certain Kozlov and Oslov (as well as
the sudden death of two judges). The ninth and final scene, the
only scene in act 4, returns us to the Puzyrev household, only to
see their Christmas celebrations cut short, as one by one each
member of the family suddenly and unexpectedly dies. As the
last of them keels over the play runs out of characters, and so
comes to an abrupt end.

By and large Christmas at the Ivanovs' has been discussed either
as a parody of the classics of Russian literature, or as a
forerunner of the Western Theatre of the Absurd.76 Both views
have much to support them; the play is littered with thinly
disguised allusions to the works of Dostoevsky and Chekhov
(and Ibsen), and animals have the gift of speech and rational
thought while humans babble incoherently. What advocates of
both approaches tacitly agree upon is that the play subverts a
plethora of literary and extra-literary conventions associated
with realist drama (the genre to which it most appears to
conform as it begins). Indeed, it is this tendency to draw
attention to the established codes of realist drama by disrupting
them77which holds the key to Christmas at the Ivanovs' and to
what it says about reading and the reception process. For by
defamiliarizing the word, the text, and the world, Vvedensky's
play underlines the fact that the dramatic text, like any
utterance, is 'co-created' by the addressee towards whom it is
oriented, however much it might try to pass itself off as an
objective 'picture' of reality.

According to theatre semiotician Keir Elam, the conventions,
or 'codes' at work in a dramatic text/theatrical performance
fall into three broad categories: 'theatrical' codes, 'that permit
us to apprehend [the theatrical performance] in its own terms
and not as, say, a spontaneous and accidental event or piece of
film'; 'dramatic' codes, which depend upon our 'knowledge of
the generic, structural, stylistic and other rules [...] relating to
the drama and its composition'; and other 'more general
cultural, ideological, ethical and epistemological principles
which we apply in our extra-theatrical activities'.78 Conventions
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from each of these three classes are subverted by Vvedensky in
Christmas at the Ivanovs3.

The most important 'theatrical' code which Vvedensky's play
subverts is the 'mimetic' nature of drama itself (as 'showing'
rather than 'telling'), which goes back to Aristotle. This was
central to the naturalism of directors such as Konstantin
Stanislavsky at the Moscow Art Theatre,79 just as it was to the
Symbolists. As Andrey Bely had opined:

In drama the format of art seeks to expand until it achieves the
possibility of being life, in both the literal and figurative senses of the
word.

That is why performance on stage is a necessary precondition of
dramatic art. The drama cannot be read. What sort of drama would
that be? The action portrayed must be viewed ocularly, the words
enunciated must be heard.80

The use of the word 'kartina' ('picture', or 'tableau') to
describe the individual scenes of a play, opera, or ballet,
thereby reinforcing this mimetic illusion, is not unusual in
Russian.81 Yet Vvedensky problematizes this notion of drama
as picture or tableau — and the idea, which underpins it, of
drama as mimesis — at the very start of Christmas at the Ivanovs3.82

The description of the opening scene makes it far from clear
whether we are dealing with a three-dimensional scene, or with
a two-dimensional world. For the children appear to be bathing
in a bath-tub which is 'drawn' on stage ('narisovana'):

In the first picture is drawn a bath-tub. The children are bathing on
Christmas Eve. There is also a chest of drawers. To the right of the
door, cooks are slaughtering hens and slaughtering piglets. Nannies,
nannies, nannies are washing the children. All the children are sitting
in one big bath-tub, but the one-year-old boy Petya Perov is bathing
in a wash-basin standing directly opposite the door. On the wall to
the left of the door hangs a clock. The clock reads nine o'clock in the
evening.
Ha nepBOH KapTHHe HapncoBaHa BaHHa. HOA coneAbHHK ACTH
KynaiOTCH. CTOHT H K0M04. CnpaBa OT 4BepH noBapa pe>KyT Kyp H
pe^cyT nopocHT. HHHI>KH, HHHI>KH, HHHBKH MOIOT 4eTeH. Bee 4eTH
CH4HT B O4HOH 60AbUI0H BaHHe, a IleTfl IlepOB TOAOBaAblH MaAbHHK
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KynaeTcn B Ta3y, CTonmeM npHMO npoTHB 4BepH. Ha cTeHe CAeBa OT
4BepH BHCHT Hacw. Ha HHX 9 nacoB Benepa. (p. 157)

If the bath-tub is drawn, and the characters are bathing in it,
then does that not mean that they, too, must be drawn? On the
other hand, the children say and do things as if they belonged
to a three-dimensional world modelled on our own. This
question is left unanswered by Vvedensky.

Vvedensky further undermines the mimetic illusion by in-
scribing a (subjective) narrative voice into his text.83 This voice
is foregounded first and foremost linguistically. The 'stage
directions' in the description of the opening scene, for example,
contain unconventional language, where words are for no
apparent reason repeated, such as crezhut' ('are slaughtering'),
or 'nyan'ki' ('nannies'). At the start of the third scene, the
narrator's syntax breaks down, as sentences are replaced by
single words/phrases, once again suggesting the (male?) sub-
jectivity of the narrative voice: 'Night. A coffin. Candles floating
down a river. Father-Puzyrev. Spectacles. A beard. Saliva.
Tears. Mother-Puzyrev. She is wearing women's armour. She is
beautiful. She has a bust.' ('Noch'. Grob. Uplyvayushchie po
reke svechi. Puzyrev-otets. Ochki. Boroda. Slyuni. Slezy. Pu-
zyreva-mat'. Na nei zhenskie dospekhi. Ona krasavitsa. U nee
est' byust.'; p. 161).84 As in Kharms's prose, Vvedensky's narra-
tive voice is foregrounded not just linguistically; it is also
perversely voyeuristic and calmly detached towards suffering,
and never more so than in the matter-of-fact description of
Sonya's corpse: 'A table. On the table is a coffin. In the coffin is
Sonya Ostrova. In Sonya Ostrova is a heart. In the heart is
congealed blood. In the blood are red and white corpuscles.
And, of course, ptomaine.' ('Stol. Na stole grob. V grobu Sonya
Ostrova. V Sone Ostrovoi serdtse. V serdtse svernuvshayasya
krov'. V krovi krasnye i belye shariki. Nu konechno i trupnyi
yad.'; p. 167).

Another 'theatrical' code which Vvedensky subverts is the
(naturalist) illusion which depends on our bridging the onto-
logical gap between our own world and the world of the play.
This was such a central feature of Soviet Socialist Realist
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drama that in Nikolay Okhlopkov's productions at the Moscow
'Realistic Theatre5 between 1930 and 1937, he constantly
attempted to break down the ontological division between stage
and auditorium by, for example, throwing 'snow' on actors and
audience alike.85 As Okhlopkov himself put it in an essay
written some years later:

Do you know the smell of a soldier's cape that has many times been
exposed to wind and rain? Do you know the smell of saddles and
leather straps, or the scent of hay? Do you know the taste of soldier's
porridge, reheated over a campfire? Can you imagine in a flash that
you are by the sea in the early morning, and feel the light morning
breeze on your face? Many are the beautiful and wonderful things a
man can feel, if he loves and knows nature and life. So I wanted to do
all this, as far as possible, in the theatre, so that the audience should
forget completely that it was watching a play and feel totally in the
midst of the men of the Taman Regiment in The Iron Floods

Vvedensky, however, breaks the theatrical illusion very suc-
cinctly, by means of a clock which he inserts into scenes where
there would not normally be one. For example, the stage
directions for scene 2, which takes place in a forest, mention the
clock hanging on the stage wall to the left of a door, and
showing 9 o'clock. Focusing our attention on the clock is just
one of the ways in which Vvedensky shatters the theatrical
illusion.

In Christmas at the Ivanovs\ Vvedensky subverts not just
theatrical codes, but what Elam refers to as 'dramatic', and
'extra-theatrical' codes, too. As far as the dramatic codes are
concerned, the clock is once again important, for it is fore-
grounded not only spatially, but also temporally. Each scene,
according to the time shown on the clock at its beginning and
end, takes up much more time than the text, and the context,
would otherwise suggest. For example, the first scene, which
covers just two pages of text, apparently lasts from nine o'clock
in the evening until midnight. This apparent incongruity
between story time and text time could be partly explained by
arguing that it may have taken some time for the children to
recover from the shock of Sonya's murder before calling the
police, who, in their turn, may not have arrived immediately.
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Yet nothing else in the text suggests that this is in fact the case;
no reference to time passing is made in the text during the
scene itself, and everything is presented as if happening without
any temporal ellipses:
N A N N Y (seizes the axe and chops off her head): You deserved this death.
The children shout: Murderess, she is a murderess. Save us. Stop

bathing.
The cooks stop slaughtering hens and slaughtering piglets. At two paces from the
body lies the bloody, desperate head. The dog Vera barks behind the door. The
police enter.
POLICE: Where are the parents?

(xeamaem monop u ompy6aem eu zojioey): Tbi 3acAy>KHAa 3Ty
CMepTb.

/(emu Kpuuam: YGHHija, OHa y6HHija. CnacHTe Hac. IlpeKpaTHTe
KynaHbe.

Floeapa nepecmawm pe3amh nyp u pe3amb nopocnm. YdajieHHan na dea
tuaaa om mejia Jiejfcum na nojiy upoeaean omuanHHaH aojioea. 3a deepHMu
eoem co6axa Bepa. Bxodum non,uu.uR.
IIoAHijHfl: F/je nee po^HTeAH? (p. 158)

The policemen do indeed appear to arrive immediately. Yet
their arrival seems unmotivated, marked with a haste and
apparent prescience usually associated not with realist drama,
but with the silent movie, the cartoon strip, or the balagan.87

There are similar temporal discrepancies in each of the other
scenes, between the initial and final time, as shown on the
clock. The clock, then, oscillates throughout the play between
the foreground (as, for example, in non-domestic settings or at
the end of each scene) and the background (in those scenes
where the presence of a clock does not appear incongruous). It
is thus implicated in that continual process of frame-making/
frame-breaking which contributes to the play's overall self-

Oft

consciousness.00

Another set of extra-theatrical codes which Vvedensky's play
appears to subvert concerns our epistemological principles; in
other words, there is frequently a discrepancy between what it
is reasonable to assume an audience might know about the
world, and what actually happens in the world of the text (this,
of course, also has a bearing on the ontological illusion). For
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example, one searches in vain for a creditworthy psychological
explanation for many of the characters' actions, much as one
does in so many of Kharms's texts. Pseudo-explanations are
sometimes given. For instance, the policeman in the courtroom
tells a story about the time he was on guard duty and a group of
Greek horsemen rode by. When he is asked to explain the point
of his story, he simply replies 'I wanted to distract the murderess
from her gloomy thoughts' ('Ya khotel otvlech' ubiitsu ot ee
mrachnykh myslei'; p. 164). Most often, however, the play offers
no explanation whatever as to why the characters behave in the
way they do; it is up to the spectator to judge, rather as
Kharms's 'spectator' is asked to pass judgement in The Comedy of
the City of Petersburg.

On other occasions, it is far from clear how they act in the
way they do. At the end of act 1, for example, the body and
head of the recently defunct Sonya appear to engage in
conversation (although the lack of ears apparently means the
body, by its own admission, cannot hear, the absence of a
mouth seems to be no obstacle to its talking).89 Christmas at the
Ivanovs3 contains many instances of this kind of behavioural
'nonsense', centred mainly on the question of who has the
ability to talk and who does not. Apparently 'dumb' woodcut-
ters, animals, and infants all speak, while human adults make
noises like animals or use the phonemes 'A o u e i ya B G R T'
instead of recognizable words (p. 173).90 These, and other
details of the play, such as the suggestion that an eighty-two-
year-old can still be called a 'child', all serve to establish an
asymmetrical relationship between the world of the text and our
world, the world of the audience.91

Another, final category of extra-theatrical codes which
Vvedensky subverts concerns not knowledge but what Elam
refers to as behavioural/ethical and ideological codes. There is
a discrepancy between certain things which happen in
Christmas at the Ivanovs\ and the values which it is reasonable to
assume most readers or spectators confronted by the play are
likely to hold. The nanny's sudden murder of Sonya, and her
less than credible attempt to justify the deed; the sight of Mr.
and Mrs. Puzyrev copulating in front of their daughter's
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corpse, their eagerness for the Christmas celebrations undam-
pened by her tragic end; the doctor's indifferent dismissal of
the nanny, which is both a reassurance that she is sane and an
exhortation to go and get herself executed; Fedor's apparently
total lack of concern over the fate of his fiancee: all this shocks
and alienates us, very much like the violence which fills
Kharms's prose.

By parodying canonical dramatic texts and well-established
theatrical conventions, Christmas at the Ivanovs3 reminds us that
writing is always rereading. At the same time, subverting a
number of 'extra-theatrical' codes, Vvedensky's play underlines
that, as readers, we will always bring to the text what Jauss has
termed a 'horizon of expectations'. Christmas at the Ivanovs\ while
appearing full of Formalist-inspired defamiliarizing strategies,
points in fact to the quintessentially Bakhtinian notion of the
dialogic nature of the word/utterance/text - a concept which
Bakhtin had expressed just a few years before Vvedensky wrote
his play,92 in his essay 'Discourse in the Novel':
The word is born in dialogue, as a living answer in that dialogue. The
word is shaped in dialogic interaction with an alien word already in
the object. The word forms a concept of its own object in a dialogic
way.

But this does not exhaust the internal dialogism of the word. It is
not only in the object that it encounters an alien word; every word is
oriented towards an answer and cannot escape the profound influence
of the answering word which it anticipates.93

Furthermore, by breaking so many rules, by defeating the
reader's expectations so consistently, at so many moments,
Christmas at the Ivanovs' reminds us that 'all speech is dialogic
speech, directed at another person, at his understanding, and at
his real or potential response'.94 Put another way, Vvedensky's
play, by flouting so many conventions (both literary and extra-
literary), underlines the fact that there can be no text without
context, that the listener's purview is as important in shaping
the speaker's utterance as either that speaker's intention or the
object spoken about, that, ultimately, 'discourse is a skeleton
which is fleshed out only in the process of creative perception,
consequently, only in the process of real social interaction'.95
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Furthermore, Vvedensky's play points to the fact that such rules
also apply to works of drama, that dramatic texts - 'plays' -
constitute just as much an utterance - in the Bakhtinian sense
of the word — as any other discursive genre. Christmas at the
Ivanovs\ then, underlines the fact that 'it is with the spectator, in
brief, that theatrical communication begins and ends' (Elam,
The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, p. 97), and it does so in a way
which has important ramifications for the way in which drama
as a genre represents reality.96

Christmas at the Ivanovs3 can be read not only as a commentary
on the reception process, but also - and perhaps primarily - as
part of Vvedensky's critique of the naturalist and monologic
assumptions of Socialist Realism, and Socialist Realist drama in
particular.97 If the dramatic text/performance is truly an
utterance, then it is a 'telling', rather than a 'showing' - with all
that that implies for its status as 'truth' — and, moreover, it is
constructed with its addressee's answer in mind as much as the
speaker's intention. Naturalism - in the broad sense - is a lie,
since it works to conceal the fact that a dramatic text is never
seamlessly imitative of reality; if it were, we would see Petya
going to the toilet, instead of hearing his nanny exhorting him
to pretend that he is going (p. 172).98 This means that drama,
like any other artistic medium, cannot simply be monolithically
monologic, but depends on the audience's 'aesthetic interac-
tion', since only this can ensure 'the creation of the artistic work
and [...] its continual recreations in cocreative perception'
(Voloshinov, 'Discourse in Life', p. 9).

In a recent overview of OBERIU, Anatoly Aleksandrov has
described Christmas at the Ivanovs\ as 'a drama to be read'
(Aleksandrov, 'Evrika Oberiutov', p. 32)." Yet this is surely
oversimplifying matters; for there is still much in the play that
can be shown, in however stylized a way (as recent productions
and adaptations of the play have demonstrated).100 It would
surely be possible to produce the play on a stage, in which case
it might resemble a gruesome pantomime/circus show with a
narrator figure situated off stage, in a way reminiscent of
Fedor Sologub's 'Theatre of a Single Will' ('Teatr odnoi voli')
performances, in which a reader, representing the author,
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and sitting to one side of theatre would read all the stage
directions.101

Whether or not Christmas at the Ivanovs' was written to be read,
or performed, is in the final analysis irrelevant. What can be
said with a greater degree of certainty is that in this play
Vvedensky foregrounds the process of aesthetic reception, and
specifically the addressee-oriented nature of drama. Moreover,
Vvedensky thereby questions the Aristotelian notion of drama
as mimesis, a notion which united Naturalist, Symbolist, and
(Socialist) Realist dramatic models. Ultimately, the question of
aesthetic reception is secondary to Vvedensky, who makes us
aware of the assumptions behind our own reception in order to
underline the dialogic nature of all discourse, the fact that all
utterances are oriented both towards previous utterances, and
towards a future answer. Vvedensky's play with conventions,
like Kharms's, forces the reader to engage with the text actively,
rather than passively (in this sense both writers were subverting
contemporary orthodox textual pragmatics). Refuting the
mimetic nature of drama in favour of a dialogic theatricality,
Christmas at the Ivanovs3 is reminiscent of Marinetti's Futurist
theatre, which similarly sought to do away with 'photographic
reproductions of our daily life', aiming instead at 'entertaining
and amusing its public with effects of comedy, erotic excitement
and imaginative shock'.102 It must be said, however, that my
own reading of Vvedensky's play is in many ways a rewriting,
since I am in effect making explicit that which is generally
implicit in the text. To see a more explicit, thematic (rather
than merely formal) treatment of the dialogic relationship
between text and reader, I shall now turn to Vaginov, and in
particular to his novel The Labours and Days ofSvistonov.

THE READER IN THE TEXT! THE LABOURS AND DAYS OF
SVISTONOV BY KONSTANTIN VAGINOV

The Labours and Days of Svistonov was first published in 1929,103

shortly after the rise of RAPP, and just before the start of the
Party's vituperative press campaign against 'fellow-travellers'
such as Pil'nyak and Zamyatin. This was a time when it was still
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just possible to hope for a genuine dialogue between writer and
reader. Such a dialogue, based on Bakhtin's 'dialogic' model of
reading as 'active understanding5, is itself the subject of Vagi-
nov's second novel.104

Like The Goat's Song before it, this novel portrays a writer (this
time Svistonov) and a circle of acquaintances living in post-
revolutionary Leningrad. These characters appear just as pre-
tentious and sham as the unknown poet and his friends. There is
Kuku, who spends his time cultivating a Pushkin image (com-
plete with sideburns!); the self-styled 'mystic' Psikhachev, who
holds pseudo-occult evenings while claiming to be several
hundred years old; and Deryabkin with his 'crusade against
Philistinism', based on the belief that hygiene is synonymous
with culture and on an obsession with calligraphy.105 One
important difference between the two novels, however, is that
whereas in The Goat's Song these secondary characters are
themselves mostly artists, Svistonov's companions serve as
material for his own book. Svistonov 'translates' them all - and,
eventually, himself- into the novel which he writes, the creation
of which lies at the centre of Vaginov's own novel. Indeed, the
only reason Svistonov cultivates his various friendships is in
order to cull material for his novel. These people appear to be
no more important to him than the countless seemingly uncon-
nected newspaper cuttings, advertisements, secondhand books
and anecdotes which he also collects, and which are destined
also to find their way, in annotated and refracted form, into his
book. So powerful is Svistonov's obsession with things bookish
that he eventually introduces a writer into his own book, a
writer, furthermore, who writes in much the same way that he
himself does and bears a name ('Vistonov') more than a little
resembling his own. If Svistonov and Vistonov share virtually
the same name, they ultimately appear to inhabit the same
world; The Labours and Days of Svistonov ends with Svistonov
utterly incapable of distinguishing between the world of his
novel and the world in which he lives, to such an extent that he
feels 'locked' ('zapert') inside his own text.106 For him there will
be no possibility, as there was for the author figure in The Goafs
Song, to come back out of the book into the Petersburg night air.
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A number of Vaginov's contemporary Soviet readers, in the
guise of the leading journals' literary critics, were vehemently
hostile to The Labours and Days ofSvistonov for its apparent lack of
concern with the problems of socialist reconstruction. One
critic, writing for the pro-proletarian journal Pechat' i revolyutsiya,
went so far as to call for the 'ruthless ideological extermination
of Vaginovism ['vaginovshchina']'.107 More recently, Russian
and Western scholars alike have focused on the novel's metafic-
tional characteristics. It has been suggested, for example, that
in Svistonov, who composes his novels by juxtaposing all kinds
of disparate material, Vaginov is caricaturing Formalist theory
and practice.108 However, it is once again the relationship
between Bakhtin's thought and Vaginov's artistic praxis which
has proved potentially the most fruitful line of enquiry. As was
shown in chapter 1, David Shepherd has argued persuasively
that Vaginov 'carnivalizes' authorial authority, subverting the
author's conventional position in the textual hierarchy in a
manner in line with contemporary left-art theory (in this
respect, The Labours and Days of Svistonov stands approximately
mid-way between The Goafs Song and Harpagoniana).109 Anthony
Anemone has also examined The Labours and Days of Svistonov
from a Bakhtinian perspective, if only to suggest that the novel
represents a rejection by Vaginov of Bakhtin's concept of
'dialogism' ('Carnival in Theory and Practice', pp. 9-10).

What the discussions of The Labours and Days of Svistonov
offered by Shepherd and Anemone no more than hint at is that
this novel has just as much to say about reading as it does about
writing.110 In this work Vaginov foregrounds the issue of
reading in two ways; first, by making reading difficult (rather as
Kharms and Vvedensky do); and second, by making reading
one of the central themes of his novel.

How does Vaginov make reading difficult in The Labours and
Days of Svistonov? In a manner which calls to mind Vvedensky's
Christmas at the Ivanovs\ Vaginov begins the novel by 'showing'
the audience a 'picture', only subsequently to blur that picture
quite considerably. The opening pages of the novel contain a
description of the view which Svistonov can see as he looks out
of the window of his flat. The moderate semantic charge which
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the theme of seeing is given in this opening section of the novel,
with phrases such as cIn the window could be seen' ('V okne
vidnelis"), and 'Svistonov looked out of the window' (Svistonov
smotrel iz okna' (p. 162; my emphasis), is considerably increased
in the description of Svistonov's dream which immediately, and
rather unexpectedly, follows. The account of this dream con-
tains a series of verbs indicating, or implying, a visual activity:
Svistonov recognizes ('uznaet') himself in a man hurrying along
the street; another man is described as looking ('smotrya') at his
own face reflected in a samovar; children stare ('glyadyat') for
hours at a lamp, a stove, or a corner of the floor; a clerk sits for
hours smoking a pipe and watches ('smotrit') the smoke swirling
around; Svistonov sees ('vidit') himself peeping ('zaglyanet') into a
cellar; and he enters a little shop and looks around ('osmotrit';
p. 163).

If Svistonov's reading of the world amounts to a leisurely
observation of material and phenomena which are relatively
stable, then it differs quite considerably from the kind of
reading one must apply to Vaginov's text. For the initial ease
with which the reader is drawn into the novel's diegesis, in a
narrative technique reminiscent of much nineteenth-century
realism, is in stark contrast to the difficulty of recovering that
diegesis throughout much of the rest of the novel. Vaginov,
rather like Kharms, deprives the reader of much information
which may be said to be relevant to the world inhabited by his
characters. We see far more, for example, out of Svistonov's
window than we do of Svistonov and his wife, Lenochka — or
any of the other characters to whom we are introduced
throughout the novel. Very rarely are we ever given any
physical depiction of these characters, Vaginov generally pre-
ferring to tell us what they read rather than what they look like.

This is just one kind of textual cgap' which Vaginov obliges
the reader to fill in for her/himself. The inter-personal relation-
ships between some of these characters are similarly left
unclear. Why does Lenochka leave home, and where does she
go? From where does she write her letter to Svistonov (p. 214)?
What is the precise relationship to Svistonov of the deaf mute
Trina Rublis, with whom Svistonov appears at one point in the
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text to be co-habiting? The answers to these and other ques-
tions are never provided; we never see nearly enough of the
context behind the text. Like Lenochka, all the characters in
Svistonov's life, and Vaginov's novel, initially appear central to
the book, only to fade suddenly into the background and
appear much more peripheral and episodic as the novel
develops. It is as if Vaginov is constantly questioning the
relative importance of the characters which people his own
novel, much as Svistonov appears to hesitate before deciding to
include certain of his acquaintances in his own text.

Just as we are so often prevented from seeing the relationships
between these characters, so it is sometimes unclear as to how
the events in which they take part are connected. At the end of
chapter 2, which deals with holidays among the dacha commu-
nity, the narrator suddenly introduces the reader to a character
called Tsikhachev'. Psikhachev goes to see another character to
whom the reader has not been introduced, a certain Zoya
Fedorovna, who is busy entertaining guests on her birthday.
There then follows a sketchy description of Psikhachev, and of a
game of forfeits which they all play. The relevance of this scene
to the main story only gradually emerges, however; after a
number of paragraphs mention is made of two characters to
whom we have already been introduced, namely Kuku and
Naden'ka, and a little further still Psikhachev is described asking
Svistonov to include him in his novel (pp. 200-2). The relevance
of the passage to the rest of the novel is thus delayed, and
revealed only indirectly to the reader.

At times the fabula disappears altogether. By no means
insignificant (as we shall see later) is the fact that so little of
Svistonov's text is presented to us, compared with the time he
spends in the novel gathering material for it. At the end of
chapter 6 in particular, Svistonov's announcement to the
character Iya that he wants to read her his latest chapter is
followed immediately in the text by her reaction to the chapter
- the framed novel is omitted (and explicitly so) from the
framing novel. The narrator actually admits at one point to
withholding from the reader information concerning the fabula\
commenting on a night which Psikhachev and Svistonov spend
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in conversation, he tells us, cof what guest and host discussed
that night, the reader has no need to know' ('o chem govorili v
etot vecher gost' i khozyain, chitatelyu znat' ne nado5; p. 225).

Ironically, Vaginov's novel comes to resemble the same kind
of collage of materials and devices that Svistonov's text con-
stitutes. Leonardo Paleari no doubt has in mind textual strate-
gies such as those discussed here when he observes that 'the first
chapter [of the novel] ends like it might in any "realist" novel,
and yet the reader - even the most unsophisticated reader -
feels that behind the entirely real facts there lurks something
which breaks the visible order of things, which as it were
displaces the usual coordinates [of that order]'.111 By the
various gaps in Xhcfabula which the reader is forced actively to
fill in, Vaginov's novel, like much of Kharms's prose, anticipates
Barthes' notion of the 'writerly' text. These gaps 'actualize'112

reading, forcing the reader as she/he negotiates them to
fluctuate between involvement in the text and awareness of the
reading self. This is also the effect of the numerous embedded
texts in The Labours and Days of Svistonov, and in particular the
newspaper cuttings and advertisements which are pasted into
Svistonov's notebooks, which Lenochka reads to her husband,
and which are reproduced typographically in the novel
(PP. 170-1).113

By drawing attention to the process of (our) reading, The
Labours and Days of Svistonov underlines the fact that a literary-
fictional text, like any utterance, is dialogically oriented towards
an addressee. In fact, the Bakhtinian notion of 'dialogism' is as
central to Vaginov's work as it is to Kharms's and Vvedensky's.
The difference between Kharms's prose and Christmas at the
Ivanovs' on the one hand, and The Labours and Days of Svistonov on
the other, however, is that Vaginov's novel focuses not so much
on the dialogic, 'two-sided' word itself, as on the reader, the
addressee of that word.

This novel is full of characters who read. At one end of the
scale is the minor character Pavel Uronov, who declaims poetry
as his contribution to an impromptu talent show during Zoya's
birthday party (p. 201). The letter which Lenochka sends to
Svistonov contains the results of a mini-survey which she has
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conducted, on Svistonov's request, on what those around her
remember of their reading of the character Liza from Turgen-
ev's novel A Nest of Gentlefolk (Dvoryanskoe gnezdo, (1859), p. 214).
Practically all Vaginov's readers engage in a singularly mono-
logic kind of reading, which involves suppressing their own
status as readers, and determining the 'timeless5 meaning of
what they read. Kuku, for example, likes to 'read' dreams to
determine their hidden significance (p. 196). Psikhachev orga-
nizes a reading club (described as an 'academic assembly5

('akademicheskoe sobranie5)), at which he sits as self-appointed
president (complete with spurs and sash), spouting commen-
taries on selected passages from (for example) the Bible,
Seneca, and Confucius (p. 232). Psikhachev gives the clerk
Yablochkin a copy of Plutarch's Cato, and as Yablochkin reads,
he feels himself becoming 'cleverer and cleverer5 ('umnee i
umnee'; p. 229). For another character, Mashen'ka, reading
means searching for the most hallowed thoughts of writers,
whom she regards as 'genii5 (pp. 253-4). More mundanely, the
deaf and dumb Trina Rublis contents herself with reading for
the plot, and skips anything superfluous to this, particularly
descriptions (pp. 205—6). Biographically-oriented reading is also
represented in The Labours and Days of Svistonov, whether in
Kuku5s passion for the details of great people's (viz. writers5)
lives, or in Lenochka's obsessive habit, on reading Svistonov's
poetry, of recalling where he wrote it and what he was wearing
(p. 169). A similar kind of reading is that which concentrates on
the 'real' lives of a work's characters rather than on details
concerning the real author. This type of hermeneutics proves
just as obsessive as Lenochka5s; as soon as a work by Svistonov
is available for consumption his readers begin by looking for
clues as to the 'real5 identity of the characters portrayed in it.
This is not to say that such an approach is not to some extent
justified; Svistonov's avowed purpose in life is, as we have seen,
to 'translate' those around him into his novel(s).

This last mode of reading appears very convincing here, at
least as concerns the reappropriation of Svistonov's work — and
judging by the main focus of much Vaginov criticism it seems to
have convinced a number of readers that it is valid for
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Vaginov's own novels as well. Even Svistonov himself is not
averse to taking an object from his own life or from his
immediate surroundings and tacking it on to one of the
characters in his novel (p. 210). Yet, however much they might
all be taken in by this theory of writing (and hence of reading),
things are far from that simple. For the idea that specific
correspondences can be sought by the reader between the
world inside the text and the world outside it is exaggerated to
such a degree that it appears as ridiculous as any of the other
theories of reading seen in the novel. It is given its most explicit,
and most hyperbolized, expression in the foreword to Svisto-
nov's novel, which is almost the last thing Svistonov writes. This
foreword, addressed explicitly to the reader, discusses reading
as a search for aspects of the world outside the text that are
transposed and concretized inside it:

if people are described in such a book, they seem to be alive, as it
were, in front of you. You recognize their facial features, their
physiognomy, their habits. You have the impression that you would
recognize them immediately, if they could appear in front of you.
eCAH OnHCWBaiOTCH B TaKOH KHHre AIO4H, TO OHH KaK 6y4TO >KHBbie
nepeA BaMH. Bbi y3HaeTe nepTbi AHija HX, <J>H3HOHOMHK>,
BaM Ka>KeTcn, HTO BW TOTnac y3HaAH 6w HX, ecAH 6bi OHH

nepe4 BaMH. (p. 257)

Yet the tone of this whole foreword and the examples which it
gives undercut any seriousness which it might claim for itself.
The opening sentences are ridiculous in their banality and their
patronizing tone; 'It's nice to read an interesting book. [...]
Isn't that so, dear readers?' (Triyatno chitat' interesnuyu knigu.
[...] Ne pravda li, milye chitateli?'; p. 256). The example of a
wood, whose cool shade the reader feels as she/he reads,
sounds particularly trite.

The point is not that such correspondences do not exist
between the text and the real world in which it is produced; the
manifest truth of this fact is mirrored by the obviousness of the
transformation of cKuku' into 'Kukureku' and 'Svistonov' into
'Vistonov'. It is rather that a hermeneutics which is no more
than an obsessive, self-consuming search for correspondences
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between these two worlds - virtually the only kind of reading to
which Vaginov's first novel had been subjected - is shown in
The Labours and Days of Svistonov to be fundamentally flawed.114

It is flawed because it fails to take account of the context of
reading itself. Like virtually all the other kinds of reading
presented in Vaginov's novel, it prevents the reader from
entering into a real dialogue with the text. It is by the extent to
which they embrace dialogism, or actively recontextualize some
of what Bakhtin calls the 'boundless masses of forgotten textual
meanings' of what he reads, that Svistonov's readings differ
from those of all Vaginov's other characters. It is in this sense
also that Svistonov's readings work, like the gaps in Vaginov's
own writing, against 'interpretation' as passive and monologic.

At more than one moment in the novel, various characters
equate reading with the monologic extraction of meaning
already present in its entirety in the text, with no regard for the
context of interpretation. Discussing the theory behind his
explanation of dreams, for example, Kuku defines it in terms of
what it signifies: 'A dream is an omen' ('Son est' znamenie'), he
declares (p. 196). When Psikhachev and his occultist circle read
ancient texts in order to 'interpret' ('tolkovat") them, this
undoubtedly contributes to Svistonov's feeling bored, awkward
and more than a little amused (pp. 232—3). For Svistonov's
views on reading could not be further removed from those of
Kuku and Psikhachev. For him, constructing a world based on
his reading of the 'text' all around him (in much the same
incomplete and imperfect way that we construct his world from
what we read in Vaginov's text), reading is just as creative a
process as writing. Indeed, reading is no different for Svistonov
from (re)writing.

Svistonov is obsessed with reading, whether literally or
metaphorically. He obviously takes reading very seriously, as is
witnessed by the meticulous, painstaking way in which he reads:
'He read slowly, as if walking around a nice neighbourhood. He
loved to think about each phrase, to sit down a little, and have
a smoke' ('On chital medlenno, kak by shel peshkom po
prelestnym okrestnostyam. On lyubil nad kazhdoi frazoi
podumat', posidet', pokurit"; p. 210). But his reading extends
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beyond the printed page; for him, everyone he meets is a text to
be read: c "People are also books", thought Svistonov as he
rested. "It's nice to read them"' (' "Lyudi - te zhe knigi, -
otdykhaya, dumal Svistonov - Priyatno chitat' ikh"'; p. 239).
For Svistonov, furthermore, there is no essential difference
between reading and writing. When he feels the urge to write,
for example, he does not pick up a notebook ('(zapisnuyu)
knizhku') and start to write ('pisat"); instead, he picks up a book
('knigu') and starts to read ('chitat0; p. 165). Reading is so
important for Svistonov that he actually equates it with writing:
'Svistonov lay in bed and read, that is he wrote, since for him
they were one and the same thing' ('Svistonov lezhal v posteli i
chital, t.e. pisal, tak kak dlya nego eto bylo odno i to zhe'; ibid.).

The point is that what separates Svistonov's reading from
everyone else's in the novel is that his reading is creative, and it
is creative because it is a rewriting, 'perepisan'e', not simply as
copying (one meaning of the word), but as redrafting (another
possible sense):

He felt the urge to write. He took a book and began to read. Svistonov
was not methodical in the way he created [...] On the contrary, all his
material arose from vague comments in the margins of books, from
stolen similes, from skilfully rewritten pages, from overheard conversa-
tions, from distorted gossip.
EMy 3axoTeAocb nHcaTb. O H B3HA KHHry H craA numamh. CBHCTOHOB
meopwi He nAaHOMepHO [...] HanpoTHB, Bee ero BeiijH BO3HHKaAH H3
6e3o6pa3Hbix 3aMeTOK Ha noAHx KHHI\ H3 ynpaAeHHbix cpaBHeHHH,
H3 yMeAO nepenucawHhix crpaHHu, H3 noACAymaHHbix pa3roBopoB, H3
noBepHyTbix cnAeTeH. (ibid., my emphasis)

To say that reading has, or should have, the same status as
writing is neither to claim, as Stanley Fish does, that the text
only comes to exist as a written artefact while it is being
read,115 nor to suggest, pace Derrida, that the reader 'writes' the
text by unlocking the signified's multitude of traces.116 Rather,
Svistonov's reading is creative to the extent that, like Bakhtin's
reader/listener, he brings his own situation (historical and
social) to bear on the texts which he reads, and thus engages in
a real dialogue with those texts.
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In one sense, of course, Svistonov appears to reject his own
historical context, rather like the characters of The GoaVs Song.
Perhaps one of the main reasons why Soviet critics such as
Raisa Messer felt the need to take Vaginov so vehemently to
task over The Labours and Days of Svistonov was his portrayal of
Svistonov himself. In an age in which 'modernity' should have
been swallowing up all that lay in its path, Vaginov had created
a hero who whiled away the hours reading Old French
literature by candlelight, and writing with a quill.117 Details
such as this have led Shepherd to remark that Svistonov
'rigorously rejects the recognizably contemporary in favour of
the eccentric or outlandish5 (Shepherd, Beyond Metafiction,
p. 101). Shepherd is, of course, justified in pointing out that
Svistonov in many respects eschews what Soviet writers were
increasingly expected to embrace. Yet just as Svistonov's
attempt to preserve and extend the 'high' cultural tradition
leads to the dissolution of that same tradition, as Shepherd
observes, so his apparent rejection of his own historical situation
is undercut by the ways he brings that situation into his reading.

This situation, however much this goes against the grain of
his own particular world view, is revealed in much of what he
(re)writes. As Nikol'skaya observes, one particular 'layer' of
Vaginov's novel is formed by the theme of the reception of the
literature of the past by a modern consciousness, or reader
(Nikol'skaya, 'Tragediya chudakov', p. 14). Many of Svistonov's
source texts are historically, or geographically, or both, far
removed from his own Leningrad. His reading matter includes
a text on ancient Russian cooking utensils, an account of
Wilhelm de Rubrik's oriental travels in 1253, a St Petersburg
calendar for 1754, and a children's book written in 1842. Even
the newspaper cuttings which Svistonov collects (and which are
reproduced typographically in Vaginov's novel) all come from
before the Revolution, a radically different world from Svisto-
nov's own. Yet for much of the novel Svistonov's reading
constitutes a creative redrafting in which these historical texts
serve as the skeletal context in which he places his own -
inevitably 'Soviet' — characters.

At one moment we see a fragment of a text in Old French
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which Svistonov has written down. There seems to be nothing
particularly relevant to Svistonov's (literary) time or (linguistic)
space in this piece, which is a story about a wizard and a great
feast. Yet what immediately follows the extract reveals that
Svistonov's reception of this text is to be productive, dialogic
(while also looking back to the recent reception of Vaginov's
own novel, The Goat's Song); he is going to use it to reflect certain
truths about his own society, and those who people it:

Svistonov began to reflect. What would happen to those men and
women when they read his book? Now they happily and festively
came to meet him, but then there would perhaps be such a confused
din of voices, of offended amour-propre, of betrayed friendship, and of
derided fantasies.
C B H C T O H O B cTaA pa34yMbiBaTb. H T O Gy^eT co BCCMH 9 T H M H
>KeHiijHHaMH H MpKHHHaMH, Kor4a OHH npoHTyT e r o KHHry? CeHnac
OHH pa^ocTHO H npa3£HHHHo Bbixo£flT eMy HaBcrpeny, a Tor4a, 6biTb
MO2KeT, pa34aCTCH CMyTHblH UiyM TOAOCOB, OCKOpGAeHHblX
caMOAioGHH, oGMaHVTOH 4 p y ^ 6 w , ocMeaHHbix MenTaHHH. (p. 229)

This passage, perhaps more than any other in Vaginov's novel,
points out the inadequacy of the roman d clef theory of reading, if
such a theory is not placed within the broader context of the
issue of dialogism.

A similar refraction of an overtly historical text occurs in the
novel's final chapter, where Svistonov 'modifies' (the verb
Vaginov uses to describe his activity, 'pereinachival', sounds
very much like 'perenachal', 'recommenced') the pages of the
children's book of 1842, by including characters contempora-
neous to himself and, indeed, himself. If Svistonov is personally,
as well as historically, situated in the reading (and writing) that
is his novel, then this is further underscored by the way in
which he includes in an episode about Psikhachev not just
historical details such as the character Chavchavadze, but also
material from his own immediate physical surroundings,
namely the bar in which he sits while he writes.118

Yet this is not the final word. Just as no text, in Bakhtin's
most challenging formulation, is inherently either dialogic or
monologic, but is the site of an endless struggle between the
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two, so Svistonov is himself torn between these two orientations.
The tension which exists between his complicity in his own
context and denial of that context is most succinctly shown in
his reading/rewriting of the passage on the town of Telav from
a guide book (pp. 166-7). O n t n e o n e hand, Svistonov's
reworked text contains a trace of politicization, as his character
Chavchavadze inveighs against a merchant in terms fully con-
sonant with Soviet propaganda of Svistonov's own period;
'Chavchavadze looked with disgust at the merchant sitting next
to him [...] "Money-grubber", muttered Chavchavadze, "base
tribe, lackey"' ('Chavchavadze s otvrashcheniem posmotrel na
sidevshego ryadom kuptsa [...] "Torgash, - probormotal
Chavchavadze, — podloe plemya, lakei"'; p. 166). Yet, as
Shepherd points out, Svistonov rejects the idea of making
Chavchavadze an engineer in Moscow, and portrays him
instead as a prince. His denial of history leads him, like
Vvedensky in Minin and Pozharsky, to seek to include in this text
real characters from different eras and geographical locations,
such as a Pole, and 'an illegitimate son, one of the Bonapartes,
who commanded a Russian regiment in the 1880s' ('nezakon-
nogo syna, odnogo iz Bonapartov, komandovavshego v 80-kh
godakh russkim polkom'; p. 167). Similarly, when in Vaginov's
last chapter Svistonov goes into the 'Workers' Garden' in
search of material for his novel, he cannot make up his mind
whether to include, on the one hand, the (tsarist) Admiralty
Building, or, on the other, the (proletarian) 'people' ('narod'; p.
257). The dichotomy in Svistonov's readings is succinctly
expressed by Iya, who exclaims to him 'vy proglyadeli sovre-
mennost" (p. 238). Although Iya means that Svistonov has
overlooked his own society by referring intertextually to Balzac
and Hoffmann in his writing, her sentence could also mean that
Svistonov has looked through his own society, while reading.

The ambiguity with which Svistonov relates to 'the other' is
only resolved in his relationship to his own self. For if, however
incompletely, he does bring his own context as a reader to bear
on the texts which he reads, then he seeks to deny the possibility
of subsequent dialogical exchange between his own text and
any future reader. He fears that, just as Psikhachev's 'perepiska'
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(i.e. 'correspondence'), is eventually read by a reader for whom
they were not intended (Svistonov himself), so a similar fate
might befall his own cperepiski' (i.e. 'rewritings'). This is why he
finds in Trina Rublis the perfect reader. She is a deaf mute, yet
Svistonov insists on reading aloud his text to her himself, secure
in the knowledge that in this way she will have no access to it,
and will therefore be unable to engage in any kind of dialogue —
metaphorically or literally - with it: 'He felt safe. She would not
overhear his thoughts, and would reveal to no-one the details of
his creation. He could talk to her about whatever he liked. She
was the ideal listener' ('On chuvstvoval sebya v bezopasnosti.
Ona ne podslushaet ego myslei, nikomu ne peredast podrob-
nostei ego tvorchestva. S nei on mog govorit' o chem ugodno.
Eto byl ideal'nyi slushatel/5; p. 206).119 Svistonov's attitude, so
succinctly expressed here, underscores the irony of his view of
art as something existing 'beyond the grave'. For Svistonov, this
metaphor signifies eternity and therefore immortality; for
Bakhtin, on the other hand, such images imply a refusal of
time, and a denial of the text's dialogic possibilities. For
Bakhtin, such art is dead art: 'The text lives only by coming
into contact with another text (context). Only at the point of
this contact between texts does a light flash, illuminating both
the past and the future, joining a given text to a dialogue'
('Tekst zhivet tol'ko soprikasayas' s drugim tekstom (kon-
tekstom). Tol'ko v tochke etogo kontakta tekstov vspykhivaet
svet, osveshchayushchii i nazad i vpered, priobshchayushchii
dannyi tekst k dialogu'; 'K metodologii gumanitarnykh nauk',
p. 364).

Svistonov's acceptance, at the end of the novel, of an
exclusively text-bound existence stems, ultimately, from a rejec-
tion of reading as 'based on dialogic relations between reader
and text, and text and context' (Shepherd, 'Bakhtin and the
Reader', p. 98). However, the dichotomy between openness
and closure which characterizes much of Svistonov's reading/
writing means that if, as Perlina and Anemone argue, Vaginov
is engaging in his own dialogue with Bakhtin's notion of the
novel as an open, dialogic text, then this dialogue is by no
means as straightforward as they both suggest.120
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The irony is that Svistonov's ultimate refusal of dialogism
comes from a character whose whole existence has so far been
nothing if not a series of dialogues. If, as the narrator suggests,
each person's life is punctuated by a night of momentous doubt,
which is followed either by victory or defeat (p. 223), then The
Labours and Days of Svistonov is in one sense the story of
Svistonov's doubt about the nature of reading. Svistonov
eventually eradicates all doubt, but Vaginov's novel makes it
abundantly clear that in so doing he makes the 'wrong' choice;
and the monologism which he embraces is no better than that
ultimate defeat, death. Perhaps it is because he dialogically
accepts for so much of the novel his own socio-historical
situation, that Svistonov has ultimately to accept everything
which that situation implies, including, and especially, the
monologism dominant within it. To say that such a paradox
stands metaphorically for Vaginov's own situation, reading and
writing as he was in a society where the vehement imposition of
state control on literature increasingly made the writer's choice
between monologism and dialogism an irrelevance, would
perhaps be to impose on The Labours and Days of Svistonov the
kind of finalizing interpretation against which the novel itself at
least partly militates. What can be said with greater certainty,
however, is that Vaginov's second novel contains a tension
between two types of reading, one passive and timeless, the
other creative and historically determined.

To conclude, Vaginov's The Labours and Days of Svistonov, like
Kharms's prose and Vvedensky's Christmas at the Ivanovs\ lays
bare the dialogic nature of reading as 'active understanding'.
Unlike Kharms or Vvedensky, Vaginov also thematizes reading
by including in the text itself a plethora of readers and different
images of reading. Whatever their differences, however,
Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov go much further than most
other Russian modernists in their affirmation of reading as an
active process which both helps to shape the text-utterance, and
involves the making of meaning.121 While foregrounding the
issue of aesthetic reception, all three writers also raise questions
concerning language and representation. It is to this problem
that I shall devote my third chapter on OBERIU metafiction.



CHAPTER 3

Language and representation

FROM REALISM TO REAL ART! RUSSIAN MODERNISM AND

THE AVANT-GARDE

In my first two chapters I have examined OBERIU metafiction
from the point of view, first, of the writer, and second, of the
reader. If writer and reader may be said to stand at opposite
ends of the 'horizontal5 axis of the text, then the focus of this
chapter will shift to what might be described as the Vertical'
axis, namely the relationship between the text itself and the real
world. The exact nature of that relationship - what Vaginov
refers to in The Labours and Days of Svistonov as 'the correlation
between the imaginary and the real5 ('sootnoshenie [...] pridu-
mannogo i rearnogo5; p. 211) —  was a constant concern of
Russian modernism and of the Soviet avant-garde alike. As we
shall see, it was a question which also exercised the minds of the
Oberiuty and their associates.

For many artists, interest in the nature of aesthetic represen-
tation amounted to an obsession with language, with the
relationship between words and the world. The Symbolists, for
example, believed that their words offered access to a higher,
more authentic 'reality5, A realibus ad realiora, to quote the title of
a cycle of poems by Blok. Indeed, one of Russian Symbolism's
foremost theorists, Andrey Bely, believed that the poet could
use the word to create an alternative, and better world:

Language is the most powerful instrument of creation. [...] If words
did not exist, then neither would the world itself. [...] In the word is
given the original act of creation. The word connects the speechless,
invisible world swarming in the subconscious depths of my individual

120
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consciousness with the speechless, senseless world swarming outside
my individual ego. The word creates a new, third world: a world of
sound symbols by means of which both the secrets of a world located
outside me and those imprisoned in a world inside me come to light.
[...] In the word and only in the word do I recreate for myself what
surrounds me from within and from without, for I am the word and
only the word.1

While the Symbolists maintained that the word afforded
access to a higher reality, the Acmeists reacted strongly against
such a view, asserting that poetry 'represented' nothing but
itself. Comparing a poem, in his essay 'The Morning of
Acmeism' ('Utro akmeisma', 1913), to the stone fashioned by a
mason, Mandel'shtam declared, 'the only reality is the work of
art itself ('edinstvenno real'noe — eto samo proizvedenie').2

Futurist aesthetic theory combined elements of Acmeism (the
notion of the 'self-sufficient word' which represents only itself)
and of Symbolism (the Utopian belief in the possibility of
transforming the world by means of the word). The type of
zaum\ or 'trans-rational' poetry which Khlebnikov sought to
cultivate, for example, was to be a kind of cosmic, organically
formed (rather than artificially imposed) Esperanto, a pre-Babel
common tongue which, if accepted, would somehow put an end
to all war.3 Comparing his own verbal play to the charms and
invocations of pagan rites, and what he called the 'trans-
rational language of folklore', Khlebnikov asserted: 'attributed
to these incomprehensible words is the greatest power over
man, spells of sorcery, a direct influence on man's destiny. The
greatest charms are concentrated in them. They are regarded
as having the power to control good and evil.'4 Taking as their
point of departure Kruchenykh's dictum that 'a new verbal
form creates a new content' ('novaya slovesnaya forma sozdaet
novoe soderzhanie'),5 the Futurists indulged in all kinds of
verbal play, displacing, and reorganizing phonetic, semantic,
and syntactical units in their search for the abstract linguistic
forms which might result in a broader, more authentic (more
real) representation of the real world.

It was only a short step from the belief that art could actively
transform the world, create an alternative reality (a view which
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ran counter to the Party's notion of art as essentially cognitive)6

to the idea that art was itself an alternative reality. Such a view
began to be vehemently asserted after 1917, in the name of the
Revolution and social progress. Whereas the Symbolists had
talked about the need to make one's life a work of art, many left
artists now claimed that art - utilitarian art, as distinct from
'decadent', 'bourgeois', 'decorative' art - created its own
reality, and in doing so was indistinguishable from life. The
Futurist newspaper Art of the Commune {Iskusstvo kommuny) which
appeared between December 1918 and April 1919, defined art
as 'action', and the 'direct material creation of things'
(Maguire, Red Virgin Soil, pp. 151—2). Ironically, this belief in the
ontological autonomy of art - in art's 'thingness' - was echoed
in statements made by the 'Serapion Brothers', who repre-
sented the ideological antipode of left art. The hermit Serapion,
the Hoffmann character from whom the group took its name,
believed in the absolute reality of his artistic visions. As Lev
Lunts expressed it in the group's manifesto of 1921: 'We are
with hermit Serapion. We believe that literary chimeras are a
special reality, and we do not want any utilitarianism. [...] Art
is as real as life itself. And, as life, it is without aim and without
meaning: it exists because it cannot help existing.'7

The zaumniki, or 'trans-rational' poets continued after the
Revolution to emphasize the epistemological qualities of their
art, as a way of interpreting the world.8 At the same time,
however, they also suggested that the more authentic vision of
the world offered by their verse constituted a more 'real'
reality. To quote Tufanov:

' literature is non-objective in the sense that its images do not
have their usual relief or outlines. However, if perceived with
broadened vision, 'non-objectivity' provides at the same time a fully
real image of the world, produced in a 'distorted' way through a fluid
outline.9

It was in the theatre, however, that the 'reality' of 'trans-
rational' art could most tangibly be experienced. One of the
most significant attempts to produce zaum theatre in the 1920s
was in Terent'ev's 1926 production of Gogol''s The Government
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Inspector, which was mentioned in chapter 2.10 After working
with Vvedensky at Malevich's Institute of Artistic Culture,
Terent'ev ran the theatre at the Leningrad Press Club from the
beginning of 1926. As Jaccard points out, Terent'ev's concept of
theatre had much in common with Kharms's, and it should not
surprise us that at one time there were plans for the two to
collaborate on a play (Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 227). Terent'ev's
productions involved fragmentation of the plot, sudden shifts
between scenes, an important gestual element, autonomous
sounds and musical scores, magic tricks of one sort or another,
montage, and techniques borrowed from cinema. The aim of
Terent'ev's 'trans-rational' theatre was to create an alternative
reality, a 'living object' ('zhivoi predmet') on stage.11

In the realm of painting, too, artists such as Malevich and
Matyushin (who directed the 'organic culture' section of Mal-
evich's Institute of Artistic Culture) experimented with abstract
forms in their search for a new relationship between art and
reality.12 Mikhail Matyushin elaborated the concept of'broad-
ened vision' ('rasshirennoe smotrenie') in his work on the
physiological perception of reality with his 'Zorved' ('Seeknow')
group in the 1920s.13 Matyushin's assertion that in order for the
real world to be perceived satisfactorily it must be observed at
an angle of 360 degrees rather than 180 degrees stemmed partly
from his interest (shared by Malevich and many of his con-
temporaries) in the possibility of a fourth dimension existing
beyond time and space. Influenced by the writings of Charles
Hinton, Petr Uspensky, Nikolay Lobachevsky, and Albert
Einstein, Matyushin advocated non-Euclidean, non-planar re-
presentation: '[One must] practise correctly, seeking the fourth
dimension, since it is necessary to train oneself to see everything
all around.'14

Whereas for Matyushin, art was essentially an epistemological
tool, Malevich went one step further, affirming the ontological
primacy of art and its representations over the real world.
Arguing that there could be no reality independent of the
mind's representation of that reality, Malevich wrote:

Each thought moves, for mental stimulation moves, and in their
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movements they create real representations, or in their art they
produce something as real as reality, and all that which has been
produced changes and departs into the eternity of non-becoming, just
as it arrived from eternal becoming.15

Kharms almost certainly read this, since it was contained in
Malevich's God has not been Cast Down (Bog ne skinut), a copy of
which the artist presented to Kharms with the dedication 'go
out and stop progress' ('idite i ostanavlivaite progress').16

But what of those who were not primarily artists, but
theorists? Russian Formalism began in the years immediately
preceding the Bolshevik Revolution as a descriptive poetics of
Futurist poetry. Some of Shklovsky's earliest articles, for
example, were devoted to zaum'.17 Yet although the mechanics
of aesthetic representation were of great interest to the Formal-
ists, one thing which distinguished them from the Futurists was
their tendency to bracket off the referent, the real world as
represented in the text as just another artistic 'device' to be
bared. That the purpose of 'defamiliarization' for the Formal-
ists was to renew perception of the word, rather than of the
world (a point already made in chapter i), is particularly clear
from an oft-quoted comment by Shklovsky in 'Iskusstvo kak
priem': 'Art is a means of experiencing the artfulness of an
object. The object itself is not important in art' ('Iskusstvo est'
sposob perezhit' delan'e veshchi, a sdelannoe v iskusstve ne
vazhno'; Shklovsky, Gamburgskii schet, p. 63). As Ann Jefferson
has cogently noted, it was 'literariness' - the extent to which a
text bared its devices, deformed 'everyday language', and so on
- rather than mimesis - the 'imitation', however strange, of
reality - which interested the Formalists.18

The Formalists were criticized by the Bakhtin circle precisely
for their failure to include the real world in all its social
concreteness in their textual model.19 Yet Bakhtin also insisted
on a fundamental distinction between art and life, and he did
so, moreover, far more explicitly than the Formalists: 'art and
life are not one' ('iskusstvo i zhizn' ne odno'), he maintained.20

Although, in his study of Dostoevsky's poetics, Bakhtin suggests
that Dostoevsky's characters, by virtue of the different words
which they use, inhabit different 'worlds', this is not meant in
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any 'real' sense (how could it be?). Even in his study of Rabelais,
when Bakhtin enthuses about the absence of footlights in
carnival, and the consequent erasure of the distinction between
performers and spectators, he makes it clear that this is a
feature specific to carnival, and one, furthermore, whose
significance is primarily ideological.

Far from revealing affinities with the Formalists or the
Bakhtin circle, OBERIU's professed interest in the 'thingness'
of art, in art as an alternative, autonomous reality, looks back
to early left art. At the same time, however, such an interest
suggests the importance of a group with which the Oberiuty were
much more directly associated, namely the chinari. It is to this
unofficial circle of friends that I must briefly return.

NEIGHBOURING WORLDS, IMAGINARY REALITIES!

THE CHINARI

As well as their acquaintance with the Formalists and the
Bakhtin circle, a number of Oberiuty also took part in the
philosophical and literary discussions of the chinari group, from
the mid-ig2os to the late 1930s. As was mentioned briefly in my
introduction, a number of scholars maintain that this group,
consisting, at various times, of Kharms, Vvedensky, Druskin,
Lipavsky, Oleinikov, Zabolotsky, and Tamara Meyer-Lipavs-
kaya, was far more important for the literary careers of each of
its members than was OBERIU.21 Jaccard has been more
vociferous than most in this respect, pointing out, for example,
that the chinari group lasted much longer than OBERIU, that
all its members' literary works were read out and discussed at
the group's regular meetings, and asserting that the break-up of
OBERIU was as much due to immanent, aesthetic differences
within the association as it was caused by external, political
pressure (Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 137). In particular, Jaccard
sees strong affinities between the group's philosophical concerns
and those which appear in Kharms's writing, both fictional and
non-fictional.

A detailed discussion of chinari philosophy is, unfortunately,
beyond the scope of this work.22 In essence, however, Druskin's
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claim that the group 'tried to construct a new, non-substantial
existential ontology' is an accurate summary of the group's
philosophical endeavours taken as a whole.23 Their essentially
anti-Kantian philosophy focused on the dual question of being
and time. In their regular conversations, they speculated, for
example, on the nature of the present moment as the infinitely
brief dividing-line between a non-existent past and an equally
non-existent future. They believed that the present moment was
that 'point zero' of existence, which, like the zero in the number
series, was not nothing (since the continuity of the whole as a
series of negative and positive values depended on it), and yet
nothing real (since it was neither a negative nor a positive value
itself).24 From this came the (pre-post-structuralist) contention
that existence and non-existence are relative terms: 'One
should not say that a thing "exists" or "does not exist", but
rather one should say that it "exists in relation to this thing, and
does not exist in relation to that thing". [...] That is why "to
exist" means "to be different"' ('Nel'zya govorit' "sushchest-
vuet", "ne sushchestvuet", a nado govorit' "sushchestvuet po
otnosheniyu k tomu-to i ne sushchestvuet po otnosheniyu k
tomu-to". [...] Vot poetomu "sushchestvovat"' znachit "otli-
chat'sya" ').25 That which guarantees the relative distinction,
both between individual elements of the real world, and
between the real world and other, imaginary worlds, was given
various names by the chinari, most importantly Kharms's 'im-
pediment' ('prepyatstvie'), and Druskin's 'minor error'
('nebol'shaya pogreshnost").26

This notion was given a religious twist by Druskin, who,
alluding to the opening of John's gospel, described God's Word
which created the world as a 'pogreshnost0 demarcating the
real from the imaginary (Jaccard, 'Chinari', p. 88). Such a view
was, however, simply an expression in extremis of Druskin's belief
in the ontological primacy of language, according to which
naming a thing guaranteed its existence, since the word acted
to break the equilibrium between the object's existence and its
non-existence: 'the naming of an object constitutes that object's
beginning' ('nazvanie predmeta est' ego nachalo'), as he ex-
pressed it in an essay written in 1933.27
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The primacy of words over the world and its objects was also
a feature of Lipavsky's philosophy, although to a lesser extent.
In one of his major essays of the 1930s, 'A Theory of Words'
('Teoriya slov'), Lipavsky indulged in a good deal of amateur
etymology in an attempt to determine the relationship between
words and the world.28 Echoing Saussure (almost certainly
unknowingly), Lipavsky argues that language 'cuts the world up
into pieces, and, consequently, subjugates it' ('razrezaet mir na
kuski i, znachit, podchinyaet ego').29 He goes further, claiming
that when words are formed and sounds produced, 'the model
of the world [the voice] and the world itself begin to coincide
[...] The sound begins to cast upon the world its shadow,
namely meaning5 ('moder mira i sam mir nachinayut sovpadat'
[...] Zvuk nachinaet otbrasyvat' ten' na mir — znachenie').30

Lipavsky's attempt to blur the distinction between words and
the world is particularly relevant, as we shall see, to Vvedensky's
fiction.

The three main substrata of chinari philosophy, the existential,
the theological, and the textual, came together in perhaps the
most interesting term produced by the group, namely the vestniki.
The Russian word 'vestnik', meaning 'herald', is a literal transla-
tion into Russian of the Greek 'angelos'. It was first introduced
into chinari discussions by Lipavsky, and subsequently developed
by Druskin.31 For Druskin, the vestniki embodied the possibility
of the existence not just of alternative worlds, but of the
imaginary world of representation, with all that this implied for
the ontological status of literary-fictional discourse (or of any
other semiotic system).32 In a key passage dealing with the
vestniki, Druskin implies that these beings both exist and do not
exist; they do not exist, because their world is 'imaginary'
('voobrazhaemyi'), and yet they must exist, since, echoing
Lipavsky's definition of existence as difference, Druskin says that
they 'are sharply distinct from us' ('sil'no otlichayutsya ot nas').33

OBERIUI THE ASSOCIATION FOR REAL ART

The term 'real art' ('real'noe34r iskusstvo'), encapsulated in the
name OBERIU, might in itself be interpreted as the expression
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of a desire to erase — or at least to blur — the ontological
distinction between art and reality. (Such a tendency may also
have lain behind the outlandish behaviour of certain members
of the group, none more than Kharms, whose own attempts at
blurring fact and fiction amounted to passing himself off in
public as his non-existent aristocratic half-brother, Ivan Ivano-
vich.)35 However, if the poetry section of the OBERIU article
contained countless references to the '(concrete) object' ('(konk-
retnyi) predmet'), and insisted that the group's artistic method
involved conveying a 'concrete, materialist sense of the object'
('konkretn[oe] materialistichesk[oe] oshchushcheni[e] veshchi'),
this was little more than a call, made in the spirit of Acmeism,
to free art from mysticism and excessive sentiment.36 Indeed,
the OBERIU article went so far as to assert that art was not like
life, since it had 'a logic of its own'.37

Yet in their writing (as distinct from their theoretical pro-
nouncements) the Oberiuty explore the issue of the ontological
primacy of the word — the word as thing38 — and they do so,
furthermore, in ways which suggest a dialogue both with the
artistic avant-garde and with chinari philosophy. Once again,
there is an essential distinction to be drawn between Zabolotsky
and other members of OBERIU (despite the fact that
Zabolotsky was also involved with the chinari, if not as closely as
Kharms and Vvedensky). This time, that distinction hinges on
the fact that Zabolotsky views art almost exclusively in cognitive
terms, as a means of knowing the world, while Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Vaginov, while not denying the cognitive
function of art, also echo - and extend - the avant-garde's
belief in art as an alternative, equally authentic reality. As
Zabolotsky expressed it in the poetry section of the OBERIU
article, 'art has a logic of its own, and that logic does not
destroy the object, but helps to cognize it' ('U iskusstva svoya
logika i ona ne razrushaet predmet, no pomogaet ego poznatn\
Milner-Gulland, ' "Left Art" ', p. 71 (my emphasis)).

In one or two of Zabolotsky's poems written during his
collaboration with the chinari, words do take on a reality of their
own. In 'Art' ('Iskusstvo'), words leave the poet's mouth to be
transformed instantaneously into 'objects' ('predmet[y]'; Zabo-
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lotsky, Stolbtsy ipoemy, pp. 66-7 (p. 67)). In 'The Face of a Horse'
('Litso konya', 1926, ibid., pp. 55—6), the poet likens words to
objects in the real world, as part of his description of a Utopian
state of existence:

And if man could see
The magical face of the horse,
He would tear out his own impotent tongue
And give it to the horse. Truly worthy
Is the magical horse to have a speaking tongue!

We would hear words.
Words, as big as apples. Thick,
Like honey or thick, creamy milk.
Words which shoot up, like a flame,
And which, flying into man's soul, as fire enters a hut,
Light up the miserable shack.
Words which do not die
And about which we sing songs.

H ecAH 6 neAOBeK yBH4eA
A H I J O BOAine6Hoe KOHH,

O H BbipBaA 6bl H3bIK GeCCHAbHblH CBOH
H OT4aA 6bl KOHK). IIOHCTHHe 4OCTOHH
HMeTb H3bIK BOAIIieGHblH KOHb!

Mw ycAbixaAH 6bi CAOBa.
CAOBa 6oAbiiiHe, CAOBHO H 6 A O K H . TycTbie,
KaK Me4 HAH KpyToe MOAOKO.
CAOBa, KOTopwe BOH3aiOTCH, KaK nwaMH,
H, B 4yiny 3aAeTeB, KaK B xn>KHHy oroHb,
Y6oroe y6paHCTBO ocBeujaioT.
CAOBa, KOTopwe He yMHpaiOT
H o KOTopwx necHH MM noeM. (ibid., p. 56)39

Another of Zabolotsky's poems, 'The Battle of the Elephants'
('Bitva slonov', 1931), actually features a battle of words -
nouns, adjectives, verbs, and conjunctions - which symbolizes
the clash between old and new poetic forms in an era of
monumental social change (ibid., pp. 92-5).40 On the whole,
however, while Zabolotsky constantly seeks new ways in his
poetry to represent (cognize) the real world in time and space,41

it cannot be said that the poet engages in any sustained
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metafictional inquiry into the ontological relationship between
art and reality.

As for Oleinikov, the only one of his extant works which
deals with the relationship between language (or more specifi-
cally, the act of naming) and reality is 'A Change of Surname'
('Peremena familii').42 Yet this poem appears in fact to be a
(very witty) parody of the whole concept of the materiality of
the word and the primacy of language, as well as a deceptively
chilling (Aesopian) reminder of the precarious situation of the
individual personality in a totalitarian state. Oleinikov's hero, a
certain Aleksandr Kozlov, seeks to change his name to Nikandr
Orlov, in the hope that this will change his life for the better.
Unfortunately, this act brings with it irrevocable physiological -
and existential — consequences; after his new name has been
registered, 'Orlov' acquires 'another's face' ('chuzhoe litso'),
and his appearance is generally so altered that he fails to
recognize himself. At the end of the poem, he is about to
commit suicide, and begs his readers, with tragicomic irony,
'friends, pray for us!' ('druz'ya, pomolites' za nas!').43

If Zabolotsky and Oleinikov belonged at various times to the
chinari group, Bakhterev, for reasons which have yet to be
clarified, was never a member.44 Be that as it may, his
mysterious, prayer-like incantation 'The Eternally Standing'
('Vechno stoyashchee', 1932) bears some affinity with chinari
philosophy. For example, its subtitle, 'A real dream' ('Rearnoe
snovidenie') seeks to erase the distinction between reality and
the representations of the mind.45 This text, which is an
abstract description of movement in time, also contains (p. 434)
a reference to 'strange planes' ('strannye ploskosti') which arrive
'from other worlds' ('iz drugikh mirov'), which may be an
allusion to the vestniki and their 'neighbouring worlds'.46 If'The
Eternally Standing' seeks to conflate, however implicitly,
thought and reality, then the action of Bakhterev's 'Tsar
Makedon', which was mentioned in chapter 2, is based on the
primacy of words over the world. The power game which the
two characters play is in essence a language game; it is sufficient
to name oneself 'tsar' to achieve supremacy over the other
player (Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna Arkhimeda, pp. 434-40). As we
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shall see, the political ramifications of the very real power of
language are central to Kharms's play Elizaveta Bam. Indeed, it
is to Kharms, and his metafictional inquiry into the authority of
language, that I now need to turn my attention.

FROM THE AUTHORITY OF LANGUAGE TO THE
LANGUAGES OF AUTHORITY! DANIIL KHARMS

Like his fellow chinari, Kharms was especially interested in the
relationship between words and the world.47 To say this is to do
much more, however, than to repeat Jaccard's rather predict-
able assertion to the effect that Kharms shared the 'trans-
rational' poets5 lack of faith in the adequacy of human language
to account for the world in any 'real' sense.48 Kharms's belief in
the power of words - or rather of special kinds of words, what
he called 'word machines' - not just to articulate our experience
of the world, but actually to change that world in a concretely
physical sense, is revealed in a note made in 1931:

The power invested in words should be liberated. There exist
combinations of words which make more apparent the effect of this
power. It is not good to think that this power can force an object to
move. I am certain that the power of words can do even this. But the
most valuable effect of this power is almost impossible to determine.
A vulgar example of this power is provided by the rhythms of metered
verse. Those complex examples, like the help afforded by metered
verse to anyone trying to move one of their limbs, should not be
regarded as mere figments of the imagination. This is [however] the
most vulgar and at the same time the weakest manifestation of the
power of words. The most extreme examples of the effect of this
power are scarcely accessible to our rational understanding. [...] For
the moment I know of four types of word machine: poems, prayers,
songs and spells. These machines are built not by computation or
calculation, but by another method, called the ALPHABET.

3aAOHceHHan B cAOBax AOAmua. 6biTb ocBo6o>K4eHa. EcTb
H3 CAOB npH KOTopwx craHOBHTCH 3aMeTHeH

CHAM. Hexopoiuo 4yMaTb, HTO 3Ta CHAa 3acTaBHT
npeAMeTbi. H yBepeH, HTO CHAa CAOB MOJKCT c^eAaTb H 3TO. H O caMoe
ijeHHoe ^eHCTBHe CHAW, noHTH HeonpeAeAHMO. Tpy6oe npe£-

STOH CHAM MM noAynaeM H3 PHTMOB MeTpHnecKHx
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CTHXOB. T e CAO>KHbie nyTH, Kan noMomb MeTpHHecKHx CTHXOB n p n
4BHraHHH KaKHM-AH6o HACHOM TeAa, TOHCe He 4OA2KHW CHHTaTbCH
BbiMbicAOM. 9 T O rpy6eHinee H B TO m.e BpeMH CAaGeninee
npoHBAeHHe CAOBCCHOH CHAW. /JaAbHeniiiHe 4CHCTBHH 3 T O H CHAW

BpH4-AH 4OCTynHw HaiueMy paccy^HTeAbHOMy noHHMaHHio. [...]
Fiona H3BecTHO MHe neTwpe BH4a CAOBCCHWX MaiiiHH: CTHXH,
MOAHTBW, necHH H 3aroBopw. 9 T H MauiHHw nocTpoeHw He

HAH paccy>K4eHH>i, a HHWM nyTeM, Ha3BaHHe KOToporo
AAOABHT.49

What exactly did Kharms understand by 'the power of
words'? One possible answer is suggested in the letter which
Kharms wrote to the actress Pugacheva in October 1931, and
which was mentioned in chapter 1. In this letter, Kharms
distinguishes 'real', creative art (among the practitioners of
which he, not surprisingly, includes himself) from other types of
art and writing in general. The difference, he insists, lies in the
fact that 'real' art articulates/establishes a 'purity of order',
thereby creating a new reality. Furthermore, Kharms is keen to
emphasize the concreteness of the reality created by his words,
inverting (rather than erasing) the conventional ontological dis-
tinction between 'fact' and 'fiction' (in what sounds like a
belated counterblast at left art's call for factographic literature):

Now my task is to create the correct order. I am preoccupied by this,
and can think only about this. [...] I am the creator of a world, and
this is the most important thing about me. How on earth could I
prevent myself from thinking about this all the time! In all that I do, I
invest my consciousness of the fact that I am the creator of a world.

Genuine art is of the same order as primary reality, it creates a
world and constitutes its primary reflection. It is without doubt real.

[... Genuine art] is no longer simply words and thoughts printed
on paper, but a thing just as real as the cut-glass ink bottle standing in
front of me on the table. It seems to me that verses such as these,
having turned into real things, could be lifted straight from the page
and thrown at a window, and that the window would break. That is
what words can do!

On the other hand, how helpless and pitiful those very same words
can be! I never read the newspapers. That is a fictitious world, not a
created one. That is just pitiful, half-erased typographic print on poor
quality, prickly paper.
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T e n e p b MOH 3a6oTa co34aTb npaBHAbHbifi nopn4OK.
H TOAbKO 06 3TOM 4yMaio. [...] H TBopeu, MHpa, H 3TO caMoe
BO M H C Kan >Ke H Mory He 4yMaTb nocTOHHHO 06 3TOM! B O Bee, HTO H
AeAaiO, H BKAa4bIBaiO CO3HaHHe, HTO H TBOpeiJ MHpa. [. . .]

HCTHHHOe HCKyCCTBO CTOHT B pH4y nepBOH peaAbHOCTH, OHO
co34aeT MHp H HBAneTCH ero nepBbiM oTpa;KeHHeM. O H O
o6n3aTeAbHo peaAbHo.[...]

9 T O yyae He npocTO CAOBa H MWCAH, HanenaTaHHbie Ha 6yMare, 3TO
Bemb Tanan >Ke peaAbHan, KaK xpycraAbHbiH ny3bipeK 4AH nepHHA,
CTOHII^HH nepe4o MHOH Ha CTOAC Ka^KeTCH, 3TH CTHXH, CTaBiiiHe
BeilJblO, MOJKHO CHHTb C GyMarH H GpOCHTb B OKHO, H OKHO
pa3o6beTCH. B O T HTO MoryT C4eAaTb CAOBa!

Ho, c 4pyrofi CTopoHbi, KaK Te me CAOBa MoryT GbiTb GecnoMomHbi
H >KaAKn! R HHKor4a He HHTaio ra3eT. 9 T O BbiMbiuiAeHHbiH, a He
CO34aHHbIH MHp. 9 T O TOAbKO JKaAKHH, c6HTbIH THnOrpa(j)CKHH UipH^T
Ha nAOxofi, 3aHO3HCTOH GyMare. (Kharms, Polet, pp . 482—4)50

But, one might ask, in what way can the writer create an
alternative, 'real' world? In a sense, Kharms himself fudges the
issue in this letter to Pugacheva, by accompanying his more
extreme formulations with the suggestion, for example, that
genuine art simply 'reflects' ('otrazhaet') the real world, and
that such art is characterized by what he calls its 'proximity to
reality, i.e. to autonomous existence' ('blizost' k real'nosti, t.e. k
samostoyaternomu sushchestvovaniyu'; Kharms, Polet, p. 483;
my emphasis). What Kharms may also be suggesting in this
letter, however, is that the poet's words can stand as the
(ontological) 'impediment' between the real and the fictional
worlds, in a way which makes the existence of those worlds
mutually dependent (for if one were not to exist, neither would
the other).51 To take this interpretation further, one might say
that Kharms is doing two things here: first, he is vulgarizing
Druskin's notion of The Word (God) as ultimate origin (guar-
antor) of existence; and second, he is developing Lipavsky's
arch-structuralist linguistic philosophy by positing the word — in
particular the word of his own, 'true' art — as the 'impediment'
between 'this' and 'that', between 'this' world of which the text
forms a part, and 'that' world of which the text is an expression.
These two worlds, held in tension by the 'impediment', emerge
in Kharms's thought as simply parts of the same world.
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This aspect of Kharms's philosophy is most articulately
expressed in an essay written some time in the 1930s, namely
'On Time, Space, and Existence' (CO vremeni, o prostranstve, o
sushchestvovanii').52 Although this piece contains no specific
reference to language and aesthetic representation, it can
nevertheless be read in such a way as to throw light on
Kharms's belief in the ontologically creative function of (his
own) words. As Kharms put it in this essay, written in the form
of sixty numbered points:

3. An existing world must be heterogeneous and have parts. [...]
7. Let us call the first part this and the second part that and the

transition from one to the other let us call neither this nor that.
8. Let us call neither this nor that the 'impediment5.
9. So: the basis of existence comprises three elements: this, the

impediment, and that. [...]
13. The impediment is that creator which creates 'something' out of

'nothing'. [...]
18. In this way are created, of their own accord, non-existent parts.

21. Should one of the three basic elements of existence disappear,
then the whole would disappear. So: should the 'impediment'
disappear, then this and that would become unitary and contin-
uous and would cease to exist.

3. CymecTByiomHH M H P 4OA>KeH 6biTb Heo4HOpO4HbiM H
nacTH. [...]

7. Ha3OBeM nepByio nacTb amo, BTopyio nacTb mo, a nepexo4 OT
04H0H K 4pyrofi Ha3OBeM ne mo u He amo.

8. Ha3OBe\f ne mo u ne amo «npennTCTBHeM».
9. HTaK: ocHOBy cymecTBOBaHHH cocraBAHioT TpH 3AeMeHTa: amo,

npennmcmeue, H mo. [...]
13. IlpenflTCTBHe HBAfleTCfl TeM TBOpiJOM, KOTOpblH H3 «HHHerO»

co34aeT «HCHTO». [...]
18. TaKHM o6pa3OM co34aiOTCH, caMH no ce6e, HecymecTByiomHe

nacTH. [...]
21. ECAH 6bi Hcne3 04HH H3 Tpex OCHOBHWX SACMCHTOB

cymecTBOBaHHH, TO HCHC3AO 6bi H Bee ueAoe. Tan: ecAH 6w
Hcne3AO «npenHTCTBHe», TO 3mo H mo CTaAO 6w e4HHbiM H
HenpepwBHbiM H nepecTaAH 6w cymecTBOBaTb.53

At this point, we are faced with something of a conundrum.
Despite Kharms's apparent belief in the creative power of
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words, it must be said that in his fiction (as opposed to his
philosophical essays and letters) examples of such power are
few and far between. Indeed, the only texts written in the
1930s which suggest such a link between words and the world
appear either to parody the idea, or else to assert the destructive
force of (his own narrative) discourse. In 'On Equilibrium',
for example, the words spoken by Nikolay Ivanovich as he sits
in a restaurant have the effect of summoning a fairy
godmother:

At this point Nikolay Ivanovich said to himself, 'How a person is put
together', Nikolay Ivanovich said to himself, 'is an interesting topic'.

No sooner had he said this than out of nowhere a fairy appeared in
front of him and said:

'What do you need, my good man?'

B O T TyT-TO HHKOAafi HBaHOBHH H cKa3aA ce6e : «HHTepecHO, -
CKa3aA ce6e HHKOAafi HBaHOBHH, Kan HCAOBCK ycTpoeH».

ToAbKO 3TO OH Ce6e CKa3aA, OTKy^a HH BO3bMHCb, IIOflBAfleTCfl
n e p e 4 HHM <}>efl H roBopHT:

- Hero Te6e, 4o6pbiH neAOBeK, Hyamo? (Kharms, Sluchai, p. 28)54

Nikolay Ivanovich is unable to cope with such an intrusion into
his universe, however, and declines the offer somewhat timor-
ously, before running out of the restaurant in a panic.

In another text written in the same year (1934), and entitled
'On Phenomena and Existences No. 2' ('O yavleniyakh i
sushchestvovaniyakh N0.25),55 Kharms creates a world, before
proceeding to destroy it (or virtually all of it) through language:

Here's a bottle of vodka, of the so-called lethal spirit variety. And
next to it you can see Nikolay Ivanovich Serpukhov.

From the bottle rise spirit fumes. Observe how Nikolay Ivanovich
Serpukhov breathes the fumes in through his nose. Notice how he
licks his lips and screws up his eyes. It is obvious that he is enjoying
this very much, and that is largely due to the fact that this is the lethal
spirit variety.

But now note the fact that behind Nikolay Ivanovich's back there is
nothing. That is not to say simply that there is no cupboard, or no
chest of drawers, or something like that. Rather it is to say that there
is nothing at all, not even any air. Whether you believe it or not is up
to you, but behind Nikolay Ivanovich's back there isn't even a
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vacuum, or, as they say, any universal ether. Put plainly, there's
nothing there.
BOT 6yTbiAKa c B04K0H, Tan Ha3biBaeMbiH criHpTyo3. A pn^oM Bbi
BH4HTe HHKOAan HBaHOBHna CepnyxoBa.

BOT H3 GyTbiAKH no4HHMaiOTCH cnHpTyo3Hbie napw. IlocMOTpHTe,
KaK 4biuiHT HOCOM HHKOAafi PiBaHOBHH CepnyxoB. FIorAH4HTe, KaK
OH 06AH3bIBaeTCH H KaK OH UjypHTCfl. BH.4HO, eMy 3TO OHeHb
npHHTHO, H TAaBHblM o6pa3OM nOTOMy, HTO CnHpTyO3.

Ho oGpaTHTe BHHMaHHe Ha TO, HTO 3a CIIHHOH HHKOAan HBaHOBHna
HeT HHHero. He TO HTO6W TaM He CTOHA uiKan, HAH K0M04, HAH Boo6uje
HTO-Hn6y4b TaKoe, - a COBCCM HHHero HeT, 4a>Ke BO34yxa HeT. XOTHTC
BepbTe, xoTHTe He BepbTe, HO 3a cnHHOH HnKOAan HBaHOBHHa HeT
4a>Ke 6e3BO34yuiHoro npocrpaHCTBa, HAH, KaK roBopHTcn, MHpoBoro
3<j)Hpa. OTKpoBeHHo roBopH, HHHero HeT. (p. 317)

The power of words to destroy, rather than create, a reality is
also a feature of what is perhaps Kharms's most famous text,
'Blue Notebook No. 10' ('Golubaya tetrad' No. 10'), which was
written three years later (1937), and which deserves to be
reproduced in its entirety:

There was once a ginger-haired man who had no eyes or ears. He
had no hair either, so he was called 'ginger-haired' as a matter of
convention.

He could not speak, since he had no mouth. He had no nose either.
He did not even have any arms or legs. And he had no stomach,

and he had no back, and he had no spine, and he had no insides. He
had nothing at all! So it's not very clear who we are talking about.

So we'd better not talk about him any more.
>KHA 04HH pbiaKHH neAOBeK, y KOToporo He GMAO rAa3 H ymen. Y Hero
He 6bIAO H BOAOC, TaK HTO pbI>KHM erO Ha3bIBaAH yCAOBHO.

ToBopHTb OH He Mor, TaK KaK y Hero He 6WAO pTa. Hoca Tonce y
Hero He 6WAO.

y Hero He 6WAO 4a;Ke pyK H Hor. H >KHBOTa y Hero He 6WAO, H
cnHHbi y Hero He 6WAO, H xpe6Ta y Hero He GMAO, H HHKaKHx
BHyTpeHHOcren y Hero He 6WAO. Hnnero He 6WAO! TaK HTO
HenOHHTHO, O KOM H4CT peHb.

Ym Aynme MM O HCM He 6y4eM GoAbiue roBopHTb. (p. 353)56

How can one account for the apparent incongruity between
Kharms's theory and his fiction, between his apparent belief in
his ability to create worlds, and his tendency in his fiction to
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destroy the narrative universe? To answer this question I must
reintroduce an element of very real political history. As Stalin's
orgy of violence gathered momentum through the 1930s,
claiming Kharms himself as victim for a time, along with many
of his friends and former colleagues, Kharms may have come to
realize that Stalin's terror machine was simply another type of
'word machine', or (to use another metaphor) a language game,
in which one's words had the very real power to 'create'
alternative truths and at the same time destroy others' reali-
ties.57 In this respect, 'Blue Notebook No. 10' is particularly
important, since it, perhaps more than any other prose work by
Kharms, is open both to formalist and to historicist readings,
and, in fact, shows how the two approaches can, and should,
complement each other. Just as Kharms's narrator uses words
in order to strip away first the ginger-haired man's physical
attributes, and then his very existence, so Stalin's henchmen
were using denunciations and 'doublespeak' to liquidate thou-
sands of Soviet citizens.58

Examples of language used in power games can be found in
three of Kharms's late prose works. In 'Comprehensive Re-
search' ('Vsestoronnee issledovanie', 1937), a doctor plays a
game with words, in an eventually successful attempt to get his
victim to swallow a fatal pill.59 At the start of their conversation,
Ermolaev tells the doctor of his friend Blinov's tremendous
strength. The doctor replies by asking Ermolaev to introduce
him to his friend, since he would like to research Blinov's
strength by giving him a 'research pill'. The dialogue continues:

ERMOLAEV: And what kind of pill are you intending to give Blinov?
DOCTOR: What pill? I don't intend to give him any pill.
ERMOLAEV: But you just said you wanted to give him a pill.
DOCTOR: NO, no, you've got it wrong. I didn't mention any pill.
ERMOLAEV: Well I'm sorry, but I heard you talk about a pill.
DOCTOR: No I didn't.
ERMOLAEV: What do you mean, you didn't?
DOCTOR: I didn't say anything!
ERMOLAEV: Who didn't say anything?
DOCTOR: YOU didn't say anything.
ERMOLAEV: What didn't I say?
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DOCTOR: I don't think you're telling me everything.
ERMOLAEV: I don't understand. What aren't I telling you?
DOCTOR: Your speech pattern is very typical. You swallow your

words, you don't finish expressing your thoughts, you hurry and
then you stutter.

ERMOLAEV: When did I stutter? I'm speaking perfectly smoothly.
DOCTOR: That's precisely where you are mistaken. Can't you see?

You're even starting to be covered with red spots, with all the
tension. Aren't your hands getting cold?

EpMOAaeB: A MTO 3TO 3a nHAK>AH, KOTOpyio Bbi coGnpaeTecb £aTb
BAHHOBy?

/JoKTOp: KaK nHAioAH? R He coGnpaiocb 4aBaTb eMy nHAiOAio.
EpMOAaeB: H o Bbi me caMH TOAbKO HTO cna3aAH, HTO co6HpaeTecb

4aTb eMy nHAiOAio.
/ (oKTop: HeT, HCT, BW ouiH6aeTecb. I l p o nHAiOAio H He roBopHA.
EpMOAaeB: H y y>K H 3 B H H H T C , H-TO CAwmaA, Kan Bbi cna3aAH n p o

nHAHDAK).
/JoKTOp: HeT.
EpMOAaeB: M T O
/JoKTop: He
EpMOAaeB: KTO He roBopHA?
/(OKTOp: Bbi He rOBOpHAH.
EpMOAaeB: Hero H He roBopHA?
/JoKTop: Bw, no-MoeMy, nero-TO
EpMOAaeB: H HHHero He noHHMaio. Hero H He4oroBapHBaio?
/JoKTop: Bama penb oneHb THnHHHa. Bw nporAaTbmaeTe CAOBa,

He4oroBapHBaeTe HanaTOH MWCAH, ToponHTecb H 3aHKaeTecb.
EpMOAaeB: Kor4a >Ke R 3aHKaACH? fl. roBopio 4OBOAbHO rAa4KO.
/(oKTop: BOT B 9TOM-TO H ecTb Bama ouiHGKa. BH^HTe? Bw 4a^<e OT

HanpjDKeHHH HanHHaeTe noKpbmaTbCH KpacHWMH nHTHaMH. y
Bac eme He noxoAo^eAH pyKH? (Kharms, Sluchai, p. 15)

Manipulating his victim's words, and setting himself up as
supreme arbiter of the validity of those words, the doctor gains
power over Ermolaev, thanks to which he is able to kill him by
persuading him to swallow the pill.60

In the aptly-entitled Tower5 ('Vlast'5),61 written three years
later, Myshin tires of Faol and his increasingly absurd questions,
and so destroys him with just two words:

'Shaddup!', shouted Myshin, jumping up off the floor. 'Scram!'
And Faol crumbled, like a lump of bad sugar.
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- KpHKHyA MbiiiiHH, BCKaKHBan c noAa. - CrHHb!
H OaoA paccbinaACH, KaK IIAOXOH caxap. (p. 343)

A more subtle, but equally sinister use of language is depicted
in 'The Drawback' (Tomekha5), also written in 1940.62 In this
story a stranger, presumably a member of the secret police,
arrests a man, Pronin, and the object of his sexual advances,
Irina. The police agent, flanked by a couple of soldiers, uses
words to ask questions and give orders. Most significantly, he
does not allow his two detainees to talk to each other as he
leads them away: 'all talking is forbidden' ('razgovory zapresh-
cheny'), he insists (p. 350).

Over the course of the 1930s, then, Kharms appears to have
moved substantially away from his earlier position, which was
at least partly inspired by his conversations with the other
chinari, and which conceived of the word as 'impediment'
between the 'this' and 'that' of the text and the world. By the
end of the decade, his faith in the ontological authority of
language had been replaced by an acute, personal awareness of
the very real power of the languages of authority.63 Yet this
acute sense of the political uses to which language can be put is
a central theme of a much earlier work by Kharms, one which
enjoyed a prominent place in the 'Three Left Hours' show in
January 1928 - the play Elizaveta Bam.

LANGUAGE GAMES AND POWER PLAY! ELIZAVETA BAM6*

Elizaveta Bam, rather like the much later piece 'Comprehensive
Research', shows not so much the 'tragedy of language' as the
tragic consequences of language used to shore up oppressive
power structures.65 The play concerns the arrest of the epon-
ymous heroine by two men, Ivan Ivanovich and Petr Nikolae-
vich, who at first refuse to reveal anything more about her
crime than that it is 'heinous', but who subsequently suggest to
her that she is guilty 'because you have lost the right to speak'
('potomu, chto Vy lisheny vsyakogo golosa'; p. 224). What the
men subsequently accuse her of is even more 'absurd', however
- the murder of Petr Nikolaevich, the same Petr Nikolaevich
who has come to arrest her.
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Of all Kharms's fiction, Elizaveta Bam is perhaps the most
linguistically self-conscious. The majority of its nineteen sec-
tions foreground language in one way or another. For example,
the so-called 'Battle of the Two Heroes' ('Srazhenie dvukh
bogatyrei') between Elizaveta's cdaddy' ('papasha') and Petr,
which constitutes section 15, contains what many critics have
interpreted as zaum':66

Petr Nik: Kurybyr daramur
dyn'diri
slakatyr' pakaradagu
da ky chiri kiri kiri
zandudila khabakula

khe-e-el'
khanchu ana kudy
stum chi na lakudy
para vy na lyitena

khe-e-el'
chapu achapali
chapatali mar
nabalochina

khe-e-el'

IT. H.: Kypw6bip 4apaMyp

4a KbI HHpH KHpH

xe-e-eAb
Ky4bi

H H Ha AaKy4bi
napa B W Ha

xe-e-eAb
nany ananaAH

Map

xe-e-eAb (p. 237)

In the subsequent section, entitled 'Chimes' ('Kuranty'), the
characters appear to engage in a spontaneous language game:
EL. BAM: Ivan Ivanovich, go down to the halfbar

and bring us a bottle of beer and some peas.
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IVAN iv.: Aha! peas and a half bottle of beer,
go down to the bar, and from there, back here.

EL. BAM: Not a half bottle, but a bottle of beer,
and don't go to the bar, go to the peas!

IVAN iv.: Right away I'll hide my fur coat in the halfbar,
and I'll put halfpeas on my head.

EA. B.: HBaH HBaHOBHH, cxo4HTe B noAnHBHyio
H npHHecHTe Ha\f GyTbiAyny nHBa H ropox.

W.W.: Ara, ropox H noAGyTbiAKH nHBa,
cxo4HTb B nHBHyio, a OTTy4OBa cio4a.

EA. B.: He noAGyTbiAKH, a GyTbiAKy nHBa,
H He B nHBHyio, a B ropox H4TH!

H. H.: Cennac, H inyGy B noAnHBHyio cnpnny,
a caM Ha roAOBy Ha4eHy noAropox. (p. 239)

There is more to Elizaveta Bam than unfettered linguistic play,
however. With its theme of wrongful arrest, Elizaveta Bam is
chillingly prophetic of Stalin's Reign of Terror. Indeed, the
year before Kharms wrote the play had seen the arrest of
Georgy Katsman, who had directed the 'Radiks' shows in
which both Kharms and Vvedensky had taken part.67 And it
must not be forgotten that the play itself was premiered at the
'Three Left Hours' show in January 1928, on which occasion
political pressure was sufficient to force Kharms and his
companions to change the name of their group.

As well as the political relevance, there may well be allusions
to the chinari in Elizaveta Bam. That Kharms was mindful of this
philosophical circle when he wrote the play is clear from the
title of the twelfth section, 'The chinar-ish bit' ('Kusok chi-
narskii').68 This particular scene may well have been meant as a
parody of a typical chinari conversation, many of which were
constructed like language games:69

MUMMY (running after EL Bam): Have some bread?
EL. BAM: Have some soup?
DADDY: Have some meat? (running).
MUMMY: Have some flour? [...]
MUMMY: Oh, my legs are tired!
IVAN iv.: Oh, my arms are tired!
EL. BAM: Oh, my scissors are tired!
DADDY: Oh, my springs are tired!
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MaMauia {6ejtcum 3a ER. £>.): XAe6 eiiib?
EA. B.: Cyn eiiib?
rianaiua: MHCO eiiib? (dejtcum).
MaMauia: Myny eiiib? [...]
MaMauia: O H , Horn
H. H.: O H , pyKH
EA. B.: O H , Ho;KHHijbi ycraAn!
rianaiua: O H , npyaKHHbi ycTaAH! (p. 232)70

In spite of the references in the play, both to the political
context and to the chinari group, most criticism of Elizaveta Bam
has tended to focus on its thematic and formal links with the
Theatre of the Absurd, and specifically on the inadequacy of
human language as a tool for expressing and communicating
concepts related to the real world.71 On the contrary, however,
in Elizaveta Bam Kharms explores the notion, implicit in
Druskin's and Lipavsky's thought, of the ontological primacy of
the word as 'impediment5, only to reveal the 'tragic' irony of
that notion in a nascent totalitarian state.72 Language emerges,
not as 'impotent' (as Jaccard and others would have us believe),
but as supremely powerful.

Elizaveta Bam presents us with a world where language shapes
reality in a very real sense. As Stelleman has observed, 'the
characters create a new situation, a different reality, by their
speech' (Stelleman, 'An Analysis of Elizaveta Bam\ p. 343). The
words which the characters use both articulate their own being
and mark out the limits of their world. As if conscious of this,
Ivan Ivanovich declares (twice), 'I speak in order to be'
('govoryu, chtoby byt"; pp. 229-30).

A suggestion of the power of words is given as early as the
second scene, in which Elizaveta tries to turn the tables on the
men, accusing one of them of acting without a conscience, like
a common crook:

SECOND [MAN]: Who's a crook? Me? Me? Am I the crook?!
FIRST: NOW hold on, Ivan Ivanovich! Elizaveta Bam, I'm ordering...
SECOND: NO, Petr Nikolaevich, are you telling me that I'm the crook

here? [...]
FIRST: Now just hold on a minute before you start taking offence!

Elizaveta Bam, I'm order...
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SECOND: NO, hang on a sec, Petr Nikolaevich, are you trying to tell
me that I'm the crook here?

FIRST: Leave it out, will you!
SECOND: SO you think I'm a crook, do you?
FIRST: Yes, you're a crook!
SECOND: SO that's it, you think I'm a crook! Is that what you said?
El. B. runs around the stage.
FIRST: Get out of here, stupid! You're supposed to be here to

conduct a responsible inquiry, and yet the first word that's said
to you, you go up the wall. Just what does that make you?
Nothing but an idiot!

I I -H: KTO MouieHHHK? 9 T O H? 9 T O H? 9 T O H MomeHHHK?!
I-H: Hy no^o^KAHTe, HBaH HBaHOBHn! EAH3aBeTa BaM, npn-

Ka3biBaio...
I I -H: HeT, IleTp HHKOAaeBHH, STO H HTO AH MOIUCHHHK? [...]
I-H: / (a no4O>K4HTe TyT o6n>KaTbCfl! EAH3aBeTa BaM, npHKa...
II-H: HeT, nocTOHTe, IleTp HHKOAaeBHH, Bbi MHe cna>KHTe, 3TO H

MOUieHHHK?
I-H: /Ja OTCTaHbTe TKC Bbi!
II-H: 9 T O HTO me, H no-BaiueMy MouieHHHK?
I-H: /Ja, MomeHHHK!!!
II-H: AX Tan, 3HaHHT no-BaiueMy H MOIUCHHHK! Tan Bbi cKa3aAH?
En. E. 6ezaem no cv^ene
I-H: Y6HpaHTecb BOH! BaA4a Kanan! A eme nouieA Ha oTBeTCTBeHHoe

4eAO. BaM CAOBO CKa3aAH, a Bbi y>K H Ha CTeHy Ae3eTe. KTO me
Bw nocAe 3Toro? IlpocTO HAHOT! (p. 224)

Tragically for Elizaveta, not everyone's language in
Kharms's play has the potential to articulate new realities. For
there is ultimately a dividing line between those who can create
alternative worlds and those who cannot, a distinction arbitra-
rily determined, it would seem, by the (male) ruling elite. The
words uttered by Petr and Ivan seem to have all the authority
they need to be true, even when they are patently false
(Elizaveta cannot have killed Petr Nikolaevich, since he has
come to arrest her). Elizaveta's language, on the other hand,
affords her only a temporary reprieve before she is silenced
once and for all. Until the fateful final scene, her words (and
therefore her world) compete for supremacy with those uttered
by the men. It is precisely in order to resist the men's version of
reality that she in fact initiates the series of 'absurd' language
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games which take up the bulk of the play's nineteen sections,
when she rebuts the men's accusation that she has no voice by
telling them to look at the clock:
EL. BAM.: Why am I a criminal?
P E T R . NIK.: Because you have lost the right to speak.
IVAN. iv.: Lost the right to speak.
EL. BAM.: No I haven't. You can check by the clock.

EA. B.: IIoHeMy H npecrynHHija?
IT. H.: FIoTOMy, HTO B H AHiueHbi BCHKoro roAoca.
H.W.: AHiiieHbi BCHKoro roAoca.
EA. B.: A H He AHiueHa. Bbi MonceTe npoBepHTb no nacaM.

(pp. 224-5).

The men eventually succeed in silencing Elizaveta, annihilating
not just her words, but her very world.

The fact that language has the power to destroy as well as
create is emphasized throughout Elizaveta Bam. In section 7, for
example, Petr Nikolaevich begins to tell the story of how he
lived, as a young man, all alone in a little house on a hill.
Suddenly, however, Ivan takes over the narrative, assuming not
only Petr's story, but his T also, usurping both his language
and his space:

PETR NIK.: But one day I wake up...
(P.N. and LI. merge together)

IVAN iv.: . . . and I see the door is open, and in the doorway stands
some woman or other.

I l .H. : Ho O4Ha>K4bi H npocbinaiocb...
3aKphieawm dpyz dpyaa.

H.H.: - . . .H BH>Ky, £Bepb OTKpwTa, a B 4Bepnx CTOHT
a. (p. 229)

Ivan subsequently accuses Elizaveta of Petr's murder. Yet it is
Ivan who, for the moment at least, appears to have 'killed' Petr.
For by appropriating the other man's language, he has also
taken over Petr's space, his 'reality'; by speaking for him, he has
in effect annihilated him. Petr in fact reappears only when Ivan
addresses him, refers to him in language as that 'other', as 'you'
('ty'), at the very start of the thirteenth section (p. 233). At the
end of the 'Battle of the Two Heroes', Petr also falls, apparently
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vanquished by the power of his adversary's words, rather than
by any real weapon (p. 239).

In Elizaveta Bam Kharms echoes the linguistic philosophy of
Druskin and Lipavsky by suggesting the ontological primacy of
words (words divide the world into 'pieces', 'kuski'). He then
gives that somewhat abstract concept a terrifyingly real twist,
by showing the discursive basis of state-sanctioned terror. The
political subtext is particularly evident in the final scene, when
the men order Elizaveta to open the door 'in the name of the
law' ('imenem zakona'; p. 240). By his use of'language games' -
both literal and figurative - to underscore the ontological
primacy of language, Kharms looks forward to Wittgenstein's
later linguistic philosophy.73 At the same time, by virtue of the
fact that the power struggle in which Elizaveta and the men
engage is first and foremost a struggle over the linguistic sign,
Elizaveta Bam is one of Kharms's most Bakhtinian works. One
could go so far as to say that Elizaveta's 'hysterical' discourse -
the series of nonsensical language games which she appears to
initiate - represents 'carnivalesque' resistance (in the Bakhti-
nian sense) to the men's monologic discourse, resistance which
subverts that discourse's authority in a radical, if only tem-
porary sense.74

In his prose and drama, Kharms shows how language - at
least certain languages - can shape, even transform reality. In
his fiction words are more powerful than things, yet words are
never the same as things (despite Kharms's assertion, in his
letter to Pugacheva, that language, or at least poetry, should be
capable of smashing windows). In this respect, Vvedensky goes
further than Kharms, positing the ontological co-identity of
words and the world, as we shall now see.

TIME, DEATH, GOD, AND VVEDENSKY

At the very start of his literary career, Vvedensky claimed to be
interested in three themes, namely time, death, and God.75

That Vvedensky was indeed concerned with these issues is
borne out by those of his texts which I have so far mentioned.
Minin and Pozharsky, for example, contains numerous narrative
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accounts of individuals' deaths, presented in a way which
questions our conventional, linear concept of time. Stories
about death are also a central feature of Tour Descriptions'
('Chetyre opisaniya', pp. 112—19). The notion that the inevit-
ability of death makes time meaningless is also evoked in 'The
Eyewitness and the Rat'. And even when Vvedensky turns his
parodic gaze to the conventions of drama as a literary genre, in
Christmas at the Ivanovs\ the themes of time and death play an
important role in that investigation.

Indeed, it could be argued that time, death, and God lie at
the heart of everything which Vvedensky wrote.76 As far as time
is concerned, for instance, the existence of the gods in 'The
Gods' Answer' ('Otvet bogov', pp. 27-9) appears to imply that
there is no time, or as the gods themselves put it, 'there are no
minutes' ('net minut'; p. 29). The question of time, its measure-
ment, and its direction, is central to 'Kupriyanov and Natasha'
('Kupriyanov i Natasha', 1931), in which preparations for the
act of copulation between the two eponymous characters are
presented, first, as in slow motion, and second, as in reverse (pp.
102—6). At the end of the dialogue, Kupriyanov asks whether
time is really more powerful than death, and concludes by
admitting that he understands nothing.77 Another text, entitled
'24 Hours' ('Sutki'), which is written as a dialogue in pseudo-
question and answer form, has as its subject the passage of time
and its measurement (pp. 132-4). All Around Maybe God, which
deals with the death and afterlife of a certain 'Fomin', contains
a conversation between different 'hours' ('beseda chasov'). At
the end of the conversation, the eleventh hour tells the twelfth
that the hours themselves (and the 'real' nature of time which
they articulate) are incomprehensible to the human mind ('the
mind cannot reach us', 'do nas ne dobrat'sya umu'; p. 88).

Of the thirty-two finished works contained in the two-volume
set edited by Meilakh, more than three-quarters contain at least
one reference to death. One of Vvedensky's most personal
pieces, which is also the last extant work, 'Where. When.'
('Gde. Kogda.', 1941), in which the poet bids farewell to the
world around him, evokes death in the form of the suicide
which comes halfway through the piece (pp. 176—8). For
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Vvedensky, the theme of death is closely linked to that of
time,78 particularly in the untitled poem which begins, 'I am
sorry that I am not a wild beast' ('Mne zhalko, chto ya ne zver",
1934; pp. 129-31). Here, the poet regrets the fact that, as a
human being rather than an animal, a bird, or even an object
such as a roof, he is mortal ('Mne ne nravitsya, chto ya
smerten') and as such is condemned to an 'instantaneous'
('mgnovenna[ya]') death (p. 129). In Vvedensky's fiction it is
only the dead who appear to understand time. As the other-
worldly character 'Zumir' puts it, in 'Four Descriptions', 'Now
[i.e. after death] for our consciousness / there is no difference
in years' ('Teper' dlya nashego soznan'ya / net bol'she raznitsy
godov';p. 119).

God is evoked in four works written in 1930 — one untitled
poem, 'The Saint and his Followers' ('Svyatoi i ego podchi-
nennye'), 'Fact, Theory, and God' ('Fakt, teoriya i bog'), and
'The Meaning of the Sea' ('Znachen'e morya'), all of which
contain characters who die and subsequently converse with
God.79 As its title suggests, All Around Maybe God (Vvedensky's
longest extant work) introduces the notion of God, albeit as an
absent presence, that which is all around but cannot, it would
seem, be represented by/in the text.80 The final section of this
work contains the suggestion - crucial to Vvedensky's entire
oeuvre — that 'only God can be' ('byt' mozhet tol'ko Bog'; p. 100),
and ends with the image of a 'deceased gentleman' silently
sending time away ('Vbegaet mertvyi gospodin / Molcha
udalyaet vremya'; p. 101).

Given Vvedensky's obsessive interest in the tripartite theme
of time, death, and God, it might appear somewhat perverse to
insist on the self-conscious aspect of his work. However, there is
a close connection between these two strands of Vvedensky's
fiction. A clue to the nature of this connection is provided in a
comment by the chinar Yakov Druskin, made in a major essay
on Vvedenksy.81 Noting that in a number of Vvedensky's
poems words are transformed into real objects, Druskin asserts
that Vvedensky 'wanted poetry to produce not just a linguistic
miracle, but a real one: he called this miracle the transformation
of the word into the object, of one state into another. [...] This
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transformation has for him [...] an eschatological significance'
(Druskin, 'Kommunikativnost'', p. 83).82

Before I attempt to determine how the eschatological and the
metafictional might be connected in Vvedensky's oeuvre, let us
first examine how Vvedensky materializes the word. The three
examples which Druskin gives from Vvedensky's oeuvre are
particularly appropriate. The first is from the long poem 'Two
Little Birds, Grief, the Lion, and Night' ('Dve ptichki, gore, lev
i noch", 1929; pp. 44—6): 'and the word tribe becomes heavier /
and is transformed into an object' ('i slovo plemya tyazheleet / i
prevrashchaetsya v predmet'; p. 45).83 Druskin's second
example, taken from 'The Guest on a Horse' ('Gost' na kone'),
involves what is in fact the reverse process, since an object
becomes a word:

I heard the clatter of horses' hooves
and did not understand this murmuring,
I decided that this was an experience
of the transformation of the object
from iron into a word, into a rumble,
into a dream, into unhappiness, into a drop of light.
H ycAbiuiaA KOHCKHH TonoT
H He nOHHA 3TOT UienOT,
H peiUHA, HTO 3TO OnbIT
npeBpaujeHHH npe^MeTa
H3 >KeAe3a B CAOBO, B ponoT
B COH, B HecnacTbe, B KanAio cBeTa. (p. 109)84

The third example which Druskin gives is from the poem
which begins T am sorry that I am not a wild beast'. This is
perhaps the clearest example of the way in which Vvedensky
gives the word a material presence. Moreover, the fact that the
word involved is 'cupboard' ('shkaf') is significant, since it
probably alludes to the OBERIU notion of'art as a cupboard':

I see a distorted world,
I hear the murmur of muffled lyres,
and here taking hold of the tip of a letter,
I lift up the word cupboard,
and now I put the cupboard in its place,
it is a thick dough of a substance.
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HCKa>KeHHbIH MHp,
H CAbimy uienoT 3arAyineHHbix AHp,
H TyT 3a KOHHHK GyKBbI B3HB,
H no/jHHMaio CAOBO inna^),
Tenepb H craBAK) uinacj) Ha MCCTO,
OH BemecTBa KpyToe TCCTO. (p. 130)85

The interchangeability of words and things is evoked at
various other moments in Vvedensky's oeuvre, although mostly
in a less explicit manner than in the examples to which Druskin
refers. In 'The Eyewitness and the Rat', for example, Kozalov's
words rise up in front of him as he pronounces them (p. 124).86

It should be pointed out, however, that this interchangeability,
while itself highly significant, is in fact part of a more general
feature of Vvedensky's work, namely the transformation of
objects and phenomena into other objects and phenomena by
means of semantic play.87

In the dramatic work Totets' (1936-7),88 this involves identi-
fying an animate being with an inanimate object, as one line of
dialogue appears to be spoken by 'Pillow, a.k.a. the father'
(Todushka, ona zhe otets'; p. 138). All Around Maybe God
contains three examples of absolutely (rather than relatively)
incompatible transformation. At one point the narrator informs
us that 'the duel is transformed into a famous forest' ('duel'
prevrashchaetsya v znamenityi les'; p. 86). At another moment
in the work, the character Nosov remarks, 'the air into a tiny
fish / is transformed through impatience' ('vozdukh v malen'-
kuyu rybku / prevrashchaetsya ot neterpen'ya'; p. 94). And, in
an even stranger phrase, another character says, 'The night is
transformed into a vase' ('Noch' prevrashchaetsya v vazu';
p. 95). Vvedensky's verbal play goes beyond mere semantic
substitution, producing a deep sense of dislocation, as in the
following example, also from All Around Maybe God:
F o M 1 N : Are you a lantern?
BEGGAR: No I am starving.
OOMHH: Tbi c{>oHapb?
HHIIJHH: HeT H roAO^aio. (p. 87)89

Vvedensky uses language, then, to erase the distinction
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between words and things, between the animate and the
inanimate, and between the concrete and the abstract. In a
similar vein, Vvedensky's world contains numerous examples of
the irruption into the real world of the 'neighbouring' world of
the imagination.90 In the opening scene of All Around Maybe God,
for example, the character 'EP converses with an 'imaginary
flying girl' ('voobrazhaem[aya] letayushch[aya] devushk[a]'; p.
77). And in 'An Invitation to Think Me' ('Priglashenie menya
podumat/5),91 it is apparently enough to imagine that one is
flying for this to be the case: 'And I flew off like a woodpecker, /
imagining that I was flying.' ('I ya poletel kak dyatel, /
voobrazhaya chto ya lechu.'; p. 128). The world reflected in the
mirror at the beginning of 'The Mirror and the Musician'
('Zerkalo i muzykant', 1929)92 is an autonomous reality; while
the 'musician Prokof'ev' stands in front of the mirror, another
character, named Ivan Ivanovich, appears in the mirror itself
(P- 47)-

Is there any sense behind this apparent 'nonsense' (to use
Druskin's term, 'bessmyslitsa')? To answer this question, let us
return briefly to the themes of time, death, and God. The
closing speech of All Around Maybe God contains the assertion,
'only God can be' ('byt' mozhet tol'ko Bog'; p. 100). For
Vvedensky, only God can exist, since only He is not subject to
time or death, only He is both eternal and immortal. Words,
objects, products of the imagination, or material phenomena -
for Vvedensky all are identical in their non-existence. As
Vvedensky expressed it, in a comment made in his 'Grey
Notebook': 'objects are a faint mirror-image of time. There are
no objects' ('predmety eto slaboe zerkal'noe izobrazhenie
vremeni. Predmetov net'; p. 186).

Vvedensky articulates in his 'Grey Notebook' and in his
fiction precisely the kind of non-substantial existential ontology
which Druskin saw as central to the philosophy of the chinari.
The one text in which Vvedensky most systematically explores
this ontology, and in which his eschatological themes are most
closely connected to his metafictional inquiry into the nature of
language, is A Certain Quantity of Conversations (JVekotoroe kolichestvo
razgovorov), dated 1936-7.
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THE POVERTY OF LANGUAGE! VVEDENSKY'S A CERTAIN
Q ^

QUANTITY OF CONVERSATIONS**

In A Certain Quantity of Conversations,94 written after Vvedensky
had left Leningrad (and the chinari) to live in Khar'kov,
Vvedensky no longer offers the reader images of the materi-
alized word. Instead of suggesting that words and thoughts are
as 'real' as concrete objects, he now explores the corollary of
that notion, namely the idea that the real world - things and
people - are just as unreal as verbal and mental phenomena.95

As we shall see, however, behind Vvedensky's metafictional
inquiry into the ontology of language there still lies the
unspoken omnipresence of God.

Conversations comprises ten conversations, spoken mostly
between three anonymous characters. The first conversation
('about a madhouse'; 'o sumasshedshem dome') presents three
figures riding in a carriage, and their reflections on a particular
'madhouse', which they eventually appear to enter. The next
section contains the recital of a poem, 'about the absence of
poetry' ('ob otsutstvii poezii'), at the conclusion of which the
poet/singer dies. In the third conversation ('about the remem-
bering of events'; 'o vospominanii sobytii') two, or perhaps
three, men recall a previous argument concerning a still earlier
event. During the whole of the dialogue which follows this ('a
conversation about cards'; 'razgovor o kartakh'), three figures
spend their time telling each other of their passion for card
games and suggesting that they play, without ever passing from
word to deed.96 The fifth conversation, 'about running in a
room' ('o begstve v komnate'), presents the reader with three
characters who run around in a series of specific places (first a
room, then a garden, then a mountain top, then a shore, before
returning to the room). A sudden shift in context appears to
occur between this dialogue and the ensuing section of the text
('a conversation about immediate continuation'; 'razgovor o
neposredstvennom prodolzhenii'), in which each of the three
speakers recounts his suicide. The seventh conversation ('about
various activities'; 'o razlichnykh deistviyakh') takes place
between three figures (those who have committed suicide?) as
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they attempt to light a candle on their journey down a river in a
rowing boat. The eighth conversation takes place between
merchants and a bath-house attendant, in a waterless bath-
house. A poem about a World War I battle forms the main
subject of the ninth dialogue, entitled 'the penultimate conver-
sation entitled one man and war5 ('predposlednii razgovor pod
nazvaniem odin chelovek i voina'). In the tenth and final piece
(entitled simply 'the final conversation'; 'poslednii razgovor')
three characters discuss journeys that they all appear to have
made. This conversation comes to an abrupt and unexpected
conclusion, which also marks the end of the Conversations as a
whole.

As might be surmised from its title, and from my summary,
Conversations foregrounds language. More specifically, it drama-
tizes the inadequacy of human language and thought to deal
with the world: 'Respect the poverty of language. Respect
impoverished thoughts', as the narrative voice exhorts in the
opening conversation ('Uvazhai bednost' yazyka. Uvazhai nish-
chie mysli'; p. 142).97 This sense of the 'poverty of language' is
reinforced throughout Vvedensky's text by the various ways in
which the characters flout basic rules of everyday conversa-
tion.98 At the very start of the first conversation, for example, a
sense of incoherence is created, as questions are left unanswered,
or answered inappropriately, and the punctuation system con-
trives to blur the very distinction between question and answer:
FIRST: I know the madhouse. I have seen the madhouse.
SECOND: What are you saying? i [sic] know nothing. What does it

look like.
THIRD: Does it look like? Who has seen the madhouse.
FIRST: What is in it? Who lives in it.
SECOND: Birds do not live in it. Clocks go in it.
IlepBbiH: H 3Haio cyMacineAiiiHH 40M. R BH4eA cyMacme^uiHH 40M.
BTOpOHI MTO TbI TOBOpHHIb? H HHHerO He 3HaK). KaK OH BbirAflAHT.
TpeTHH: BwrAH4HT AH O H ? K T O BH4eA cyMacine/uiiHH 40M.
IlepBbiH: H T O B HCM Haxo4HTCH? K T O B HCM >KHBCT.
B T o p o n : IlTHijbi B HeM He >KHByT. Hacbi B HeM X04HT. (p. 142)

At other moments, characters repeat themselves, apparently
needlessly. At the end of the sixth conversation, for example,
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each of the speakers announces his death, only to reiterate the
same information in an utterance which, thereby, is now super-
fluous, not to say impossible, given what they actually say:

FIRST: [I] have died.
SECOND: Have died.
THIRD: Have died.
FIRST: Have died.
SECOND: Have died.
THIRD: Have died.
IlepBbiH:
BTopofi:

: y\iep.
vMep.

BTopofi: YMep.
TpeTHH: YMep. (p. 149)"

If the language of the Conversations helps to create a deep
sense of dislocation and incoherence, then towards the end of
the text, the characters' discourse suddenly appears excessively
coherent. In other words, their dialogue is so constructed as to
suggest that these interlocutors are in fact one and the same
person.100 In the penultimate conversation, the discursive
boundaries separating the three main characters are definitively
deconstructed. The third speaker declares he has written a
poem, whereupon the first speaker announces that he will recite
it, only for it to be read out, in fact, by the second speaker (p.
153). With the final conversation, the co-identification of the
three characters is complete:

FIRST: I left my home and walked a long way.
SECOND: It is clear that I walked along a path.

T H I R D : I sat down under the leaves of a tree and lapsed into
thought.

FIRST: Thought about that.
SECOND: About my supposedly enduring existence.
T H I R D : I could not understand anything.

IlepBbiH: fl. H3 4OMy BbiiueA H 4aAeno noiueA.
BTopofi: HCHO, HTO H noiueA no 4opore. [...]
TpeTHH: R ceA no4 AHCTbHMH H 3a4yMaACH.
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l lepBbiH: 3a4yMaACfl o TOM.
BTOpOHI O CBOeM yCAOBHO npOHHOM CymeCTBOBaHHH.
TpeTHH: HHHero H He Mor noHHTb. (p. 155)

Given the fact that language is foregrounded to such an
extent in the Conversations, it is somewhat ironic that nothing
appears actually to be said (or, for that matter, to happen).
During the first conversation, the narrative voice declares:
'Respect what is happening. But nothing is occurring.'
('Uvazhai to chto sluchaetsya. No nichego ne proiskhodit.'; p.
142). Just as nothing is said to occur in the Conversations, so, we
are told, the characters' speech is only inner speech: 'Three
people were riding in a carriage. They were exchanging
thoughts.' ('V karete ekhali troe. Oni obmenivalis' myslyami.';
ibid.). And at the end of the third conversation, the third
speaker tells the other two, 'both of you have said nothing' ('vy
oba nichego ne govorili'; p. 145).101

Language is clearly all that these characters have; their words
(whether articulated or merely thought) provide them with no
direct access to the world. This may be what is meant by the
reference to the 'poverty' of language. But what conclusions
should one draw from this? Milner-Gulland sees a strong
analogy between Vvedensky's Conversations and the later work of
Wittgenstein, which 'is suffused by awareness of the limits of the
sayable, of the curious but indispensable role of language, its
intractibility when required to correspond logically with the
phenomenal world' (Milner-Gulland, ' "Kovarnye stikhi"', p.
33). However, it is the linguistic philosophy of Heidegger,
rather than of Wittgenstein, which is most appropriate to
Vvedensky's text.102

Much as Vvedensky does in the Conversations, Heidegger
questioned the idea that language is a means of communication:

In the current view, language is held to be a kind of communication.
It serves for verbal exchange and agreement, and in general for
communicating. But language is not only and not primarily an
audible and written expression of what is to be communicated. It not
only puts forth in words and statements what is overtly or covertly
intended to be communicated; language alone brings what is, as
something that is, into the Open for the first time.103
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The Heideggerean subtext of Vvedensky's conversations
involves a journey in consciousness (since nothing is actually
said, and nothing really happens) from madness, through death,
to God. This journey — a sense of which is given by the
references to 'walking' and 'paths' in the tenth conversation -
does not end with the last word or full stop of this dialogue.
Rather it extends on into that realm of absolute silence which
appears to 'close' the text, but which in fact brings being - co-
being with God — into the 'Open'.104 Silence is central to
Heidegger's thinking, for silence, rather than our 'fallen logos'
is the only 'language' which affords us as humans access to
Being, since it alone 'allows the unconcealment that discloses
truth and beings', as Thiher puts it {Words in Reflection, p. 51).

Following this interpretation, the hierarchical division in the
Conversations might not be organized, pace Nakhimovsky, ac-
cording to who can speak, but according to who is silent.105

Only Nature, with its 'soundless forests' ('bezzvuchnye lesa', p.
143) is naturally silent. In its 'silence' lies real poetry: the worms
sing 'verses' ('stikhi'), the rivers repeat 'rhymes' ('rifmy').106 The
only way in the Conversations for humankind to achieve a
(Heideggerean) 'recovery of silence in the midst of idle talk'107

appears to be madness or death, for these, as we have seen, are
the two worlds which Vvedensky's silent characters inhabit. For
Heidegger too, madness and death appear to be the only means
with which we can accede to the originating logos (the silence
which he calls 'poetry'): 'The poet becomes poet only in so far
as he follows the "madman" who died away into the time of the
beginning.'108

This reference to language and beginning, to logos as
(ineffable) origin underlines the religious nature, both of
Heidegger's thought and of Vvedensky's text. Yet they are not
religious in the same sense; whereas the former, to quote
Thiher, 'aims at finding those conditions of possibility that
[...] once allowed the sacred to appear' (Thiher, Words in
Reflection, p. 35), the latter is essentially theological, for it posits
God as the unsayable and unspeaking beginning and end of all
language - the Word made flesh.109 This is the being, the
'truth' which Vvedensky's silent language ultimately 'uncon-
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ceals'. The last two conversations present the convergence of
three speakers in the same voice and, simultaneously, the
erasure of the (extradiegetic) narrative voice. As the characters
approach what is both the end of the story and the end of
the(ir) world, they become one 'being' in three 'persons'. The
analogy with the Holy Trinity is too obvious to be ignored; if,
in the fifth conversation, Vvedensky's characters were 'running
away to God' ('ya ubegayu k Bogu'; p. 148), this was in order
to achieve discursive (and ultimately, ontological) union with
Him, for the voice which by the tenth conversation speaks in
the text belongs to none other than God Himself. It is God
who, for Vvedensky, fills the ontological void at the elusive
centre of the shifting signifiers of 'tainted' human discourse,
the God who stands outside time and who constitutes the
'hidden' unifying telos of Vvedensky's - and his characters' -
subtextual sojourn, the God whose existence we mortals can
indeed aspire to share, but only in the timeless, silent realm of
the dead.

To conclude, Conversations is a text which, while bearing
traces of chinari philosophy - the word offering transcendence
to the neighbouring, non-substantial ontology of the Word110 -
also anticipates elements of Heidegger's linguistic cosmology.
Vvedensky focuses on the 'fallen' nature of our logos, and
suggests that true existence can be found only in discursive
union with God through a rediscovery of holy silence. Unlike
his fellow chinar Kharms, who asserts the power of certain
modes of human language, only to express horror at the
political manifestations of that power, Vvedensky appears to
suggest, paradoxically, that only silence offers genuine trans-
cendence.

Works such as Elizaveta Bam and A Certain Quantity of
Conversations are not just metafictional (fiction about fiction),
but also, and more specifically, metalinguistic (language about
language). That these two forms of metadiscourse are related
can also be seen in the work of Vaginov, one member of
OBERIU who took no recorded part in any chinari meetings,
but who has much to say in his fiction about language and its
representations.
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WORLDS BEYOND WORDS: KONSTANTIN VAGINOV

In his first two novels, as we saw, Vaginov blurs and ultimately
erases the ontological distinction between text and reality,
words and the world. The Goat's Song ends with the 'author5

joining his characters for a toast to high art, while in The Labours
and Days of Svistonov, the reader finds it as difficult as Svistonov
does to distinguish between the framing and the framed novels.
In his pre-OBERIU work also, such as the prose text 'The Star
of Bethlehem5 and the dramatic poem 'The Year 19255, Vaginov
erases ontological boundaries (of space and time) as part of his
cyclical vision of history and his ambivalent attitude towards the
cultural 'renewal5 offered by the Bolshevik Revolution.111

Vaginov also materializes the word in a manner reminiscent
of Vvedensky. For example, in the 1924 poema 'Hermits5

('Otsherniki5; pp. 143—5), t n e P o e t n a s a dream in which he
finds himself in a wasteland. As he hears a song, which reaches
him from within 'high ruins5, the words take on a materiality of
their own, in stark contrast to the emptiness and ethereality of
everything else in the scene: 'Like effigies, words sit with me /
More welcome than a feast and quieter than pyramids5 ('Kak
izvayaniya, slova sidyat so mnoi / Zhelannei pirshestva i tishe
piramid5; p. 144).112 In the third section of 'The Song of
Words5, entitled 'the word in a theatrical costume5 ('slovo v
teatral'nom kostyume5), the poet addresses the word as if it were
another being, of equivalent ontological status to his own,
entreating it to join him in his meanderings around the city of
Leningrad:

Give me your hand, word - one, two, three!
I walk with you over the earth.
Behind me walk words in a procession,
Their tiny wings barely moving.

pyHKy, CAOBO, pa3, 4Ba,
c T06010 no 3eMAe.

3a MHOK) mecTByioT cAOBa
W KpbiAbiuiKH 4po>KaT e4Ba. (p-

Moreover, images of the objectified word are not confined to
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Vaginov's early verse. In a poem from the late cycle Likeness of
Sound (^vukopodobie), a word is given physical attributes as part of
a description of a bleak Leningrad morning:

Black is the endless morning,
The streetlights stand like tears.
The purple, echoing sounds
Of the distant dawn can be heard.
And the word burns and grows dark
On the square outside the window,
And birds crow and soar
Above the morning's black oblivion.

MepHO GecKOHeHHoe yTpo,
KaK CAC3W CTOHT (j)OHapH.
I lypnypHbie , ryAKHe 3ByKH
CAblUIHbl
H CAOBO TOpHT H
Ha nAoma,4H nepe^ OKHOM,
H KapKaiOT nTHqbi H peiOT
HaA nepHbiM ero 3a6biTbeM. (p. 177)

Such images of the word-made-object are unlikely to have
been motivated by an interest in chinari philosophy; for one
thing, there is no record of Vaginov ever attending a meeting of
the chinari, and for another, most of these images are contained
in works written before Vaginov had even met Kharms and
Vvedensky. What is far more likely is that the materialized
word is one of many different manifestations of Vaginov's belief
(a belief shared by the hermit Serapion) in the reality of the
poet's artistic visions, one expression of Vaginov's Romantic
faith in the possibility of transcendence — and, ultimately, of
immortality — through art and the language of art.114

As we saw in chapter 1, such a belief in the reality of the
poet's vision is also expressed in The Goat's Song by the unknown
poet: 'Poetry is a special business [...] you take a few words,
put them together in an unusual way [...] and you are
swallowed up in the completely new world revealed beyond
those words.' There is, however, a fundamental shift in Vagi-
nov's attitude towards the ontological status of language and its
representations, from his early verse and prose to his later work
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(moreover, this evolution runs parallel to Vaginov's changing
attitude towards authorship). To appreciate fully the extent to
which Vaginov in his late prose refutes his earlier optimism
about the reality of art and its representations - and how this
relates to the metafiction of Kharms and Vvedensky — I must
now look at Vaginov's novel Bambocciade.

ART AS PLAY: KONSTANTIN VAGINOV S BAMBOCCIADE

Bambocciade {Bambochada) was Vaginov's third novel, and the last
to be published during his lifetime (it first appeared in Lenin-
grad in 1931). From the outset, the novel foregrounds the issue
of aesthetic representation. The novel's epigraph explains that
'Bambochada' is an approximate transliteration into Russian of
the Italian word 'Bambocciata', a term which means a carica-
ture of everyday life, and comes from the sobriquet 'il Bam-
boccio', given to one of the finest exponents of the art of
caricature in painting, the seventeenth-century artist Van
Leer.115 Yet although Bambocciade begins by focusing on visual
art and its epistemological relation to the real, the novel is
equally concerned with verbal art, and is primarily an explora-
tion of the ontological status of representation.

The 'caricature' which Bambocciade presents is of the city of
Leningrad itself, depicted as a place full of misfits and mar-
ginals.116 The novel's main character is the strangely named
Evgeny Felinflein,117 a former actor, circus performer, and
theatre director (to name but a few of his previous professions).
As the novel begins, Felinflein finds himself unemployed,
following 'eight years spent getting involved in shady deals,
travelling from place to place, and lying' ('vosem' let avantyur,
puteshestvii i vran'ya'; p. 262). It is not long, however, before
Evgeny begins to suffer from a serious respiratory disease and
signs himself into a sanatorium, on the outskirts of the city (at
Detskoe Selo).118 His condition steadily deteriorates, however,
and by the end of Bambocciade, he is in no doubt that his ailment
will prove fatal.

The atmosphere of sadness and loneliness which pervades the
latter stages of the novel, bears little resemblance to that which
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accompanies Felinflein through much of the rest of the work.
Felinflein is a likeable rogue, a 'merry trickster' (cvesely[i]
obmanshchik[...]'; p. 268), the embodiment of the spirit of
irony. He feels life to be a game, and is fond of quoting
Shakespeare's 'all the world's a stage' (' "Ves' mir - teatr" [sic]9;
p. 342). His life is entirely devoted to play, in both the ludic and
the theatrical senses.119 He is described more than once as
'immersed in a play world' ('pogruzhennyi v mir igry'; e.g. p.
282), a world which becomes for him more real than life itself.
Felinflein surrounds himself with images of play; when he moves
into a new flat, virtually the first thing he does is to hang up
representations of play, in the form of a Dutch painting of card
players, and photographs depicting, variously, a game of back-
gammon in a bourgeois household, peasants fighting over a
card game and military officers playing cards in a brothel (ibid.).

If the world for Felinflein is a play space, then the sanatorium
in which he finds himself is a microcosm of play. At one point,
for example, the sanatorium is visited by a theatre troupe,
which actually performs a play (p. 361). Most of the numerous
games which feature in Bambocciade - cards, ping-pong, chess,
skittles, snowballs, dominoes, or draughts — are played within
the confines of the sanatorium. The grounds around the main
building are full of play areas of their own; there is an
amusement park, as well as a children's playground (p. 360).
Indeed, it is in the sanatorium that one particular 'game' comes
to dominate. This mode of play involves the simulation of an
alternative world, based to a certain extent on our own world,
in whose existence the players must all believe if the game is to
be played.120

For everything in the sanatorium - the games, the books
which they are encouraged to read, the films which are shown —
is geared towards encouraging the inmates to simulate an
alternative (and illusory) world, where they are not terminally
ill, indeed, where diseases such as tuberculosis and the ago-
nizing life choices which they impose upon the sufferer do not
exist, or at least can be cured, and therefore do not count: 'The
sanatorium facilitated the temporary transformation of its
inmates into children. The patients forgot about their ailments'
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('Sanatoriya sposobstvovala prevrashcheniyu na nekotoroe
vremya svoikh postoyartsev v detei. Bornye zabyvali o svoei
bolezni'; p. 360). (Is it coincidence that the 'children's village5

which the sanatorium constitutes is situated in Tsarskoe Selo,
just outside Leningrad, renamed by the Bolsheviks after the
Revolution 'Detskoe Selo'?) As might be expected, Felinflein
loses no time in entering into the spirit of things; as the narrator
tells us, 'surrounded by a world of play he felt he was the
number-one player, a player by nature' ('sredi mira igry on
chuvstvoval sebya pervym igrokom, igrokom po prirode';
P- 36l)«

Yet Bambocciade is not just concerned with demonstrating how
these characters turn life into a game; the novel shows that
fiction, like all forms of art and all means of representation, is
analogous to play, precisely because, like one common mode of
play it involves the creation of an alternative, but illusory
reality.121 It is art (both visual and verbal), and its 'playful'
nature which lies at the heart of Bambocciade, rather than play
itself.

The novel contains, alongside its various games, numerous
examples of raise en abyme, various representations (as stories
narrated or pictures described) embedded within it.122 For
example, one of the work's secondary characters, Vasily
Vasirevich Ermilov, tells many stories (including a number
about his dead daughter), many of which are reproduced in
their entirety in Vaginov's text, and at times in an uninter-
rupted series. At one point the novel contains a lengthy
footnote, which tells the story of how in his student days
Punshevich (the self-appointed president of the 'Society for the
Collection of Trivia')123 earned a small commission by writing
stories advertising various products. One of these stories, an
advertisement for face powder, is itself reproduced in its
entirety in the footnote (pp. 295-6).

There are also extended descriptions of pictorial representa-
tions in Bambocciade, such as the painting in Toropulo's room,
entitled 'Entertaining the Ambassador' ('Ugoshchenie posla';
p. 285), and the ceiling in the confectioner's into which Tor-
opulo's lodger, nicknamed 'Nunekhiya Usfazanovna', goes to
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buy a cake (pp. 290—1). The latter deserves to be quoted at
length, since it gives a good indication of Vaginov's prose style,
while also hinting at the contemporary Soviet debate about the
value of pre-revolutionary art:

Nunekhiya Usfazanovna, standing in the queue for the cash desk,
wondered which cake she'd like to eat.

A half well-dressed young lady, turning to an elegant young lady,
exclaimed:

'Just look at that funny ceiling!'
The elegant young lady had a look.
'Well, it's terribly sweet!'
Nunekhiya Usfazanovna turned to them angrily and said through

clenched teeth:
'It's so artistic! They don't paint like that any more. You're young,

you've never seen anything nice.'
The well-dressed young lady:
'Well I find the ceiling tasteless, and I can tell you we've seen nicer.'
'Well of course, we've now had twelve years of the revolution, and

it's true, this used to be a sumptuous cake shop.'
'As a matter of fact, we've been here when it was a sumptuous cake

shop,' replied the well-dressed young lady.
'You don't mean you're thirty?'
'We are.'
Nunekhiya Usfazanovna calmed down. She tried to strike up a

conversation:
'Just look how artistically those flowers are painted, with what

taste.'
The young ladies sniggered.
Nunekhiya Usfazanovna raised her eyes to the ceiling and began to

contemplate it, sharing her impressions: a boy-cherub held a mirror
in front of a girl-cherub, in which his face was reflected; a cherub
carried a sheaf of wheat, from which red poppies and cornflowers fell;
a boy-cherub and a girl-cherub sat on a hill and looked enchantedly
into each other's eyes; the same pair, sitting on another hill, listened
to the birds singing; they sat on flourishes representing a branch; in
the middle of the ceiling a larger angel, with butterfly's wings, played
on a lyre, surrounded by roses; a chubby, plump girl-cherub, with
dimples in her cheeks, was sitting on an apple and decorating her hair
with a pearl necklace, - and everywhere there were roses, and lilac.

A hat, black, and brimless, a coat, wider towards the hem, lips,
ready to close up in fright, bought a cream cake, left through
mirrored doors, and disappeared into the mist.
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HyHexHH yaf>a3aHOBHa, CTOH B onepe^H K Kacce, pa34yMbmaAa,
KaKoe cbecTb nHpo>KHoe.

noAyHapfl4Hafl 6apbiiiiHfl BocKAHKHyAa, o6pamancb K H3HUJHOH
Gapbiiime:

- CMOTpH, KaKOH 34eCb 3a6aBHbIH nOTOAOK!
GapwiiiHH nocMOTpeAa.

KOH<j)eTHo!
j a H O B H a pa34pa>KeHHo oGepHyAacb H cKBO3b 3y6w

nporoBopHAa:
- Tan xy4O>KecTBeHHo! Tenepb Tan He pncyioT. Bbi MOAOAH, BW

xopoiuero He BH4eAH.
Hapn^Han GapwiuHn:
- A H Haxo>Ky, HTO nOTOAOK 6e3BKycHbiH, H HTO MM

- Hy 4a, 4BeHa4U.aTb ACT peBOAioqHH ynce, a 34ecb 6biAa 6oraTaH

- KaK pa3 B 9TOH GoraTOH KOH4HTepCKOH Mbl H 6bIBaAH, -
TBeTHAa HapH4Han GapwmHH.

- H e TpH4iiaTb TKe BaM ACT?!

HyHexHH yc4>a3aHOBHa ycnoKOHAacb. OHa nonwTaAacb 3aBH3aTb
pa3roBOp:

-FIoCMOTpHTe, KaK Xy4O>KeCTBeHHO HapHCOBaHbl
BKyCOM.

BapblUIHH XHXHKHyAH.
HyHexHH Yc:<{>a3aHOBHa CTaAa co3epLtaTb, no4HHB rAa3a K

H 4eAHCb BnenaTAeHHHMH: aHreAoneK-MaAbHHK n e p e 4
4epHCHT 3epKaAO, B KOTOpoM oTpa>KaeTCH ero AHIJO;

HeceT cHon niueHHi^w, co CHona na4aioT KpacHbie
MaKH H BaCHAbKHJ aHreAOHCK-MaAbHHK H aHreAOHCK-4eBOHKa C
BocxHmeHHeM CMOTPHT 4pyr 4pyry B rAa3a, CH4H Ha XOAMC; OHH >Ke,
CH4H Ha 4pyroM XOAMC CAymaiOT neHHe nTHq; CH4HT Ha
3aroryAHHax, H3o6paH<aioiJiHx BeTKy; nocpe4H noTOAKa GoAee
KpynHbiH aHreA, c KpbiAbiuiKaMH 6a6onKH, HrpaeT Ha AHpe cpe4H
po3; nyxAan, C4o6Han aHreAoneK-4eBOHKa, c HMOHKaMH Ha iqeKax,
CH4H Ha HGAOHKC yKpauiaeT BOAOCbi ^KeMHŷ CHbiM oncepeAbeM, - H
BCK)4y pO3bI, CHpeHb.

lllAHna, nepHan, 6e3 noAen, naAbTO, paciunpHioiqeecH KHH3y,
ryGKH, roTOBbie CAoaKHTbcn HcnyraHHO, KynHAH KpeMOBoe

•-> 124
nHpO>KHOe, BblUIAH H3 3epKaAbHbIX 4BepeH, CKpblAHCb B TyMaHC

Bambocciade is full of such embedded representations. But
what is their meaning? Despite the abundance of kitsch which it
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contains, Bambocciade is much less concerned with themes of
modernity and its attendant spiritual and aesthetic decadence
(in the manner of, say, The Goafs Song), than with people living
in that modernity who fail — or refuse — to distinguish between
the real and its representations.125 For example, Nunekhiya
rereads her diary, entire extracts from which are reproduced in
the text, so as to 'immerse herself in the years of her youth'
('pogruzi[t'sya] v gody svoei molodosti'; p. 292). A more
extreme case is Ermilov, who appears to believe that by his own
representations of his daughter (the stories which he tells about
her) he can literally recreate her verbally as once he created her
biologically. In this sense, Ermilov makes little or no distinction
between biological and artistic reproduction (sex and represen-
tation). Toropulo also appears to believe that to represent a
being is to bring that being (back) to life. When his beloved cat
dies, he gives both the cat's body and its photograph to a
taxidermist: ' "There", he said, "is my favourite cat; and there
is its photograph. Give it that pose, so that it looks as if it were
alive"' ('- Vot, - skazal on, - moi lyubimyi kot; vot ego
fotograficheskaya kartochka. Pridaite emu etu pozu; pust' on
lezhit kak zhivoi'; p. 321).

Felinflein also seems to confuse representation with reality,
and never more so than once he is inside the sanatorium. As
he looks out into the sanatorium park one morning, he sees a
snowman — the Russian term 'snezhnaya baba' literally means
'snow-woman' — in the process of melting. The figure is now
so deformed that none of the other inmates even looks at it
any more. Yet Felinflein continues to imagine it as a real
woman:

the woman was melting; her elegant nose, fashioned by the hand of
an ailing sculptor, had completely melted away; her dark eyes had
disappeared, her neatly trimmed hair was still in place, but her oval-
shaped face was scored by fine streams; yesterday the woman's firm,
voluptuous snow-white bosom had grown as soft as jelly and turned
grey, while all around her, as she stood melting, green grass and
yellow and grey leaves had once more become visible. Now no one
paid any attention to this woman; she stood condemned to melt away
into nothing.
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6a6a TanAa; H3HIIJHHH HOC, BbiAenAeHHbiH pyKOH GoAbHoro
CKyAbnTopa, COBCCM pacTaHA; TeMHbie rAa3a HCHC3AH, n o 4 -

BOAOCW e m e 4epHcaAHCb, HO OBaA AHija 6 W A Becb
MeAKHMH CTpyHKaMH; Bnepa e m e KpenKaa H nbiumafl

6eAOCHe>KHaH r p y ^ b CTaAa CTy^eHHCTOH H cepofi, a BOKpyr e m e
HO y>Ke TaHBiueH HceHmHHbi, onHTb 3a3eAeHeAa TpaBKa,
H 3acepeAH AHCTbH. T e n e p b Ha >KeHmHHy HHKTO y>Ke He

o6pamaA BHHMaHHH; OHa CTOHAa, o6peneHHaH Ha HCTaHBaHHe.
(P- 355)126

With Felinflein, the theme of representation is subsumed
within that of play, however. If Ermilov and Toropulo use
representations in an attempt to 'revive' a loved one, Felinflein
plays in order to prolong his own life. Once he senses the
seriousness of his illness, Felinflein thinks it necessary, not
merely to immerse himself in a world of play and games, but
somehow to internalize that world, literally to embody the
spirit of play, to become nothing but a play space himself. Only
this way, he feels, can he 'win the game' and thereby avoid
death:

Evgeny sat in the barber's shop and thought about how he might
outplay death. Death did not appear before him as an image from an
engraving, or as a skeleton carrying a scythe; rather, he felt death
inside himself. And it was precisely this which was so difficult; for it
meant that he would have to transfer the game to an inner plane, his
inner world.
E B T C H H H CH4eA B napHKMaxepcKOH H 4/MaA, Kan 6w eMy oGwrpaTb
CMepTb. CMepTb He BO3HHKaAa nepe.4 HHM B o6pa3e rpaBiopbi, B
o 6 p a 3 e cKeAeTa c KOCOH; OH nyBCTBOBaA ee B ce6e caMOM; 3 T O - T O H
cocraBAHAO Tpy4HOCTb; npHxo^HAOcb nepeHecTH Hrpy BO
BHyTpeHHHH nAaH, BO BHyTpeHHHH MHp. (p. 361)

This passage represents the terminal phase of Felinflein's anti-
existentialism. For by seeking to make his life nothing but (a)
play, both in the ludic and the theatrical senses, Felinflein is in
fact attempting to enter the ontology of play, to assimilate a
world where all is simulated, represented and consequently not
real. In other words, Felinflein wants to reach that 'spatio-
temporal elsewhere, represented as though actually present',127

which characterizes both the ontology of drama, and the play
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world, that 'enigmatic realm that is not nothing, and yet
nothing real'.128

Timelessness is, of course, the corollary of spacelessness,
and if Felinflein has, until the onset of his illness, laboured
under the illusion of his own immortality, it is in order to
perpetuate this sense of his own extra-temporality that he
seeks the refuge of the play space. For, as Eugen Fink puts it,
'in the autonomy of play action there appears a possibility of
human timelessness in time. Time is then experienced, not as
a precipitate rush of successive moments, but rather as the one
full moment that is, so to speak, a glimpse of eternity' (Fink,
'The Oasis of Happiness', p. 21). Felinflein almost wills himself
to inhabit the 'fairy-tale' world of play/art, where ontological
oblivion alone might guarantee a happy ending, where he
could live, if not 'happily', then at least 'ever after5. At one
point in the novel, as Felinflein walks through the sanatorium
park, the 'fairy-tale' nature of his aspirations is underlined:
'This corner of the park today reminded Evgeny of the stories
of Tomcat Murr; he felt that at any moment the puppet
prince Iriney would appear and set off around his park' ('Etot
ugolok parka segodnya napomnil Evgeniyu skazki Kota
Murra; kazalos', vot-vot vyidet kukol'nyi knyaz' Iriney i poidet
po svoemu parku'; p. 360).129 In such a world could Felinflein
defer meaning, and notably the meaning of his own mortality.
It is this desire to suspend significance which explains his
tendency towards irony; for what else is irony, if not a
displacement of meaning?

In Bambocciade Vaginov explores the ontological relationship
between representation and reality. Yet, unlike Kharms and
Vvedensky (and unlike Vaginov the poet), Vaginov the novelist
insists on drawing an absolute distinction between words and
the world. It is in the ontological 'otherness' of its representa-
tions that art, whether discursive or pictorial, diegetic or
mimetic, is like play.130 This fact is underlined by the plethora
of mirrors contained in Bambocciade.131 By its nature, the mirror
offers, not so much knowledge of another world 'out there', as
an illusory duplicate of our own world. Like the two halves of
Felinflein's name, the real and its mirror image are, and are
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not, the same thing. For this reason the mirror embodies most
succinctly the ambiguities of the (ontological) sameness and
difference involved in mimetic reproduction.132 Vaginov's
novel constitutes a veritable hall of mirrors; mirrors are men-
tioned everywhere: in the painting on the cake shop ceiling; on
the same shop's doors; in Ermilov's flat; in Felinflein's apart-
ment (where they help him with his self-imposed speech
therapy); in a photograph cut by Felinflein from a German
magazine; in Toropulo's flat (his beloved cat likes to sit in front
of one and wash himself); in the Palace of Weddings where
Felinflein and Laren'ka are married (where mirrors line the
walls); in the barber's where Laren'ka's father has his hair cut;
in Felinflein's conversation with another character, Ninon, on
people who like to kiss their own reflection in mirrors; in the
'mirror-lined boudoirs' ('zerkal'nye buduary'; p. 348) where
Felinflein imagines an eighteenth-century version of the same
Ninon spending her time; and in the cloakroom/postroom in
the sanatorium. The huge mirror in Ermilov's flat offers a
slightly different example from the novel's other mirrors,
however. It had been installed so that Varen'ka could see
herself during her ballet exercises. Yet now she is dead, all it
reflects is her representation, in the form of a white statue
which occupies the room. If the original mirror image of
Varen'ka constituted an imitation of the real thing, what we
now have is the real thing twice removed, or an imitation (the
image in the mirror) of another imitation (the statue itself). By
embedding one representation within another in this way,
Bambocciade looks back to Plato's definition of art, which is
precisely that of an imitation of an imitation. (The same kind of
effect is achieved by having the mirror itself the object of
representation, such as in the ceiling painting which Nunekhiya
Usfazanovna so admires.) Once again, the conclusion to which
we are drawn is that the representation of the real is not the
same, ontologically, as the real itself; the former is a mirror
image of the latter, with all that implies for the relative
ontological status of each.

Focusing on the ontological distinction between the world
and its representations, Bambocciade may be said to participate
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in what critics such as Christine Brooke-Rose have labelled the
'mimetic crisis' of modern fiction.133 The novel appears to
underline the fact that mimesis (understood in the broader,
Aristotelean, sense as either narrative or direct representation
of events) is an illusion. Yet there is much more to Vaginov's
novel than a mere rehearsal of what, by the early twentieth-
century, was already a well-worn truth of much metafiction. *34

While Vaginov evidently shares Kharms's and Vvedensky's
interest in the ontological status of representation, Bambocciade
can in fact be read as a polemic with the chinari, and in
particular their assertion that language and reality are
somehow interdependent. From an even narrower perspective,
it is possible to see in Felinflein's ludic existence a parody of
Kharms, whose habit of conflating art and life may well have
been experienced by Vaginov at first-hand, during his colla-
boration with OBERIU. Vvedensky's comment 'Kharms is art'
stemmed from the latter's Felinfleinesque celebration of 'thea-
tricality' in life, marked by means of all kinds of stunts, masks
(notably that of his fictitious aristocratic brother whom he liked
to impersonate) and games.135 (This raises the interesting
prospect that Felinflein represents both Vaginov, who was by
the time he wrote Bambocciade terminally ill with tuberculosis,
and Kharms, who sought to make life as unpredictable and
eccentric as his own art.)

There may also be an element of auto-critique in Bamboc-
ciade.136 By the way in which it systematically denies the reality
of art and its representations, the novel can be said to constitute
a rebuttal of Vaginov's earlier belief in the reality of the poet's
words, in the possibility of transcendence through art, and in
'the organic relationship between life and art'.137 Felinflein,
Ermilov, and Toropulo all discover what the unknown poet
could not see, namely the fact that to 'shape the world anew'
requires more than words. Indeed, the faint hope expressed in
The Goat's Song, that art affords access to another reality 'beyond
the grave' is replaced in Vaginov's third novel with the realiza-
tion that there is nothing beyond the grave except annihilation,
and not even art and its 'playful' representations can save us
from this.138 Unlike the inscribed author of The Goat's Song, or
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Svistonov, Felinflein has no unmediated, ontological access to
his, or anybody else's representations.139

If art is no longer seen to afford the artist the possibility of
transcendence to another world, what is its relation to reality?
One possible answer to this question comes in a brief conversa-
tion between Punshevich and Toropulo. As the two men look
through their collection of pre-revolutionary menus, Toropulo
observes, 'all this was legitimate in its own time and accurately
reflected life' (cvse eto bylo zakonomerno v svoe vremya i verno
otrazhalo zhizn"; p. 325). Proposing that their Society organize
an exhibition of all its kitsch, Punshevich argues that the
exhibits (which include sweet wrappers depicting events from
the Bolshevik Revolution, political leaders, and examples of
Soviet technological progress) will have ideological value. They
will, he argues, help provide an impetus towards the formation
of the new (socialist) society ('vystavlennye materialy dadut
tolchok k obrazovaniyu novogo byta'; ibid.). The suggestion
seems to be that if representation affords no ontological access
to the real, then it nevertheless has ideological value, since it
both reflects the prevailing socio-political order, and can
contribute to the further development of that order. As Tor-
opulo says of his countless sweet wrappers, with their images of
the Kremlin and their scenes from the Russian Civil War, 'here
are politics, and history, and iconography' ('zdesr i politika, i
istoriya, i ikonografiya'; p. 297).140 Of course, it is possible to
read such comments as an ironic allusion to those who would
wish to conflate the ideological and the aesthetic (including
Bakhtin and other members of his circle).141 For hasn't Tor-
opulo already confessed his tendency towards irony? Yet the
fact that Vaginov went on, after Bambocciade, to write his most
'heteroglot' work in Harpagoniana surely suggests that the
remarks made by Toropulo and Punshevich are meant to be
taken at least partly seriously.

Whatever the case, it is deeply and tragically ironic that had
Vaginov not died of natural causes while trying to revise his
fourth novel in 1934, his own 'caricatures' would almost
certainly have led to the kind of horrific end suffered by his
erstwhile companions in art and life, Kharms and Vvedensky.
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That his words, like those of his fellow Oberiuty, survived at all
suggests that Felinflein may have been more than a little
justified in his faith in the power over death of art and its
'playful' representations.



Conclusion: OBERIU - between modernism and
postmodernism?

If the OBERIU article sought to draw a fundamental distinc-
tion between 'art5 and 'reality5, 'fiction5 and 'fact5, then this
study of the group as a whole has sought to separate fact from
fiction, reality from myth. What it has been attempted to show
is that Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov all wrote metafiction,
self-conscious literature which posed questions concerning the
nature of fiction itself. My reading (especially in chapters i and
2) has been self-consciously Bakhtinian not just in the use of
terms such as 'carnival5, 'dialogism5, and 'heteroglossia5, but
also in the way I have tried to bring my 'active understanding5

both to OBERIU fiction and to the concept of 'metafiction5

itself. As well as re-examining some of the assumptions con-
ventionally made about OBERIU, the present study may in
fact suggest the need to redefine 'metafiction5 to take into
account the fact that self-consciousness is not an inherent
quality of any literary text, but the product of a dialogic
exchange between writer, text, and reader.

Be that as it may, Patricia Waugh5s reading of some of the
salient features of metafiction sounds not unlike a resume of
OBERIU self-consciousness:

a celebration of the power of the creative imagination together with
an uncertainty about the validity of its representations; an extreme
self-consciousness about language, literary form and the act of writing
fictions; a pervasive insecurity about the relationship of fiction to
reality; a parodic, playful, excessive or deceptively naive style of
writing. (Waugh, Metafiction, p. 2)

As part of their search for new aesthetic forms, Kharms,

171
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Vvedensky, and Vaginov all explore three aspects of the literary
process: first, the cultural and textual authority of the writer;
second, the role of the reader in the production of text and
textual meaning; and third, the ontological relationship
between words and the world. Paraphrasing Raymond
Federman, one might say that Kharms, Vvedensky, and
Vaginov engage in the act of searching, in their fiction itself, for
the meaning of what it means to write fiction, to read fiction,
and to exist as fiction.l

Furthermore, most of the devices which Patricia Waugh
claims are found in metafictional writing feature at one time or
another in the work of Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov: cthe
over-obtrusive, visibly inventing narrator'; 'ostentatious typo-
graphic experiment'; 'explicit dramatization of the reader';
'Chinese-box structures'; 'incantatory and absurd lists'; 'over-
systematized or overtly arbitrarily arranged structural devices';
'total breakdown of temporal and spatial organization of
narrative'; 'infinite regress'; 'dehumanization of character,
parodic doubles, obtrusive proper names'; 'self-reflexive
images'; 'critical discussions of the story within the story';
'continuous undermining of fictional conventions'; 'use of
popular genres'; 'and explicit parody of previous texts whether
literary or non-literary' (Waugh, Metafiction, pp. 21—2).

Such a catalogue of literary devices should not blind us,
however, to the fact that the (meta)fictions of OBERIU were
inevitably, and intimately connected to the times in which they
were written. They were in part a product of the crisis which
confronted not just Soviet prose, but Soviet art as a whole in
the late 1920s, when faced with the question of how best to
reflect, or 'refract', as Bakhtin would put it, the momentous
changes which had taken place in Soviet society since the
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. Unfortunately, the Oberiuty be-
lieved that the best way to achieve this goal was to effect an
aesthetic revolution, at a time when those in power were
advocating conservatism in all branches of the arts, resorting to
increasingly violent means in their efforts to deny anyone else a
voice. Yet the deeply social and political nature of much
OBERIU metafiction should not surprise us. Critics such as
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Waugh and more recently Shepherd have been keen to estab-
lish metafiction's 'sociological' credentials, arguing that the
genre is first and foremost predicated upon:

the dissociation between, on the one hand, the genuinely felt sense of
crisis, alienation and oppression in contemporary society and, on the
other, the continuance of traditional literary forms like realism which
are no longer adequate vehicles for the mediation of this experience.
(Waugh, Metafiction, p. 11)

Our study has important ramifications for hitherto widely
accepted assumptions concerning OBERIU. First, their (sys-
tematic) use of self-reflexive literary devices clearly distinguishes
Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov from Zabolotsky, regarded
until now as a key member of OBERIU, and Oleinikov, whom
many still consider an important 'fellow-traveller' of the group.
Consequently, the generally-accepted view of Vaginov's rela-
tion to the rest of the group as at best peripheral must surely be
questioned. Rather, it is Zabolotsky who should be considered
the group's outsider, a fact underlined by his sharp disagree-
ment with Vvedensky over aesthetics, and by his break with the
group halfway through 1928 (his reacquaintance with the chinari
in the early 1930s was to prove remarkably shortlived). Unfortu-
nately, my brief excursions into work by Bakhterev, while
revealing interesting similarities with the fiction of Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Vaginov, must remain inconclusive, given the
dearth of material by this writer currently available. One can
only hope that more of Bakhterev's (unofficial) fiction will soon
see the light of day.

Second, the relevance to the group's aesthetic practice of the
principles outlined in the OBERIU article (much of which was
penned by Zabolotsky) would appear to be far less marked than
many have hitherto assumed. The systematic exploration, in
the works of Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov, of the nature of
literary fiction, and the countless literary devices which all three
writers foreground, manipulate, and defamiliarize, renders
dubious the claim, made in the article, that the main aim of the
group was to peel away the object's 'literary skin'. The
Romantic notions of authorship which underpin the article's
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descriptions of the group's individual members (not least the
reference to Vaginov 'warming' the poetic object with his very
'breath'!; Milner-Gulland, '"Left Art"', p. 71) also run stran-
gely counter to the images of authorship to be found in much
OBERIU metafiction. The references in the article to left art
also deserve comment. If, as Shepherd maintains (Beyond Metafic-
tion, p. 117), OBERIU as a group sought to align itself with early
left art, it must be said that Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov
all evince a deeply ambivalent attitude towards the transforma-
tive power of the word (one of early left art's basic tenets). And
while Shepherd's reading of Vaginov's The Labours and Days of
Svistonov in line with late left-art theory is convincing, there is a
certain irony in the fact that Vaginov should have articulated
the views of Chuzhak, Brik, and other left-art theorists in a
literary genre (the novel) which was anathema to them.

Third, what unites the work of Kharms, Vvedensky, and
Vaginov goes far deeper and extends much further than their
relatively brief collaboration in OBERIU. In this sense, the
point made by various scholars that OBERIU was merely a
makeshift association which came together for essentially prac-
tical reasons is largely irrelevant.2 On the other hand, rather
than simply see OBERIU as just one episode in the evolution of
the chinari group (as scholars such as Sazhin and Jaccard have
argued), it is equally as possible to view the philosophy of the
chinari as just one of a number of influences on OBERIU
metafiction.

Of course, Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov each writes
from his own particular perspective, and each has a literary
style recognizably his own. Kharms, for example, questions all
kinds of conventional sources of 'wisdom', in fiction which
testifies to his interest in 'nonsense' (cchush/?). On the other
hand, Vvedensky constantly explores the nature of time, of
death, and of God. And so much of Vaginov's literary output,
whether poetry or prose, is pervaded by a deep sense of social
and cultural crisis in the aftermath of the October Revolution.
Similarly, while Kharms and Vvedensky engage in their fiction
in a dialogue with the other chinari Lipavsky and Druskin,
Vaginov's novels testify to his acquaintance with the Bakhtin
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circle. Moreover, Vaginov at times appears to parody both
OBERIU as a group (in The Goafs Song and The Labours and Days
of Svistonov), and Kharms as an individual (in Bambocciade). Such
diversity should not surprise us however, if we recall the
warning contained in the OBERIU article (penned, ironically,
by the most untypical member of the group, Zabolotsky),
against regarding the group as a brotherhood of like-minded
'monks'. Indeed, one is reminded of Lunts's comment con-
cerning that other literary 'brotherhood', the Serapions: 'The
Serapion Brothers, as a school, [has] never existed. What we
have in common is not a manner of writing, but an attitude
towards what is written.'3

What of the tradition in which Kharms, Vvedensky, and
Vaginov were writing? OBERIU metafiction belongs to what is,
as Segal and Shepherd have shown, a strong tradition of self-
consciousness in Russian literature, extending back as far as
Pushkin and Gogol', and including more recent writers such as
Andrey Bitov and Sasha Sokolov.4 One writer whom neither
Segal nor Shepherd mentions is the Russian emigre Vladimir
Kazakov, whose self-conscious fiction — drama, prose, and verse
— contains a number of stylistic features remarkably close to
those which I have been examining here.5 Another who should
be mentioned in this context is Valeriya Narbikova, whose
oneiric metafiction comes closer to the spirit of OBERIU than
practically anything else in post-Soviet Russian literature.6

There are also points of contact between Kharms, Vve-
densky, and Vaginov and certain Western writers of metafic-
tion. For example, by the way in which they question the
authority of the author, foreground the presence of the spec-
tator in the theatre, and explore the nature of the theatrical
illusion, the plays of Kharms and Vvedensky have much in
common with Pirandello's metadrama Six Characters in Search of
an Author (Sei personaggi in cerca d'autore, 1921).7 In his prose
miniatures Kharms seems to be suggesting, rather like the
narrator of Samuel Beckett's The Unnamable (LTnnommable, 1953),
that even when there is nothing to say, 'the discourse must go
on'.8 As for Vaginov, the trouble which the 'author' experiences
with his characters in The Goat's Song (or, for that matter, the
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problems which Svistonov has with his characters) are a much
milder version of the tribulations of the 'author5 in Flann
O'Brien's At-Swim-Two-Birds (1939), whose characters rebel
against him, with fatal consequences. Vaginov's self-conscious
novels also anticipate certain aspects of the French New Novel,
such as Nathalie Sarraute's fictional explorations of writing and
reading, or Michel Butor's novelistic enquiries into the nature
of representation.9

However, rather than produce yet another survey of
twentieth-century metafiction, there is one important question
which still needs to be asked - what, if anything, was distinctive
about OBERIU? Radically challenging the authority of the
writer, insisting on the co-creative role of the reader, and
exploring the ontological relation between words and the
world, Kharms, Vvedensky, and Vaginov substantially ex-
tended the aesthetic programme of Russian modernism and the
avant-garde. OBERIU metafiction is perhaps unique within
Russian literature in as much as it occupies a transitional space
between modernism - evident in, for example, the obsession
with time, and the early images of the writer as social outcast -
and what might be called postmodernism - in particular
Kharms's insistence on the primacy of language, Vvedensky's
focus on the productive role of the audience, and Vaginov's
aestheticization of kitsch. This should not surprise us, given the
fact that the writing which I have been discussing covers the
period from the late 1920s (the end of the modernist period,
particularly in the Soviet Union) to the early 1940s (the dawn of
what is generally held to be the postmodernist era, at least in
the West).

A few scholars have in fact begun to discuss particular
members of the group as precursors of postmodernism. One of
the first to argue this point of view was Herta Schmidt, who saw
a direct line from OBERIU through the Theatre of the Absurd
in the West to three Russian playwrights whom she described as
postmodernist, namely Andrey Amarrik, Vasily Aksenov, and
Aleksandr Vampilov.10

Some scholars have gone so far as to suggest that individual
Oberiuty should be considered postmodernist in their own right,
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rather than precursors of postmodernism.11 Nina Perlina, for
example, has described the surfeit of intertextuality in Vagi-
nov's poetry as a typically postmodernist strategy (Perlina,
'Konstantin Vaguinov', p. 475). Vaginov's last two novels have
been compared by Dubravka Ugresic to the postmodernist
collage-novels of Il'ya Kabakov (Ugresic, 'Avangard i sovremen-
nost/5).12 The poetry of Kharms and Vvedensky has recently
been compared to what many see as the Russian strain of
postmodernism, namely 'Conceptualism'.13 Anemone, for his
part, has argued that the second of what he sees as the three
phases in Kharms's evolution as a writer was dedicated to 'the
exploration of what have come to be called post-modern
problems of language and meaning' (Anemone, 'The Anti-
World of Daniil Kharms', p. 88). Neil Cornwell maintains that
'Kharms, the black miniaturist, is an exponent not so much of
the modernist "end of the Word" (in ajoycean sense) as of a
post-modernist, minimalist and infantilist "end of the Story" (in
a sense perhaps most analogous to Beckett)' (Cornwell, 'Intro-
duction: Daniil Kharms, Black Miniaturist', pp. 18-19). Indeed,
what Cornwell calls the 'skeletal terseness' of Kharms's 'Inci-
dents' calls to mind much North American prose fiction of the
1960s and 1970s. Cornwell defends himself, moreover, from any
possible charge of ahistoricism by arguing that the sense of
impending apocalypse which produced Western postmo-
dernism in the period after World War II already existed in the
Soviet Union of the 1920s and the Stalinist era.14

The problem, of course, is that the concepts 'modernism'
and (especially) 'postmodernism' are notoriously slippery. De-
pending on whose definition one takes, either term could apply
to any of the authors whom I have been discussing. To take the
case of Kharms, for example: Andre Le Vot produces what is
almost a definition of the Kharmsian prose text when he argues
that in postmodernist fiction, 'fragmentation and inconse-
quence are accepted as the rule. The illusions of memory are
obliterated, causes and effects considered as reversible, logic
and temporality toyed with as period pieces.'15 Yet when Alan
Wilde argues that modernist irony posits 'in opposition to its
vision of disjunctive ness a complementary vision of inclusive
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order5,16 this brings to mind works by Kharms as diverse as
Elizaveta Bam and 'The Connection'. A similar ambiguity
surrounds Vvedensky's writing. If Linda Hutcheon, for
example, is justified in claiming that postmodernism fore-
grounds history as text, then Vvedensky is a postmodernist
writer. Richard Palmer, who asserts that postmodernism is
underscored by a Heideggerean view of time and language,
would also, presumably, regard Vvedensky's work as postmo-
dernist.17 Yet if, as Allen Thiher suggests, 'the absurdity of
temporality' (Thiher, Words in Reflection, p. 36) is a quintessen-
tially modernist concept, then we must conclude that Vve-
densky is a modernist. Nor does Vaginov escape this confusion.
If we accept Matei Calinescu's claim that 'the "logic" of linear
time [...] characterizes modernity's secularized version of
Judeo-Christian eschatology', then this means that Vaginov is
primarily a modernist.18 On the other hand, if in recent
accounts of postmodernism, 'it is the awareness of the absence
of centers, of privileged languages, higher discourses, that is
seen as the most striking difference with Modernism' (Bertens,
p. 46), then Vaginov, at least when he wrote Harpagoniana,
should be considered something of a postmodernist.

If anything, the plethora of available definitions actually
supports the view that OBERIU bridges the gap between these
two '-isms'. Be that as it may, my study of OBERIU metafiction
will have led, it is hoped, to a re-evaluation of the group and of
the group's place within Russian literature. It is surely time for
scholarship on OBERIU as a group to move forward, and
broaden its focus beyond the relatively brief period during
which OBERIU existed as a collective, beyond that collective's
'manifesto' and most famous performance, and beyond the
more accessible works of its most outlandish member, Daniil
Kharms. Only in this way can we hope to reach an adequate
understanding, not just of OBERIU itself, but also of Russian
metafiction, recent Soviet postmodernist literature, and today's
post-Soviet fiction.



Notes

INTRODUCTION; OBERIU-THE LAST SOVIET AVANT-GARDE

1 I am aware that the term 'avant-garde' is much over-used. My
own understanding of the concept is borrowed largely from
Charles Russell, who defines the avant-garde as that branch of
modernism which believed in art as a vehicle for social change: see
Charles Russell, Poets, Prophets, and Revolutionaries.

2 Since OBERIU is by far the best known of all the names which the
group used, I shall, for the sake of simplicity, also use it when
referring to the group in general. An account of the pre-history
and history of the group is given by Anatoly Aleksandrov: 'Evrika
Oberiutov', in Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna Arkhimeda, a recently
published OBERIU anthology (the first of its kind). In 1991 an
entire issue of the leading Russian theatre journal was dedicated
to OBERIU: Teatr, 11 (1991). In the late 1920s, there were plans to
publish an anthology of OBERIU poetry under the 'Biblioteka
poeta' imprint. This project has taken more than sixty years to
reach fruition: Meilakh, Nikol'skaya, Oleinikova, and Erl' (eds.),
Poety gruppy COBERIU\ This publication contains a lengthy histor-
ical account of the group: M. Meilakh, ' "Ya ispytyval slovo na
ogne i na stuzhe..." \ General surveys of the group's aesthetics
have been few and far between. See, for example: Anatoly
Aleksandrov, 'Oberiu. Predvariternye zametki'; M. Arndt,
'OBERIU'; and Anna Gerasimova, 'OBERIU. (Problema smesh-
nogo)'. For a bibliography on OBERIU, see Rosanna Giaquinta,
'OBERIU: per una rassegna della critica'.

Bakhterev is the only surviving member of OBERIU. A selec-
tion of his work is contained in Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna Arkhimeda,
pp. 412—40. Details of other publications by Bakhterev can be
found in the bibliography. Some of Bakhterev's verse is also
quoted in Sergej Sigov, 'Istoki poetiki Oberiu'. Bakhterev is also
the author of one of the most detailed historical accounts of
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OBERIU: 'Kogda my byli molodymi (Nevydumannyi rasskaz)', in
Zabolotskaya, Makedonov and Zabolotsky (eds.), Vospominaniya 0
N ^abolotskom.

3 Vladimir Markov, Russian Futurism, p. 382.
4 'Stolbtsy' can be translated as 'Scrolls', or as 'Columns'.
5 On Zabolotsky's life and works, see A. V. Makedonov, Nikolay

Zabolotsky and Darra Goldstein, Nikolai Zabolotsky. A biography of
Zabolotsky written by the poet's son has recently been published
in English translation: Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of Zabolotsky. For
memoirs on Zabolotsky, see Zabolotskaya, Makedonov, and Zabo-
lotsky (eds.), Vospominaniya 0 N. Zabolotskom.

6 All three, along with Oleinikov, worked for the journals The
Hedgehog (Ezh), and The Finch (Chizh). On Zabolotsky's work as a
children's writer, see Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of Zabolotsky,
chapter 3. A list of Vvedensky's publications for children is given
in Aleksandr Vvedensky, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 11,
pp. 367-75 (hereafter referred to as PSS). For Kharms, see Jean-
Philippe Jaccard, 'Bibliographie', and Neil Cornwell and Julian
GrafTy, 'Selected Bibliography'. For an overview of the children's
literature of OBERIU and their associates, see Elena Sokol,
Russian Poetry for Children, pp. 122-51, and A. Makedonov, Nikolay
Zabolotsky, pp. 163-82.

7 The fullest biographical account of Vvedensky is contained in
Mikhail Meilakh, 'Predislovie'. For Kharms's life and works, see:
Anatoly Aleksandrov, 'Materialy D. I. Kharmsa v rukopisnom
otdele Pushkinskogo doma', 'Chudodei: lichnost' i tvorchestvo
Daniila Kharmsa', and 'Kratkaya khronika zhizni i tvorchestva
Daniila Kharmsa'. 'Kharms' was a pseudonym for 'Yuvachev'; see
Neil Cornwell, 'Introduction: Daniil Kharms, Black Miniaturist',
p. 4. The first book-length study of both writers' works was Alice
Stone Nakhimovsky, Laughter in the Void', this is a revised version of
her 'From the Language of Nonsense to the Absurdity of Life'.

8 See A. Aleksandrov and M. Meilakh, 'Tvorchestvo Daniila
Kharmsa', and 'Tvorchestvo Aleksandra Vvedenskogo'. Their
names first appeared in the West in R. R. Milner-Gulland, ' "Left
Art" in Leningrad: the OBERIU Declaration'. The first collection
of Kharms's prose was Izbrannoe, ed. George Gibian. A planned
nine- or ten-volume edition of Kharms's works, Sobranie proizvedenii,
has so far reached vol. iv.

9 Since the appearance in Russia in 1988 of a collection of Kharms's
work, entitled Polet v nebesa. Stikhi. Proza. Dramy. Pis'ma (hereafter
referred to as Polet), there have been several other publications,
mostly of the writer's prose. See, for example, Sluchai: rasskazy i
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stseny (hereafter Sluchai), and Gorlo bredit britvoyu. The first Russian
edition of Vvedensky's work has recently been published: Polnoe
sobranie proizvedenii v dvukh tomakh) this is a slightly amended version
of Meilakh's original, 'Ardis' edition.

10 There have been a number of'life and works' surveys of Vaginov
published in recent years. See, for example: Leonardo Paleari, 'La
letteratura e la vita nei romanzi di Vaginov'; L. Chertkov,
'Poeziya Konstantina Vaginova'; Anthony Anemone, 'Konstantin
Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde: 1921-1934'; T. L.
Nikol'skaya, 'K. K. Vaginov (Kanva biografii i tvorchestva)';
Nikolay Chukovsky, 'Iz vospominanii'; Anna Gerasimova, 'Trudy
i dni Konstantina Vaginova'; and Aleksey Purin, 'Opyty Konstan-
tina Vaginova'. A monograph on Vaginov's prose has recently
been published: Daniela von Heyl, Die Prosa Konstantin Vaginovs.
See also T. L. Nikol'skaya's useful bibliography, 'Dopolneniya k
bibliografii K. Vaginova'.

11 T. Nikol'skaya, 'O tvorchestve Konstantina Vaginova'.
12 On Zabolotsky and OBERIU, see Goldstein, Nikolai ^abolotsky,

pp. 26—35, her article, 'Zabolotsky and Filonov: The Science of
Composition', and Fiona Bjorling, Stolbcy by Nikolaj Zab°l°ckij:
Analyses, especially chapter 1. For an attempt to define the
OBERIU aesthetic based largely on Kharms's poetry, see Lju-
bomir Stoimenoff, Grundlagen und Verfahren.

13 The first conference was organized in April 1990 at the Hermitage
theatre in Moscow, and the second in February 1994, at the
Moscow State University. Most contributions to the former have
since been published in a special issue of the journal Teatr, 11
(1991), while a number of papers given at the latter have appeared
in Literaturnoe obozrenie, 9/10 (1994), 49-72. The Teatr publication
contains just one paper devoted exclusively to Vaginov, while the
issue oi Liter aturnoe obozrenie contains none.

14 By far the best account of Vaginov's literary career is contained in
Anemone, 'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde'.
See also two articles by Anemone and Ivan Martynov: 'Towards
the History of the Leningrad Avant-Garde: The "Circle of Poets" ',
and 'The Islanders: Poetry and Polemics in Petrograd of the 1920s'.

15 On this group, and Vaginov's involvement in it, see Katerina
Clark and Michael Holquist, Mikhail Bakhtin, pp. 95-119, and
Anemone, 'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde',
pp. 213-18. According to Clark and Holquist, Vaginov was only
an 'occasional attender' at meetings of the Bakhtin circle (p. 101).
In his introduction to a major collection of essays by Bakhtin,
Michael Holquist has suggested that Kharms also belonged to
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Bakhtin's circle of friends, although he provides no evidence to
this effect: 'Introduction', in Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination,
p. xxiv. Il'ya Levin has suggested that Vvedensky and Kharms
may have come into contact with Bakhtin via Vaginov: 'The
Collision of Meanings', p. 61. Although there is scant documen-
tary evidence, Bakhtin may have become personally acquainted
with OBERIU, if not through Vaginov, then through the pianist
Mariya Yudina, who frequented both the Bakhtin circle and
OBERIU. Yudina's memoirs contain information of an anecdotal
nature on both Vvedensky and Kharms: M. V. Yudina, Mariya
Veniaminovna Yudina. Stat'i. Vospominaniya. Materialy, pp. 262-77.
The outlandishness, and non-conformism of OBERIU has
prompted some critics to claim that the group was the modern
embodiment of the carnival spirit as understood by Bakhtin. See
for example A. Dorogov, Tdei M. M. Bakhtina v istoriko-
kurturnom kontekste' (unpublished paper mentioned by O.
Revzina, in Voprosy yazykoznaniya, 2 (1971), 160-2).

16 See the poster advertising this literary evening, which took place
on 25 February 1925, in P. N. Luknitsky, Acumiana (unnumbered
page, opposite p. 155).

17 Igor' Terent'ev (1892—1941) was a poet, critic, and experimental
theatre director, most famous for his membership of the Tiflis-
based group of poets, in existence between 1917 and 1920 and
which also included Aleksey Kruchenykh and Il'ya Zdanevich,
'41 °\ For an account of the group, see Markov, Russian Futurism,
pp. 338-63. On Terent'ev see T. Nikol'skaya, 'I. Terent'ev'. In an
unpublished study on Terent'ev, S. Sigov notes that it was
originally planned to include one of his plays in the OBERIU
performance of 24 January 1928, known as 'Three Left Hours': see
Jean-Philippe Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 456, n. 120.

18 On Druskin (1902—80), a philosopher, mathematician, and musi-
cologist, see Lidiya Druskina's introduction to Yakov Druskin,
'Pered prinadlezhnostyami chego-libo', 'Uchitel' iz fabzavucha',
and 'O kontse sveta', pp. 46-83 (pp. 46-50). Druskin's most
important publication is Vblizi vestnikov. Druskin was also to write
in the late 1930s a major study of Vvedensky's work, entitled 'The
Star of Nonsense' ('Zvezda bessmyslitsy'). The fifth chapter of this
study has recently been published: Yakov Druskin, 'Kommunika-
tivnost' v tvorchestve Aleksandra Vvedenskogo'. Some material is
also contained in Yakov Druskin, 'Stadii ponimaniya'. See also an
essay, in English translation: 'On Daniil Kharms'.

Savel'ev was the pseudonym of L. Lipavsky (1904—41), a philoso-
pher and children's writer. One of his major writings has recently
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been published: 'Issledovanie uzhasa'. For an introduction to
Lipavsky's philosophy, see Jean-Philippe Jaccard, 'Strashnaya
beskonechnost' Leonida Lipavskogo', and Yakov Druskin,
'"Chinari '" (pp. 113-15). The latter is a revised version of
Druskin's 'Stadii ponimaniya', and 'Chinari: glava iz knigi Yakova
Semenovicha Druskina (1902-1980), Son i Tav, 1968' (hereafter
referred to as 'Son i Yav/5).

19 In fact, Druskin and Lipavsky had both attended the same
Leningrad school as Vvedensky, the L. D. Lentovskaya gymna-
sium, although they were older than Vvedensky by two years
and one year respectively; see Druskin, ' "Chinari"', p. 104
(Vaginov was another former pupil; see Meilakh, 'Predislovie',
p. xii).

20 On the influence of this group and their philosophy on Kharms's
fiction, see Jaccard, Daniil Harms, chapter 3, and also his 'L'impos-
sible eternite'.

21 On the circumstances surrounding Oleinikov's arrest, see Evgeny
Lunin, 'Delo Nikolaya Oleinikova5.

22 On Oleinikov, his poetry, and the relationship between his work
and OBERIU literature, see for example: I. Bakhterev and
A. Razumovsky, 'O Nikolae Oleinikove'; L. S. Fleishman, 'Mar-
ginaly k istorii russkogo avangarda/Oleinikov, oberiuty/'; R. R.
Milner-Gulland, 'Grandsons of Kozma Prutkov'; and S. V.
Polyakova, 'Tvorchestvo Oleinikova'.

Despite the fact that Oleinikov never took part in any OBERIU
performances, his membership of Druskin's circle and his close
friendship with Kharms in particular have led some scholars to
consider him a full member of OBERIU. In a survey of recent
Russian alternative fiction, Robert Porter goes so far as to claim
that OBERIU was 'headed' by Oleinikov along with Kharms and
Vvedensky: Russia's Alternative Prose, p. 39. Rosanna Giaquinta
even claims that Oleinikov was one of the group's co-founders: 'I
poemi drammatici di Aleksandr Vvedenskij', p. 67. On the other
hand, Lidiya Zhukova asserts that the poet would have found
ridiculous any suggestion that his verse was related to OBERIU:
Epitogi, p. 162. In a recent interview, Bakhterev has stated that the
question of Oleinikov's joining the group was frequently raised at
OBERIU meetings. It was eventually agreed to accept him on
condition that he wrote some new poems, since 'his humour did
not suit' the others. Oleinikov accepted the challenge, but the
poems were never written: Vadim Nazarov and Sergey Chubukin,
'Poslednii iz Oberiu', p. 54. Meilakh believes that Oleinikov
actually declined their offer, perhaps out of fear of associating
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himself publicly with the literary avant-garde (since he was in fact
a member of the Communist Party: 'Predislovie', p. xix).

23 It would appear that the group gave themselves this collective
name only as long as Kharms and Vvedensky referred to them-
selves as 'chinar'-vziral'nik' and 'chinar' avto-ritet bessmyslitsy'
respectively. The origin of the term 'chinar" is unclear. Nakhi-
movsky suggests that the word comes from the Slavic root
meaning 'to create' (Laughter in the Void, p. 10), while Milner-
Gulland believes that it may be derived from the verb 'chinit",
meaning 'to devise' or 'to mend' (editorial note in Nikita
Zabolotsky, The Life of £abolotsky, p. 47). A brief summary of the
group's activity is given by V. N. Sazhin, ' "Chinari" — litera-
turnoe ob"edinenie 1920-1930-x godov'. See also Jean-Philippe
Jaccard, 'Chinari'. For an account of some of the group's meet-
ings, see T. Lipavskaya, 'Vstrechi s Nikolaem Alekseevichem i ego
druz'yami'. See also Lipavsky's transcripts of some of the group's
conversations, 'Iz razgovorov "chinarei"', a much-expanded
version of which has recently been published: Leonid Lipavsky,
'Razgovory'. Sazhin argues that OBERIU is best regarded simply
as one episode in the history of the chinari group: ' " . . .Sborishche
druzei"', p. 200.

24 See Druskin, 'Son i Yav", pp. 397-8.
25 According to Jaccard, Evgeny Vigilyansky (i89o[?]-i942[?]) also

took part in the 'Radiks' and OBERIU groups as an actor, and
subsequently operated as an 'administrator' for OBERIU (see
Daniil Harms, p. 324, n. 180). On 'Radiks', see below, note 29.

26 The group was subsequently joined by two other poets, Igor'
Markov, an engineer, and Venedikt Matveev, an accountant. See
Jean-Philippe Jaccard and Andrey Ustinov, 'Zaumnik Daniil
Kharms: nachalo puti', pp. 160-2, and Sergej Sigov, 'Orden
zaumnikov'. On Tufanov and OBERIU, see Bakhterev, 'Kogda
my byli molodymi', pp. 66-7. Jaccard discusses Tufanov's theories
and his influence on Kharms in his Daniil Harms, pp. 40-57. For an
overview of zaum in the work of Kharms and Vvedensky, see
Mikhail Meilakh, 'Oberiuty i zaum". For details of a zaum'
evening in which Kharms and Vvedensky took part alongside
Tufanov, see Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 238-9. Tufanov's zaum'
manifesto, which originally appeared in Leningrad in 1924, has
recently been republished: 'K zaumi'.

27 See Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of /(abolotsky, p. 47. Bakhterev states
that the 'Left Flank', containing Kharms and Vvedensky, began its
existence in 1924 (Nazarov and Chubukin, 'Poslednii iz Oberiu',
p. 39). This is presumably a mistake, however, since Kharms and
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Vvedensky did not meet until 1925. By their predilection for the
term 'left', Kharms and Vvedensky were presumably aligning
themselves with the Russian left-art movement, which had its
origins in pre-revolutionary Russian Futurism and Formalism, and
whose adherents believed in the ability of art to transform reality.
For a general account of left art, see Halina Stephan, CLEF\ On
the pre-revolutionary origins of the left-art movement, which
included Khlebnikov and the dramatist Nikolay Evreinov, see D.
G. B. Piper, V. A. Kaverin, chapter 1.

28 Although Vaginov was not formally acquainted with the two poets
at this stage, he may well have had a hand in their acceptance into
the Union: see Jaccard and Ustinov, 'Zaumnik Daniil Kharms',
p. 169. It is highly likely that Vaginov first heard their poetry at a
'Left Flank' evening. The article by Jaccard and Ustinov contains
invaluable information on this stage of the young poets' literary
careers, including the questionnaire which Kharms filled in as part
of his application to join the Union, and details of their acquain-
tance with the agrarian poet Nikolay Klyuev (1887-1937). It was
under the imprint of the Union of Poets that two of Kharms's
poems appeared, namely 'Incident on the Railway' ('Sluchai na
zheleznoi doroge', 1926), and 'The Verse of Petr Yashkin' ('Stikh
Petra Yashkina', 1927). These were the only works, other than his
children's literature, which Kharms published during his lifetime.
See also V. Erl', 'Konstantin Vaginov i A. Vvedensky v Soyuze
Poetov'.

29 For further information on 'Radiks', see Bakhterev, 'Kogda my
byli molodymi', pp. 67-8, and M. Meilakh, 'O "Elizavete Bam"'
(pp. 163-72). An abridged version of Meilakh's article exists in
English translation: 'Kharms's Play Elizaveta Bam\ On the rela-
tionship between 'Radiks' and OBERIU theatre, see also Meilakh,
'Zametki o teatre oberiutov', and Jaccard, Daniil Harms,
pp. 234-40. Many 'Radiks' projects were planned, but none came
to fruition.

30 Levin (1905-41) wrote a number of novels on his Jewish childhood,
all of which have since been lost: see Nakhimovsky, Laughter in the
Void, pp. 20 and 172. Levin knew Kharms through Paul Marcel,
the brother of Kharms's first wife, Esther. See a recently published
collection of Kharms's diaries and letters: ' "Bozhe, kakaya uzhas-
naya zhizn'..." ', p. 208. Substantially the same material, but with
much fuller notes, is contained in Daniil Kharms, 'Dnevnikovye
zapisi Daniila Kharmsa'.

31 Zabolotsky was commissioned by 'Radiks' to write a 'play in
masks', a project which was never realized: see Bakhterev, 'Kogda
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my byli molodymi', p. 79, and Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of
Zabolotsky, pp. 48-50.

32 Material concerning 'Radiks' and the play 'My Mum is Covered in
Watches', including an interview with the play's director, Georgy
Katsman, can be found in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 230-7.

33 There is evidence that Kharms hoped to expand 'Radiks' even
further, to include a number of experimental writers and artists
working in Leningrad at the time. His plan for an anthology of
'Radiks' material, drafted around this time, includes: a 'theory'
section, with contributions from, among others, Shklovsky, Mal-
evich, and Lipavsky; a 'creative' section, to be made up of work by
himself, Vvedensky, Zabolotsky, Bakhterev, and Vaginov, as well
as Khlebnikov and Tufanov; and artwork by Bakhterev, Zabo-
lotsky, and Filonov, as well as members of Malevich's Institute of
Artistic Culture (see Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 236-7). Sadly,
this project, like so many others, never came to fruition.

34 The term 'Left Flank' harked back to Tufanov's 'Order of the
zaumniki DSO', which had changed its name on the initiative of
Kharms and Vvedensky (see Bakhterev, 'Kogda my byli molo-
dymi', p. 67). On the group's various name changes see Meilakh,
'Predislovie', pp. xviii-xx. In a notebook entry dated 10 October
1926, Kharms writes ' "Radiks" has collapsed' (Vvedensky, PSS,
vol. 11, p. 235). Yet in the same notebook he dates a 'Radiks'
performance as '14 January 1927. Midnight' (ibid., p. 236). This
suggests that the new group did not call themselves the 'Left
Flank' immediately.

35 For more detailed accounts of these evenings see: Bakhterev,
'Kogda my byli molodymi', pp. 83-4; and Nikita Zabolotsky, The
Life of Zabolotsky, chapter 2. The plan for one such evening, drafted
in Kharms's notebook, is contained in Aleksandrov, 'A Kharms
Chronology', p. 35.

36 See Igor' Bakhterev, '[Vstrecha] s Viktorom Borisovichem
Shklovskim'. The Formalists Tynyanov (as prose writer) and
Shklovsky (as prose writer and critic) were to have contributed
along with a number of writers including Kharms, Vvedensky, and
Zabolotsky, to a literary-critical anthology entitled Archimedes' Bath
(Vanna Arkhimeda), which Kharms planned in spring 1929, but
which never came to fruition. For details of the plans, see A. B.
Blyumbaum and G. A. Morev, ' "Vanna Arkhimeda"'. Kharms's
poem, 'Archimedes' Bath' refers to this project, and Kharms may
well have planned to include it in the anthology: Daniil Kharms,
Sobranieproizvedenii, vol. 11, pp. 3—4.

37 After this manifesto had been read out, Shklovsky is said to have
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approached the members of the group and commented, impli-
citly, and unfavourably, contrasting them with the Futurists:
'you couldn't even raise a scandal' (see Meilakh, 'Predislovie',
p. xix).

38 Bakhterev, 'Kogda my byli molodymi', pp. 59—60. Bakhterev
mistakenly refers here to Mayakovsky's journal LEF, which was
founded in Moscow by the Futurists in March 1923, only to fold in
1925. See also Goldstein, Nikolai Zabolotsky, pp. 247-8, n. 65.

39 For an account of the circumstances surrounding this invitation,
and details of the performance which ensued, see Bakhterev,
'Kogda my byli molodymi', pp. 86-98, and Nikita Zabolotsky, The
Life of £abolotsky, pp. 71—6. An eye-witness account of the 'Three
Left Hours' evening which followed Baskakov's invitation is
contained in B. Semenov, 'Dalekoe-ryadom'.

40 Bakhterev also points out here that the V was changed back to 'e'
some time later, for reasons, ironically, of what he calls 'common
sense' ('Kogda my byli molodymi', p. 87).

41 See, for example, Meilakh, 'Predislovie', p. xx. Although Gold-
stein implies (Nikolai ^abolotsky, p. 27) that the performance of 24
January 1928 was one of a number given by OBERIU at the
Leningrad Press Club, it was the only one given in that particular
building, since the club was relocated shortly afterwards.

42 'OBERIU', AfishiDoma Pechati, 2 (1928) 11-13; reprinted in Milner-
Gulland, ' "Left Art"', pp. 69-74. Mikhail Meilakh claims that it
is unlikely that this article was the same as the one previously
drafted by Zabolotsky and Vvedensky, and read out at the
Leningrad Capella in 1927 ('Predislovie', p. xxii).

43 There is, however, a considerable degree of confusion over this
among OBERIU scholars. Nina Perlina, for example, claims that
it was Kharms, Vvedensky, Vaginov, and Oleinikov who drafted
the declaration: 'Konstantin Vaguinov', p. 479. Nakhimovsky, on
the other hand, claims that Kharms and Zabolotsky wrote the
whole article (Laughter in the Void, p. 15). Milner-Gulland maintains
that Kharms was responsible for the section on theatre (' "Left
Art"', p. 75).

44 Zabolotsky, who drafted this section of the article, would have felt
particular sympathy for Filonov, since he had been a part-time
student at Filonov's workshop-school of analytic art at the
Academy of Arts. On the influence of Filonov on Zabolotsky, see
Goldstein, 'The Science of Composition' and Nikolai Zabolotsky,
pp. 35-45, and Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of Zabolotsky, pp. 50-3.
On Filonov, see also Camilla Gray, The Great Experiment: Russian Art
i86j-ig22, pp. 182-4. For a comparison between Malevich's
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aesthetics and those of OBERIU (and in particular Kharms), see
Ilya Levin, 'The Fifth Meaning of the Motor-Car'. Jaccard main-
tains that Malevich played an important role not only in the
development of Kharms's philosophy, but also in the elaboration
of OBERIU theory (Daniil Harms, p. 80). Georges Nivat believes
that both Filonov and Malevich may have actively participated in
OBERIU performances: Vers la fin du mythe russe, p. 233.

45 On the OBERIU critique of Tufanov and zaum', see, for example:
Robin Milner-Gulland, 'Beyond the Turning-Point: An After-
word', p. 255; and Lazar Fleishman, 'On One Enigmatic Poem by
Daniil Kharms', p. 160. On the other hand, some of Tufanov's
poetry was to be included in the first 'Radiks' compilation: see
Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 236-7.

46 Quoted in Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of Zabolotsky, p. 56. The
letter from which the second quotation is taken is reprinted in full
in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 252-3 (see also ibid., p. 256). One
commentator claims that Zabolotsky was Vvedensky's 'constant
opponent' (Aleksandrov, 'Chudodei', p. 25). Bakhterev offers a less
objective, more nostalgic view when he suggests that, 'For several
years the group appeared monolithic' ('V techenie neskol'kykh let
gruppa kazalas' monolitnoi'; 'Kogda my byli molodymi', p. 65).
More recently, however, he has modified this statement somewhat:
'It is difficult to say what united us. It was most likely our
dissimilarity' ('Trudno skazat', chto imeno ob"edinyalo nas.
Skoree vsego, nasha nepokhozhest'; Nazarov and Chubukin,
'Poslednii iz Oberiu', p. 39).

47 Despite this rejection of zaum in the declaration, Kharms's play
Elizaveta Bam contains a passage written entirely in trans-rational
poetry. Examples of zaum' in Bakhterev's work occur as late as
1935: see his poem 'The Old Man who Hanged Himself Instead of
a Lamp' ('Odin starik vmesto lampy sebya povesivshii', dated
'1935 and after'), in Igor' Bakhterev, ['V magazine
star'evshchika'], p. 53.

48 A. V. Razumovsky (1907-80) was a playwright and author of
several children's books and a series of articles on cinema.
According to Bakhterev, Razumovsky was the author of the
section on film in the OBERIU article ('Kogda my byli molodymi',
p. 88). After the break-up of OBERIU, he and Bakhterev co-wrote
a number of plays: see the introduction to Igor' Bakhterev, ' "Tak
ya i zhivu..."', p. 86, and Kuz'minsky's introduction to Bakh-
terev, 'Starik Bakhterev', p. 19. Mints became a well-known
Russian film director (see Meilakh, 'Predislovie', p. xxxi, n. 76).

49 Reprinted in Bakhterev, 'Kogda my byli molodymi', p. 92.
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50 TsimbaPs participation in one of the first performances of what
was to become OBERIU, on 12 November 1927, is, however,
mentioned in one of Kharms's notebooks (see Aleksandrov, 'A
Kharms Chronology', p. 35).

51 The only surviving work by Vladimirov (1909—31) is a very short
prose text, entitled 'The Gymnast5 ('Fizkul'turnik'), and written
between 1929 and 1930.

52 For details of an evening devoted to a discussion of contemporary
poetry, at which Kharms publicly scoffed at Zabolotsky's depar-
ture from OBERIU (in Zabolotsky's presence!), see I. Sinel'nikov,
'Molodoi Zabolotsky', p. 118.

53 This was at the performance entitled 'Vasily Oberiutov', which
Vigilyansky compered, and which took place on the '12 Derkar-
ebarya 1928': see M. Meilakh, 'O "Elizavete Bam" ', pp. 192-3.

54 L. NilVich, 'Reaktsionnoe zhonglerstvo (Ob odnoi vylazke litera-
turnykh khuliganov)', reprinted in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11,
pp. 247-9 (P- 249)- Interestingly, the article mentions only Vladi-
mirov's poetry and Levin's prose. This may mean that Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Bakhterev were not even present (Zabolotsky and
Vaginov certainly were not), which, if indeed the case, would
suggest that the demise of OBERIU came much earlier than April
1930. An entry in Kharms's diary, dated 27 June 1928, shows that
even at that early stage the writer believed that OBERIU was
finished as a group (seejaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 442-3). Gibian,
however, believes that Kharms was involved in the last OBERIU
performance: 'Introduction: Daniil Kharms and Alexander Vve-
densky', p. 22.

55 N. Ioffe and L. Zheleznov, 'Literaturnye dela (o "chinaryakh")'
(see Aleksandrov, 'A Kharms Chronology', pp. 35-6). See also
D. Tolmachev, 'Dadaisty v Leningrade'; and L. Lesnaya,
'Ytuerebo' (the latter, a review of the 'Three Left Hours' perfor-
mance, is reprinted in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 246-7).

56 Makedonov {Nikolay Zabolotsky, p. 165) argues that the work which
the various members of OBERIU had already begun to write for
children contributed to the demise of the group, since it forced
them to rethink their aesthetic principles. As early as 27 July 1928
Kharms named his first wife, Esther, as the direct cause of the
group's decline (' "Bozhe, kakaya uzhasnaya zhizn'..."', p. 202).
Kharms's verse play 'Vengeance' ('Mest"), dated 22 October 1930,
features a group of writers who timidly express the hope that since
they are 'humble and quiet' ('skromny i tikhi'), their poetry and
prose will not be judged harshly (Kharms, Sobranie proizvedenii, vol.
11, pp. 54-65 (p. 63)).
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57 For an account of RAPP, see Edward J. Brown, The Proletarian
Episode.

58 See Victor Erlich, Modernism and Revolution, chapter 13.
59 John E. Malmstad, 'Mikhail Kuzmin: A Chronicle of his Life and

Times', p. 306; and George Cheron, 'Mikhail Kuzmin and the
Oberiuty: An Overview', p. 98. Kuzmin championed Vaginov's
verse (Malmstad, 'Mikhail Kuzmin', p. 260), and also held Vve-
densky's poetry in high esteem (Meilakh, 'Predislovie', p. xiii).

60 See Meilakh, ' "Ya ispytyval slovo na ogne i na stuzhe..."', p. 7,
n. 2, and p. 34.

61 By the time of his death, Vaginov had published in total three
collections of poetry, three novels, and two short prose works.
The two prose pieces, 'The Monastery of our Lord Apollo'
('Monastyr' Gospoda nashego Apollona'), and 'The Star of
Bethlehem' ('Zvezda Vifleema') were published, respectively, in
the first two editions of Kuzmin's journal, Abraksas (both ap-
peared in 1922). His first collection of poetry was published in
1921, and entitled Journey into Chaos: Poems (Puteshestvie v khaos:
stikhotvoreniya). This was followed in 1926 by a second, untitled
collection, and in 1931 by Experiments in Combining Words by Means
of Rhythm (Opyty soedineniya slov posredstvom ritma). Two further
collections of poetry, Petersburg Nights (Peterburgskie nochi, 1921-2),
and Likeness of Sound (^vukopodobie, 1929-34) remained unpublished
during his lifetime, as did his long dramatic poem of 1925, 'The
Year 1925' ('Tysyacha devyat'sot dvadsat' pyatyi god'). These are
contained, with a few omissions, in Vaginov's Sobranie stikhotvorenii
(ed. Chertkov). Extracts from ^vukopodobie were also published,
with an introduction by J. Malmstad and G. Shmakov, in the
anthology Apollon r-yy, pp. 34-41 (under the title 'Poeziya').
Vaginov also published the novels, The Goat's Song (Kozlinaya pesn')
in 1928, The Labours and Days of Svistonov (Trudy i dni Svistonova) in
1929, and Bambocciade (Bambochada) in 1931. At the time of his
death, he had completed a short story, 'The End of a First Love'
('Konets pervoi lyubvi', 1931; since lost), was revising a fourth
novel, Harpagoniana (Garpagoniana), for publication, and working
on a fifth, igo$ (1905 god): on these three works, see Chertkov,
'Poeziya Konstantina Vaginova', p. 227, and Nikol'skaya, 'Kon-
stantin Vaginov, ego vremya i knigi', p. 11 respectively.

62 On the circumstances surrounding these arrests, see A. B. Ustinov,
'Delo detskogo sektora Gosizdata 1932 g.'. See also the various
documents published by Igor' Mal'sky in a special edition of Sankt-
Peterburgskii Universitet, dated 1 November 1991. Mal'sky's collection
includes the transcripts of 'confessions' made by Kharms,
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Vvedensky, and others, much of which is also contained in Igor'
Mal'sky, 'Razgrom OBERIU'.

63 For an example of this politicization of children's literature, see L.
Kon, CO yumore'.

64 The circumstances surrounding the deaths of Kharms and Vve-
densky are far from clear. On Vvedensky, see Meilakh, 'Predis-
lovie', pp. xxvi-xxvii. On Kharms, see Anatoly Aleksandrov,
'Mesto smerti Daniila Kharmsa - ?', and M. V. Malich, 'K istorii
aresta i gibeli Daniila Kharmsa'. On the circumstances sur-
rounding Kharms's arrest, see also Mikhail Meilakh, 'Daniil
Kharms: anecdota posthuma'.

65 Two versions of this piece have been published, one in Kuz'minsky
and Kovalev (eds.), The Blue Lagoon Anthology, vol. iva, pp. 24-6,
and another in Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna Arkhimeda, pp. 412-17.
This latter version, considerably different and entitled 'V maga-
zine star'evshchika' ('In the Junk Shop'), is also contained in
Bakhterev, ['V magazine star'evshchika'], p. 52.

66 The full text of Troshchanie s druz'yami' is contained in Zabo-
lotsky, Stolbtsy i poemy, pp. 234-5. A full English translation,
entitled 'Goodbye to Friends', can be found in Nikita Zabolotsky,
The Life of^abolotsky, p. 356.

67 See for example R. R. Milner-Gulland, ' "Kovarnye stikhi"',
p. 22. On the differences between the two writers' personalities see
Semenov, 'Dalekoe — ryadom' p. 182.

68 Victor Terras, 'Vaginov, Konstantin Konstantinovich', p. 500.
Similarly, Wolfgang Kasack maintains that Vaginov's first three
novels are 'close to the spirit of Oberiu': Kasack, 'Vaginov,
Konstantin Konstantinovich', p. 434. See also Gerasimova,
'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova', pp. 144-5. Anemone, on the
other hand, points out that Vaginov began writing his first novel
some time before he met the members of OBERIU ('Konstantin
Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde', p. 14).

69 On the 'Absurd' as a feature common to the work of Kharms,
Vvedensky, and Vaginov, see also George Gibian, 'Introduction',
in Gibian and Tjalsma (eds.), p. 15.

70 Viktor Shirokov, 'Poet tragicheskoi zabavy', p. 16.
71 I. Oksenov, 'Leningradskie poety'.
72 David Shepherd, Beyond Metqfiction, p. 115. For a similar argument

concerning these writers' poetry, see Makedonov, Nikolay
^abolotsky, p. 57.

73 T. L. Nikol'skaya, 'Tragediya chudakov', p. 10.
74 See, for example: I. M. Nappel'baum, 'Pamyatka o poete', p. 94;

and Chukovsky, 'Iz vospominanii', p. 102 (who notes that Vaginov
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was notorious for giving his poems to anyone who would read
them, regardless of group affiliation).

75 Similarly, Tjalsma maintains that in the three books of verse
published during his lifetime Vaginov 'rather quickly departs
from the rigors of Gumilev's Acmeism and approaches the poetry
of the surrealist group, called Oberiu5: 'The Petersburg Poets',
p. 72.

76 Two other mutually antithetical groups to which Vaginov had
belonged, although not at the same time, were Gumilev's second
'Guild of Poets' and the 'Islanders': see Anemone and Martynov,
'The Islanders'.

77 Aleksandrov, 'Oberiu. Predvaritel'nye zametki', p. 300. Similarly,
Nakhimovsky talks of Vaginov's 'passing association' with
OBERIU {Laughter in the Void, p. 173). See also Il'ya Levin, 'The
Collision of Meanings', p. 57.

78 Anemone also decribes Vaginov as the group's 'outsider' ('Kon-
stantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde', p. 122).

79 Quoted in Anemone, 'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad
Avant-Garde', p. 119. See also T. L. Nikol'skaya, 'Konstantin
Vaginov, ego vremya i knigi', p. 6.

80 The list of those present at the meeting to discuss Vaginov's
candidature is contained in Jaccard and Ustinov, 'Zaumnik Daniil
Kharms', p. 181. Vaginov was also absent from the meeting of 8
March 1928, at which the association's future development was
discussed (ibid., p. 183).

81 Milner-Gulland's contention has been echoed more recently by
Jaccard, who dismisses the notion of OBERIU poetics as 'ques-
tionable' {Daniil Harms, p. 327), and maintains that the group was
little more than a makeshift and heterogeneous association of
writers, hastily assembled specifically for the 'Three Left Hours'
evening (ibid., p. 137).

82 In her survey of twentieth-century metafiction, Patricia Waugh
believes that the term was first used by the American critic
William H. Gass in 1970 in his Fiction and the Figures of Life: see
Waugh, Metafiction, p. 2. By analysing OBERIU fiction precisely as
metafiction, I hope to build on Shepherd's pioneering study of
Soviet metafiction (which includes a chapter on Vaginov's The
Labours and Days ofSvistonov). Although Shepherd does concede that
both Vaginov and Kharms produced metafiction, he maintains
that Kharms's metafiction is of 'a distinctly different character'
from Vaginov's {Beyond Metafiction, p. 116). For a survey of scholar-
ship on, and definitions of metafiction, see Shepherd, ibid.,
chapter 1. Bibliographies of critical works on metafiction can be
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found in Waugh, Metafiction, pp. 161-9, and Shepherd, Beyond
Metqfiction, pp. 208-12.

83 Despite the presence of his name in the OBERIU declaration,
there is no evidence to suggest that Vaginov took part in any of
the group's performances subsequent to 24 January 1928. Ac-
counts of the association's shows prior to the 'Three Left Hours'
are extremely sketchy, and give little clue as to who actually took
part in them.

I AUTHORS AND AUTHORITY

1 'Men of the future remember me / I lived at the time when kings
were ending'; Guillaume Apollinaire, (Euvrespoetiques, p. 149.

2 See Jose Ortega y Gasset, 'The Dehumanization of Art'.
3 On Dada, see John D. Erickson, Dada: Performance, Poetry and

Art.
4 For an introduction to Russian Symbolism, see Avril Pyman, A

History of Russian Symbolism. To place modernism in opposition to
Romanticism is not, however, to ignore the numerous debates
which have taken place around the terms themselves. As Tjalsma
points out ('The Petersburg Poets', p. 76), many critics maintain
that modernism is 'just one more replay of Romanticism'.

5 On Primitivism in Russian art, see Gray, The Great Experiment,
chapter 4. Of course, one could argue that the challenge to such
notions, and in particular the Romantic concept of the artist as
inspired and original 'creator', had begun to be subverted in the
early nineteenth century. This period, what David Shepherd has
described as 'the age of the incipient professionalization of
Russian letters' {Beyond Metqfiction, p. 72), saw the triumph, with the
establishment of copyright laws and the development of commer-
cialism, of the notion of private ownership of one's text. Indeed,
Pushkin's dramatic poem of 1824, 'Conversation between a Book-
seller and a Poet' ('Razgovor knigoprodavtsa s poetom'), under-
scores, according to David Glenn Kropf, Pushkin's dual role at the
time as both 'inspirationally guided poet and mercantile book-
seller': Authorship as Alchemy, p. 73.

6 For an account of Acmeism, and its relation to Russian Symbo-
lism, see Justin Doherty, The Acmeist Movement in Russian Poetry. The
best study of Russian Futurism (in all its various forms) remains
Vladimir Markov's Russian Futurism.

7 The term 'samovitoe slovo' was first coined in what was in effect
the first Futurist manifesto, A Slap in the Face of Public Taste [Poshche-
china obshchestvennomu vkusu), published in December 1912, and
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co-signed by Khlebnikov, Kruchenykh, David Burlyuk, and Vla-
dimir Mayakovsky. The Russian text can be found in Markov
(ed.), Manifesty i programmy russkikh futuristov, pp. 50—1. An English
translation of A Slap is contained in Markov, Russian Futurism,
pp. 45-6. For an English translation of Kruchenykh's 1913
pamphlet, Declaration of the Word as Such (Deklaratsiya slova kak
takovogo), see Markov, Russian Futurism, pp. 130—1.

8 Kharms considered Khlebnikov one of his 'teachers', along with
Vvedensky and Marshak. For a discussion of the importance of
Khlebnikov for Kharms's poetic system, see Jaccard, Daniil Harms,
pp. 32-9. Bakhterev has recently claimed that Khlebnikov was the
idol of all the members of OBERIU (see Nazarov and Chubukin,
'Poslednii iz Oberiu', p. 54).

9 The full text is contained in Markov, Russian Futurism, p. 44. There
were, of course, quite divergent views of zaum' amongst its
practitioners. See Bernice Glatzer Rosenthal, 'Nietzsche and
Russian Futurism', p. 240. On Kruchenykh, see Rosemarie
Ziegler, 'Aleksey E. Kruchenykh'. For a discussion of Matyushin's
aesthetic theories and their relation to Kharms's poetics, see
Jaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 90-7. A useful account of Khlebnikov's
concept of zaum can be found in Raymond Cooke, Velimir
Khlebnikov: A Critical Study, pp. 82—94.

10 Quoted in English in the entry on 'Suprematism', in Read (ed.),
The Thames and Hudson Dictionary of Art and Artists, p . 315. Malevich
first elaborated his theory of Suprematism in 1916 in his Ot
kubizma i futurizma k suprematizmu. A collection of Malevich's
theoretical writings can be found in: K. Malevich, Essays on Art,
1915-1928. As Goldstein points out, the Soviet critic D. Tolma-
chev considered the early OBERIU verse the closest thing to
Suprematism in poetry: Nikolai ^abolotsky, p. 38. Personally, as
well as artistically, Kharms was close to Malevich. Kharms's ode
to Malevich, delivered by the poet at Malevich's funeral in 1935,
is contained in Kharms, Sobranie proizvedenii, vol. iv, p. 42. This
piece, and a poem on Malevich by Bakhterev, entitled 'The Well-
Known Artist' ('Znakomyi khudozhnik'), are contained in Levin,
'The Fifth Meaning of the Motor-Car', pp. 296-8. It was at one
time hoped that Malevich would join OBERIU, but this came to
nothing.

11 For a discussion of the link between Malevich and zaum , see:
Charlotte Douglas, 'Views from the New World'; and John E.
Bowlt, 'Demented Words'.

12 Malevich, 'O poezii'.
13 Quoted in Boris Thomson, Lot's Wife and the Venus ofMilo, p. 8.
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14 Quoted in G. M. Hyde, 'Russian Futurism', p. 261.
15 On Mayakovsky's view of his role as poet, see Russell, Poets,

Prophets and Revolutionaries, pp. 183-205.
16 Quoted in Vyacheslav Zavalishin, Early Soviet Writers, p. 147. Part 3

of Zavalishin's study contains a useful account of proletarian
cultural organizations, including 'Proletkul't' and 'The Smithy'.
See also Brown, The Proletarian Episode, chapter 1.

17 From 'The Montage of Film Attractions', in S. M. Eisenstein,
Selected Works, vol. 1: Writings, 1922-34, p. 75. On the practical
application of Eisenstein's 'montage of attractions' in his theatre
and cinema work, see Peter Wollen, Signs and Meaning in the Cinema,
chapter 1.

18 On Constructivist poetry, see Zavalishin, Early Soviet Writers,
pp. 260-8.

19 See Mel Gordon, 'Meyerhold's Biomechanics'.
20 See Vlada Petric, Constructivism in Film.
21 See Goldstein, Nikolai ^abolotsky, p. 45.
22 The novel, written in 1923, was published in the first two numbers

of the journal Krasnaya nov' for 1924: see Robert A. Maguire, Red
Virgin Soil, pp. 110-27.

23 For an introduction to the 'Serapion Brothers', see Hongor
Oulanoff, The Serapion Brothers, and Gary Kern, 'The Serapion
Brothers: A Dialectics of Fellow Travelling'. There is a weak link
between OBERIU and the Serapions through the Serapion poets
Nikolay Tikhonov and Elizaveta Polonskaya (the only woman in
the 'brotherhood'), who had been members of the 'Islanders'
group, along with Vaginov: see Anemone and Martynov, 'The
Islanders: Poetry and Polemics in Petrograd of the 1920s'. Kaverin
was supposed to contribute some prose to Kharms's Archimedes3

Bath anthology: see Blyumbaum and Gorev, ' "Vanna Arkhi-
meda"'. The relationship between the Serapions and OBERIU
has yet to be adequately explored. See, however, the chapter 'The
Serapion Brethren, the Pass, and the Oberiuts', in Marc Slonim,
Soviet Russian Literature, pp. 99-108; and Harold B. Segel, Twentieth-
Century Russian Drama, chapter 6.

24 Lev Lunts, 'Pochemu my Serapionovy brat'ya'. An English trans-
lation of the entire article can be found in Oulanoff, pp. 26-8.

25 This is not to overlook the numerous debates and polemics
between the various 'brothers' concerning the nature of the
literary process: see Kern, 'The Serapion Brothers: A Dialectics of
Fellow Travelling'.

26 For an account of Zoshchenko's use of skaz, see I. R. Titunik,
'Mikhail Zoshchenko and the Problem of Skaz'.
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27 Shklovsky, Tret'ya fabrika, p. 18: quoted in English translation in
Shepherd, Beyond Metafiction, p. 132.

28 Oulanoff has gone so far as to say that 'to draw a distinct line
between Formalist thinking and the specific opinions of the
Serapion Brothers presents a real difficulty' (The Serapion Brothers,
p. 21). For a comparative study of Serapion literature and Form-
alist theory, see D. G. B. Piper, 'Formalism and the Serapion
Brothers'.

29 V. Shklovsky, Voskreshenie slova. Fuller accounts of Formalism can
be found in Victor Erlich, Russian Formalism, and Peter Steiner,
Russian Formalism: A Metapoetics.

30 See Viktor Shklovsky, 'Iskusstvo kak priem' (a version of this essay
has recently been published in Shklovsky, Gamburgskii schet,
pp. 58-72).

31 See Shklovsky, Gamburgskii schet, p. 60.
32 See Yury Tynyanov, 'O literaturnoi evolyutsii'.
33 See Boris Eikhenbaum, 'Literaturnyi byt\
34 Boris Eikhenbaum, 'Teoriya formarnogo metoda' (quoted from

the English translation, 'The Theory of the Formal Method',
p. 32; my emphasis). On the crisis which affected Russian Form-
alist theory towards the end of the 1920s, and Eikhenbaum's
personal evolution as a theorist, see Carol Any, Boris Eikhenbaum,
chapter 4.

35 See Osip Brik, 'T. n. formal'nyi metod'.
36 On left art's call for 'literature of fact', see Vahan D. Barooshian,

'Russian Futurism in the Late 1920s'. On the call for writers to
produce newspaper articles instead of novels, see Thomson, Lot's
Wife and the View ofMilo, p. 70.

37 Chuzhak (ed.), Literaturafakta.
38 Osip Brik, 'Uchit' pisatelei', p. 181. See also Brik's essays, 'Protiv

"tvorcheskoi" lichnosti', and 'Blizhe k faktu'.
39 N. F. Chuzhak, 'Opyt ucheby na klassike', p. 175.
40 See Meilakh, 'Predislovie', pp. xvii-xviii, xxiii.
41 See Bakhtin's 1934-5 essay 'Discourse in the Novel' ('Slovo v

romane').
42 The case for Bakhtin's occupying a position some way between

these two sets of theory has been advanced by Tony Bennett,
Formalism and Marxism. For the 'Formalist' Bakhtin, see Gary Saul
Morson, 'The Heresiarch of Meta\ Those wishing to read an
account of Bakhtin as a Marxist should consult Michael Gardiner,
The Dialogics of Critique.

43 Mikhail Bakhtin, Formal'nyi metod v literaturovedenii, p. 44. This essay
was originally published in 1928 under the name of P. N.
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Medvedev, with the following sub-title: A Critical Introduction to
Sociological Poetics (Kriticheskoe vvedenie v sotsiologicheskuyu poetiku). I
have no intention of becoming embroiled in the controversy
surrounding authorship of the various works published under the
names of Medvedev or Voloshinov but frequently attributed to
Bakhtin. For a discussion of the problem, see Clark and Holquist,
Mikhail Bakhtin, pp. 146-70 (who believe Bakhtin did at least co-
author them), and Gary Saul Morson and Caryl Emerson, Mikhail
Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaics, pp. 101—19 (who argue against
Bakhtin's authorship). For the sake of simplicity, where authorship
is disputed I shall refer throughout to 'Bakhtin'.

44 M. M. Bakhtin/V. N. Voloshinov, Freidizm: kriticheskii ocherk.
45 M. M. Bakhtin, Problemy tvorchestva Dostoevskogo.
46 Bakhtin's study of Rabelais was not published until more than

twenty years later, in 1965: Tvorchestvo Fransua Rable i narodnaya
kul'tura srednevekov ya.

47 See Revzina's (untitled) summary of Dorogov's paper.
48 Lars Kleberg, Theatre as Action, p. 123. In a note to this comment

(pp. 144-5, n- 8), Kleberg draws up a list of characteristics of
Leningrad and Moscow cultures respectively in the 1920s and
1930s, in which both OBERIU and Bakhtin are included as
characteristic of Leningrad (and in which, interestingly, OBERIU
is directly contrasted to Constructivism).

49 For a fuller discussion of Bakhtin's implied views on the question
of authorship, see Morson and Emerson, Mikhail Bakhtin: Creation of
a Prosaics, chapters 4-6.

50 N. Zabolotsky, Stolbtsy ipoemy, pp. 66-7 (p. 67).
51 Quoted in English in Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of Zabolotsky,

p. xix.
52 In a poem written in 1935 and addressed to Oleinikov, Kharms

notes Oleinikov's habit of lampooning canonical writers such as
Goethe and Dante, and comments that Oleinikov's verse contains
little that could be called art: 'To Oleinikov' ('Oleinikovu'), in
Kharms, Sobranieproizvedenii, vol. iv, p. 38.

53 On the 'infantilism' and 'primitivism' of Oleinikov's poetry, see
Meilakh, ' "Ya ispytyval slovo na ogne i na stuzhe..." ', p. 46, and
Polyakova, 'Tvorchestvo Oleinikova', p. 331.

54 N. Oleinikov, Puchina strastei. Stikhi. Tsikl. Poema, p. 13.
55 The full text of 'Koloborot' is contained in Aleksandrov (ed.),

Vanna Arkhimeda, pp. 426-30. The text is simply dated 'The period
of the [Krushchev] thaw' ('Period ottepeli').

56 This text, undated, is contained in Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna
Arkhimeda, pp. 430-2. The reference to 'sluchai' in the title is
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perhaps a parodic allusion to Kharms's prose cycle of the same
name: Incidents (Sluchai).

57 For a broader discussion of the figure of the author/narrator
in Kharms's work, see: Graham Roberts, 'A Matter of (Dis)-
course'; and Susan Downing Scotto, 'Daniil Xarms's Early
Poetry and its Relations to His Later Poetry and Short Prose',
chapter 4.

58 Kharms, Polet, p. 372. Unless otherwise indicated, all references
to works by Kharms will be to this edition. Mikhail Zolotonosov
offers an alternative interpretation of 'Four Illustrations', claiming
that it represents a description of how the Soviet intelligentsia
was being persecuted in the 1930s: 'Muzyka vo l'du', p. 52.
J. Douglas Clayton, on the other hand, has argued that the active
challenge to authority (including the authority of the poet) in
Kharms's drama betrays its balagan origins: Pierrot in Petrograd,
p. 194.

59 The text first appeared in Chizh, 7 (1935).
60 These can be found in Daniil Kharms, Gorlo bredit britvoyu,

pp. 61-2, and 60-1 respectively.
61 Kharms's prose, which contains countless acts of violence and

sadism, has been seen as anticipating more recent trends in Soviet
literature. See, for example, Deming Brown, The Last Tears of Soviet
Russian Literature, chapter 7.

62 Kharms once declared that he was interested only in life's 'absurd
manifestations', and that concepts such as 'ethics' and 'morality'
were 'hateful' to him (quoted by Glotser in Kharms, ' " . . .1 emu v
rot zaletela kukushka"', p. 263). Il'ya Levin, however, has argued
that his prose exposes 'the nonsense of evil in the world': Il'ya
Levin, 'Mir vymyshlennyi i mir sozdannyi', p. 274.

63 This text dated 27 March 1937, may have been written for a
specific reader, namely Druskin, who is probably the 'philosopher'
referred to at the end of the text. Virtually everything written by
members of the chinari group will have been read out at group
meetings. Hugh Maxton believes that Kharms's tendency to
compose miniature vignettes was a comment on the irrelevance of
many traditional literary forms: 'Kharms and Myles: an After-
word', p. 96.

64 The title of this piece may be a parodic reference to Bely's
'Symphonic' novels: see V. Simina, 'Kharms i Bely'.

65 Untitled text, in Kharms, 'Neopublikovannye rasskazy i stsenki',
P- 94-

66 On Kharms's subversive attitude towards the Russian literary
tradition, see, also, Anthony Anemone, 'The Anti-World of Daniil
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Kharms', pp. 77-8, and Aleksandr Flaker, 'O rasskazakh Daniila
Kharmsa'.

67 See also 'About Pushkin' ('O Pushkine'; Russian text contained in
Jaccard, 'De la realite au texte', p. 285). The Russian Futurists'
manifesto, A Slap in the Face of Public Taste, named Pushkin as one
of the first writers, along with Dostoevsky and Tolstoy, to be
'thrown overboard from the steamer of modernity': see Hyde,
Russian Futurism, p. 265. Some scholars have argued that by
writing about Pushkin in this way Kharms was not allying himself
with the iconoclastic Futurist tradition, but rather parodying
(Soviet) unrefined, uncultured attitudes towards the 'greats' of
Russian literature ('Anecdotes' was written in 1937, the centenary
of Pushkin's death). See for example Aleksandrov, 'Materialy
D. I. Kharmsa', pp. 78—9, and Sazhin, 'Literaturnye i fol'klornye
traditsii', pp. 60-1. As Sazhin notes, there was a particularly
strong tradition of humorous Pushkin anecdotes in nineteenth-
century Russia. Many of these are contained in Z. V. Vazarin
(ed.), Nigde eshche do sikhpor ne pechatnye anekdoty pro A. S. Pushkina.

68 A similar image is contained in Kharms's poem 'The Dream of
Two Swarthy Ladies' ('Son dvukh chernomazykh dam', dated 19
August 1936); in their dream, Tolstoy is beaten with an axe by Ivan
the house-manager ('upravdom'), leaving behind him 'all Russian
literature in a chamber pot' ('vsya literatura russkaya v nochnom
gorshke'; Kharms, Sobranie proizvedenii, vol. iv, p. 49).

69 This text is contained in Daniil Kharms, ' "Bitva so smyslami"
Daniila Kharmsa', p. 6.

70 Interestingly, Darra Goldstein notes that contemporary critics said
the same thing about the (comparatively serious) Zabolotsky:
Nikolai ^abolotsky, p. 158.

71 D. S. Likhachev and A. M. Panchenko, 'Smekhovoi mir3 drevnei Rusi,
pp. 9-10. On the concept of the 'yurodvyi', and its applicability as
an ethical concept to Kharms's prose, see Anemone, 'The Anti-
World of Daniil Kharms', pp. 75-7.

72 Michael Holquist cites Kharms's 'Anecdotes from Pushkin's Life'
as precisely the kind of thing Bakhtin had in mind by his reference
to 'recent carnivalizations of legends surrounding Dante, Pushkin,
etc ' (Mikhail Bakhtin, 'Epic and Novel', p. 25, note p.).

73 The full text can be found in Kharms, Polet, pp. 398-430.
74 The letter is contained in Kharms, Polet, pp. 482-5. See also Il'ya

Levin', 'Mir vymyshlennyi i mir sozdannyi', p. 274. It is this sort of
statement from Kharms which has led some scholars to believe
that Kharms equated his own status as an artist to that of a
'magician'. See, for example, V. Sazhin, 'Tsirk Kharmsa', p. 90.
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75 Evidence of Kharms's parlous material state in the mid- to late
1930s can be found in his diary entries for this period. See
Kharms, ' "Bozhe, kakaya uzhasnaya zhizn'..." ', pp. 215-20.

76 This poem can be found in Kharms, Polet, p. 249. On the
controversy surrounding this poem, see N. Gernet, 'O Kharmse'.

77 In fact, Kharms had been prey to periodical lapses of inspiration,
beginning around 1931. In a short autobiographical piece from
that year, entitled 'Morning5 ('Utro'), Kharms describes sitting
down to write: 'But I did not know what to write. I didn't even
know whether I should write a poem, or a story, or a philosophical
essay. I did not write anything and went to bed' ('No ya ne znal,
chto mne nado napisat'. Ya dazhe ne znal, dolzhny byt' eto stikhi,
ili rasskaz, ili rassuzhdenie. Ya nichego ne napisal i leg spat";
Kharms, Polet, pp. 440-4 (p. 442)).

78 Kharms and his family shared their communal flat for some time
with an old woman with whom they did not get on very well. See
A. A. Aleksandrov, 'Materialy o Daniile Kharmse i stikhi ego v
fonde V. N. Petrova', p. 192.

79 This character may have been intended to represent Oleinikov,
since in Kharms's manuscript he was originally called 'Nikolay
Makarovich'.

80 Most scholars have focused on the intertextual aspects of the tale,
and particularly the parodic allusions to Pushkin's TTie Queen of
Spades and Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment. See, for example,
Steven Cassedy, 'Daniil Kharms's Parody of Dostoevskii' and
Ellen Chances, 'Daniil Charms' "Old Woman" Climbs her
Family Tree'. For approaches which focus on intertextual refer-
ences to non-Russian works of literature, see Susan D. Scotto,
'Xarms and Hamsun: Starukha Solves a Mystery?', and A. Gerasi-
mova and A. Nikitaev, 'Kharms i "Golem"'. Parodying the
Petersburg literary tradition, The Old Woman looks back to
Kharms's play The Comedy of the City of Petersburg (Komediya goroda
Peterburga), written in 1927 (Kharms, Sobranie proizvedenii, vol. 1,
pp. 84-125). On the latter, see Anatoly Vishevsky, 'Tradition in
the Topsy-Turvey World of Two Oberiu Plays'.

81 This is not to ignore Bakhtin's caveat that 'in the narrowly
formalist, literary parody of the modern era the link with the
carnivalesque world view has almost totally been lost' ('V uzko-
formarnoi literaturnoi parodii novogo vremeni svyaz' s karna-
val'nym mirooshchushcheniem pochti vovse poryvaetsya';
Bakhtin, Problemy poetiki Dostoevskogo, p. 217 (hereafter PPD)).
However, The Old Woman, as I hope to show, is much more than
merely the kind of dry exercise in intertextuality which Bakhtin
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criticizes. For an alternative Bakhtinian reading of The Old
Woman, see Margaret Dudley Simonton, 'From Solipsism to
Dialogue', chapter 6.

82 Bakhtin specifically mentions scandals caused by the undead as
carnivalesque (Bakhtin, PPD, p. 239).

83 For a discussion of this aspect of the story, see Alice Stone
Nakhimovsky, 'The Ordinary, the Sacred and the Grotesque'.

84 While Bakhtin makes no mention of menippean satire in the first
edition of his book on Dostoevsky, Leonardo Paleari suggests that
Bakhtin may well have come across material concerning the genre
during his reading in the 1920s: 'Tvorchestvo glazami tvortsa',
p. xiii. According to Bakhtin, 'menippean satire' takes its name
from the philosopher Menippus of Gadara, who lived in the third
century BG. Bakhtin discusses the generic features of menippean
satire in PPD, pp. 190-206. The Old Woman demonstrates other
significant features of menippean satire, including the concern
with topical issues (the housing problem, the Stalinist terror-
machine); the nether world (in the theme of the 'undead');
'inserted genres' (the conversations transcribed as dramatic dia-
logue); and the abnormal moral and psychic states of man.

85 On the fantastic in The Old Woman, see Rosanna Giaquinta,
'Elements of the Fantastic in Daniil Kharms's Starukha\

86 For a reading of the novella based on the ethical philosophy of
Kharms's fellow chinar Yakov Druskin, see Robin Aizlewood,
' "Guilt without Guilt".

87 By attempting to write a story about a miracle worker, Kharms's
narrator may in fact himself be trying to write an example of
menippean satire. As Bakhtin observes, one type of menippea was
constituted by the 'aretologicaP genres, which were narratives
about the miraculous deeds of gods or heroes (Bakhtin, PPD,
p. 191).

88 The carnivalization of the Petersburg literary tradition continues
until the very last sentence of the text, which, as has frequently
been pointed out, echoes the ending of Dostoevsky's Notes from
Underground {^apiski iz podpol'ya, 1864).

89 One scholar who has also related the twin themes of the writer
and God in The Old Woman is Neil Carrick. For Carrick, the
intertextual overload in Kharms's story implies that the writer can
say nothing new, that he is subordinate to God, the ultimate
author of the script that is our lives. However, Carrick concludes
his study by downplaying the metafictional subtext of The Old
Woman in favour of its ethical and theological aspects: Carrick, 'A
Familiar Story'.
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90 Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 120—6. All references to works by
Vvedensky will be from this edition.

91 Time, as Ol'ga Revzina has argued, is central to much
of Vvedensky's work: O. G. Revzina, 'Kachestvennaya i
funktsional'naya kharakteristika vremeni v poezii A. I. Vvedens-
kogo', p. 398.

92 Murder was also the theme of Vvedensky's novel Murderers, You
are Fools (Ubiitsy, vy duraki). Unfortunately, this work has been lost;
see Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 220—3.

93 This text is undated, although Meilakh believes that it was
written cno later than 1933' (Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 293). All
quotations from Vvedensky's works will follow as far as possible
the punctuation used in Meilakh's two-volume edition, which is
based on the only existing manuscript versions.

94 Extracts from the 'Grey Notebook', a collection of observations
and commentaries which Vvedensky made from 1932 to 1933, are
contained in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 181-90. Unless other-
wise indicated, all references to Vvedensky's theoretical writings
will be from this edition.

95 Nakhimovsky makes a similar point in her discussion of 'The
Eyewitness and the Rat' (Nakhimovsky, Laughter in the Void, p. 158).

96 Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 77-101 (p. 80).
97 The full text of this work, unpublished in Vvedensky's lifetime,

can be found in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 5—21. A fragment
from Minin and Pozharsky was published in the Union of Poets
almanack, Koster, in 1927 (the same almanack which contained
Kharms's 'The Verse of Petr Yashkin', 'Stikh Petra Yashkina').
Apart from his work for children, this was Vvedensky's only
publication during his lifetime.

98 In this respect Minin and Pozharsky is close to Kruchenykh's Victory
over the Sun. On the general treatment of history by OBERIU, see
B. Konstriktor, 'Otkrytie Peterburga'.

99 In Vvedensky's text the surname is spelt with a soft sign, however:
'Men'shikov' ('MeHbiiiHKOB').

100 The following information is taken from the entries on Minin and
Pozharsky in Prokhorov (ed.), Bol'shaya sovetskaya entsiklopediya. See
also Lionel Kochan, The Making of Modern Russia, p. 71.

101 There have, in fact, been two more famous Minins in Russian
history. One, Sergey Konstantinovich Minin (1887-1962), was a
prominent figure in the Russian Communist Party, who by 1926
was in the midst of being purged by Stalin as part of his drive
against the 'new opposition'. The other, Fedor Alekseevich Minin
(b. 1709; year of death unknown), was a Russian arctic explorer (a
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possible explanation for the presence of the penguins in Minin and
Pozharsky, p. 8). See the (anonymous) entries on both figures in
Prokhorov (ed.), Bol'shaya sovetskaya entsiklopediya.

102 A more conventional, and openly patriotic account of these
events was to be written in the aftermath of the Molotov—
Ribbentrop pact, with which the USSR annexed Belorussia and
parts of Poland: Viktor Shklovsky, Minin and Pozharsky.

103 The reference to the 'law of the hours' may be a parodic allusion
to Khlebnikov's claim to have discovered the 'laws of time', laws,
moreover, which he calculated by means of his 'string of years'.
On Khlebnikov's concept of time, see Cooke, Velimir Khlebinikov: A
Critical Study, chapter 4.

104 These characters who recount their own deaths on a battlefield
also echo some of Khlebnikov's war poetry, and in particular the
short poem which ends the War in a Mousetrap cycle: see Cooke,
Velimir Khlebnikov: A Critical Study, p. 136.

105 On the 'dialogues of the dead' and menippean satire, see
Bakhtin, PPD, pp. 188-9.

106 See Vishevsky, 'Tradition in the Topsy-Turvey World of Two
Oberiu Plays', pp. 355-8.

107 Vvedensky would have been particularly well acquainted with
The Government Inspector, since he played the part of Khlestakov in
a school production: see Meilakh, 'Predislovie', p. xii.

108 As Vishevsky notes ('Tradition in the Topsy-Turvey World of
Two Oberiu Plays', p. 358), the final line of this passage contains
two Russian proverbs split to make a third, meaningless one: 'S
volkami zhit', rot ne razevai' is an amalgam of 'S volkami zhit',
po-volchi vyt" ('When in Rome do as the Romans do', literally
'When you live among wolves you howl like one'), and 'Na
chuzhoi karavai rot ne razevai' ('Don't try to take a bite out of
someone else's pie').

109 On Kharms's use of children's counting rhymes ('schitalki'), see
R. B. Kalashnikova, 'Daniil Kharms i narodnaya schitalka'.

no Barthes, 'The Death of the Author', p. 146. See also Michel
Foucault, 'What is an Author?'.

i n Similarly, Vishevsky believes ('Tradition in the Topsy-Turvey
World of Two Oberiu Plays', pp. 364—5) that two of the char-
acters in Kharms's The Comedy of the City of Petersburg represent
Vvedensky and Kharms.

112 After his first experience of arrest and imprisonment in 1931-2,
Vvedensky's understanding of time appears to have undergone
an important modification. He now regarded time as linear, but
in the sense of a series of non-existent seconds which ultimately
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bring one to death (see Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 187-8). Such
a view does not appear, however, to have altered the funda-
mental distinction which he drew between time before death and
time after death.

113 It would be interesting to compare Minin and Pozharsky with the
'simultaneist' poems of German Dadaist Kurt Schwitters
(1887-1948), in which Schwitters sought to create the impression
of many things happening at once. On Schwitters, see Robert
Short, 'Dada and Surrealism', pp. 297-8.

114 On counting rhymes, and their basis in a linear model of time,
see Susan Stewart, Nonsense, p. 130.

115 Tat'yana Nikol'skaya, [introduction to poems by Konstantin
Vaginov], p. 72.

116 Vaginov had been a member of Gumilev's second 'Guild of
Poets'. On Vaginov's close personal attachment to Gumilev, see
Anthony Anemone, 'Konstantin Vaginov and the Death of
Nikolai Gumilev'.

117 This untitled poem is taken from the collection entitled Petersburg
Nights, which was originally to have been published in February
1922, but which failed to appear for financial reasons. It is
contained in Vaginov, [untitled], p. 72.

118 This untitled poem, dated May 1926, is published in Vaginov,
[untitled], p. 73.

119 Vaginov, Sobranie stikhotvorenii, p. 71. Unless otherwise stated,
further references to poems by Vaginov will be from this edition.
See also Vaginov's long poem of 1924, 'Hermits' ('Otsherniki',
1924; ibid., pp. 143-5).

120 This is the first half of a single-stanza poem dated April 1924,
which was published in the collection An Experiment in Combining
Words by Means of Rhythm {Opyty soedineniya slov posredstvom ritma), in
1931: the poem is contained in Vaginov, Sobranie stikhotvorenii,
p. 138. The plea to a higher authority for poetic inspiration looks
forward to a similar request made by Kharms in his 'Prayer
Before Sleep' ('Molitva pered snom', 1931; Kharms, Sobranie
proizvedenii, vol. in, p. 22). The word 'Gospod" ('Lord') is,
however, missing from the version of this poem contained in the
1991 reprint of the original 1931 edition: Vaginov, Opyty soedineniya
slov posredstvom ritma, p. 18.

121 As Anemone notes, 'Vaginov conceived of Culture as a universal
and panchronic tradition which transcends the normal bound-
aries of time and space. The entire cultural and literary tradition
of the past lives in the work of the poet, while every poem takes
its meaning from its place in, and its interaction with, the
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tradition5 ('Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-
Garde', pp. 154-5). Anemone compares Vaginov's views on
culture with those of Mandel'shtam and T. S. Eliot.

122 On the importance of the theatre as a theme in Vaginov's work,
see Ol'ga Shindina, 'Teatralizatsiya povestvovaniya v romane
Vaginova "Kozlinaya pesn'" ' .

123 'The Star of Bethlehem' and 'The Monastery of our Lord Apollo'
are contained in Vaginov, Kozlinaya pesn': romany (hereafter
Romany), pp. 491-500, and 481-90 respectively. All subsequent
page references for these texts refer to this edition. They are also
published together in Konstantin Vaginov, ' "Pomnyu ya aleksan-
driiskii zvon.. ." ', pp. 107-9, an<^ 109-11 respectively. Both works
were originally contained (as was Vaginov's poem 'Art') in the
Abraksas anthology published in 1922 by Mikhail Kuzmin's 'Emo-
tionalists' group, of which Vaginov was a member. For a discus-
sion of these two texts, see Tat'yana Nikol'skaya's introduction to
Vaginov's ' "Pomnyu ya aleksandriiskii zvon. . . " ' (pp. 105—7),
and O. V. Shindina, 'Nekotorye osobennosti poetiki rannei prozy
Vaginova'.

124 For a discussion of the motif of Christian culture and the figure of
Philostratus in Vaginov's early poetry and prose, see Anemone,
'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde',
pp. 126-34 and 155-70.

125 'The Year 1925' written in June 1925, is contained in Vaginov,
Sobranie stikhotvorenii, pp. 107-18. It is also published, with the
provisional title 'A Dramatic Poem about Philostratus' ('Drama-
ticheskaya poema o Filostrate'), together with a number of book
reviews written by Vaginov, in K. K. Vaginov, 'Poema. Re-
tsenzii', pp. 16-24.

126 In particular, the reference in the novel to a group of 'green
youths in brocade caps with tassels' ('zeleny[e] yunosh[i] v
parchevykh kolpachkakh s kistochkami'), has been interpreted as
lampooning the Oberiuty: see M. B. Meilakh, 'Shkap i kolpak',
p. 192. On possible correspondences between the novel's char-
acters and Vaginov's intellectual milieu, see the extensive notes
on the novel contained in Vaginov, Romany, pp. 544-61. Vaginov
himself was quick to deny any intended correspondence between
the novel's characters and his own acquaintances (see Gerasi-
mova, 'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova', p. 150).

127 Vaginov, Romany, p. 56. This version, revised by the author,
differs slightly from the original 'Priboi' edition of 1928. Unless
otherwise stated, all references to The Goat's Song (and to Vagi-
nov's other novels) will be from the version in Romany, since this
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edition is the most widely available. The elitist notion of cultural
'islanders' echoes the 'Islanders' ('Ostrovityane') group of poets to
which Vaginov belonged in the early 1920s, which itself looked
back to the short-lived journal The Island (Ostrov), founded and
edited by Gumilev and A. N. Tolstoy in 1909: see Anemone and
Martynov, 'The Islanders'.

128 This may be an allusion to the Symbolist Vyacheslav Ivanov's
habit of referring to his apartment as the 'Tower'. It was here
around 1910 that Ivanov and other Symbolists held weekly meet-
ings to discuss matters of aesthetics: see Tjalsma, 'The Petersburg
Poets', p. 69.

129 This image suggests an ambivalence on Vaginov's part towards
the Bolshevik regime, since it implies that, like the destruction
which accompanied the advent of the Christian era, the chaos
caused by the October Revolution might ultimately be creative.
Such ambivalence has been described by Victor Erlich as a
hallmark of the Russian intelligentsia as a class in the 1920s: see
Erlich, Modernism and Revolution.

130 See, for example, Ol'ga Shindina, 'Teatralizatsiya povestvova-
niya'. Dmitry Segal has placed both The Goat's Song and Vaginov's
subsequent novel, The Labours and Days of Svistonov, in the Russian
tradition of 'literature about literature', along with Pushkin's
Eugene Onegin (Evgenii Onegin, 1825-32), Dostoevsky's Diary of a
Writer (Dnevnik pisatelya, 1873-81), and two pre-revolutionary
novels by Vasily Rozanov, Solitaria (Uedinnenoe, 1912) and Fallen
Leaves (Opavshie list'ya, 1913-15). Segal's survey also includes
Mandel'shtam's novella The Egyptian Stamp (Egipetskaya marka,
1927), as well as later works such as Bulgakov's Master and
Margarita {Master i Margarita, 1928-40), Nabokov's The Gift (Dar,
1937-8), and Pasternak's Doctor %hivago (Doktor %hivago, 1957):
'Literatura kak okhrannaya gramota'. Shepherd discusses the
metafictional aspects of The Goat's Song in Beyond Metqftction,
chapter 4 (especially pp. 109-14). For details of contemporary
reviews which focused on the metafictional nature of The Goat's
Song 3.nd a number of other Soviet novels, see ibid., pp. 22-3.

131 See Vishevsky 'Tradition in the Topsy-Turvey World of Two
Oberiu Plays', p. 356. This is probably an allusion to the Soviet
slogan, 'Leningrad is the cradle of the Revolution'.

132 The extent to which The Goat's Song can be read as an attack on
contemporary Soviet society has been a source of disagreement
among critics. Contemporary reviewers generally felt it to paint a
highly negative picture. See for example: A. Selivanovsky, 'Os-
trovityane iskusstva'; D. Tal'nikov, 'Literaturnye zametki'; and
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A. Manfred, 'Kladbishchenskaya muza'. See also Vyacheslav
Zavalishin, Troza i stikhi Konstantina Vaginova', pp. 285-6. For
a discussion of the novel as broadly pro-Soviet, see A. Blyum and
I. Martynov, Tetrogradskie bibliofily'. The line taken by Blyum
and Martynov is basically a reiteration of the approach adopted
by A. Vulis, Sovetskii satiricheskii roman, pp. 122—5.

133 See Anna Gerasimova, 'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova5,
p. 148.

134 Konstantin Vaginov, Kozlinaya pesri (New York, 1978), pp. 177-8
(hereafter KP). This quotation is taken from a chapter, omitted
from the second version of the novel, and entitled 'Interword of
the Established Author' ('Mezhduslovie ustanovivshegosya
avtora').

135 M. M. Bakhtin, 'Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deyatel'nosti
(fragment pervoi glavy)', p. 25.

136 Dmitry Segal has expressed most articulately this ambivalence of
Vaginov's carnivalization: 'The attitude of the author to himself
and his heroes includes [...] not only uncrowning and mockery,
but also adulation, not only death, but revival, and resurrection'
('Literatura kak okhrannaya gramota', p. 243). The question of
the relationship between Vaginov's novels and Bakhtin's concept
of 'carnival' is a contentious one. According to Nikol'skaya,
Bakhtin himself expressed the opinion in a private conversation
that Vaginov was a genuinely carnivalesque writer ('Konstantin
Vaginov, ego vremya i knigi', p. 8). Nina Perlina maintains that
there are close parallels between Vaginov's novels and Bakhtin's
thought, including the latter's understanding of menippean
satire: Perlina, 'Vzaimootnosheniya literaturnykh teorii i poeti-
cheskoi praktiki v literaturno-filosofskikh kruzhkakh 1920-godov'.
Leonardo Paleari has argued that The Goat's Song conforms to all
the essential characteristics of the carnivalesque genre of menip-
pean satire as defined by Bakhtin: 'La Letteratura e la vita nei
romanzi di Vaginov'. Paleari's conclusions concerning the 'carni-
valesque' nature of The Goat's Song have, however, been contested
by Anthony Anemone: 'Carnival in Theory and Practice'.

137 The novel was first published in 1983 in the USA, under the
erroneous title Harpagoniada (Garpagoniada). The text of Harpa-
goniana which will be referred to in this chapter is contained in
Vaginov, Romany, pp. 371-480 (the text of the first version of the
novel, excluding chapter 11, which has been lost), and 512-43 (the
addenda to the second, incomplete version, including two whole
new chapters). The Russian edition of the text has been preferred
to the earlier, American edition since the latter is said to contain
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'distortions and inaccuracies' {Romany, p. 579). There is very little
information as to why Vaginov decided to revise the first version,
after it had already been sent for publication. According to one
source, however, Vaginov wished to expand the novel's social
dimension: on this and other details concerning the publication
of Harpagoniana, see Vaginov, Romany, pp. 579—80. See also the
text of a letter concerning the novel, which Vaginov sent to his
publisher: ibid., pp. 511 and 589.

138 This mise en abyme structure links Harpagoniana both to The Labours
and Days of Svistonov, and to Bambocciade (see below, chapters 2
and 3).

139 These stories were added to the second version of the novel: see
Vaginov, Romany, pp. 514-15.

140 Like the anecdotes which Anfert'ev overhears, these stories were
also added to the novel at a later stage: see Vaginov, Romany,
PP- 535-42.

141 Nina Perlina briefly mentions heteroglossia as a feature of
Kharms's poetry: 'Daniil Kharms's Poetic System', p. 188.

142 On this political aspect of heteroglossia in general, see Allon
White, 'Bakhtin, Sociolinguistics and the Novel', p. 127.

143 The idea that by the end of the novel the author has 'lost his
voice' raises the possibility that the second version of Harpagoniana
may have been finished, despite affirmations to the contrary from
various scholars (see, for example, Vaginov, Romany, p. 579, and
Chukovsky, Tz vospominanii', p. 114).

144 This is not to agree with Gerasimova's assertion that the author is
absolutely absent from the text ('Trudy i dni Konstantina Vagi-
nova', p. 163), for it is only at the end of the novel that the
author's voice finally disappears. It should be pointed out that
one or two scholars have produced very different readings of the
fate of the author in Harpagoniana and Vaginov's prose in general.
Perlina, for example, claims that in the novel we can hear the
author's 'lyric intonation' ('Konstantin Vaguinov', p. 478). And
according to D. S. Moskovskaya, in this as in all his novels,
Vaginov was engaged precisely in a struggle to find his own word
as an author, in an age when the word became public property:
'Sud'ba chuzhogo slova v romanakh K. Vaginova'.

145 See Shepherd, Beyond Metqfiction, p. 120, and Segal, pp. 215-16
respectively. Although relevant to The Goat's Song, both scholars'
conclusions primarily concern Vaginov's second novel, The
Labours and Days of Svistonov.

146 Anthony Anemone has gone so far as to suggest that Vaginov's
friendship and association with Bakhtin and his circle, which
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began in 1924, was particularly influential in his decision to turn
to prose ('Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde',
P- I3)-

2 REREADING READING

1 See Mandel'shtam, 'O sobesednike', and Gumilev, 'Chitatel". See
also Doherty, The Acmeist Movement, pp. 118-22, and p. 136.

2 The term 'horizon of expectations' was first coined by German
reception-theorist Hans Robert Jauss: Toward an Aesthetic of Recep-
tion, chapter 5.

3 Roland Barthes, S/£, p. 4.
4 Vsevolod Meyerhold, Meyerhold on Theatre, p. 63.
5 See Clayton, Pierrot in Petrograd, pp. 62-4. For a full account of

Evreinov's theatre, see Spencer Golub, Evreinov.
6 Vassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, and Painting in

Particular, quoted in Herbert Read, A Concise History of Modern
Painting, p. 171. The essay from which this quotation is taken was
first published in Berlin in 1913.

7 Quoted in Kleberg, Theatre as Action, p. 78.
8 Sergei Eisenstein, Film Form, p. 168.
9 Quoted in Kleberg, 'The Nature of the Soviet Audience',

P- 175-
10 Cathy Popkin, The Pragmatics of Insignificance, \). 117.
11 See Petric, Constructivism in Film, p. 3.
12 Dziga Vertov, 'The Essence of Kino-Eye', from Kino-Eye: The

Writings of Dziga Vertov, p. 49.
13 Lars Kleberg sees a similar tendency to force the spectator to

engage actively with the text in Soviet theatre in the mid-1920s:
'The Nature of the Soviet Audience', p. 187.

14 See Petric, Constructivism in Film, p. 252.
15 See Alan C. Birnoltz, 'El Lissitsky and the Spectator'.
16 El Lissitsky, 'Suprematism in World Reconstruction', quoted in

Birnholz, 'El Lissitsky and the Spectator', p. 100.
17 On Shostakovich's rereading of Leskov, see Thomson, Lot's Wife,

p. 66. On the opera itself, see Elizabeth Wilson, Shostakovich: A Life
Remembered, pp. 94—100.

18 For details on Meyerkhol'd's production, see Meyerhold, Meyer-
hold on Theatre, chapter 6.

19 Seejaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 229-30.
20 Erika Greber, 'The Metafictional Turn in "Russian Hoff-

mannism"', p. 4.
21 Greber's article contains an astute analysis of the narrative
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strategies by which Kaverin underlines the interrelationship
between writing and reading in this story.

22 Lev Lunts, 'Na Zapad!'; quoted in Russian in Greber, 'The
Metafictional Turn in "Russian HofTmanism" ', p. 4.

23 See Viktor Shklovsky, 'Tristram Shendi' Sterna i teoriya romana, and
Yury Tynyanov, Dostoevsky i Gogol': k teorii parodii.

24 Shklovsky, 'Iskusstvo kak priem', in Gamburgskii schet, p. 63.
25 For a useful comparison of Formalism and Reception Theory, see

Robert C. Holub, Reception Theory, pp. 15-22.
26 Carol Any, Boris Eikhenbaum (pp. 68-71), has recently made a

similar point, arguing that Boris Eikhenbaum's model reader was
a purely passive recipient of the text.

27 Quoted in Steiner, Russian Formalism: A Metapoetics, p. 136.
28 See David Shepherd, 'Bakhtin and the Reader' (especially

pp. 98-9), and Shepherd, Beyond Metqfiction, chapter 6.
29 V. N. Voloshinov, Marksizm ifilosqfiyayazyka, p. 87.
30 See Shepherd, Beyond Metqfiction, pp. 166-7.
31 Mikhail Bakhtin, 'K metodologii gumanitarnykh nauk', p. 373.

Although Bakhtin completed this essay in 1974, he began it as
early as 1940.

32 Aleksey Medvedev, 'Skol'ko chasov v miske supa?', p. 131.
33 S. N. Ghumakov, 'Galchinsky i Kharms', p. 87.
34 Robin Milner-Gulland, 'Zabolotsky and the Reader', p. 389.
35 This poem is reproduced, translated, and discussed in Goldstein,

Nikolai ^abolotsky, pp. 69-72.
36 Fiona Bjorling, Stolbcy, chapter 2.
37 On these particular poems, see Goldstein, Nikolai J^abolotsky,

pp. 176-90, and 229-31 respectively.
38 The full text of this (undated) poem is contained in N. Olei-

nikov, Ta mukhu bezumno lyubil, pp. 11—13. The poem comes with
an epigraph from a poem by Dostoevsky's Captain Lebyadkin:
'The cockroach was caught in a glass' ('Tarakan popalsya v
stakan').

39 V kartinnoi galeree (Mysli ob iskusstve), in N. Oleinikov, Puchina strastei,
pp. 23-6.

40 The full text, undated, can be found in Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna
Arkhimeda, pp. 417-26. All references to the story will be taken
from this edition, and indicated by the page number in the text.
Shklovsky discusses retardation devices in the novels of Sterne and
Cervantes in his 0 teorii prozy.

41 The inclusion within a play of an audience commenting on the
action is a metatheatrical device with its roots in the commedia
delVarte. On Russian modernist metatheatre, see J. Douglas
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Clayton, 'The Play-within-the-play as Metaphor and Metatheatre
in Modern Russian Drama'.

42 It is possible to interpret the reader's insult as based on a desire to
liberate the text from the writer's authority in a positive way.
However, one should be careful not to overlook the fact that Tour
Illustrations' was written in the 1930s, at a time when real readers,
in the form of critics or censors, were challenging writers' authority
over their texts in a very real and sinister manner.

43 Ann Shukman, 'Towards a Poetics of the Absurd', p. 85.
44 These stories can be found in Kharms, Polet, pp. 382 and 356

respectively. The narrrator's deadpan attitude towards death is
also a feature of Yury Vladimirov's sole surviving text, the short
story 'The Gymnast'.

45 Shukman's article, 'Towards a Poetics of the Absurd', is a general
study of the ways in which Kharms subverts certain norms of
communication in his prose.

46 In particular, Jean-Philippe Jaccard has defined Kharms's absurd
as 'the incoherence of the world elevated to the level of the means
of expressing this incoherence': 'Daniil Kharms in the Context of
Russian and European Literature of the Absurd', p. 66. Other
studies of Kharms which describe him as a writer of the 'absurd'
include: Aleksandr Flaker, 'O rasskazakh Daniila Kharmsa'; Elena
Sokol, 'Observations on the Prose of Daniil Kharms'; Wolfgang
Kasack, 'Daniil Charms: Absurde Kunst in der Sowjetunion';
Jean-Philippe Jaccard, 'De la realite au texte'; and Valery Sazhin,
'Chitaya Daniila Kharmsa'.

47 In an article penned in the 1960s, Viktor Shklovsky saw this
challenge to 'common sense' as central to Kharms's art: 'O
tsvetnykh snakh'.

48 Umberto Eco has seen the frustration of the reader's expectations
of relevance as a characteristically twentieth-century trend: The
Role of the Reader, p. 30. On the other hand, Cathy Popkin {The
Pragmatics of Insignificance, chapters 4 and 5) has demonstrated that a
play with notions of relevance is central to Gogol"s prose.

49 In his Formalist study of Kharms's prose, Neil Carrick has gone so
far as to suggest that this amounts to the reader 'rewriting' the
work: 'interpretation involves a re-ordering of the stories' narra-
tive structure. Consequently, the reader's own analysis comes to
appropriate to the act of narration itself ('Daniil Kharms and a
Theology of the Absurd', p. 22).

50 These texts can be found in Kharms, Polet, p. 394, Sluchai,
pp. 39-40, and Polet, p. 354, respectively.

51 With their general lack of precise detail, Kharms's miniature
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stories are reminiscent of popular, 'extra-literary' genres such as
the fable, the parable, the anecdote, and the children's story.

52 For a fuller discussion of the kinds of endings which feature in
Kharms's prose, see Ellen Chances, 'Cexov and Xarms: Story/
Anti-Story'. One Formalist who was particularly interested in
endings, and plot structure in general, was Vladimir Propp,
whose study of narrative patterns in folk literature, Morfologiya
skazki, was originally published in Leningrad in 1928. If the
narrative structures in Kharms's prose are evidence of an interest
in the question of narrative itself, then this interest may well have
been kindled by contact with Propp's book, or with Propp
himself. Nakhimovsky notes that Kharms's papers include the
transcript of a conversation between Propp and Lipavsky, which
took place in Kharms's room, on the nature of the fairy-tale
(Laughter in the Void, p. 79).

53 This story, untitled in Kharms's manuscript, is published as 'The
Pursuit' ('Pogonya'), in Kharms, ' "Moi tvoreniya, synov'ya i
docheri moi. . ." ', p. 88.

54 This is a classic example of what Shklovsky called a 'zero ending',
examples of which he found in Maupassant's short stories: see
Erlich, Russian Formalism, p. 244.

55 This text is untitled in Kharms's manuscript.
56 'The Connection', which begins as a letter to an unnamed

'philosopher', may have been addressed specifically to Yakov
Druskin, as may 'Five Unfinished Narratives' ('Pyat' neokonchen-
nykh povestvovanii'), written in the same year (1937), which begins
'Dear Yakov Semenovich' (Kharms, Polet, p. 498).

57 In his letter to the actress Klavdiya Vasil'evna Pugacheva, written
in October 1933 (Kharms, Polet, pp. 482-5), Kharms talked about
creating an alternative order, or a 'purity of order' ('chistota
poryadka') in his art (p. 483).

58 Such information overload is reminiscent of Gogol''s prose: see
Cathy Popkin, The Pragmatics of Insignificance, chapters 4 and 5.
Moreover, this story about an office-worker purchasing a new
garment contains parodic echoes of Gogol''s 'The Overcoat'.

59 This text is untitled in Kharms's manuscript. Milner-Gulland has
suggested that the name 'Nikandr', which also appears in one or
two poems by Kharms, may be a coded reference to Kharms's
fellow-chinar, Oleinikov: 'Beyond the Turning-Point', pp. 252-3.

60 Texts such as this suggest a major distinction between Kharms
and two authors with whom he has been compared, namely
Chekhov and Zoshchenko, since with these last two, as Cathy
Popkin notes in her detailed study of narrative insignificance, 'the
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"insignificant" story emerges as enormously significant' {The Prag-
matics of Insignificance, p. 213).

61 See Jaccard, 'Daniil Kharms in the Context of Russian and
European Literature of the Absurd', p. 62.

62 Jonathan Culler, Structuralist Poetics, p. 130.
63 Barthes discusses two types of reading, one which looks for 'the

point', and one which enjoys the experience of negotiating the
narrator's discourse for its own sake. See Barthes, S/£, pp. 75-6,
and Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text.

64 On 'The Connection', see Shukman, 'Towards a Poetics of the
Absurd', p. 91.

65 In this way Kharms anticipates the Relevance Theory of linguists
Deirdre Wilson and Dan Sperber, for whom 'relevance, and the
aim of maximisating relevance, is the key to human cognition': 'An
Outline of Relevance Theory', p. 30. For a fuller account of
Relevance Theory, see Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson, Relevance:
Communication and Cognition. If Kharms's narrative structures are
evidence of a broader interest in the question of language and
cognition, then this interest may have been kindled by the work of
the Soviet psychologist and linguist, Lev Semenovich Vygotsky
(1896-1934). Throughout his life, Vygotsky was interested in the
relationship between thinking and speech, particularly in infants
and children. He became involved in many of the literary-linguistic
debates of post-revolutionary Russia. Although he was based in
Moscow, he had many contacts in Leningrad, including the
Formalists (but not, it would appear, Bakhtin). Kharms may have
come into contact with some of Vygotsky's thought via Mariya
Yudina, who during the 1920s was urging everyone whom she
knew to read Vygotsky's The Psychology of Art, long before it became
well known: see Clark and Holquist, Mikhail Bakhtin, p. 106.

66 Carrick makes a similar point: 'Daniil Kharms and a Theology of
the Absurd', p. 21. Essentially, however, Carrick argues that
Kharms 'lays bare the device' of narration in his stories in order to
make a point, not about reading, but rather about story-telling
and God's ultimate authorship of the world: 'Kharms's miniature
stories may be seen as essays on the use of narrative as a means to
describe the world' (ibid.).

67 Kleberg, 'The Nature of the Soviet Audience', p. 187. To para-
phrase Kleberg, it could be argued that the 1930s saw a reversion
in Soviet arts from pragmatics (based on the relation sign/
recipient), to semantics (the relation sign/reality): see Kleberg,
ibid., p. 172.

68 The full text of Christmas at the Ivanovs' is contained in Vvedensky,
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PSS, vol. 1, pp. 157-73. All page references to the text will be from
this edition.

69 Spencer Golub, 'The Gurtainless Stage and the Procrustean Bed',
P . 83.

70 See Kleberg, 'The Nature of the Soviet Audience', p. 188.
71 See Marc Slonim, Russian Theater, p. 304.
72 Quoted in Slonim, Russian Theater, p. 306 (my emphasis). A

number of important documents concerning Socialist Realism can
be found in English translation in James C. Vaughan, Soviet
Socialist Realism: Origin and Theory.

73 See, for example, Regine Robin's excellent study, Socialist Realism:
An Impossible Aesthetic.

74 For an overview of the Socialist Realist novel, see Katerina Clark,
The Soviet Novel: History as Ritual. On Soviet Socialist Realist
cinema, see R. Taylor and D. Spring, Stalinism and Soviet Cinema,
and P. Kenez, Cinema and Soviet Society, 1917-1953, chapter 8.
Accounts of Socialist Realism in the theatre can be found in:
Slonim, Russian Theater, chapter 10; and Harold B. Segel, Twentieth-
Century Russian Drama, pp. 239-80.

75 See Slonim, Russian Theater, p. 325. It was in this year that
Zabolotsky began his eight-year imprisonment: see Nikita Zabo-
lotsky, The Life of Zabolotsky, pp. 168-225.

76 On the parodic aspects of the play, see, for example, Milivoe
Jovanovic, 'A. Vvedensky - parodist: k razboru "Elki u Ivano-
vykh"'.

77 Foregrounding and disrupting the conventions of theatre, Christmas
at the Ivanovs' looks back to the deliberate 'theatricality' of
Evreinov's notion of 'theatre as such' ('teatr kak takovoi') and
Meyerkhol'd's 'stylized' ('uslovnyi') theatre. See, for example,
Clayton, Pierrot in Petrograd, pp. 76-81 (this contains an account of
Meyerkhol'd's famous production of Blok's The Fairground Booth
(Balaganchik), which was premiered in December 1906). On the
self-conscious Russian drama of this period, see also Michel
Aucouturier, 'Theatricality as a Category of Early Twentieth-
Century Russian Culture', and George Kalbouss, 'Russian Drama
and The Self-Conscious Play'.

78 Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, p. 52. My account of
the codes and conventions disrupted by Vvedensky is a simplifica-
tion of Elam's table of conventions: see Elam, pp. 57-62.

79 See Laurence Senelick, 'Introduction', in Russian Dramatic Theory,
p. xxxviii.

80 Andrey Bely, 'Theater and Modern Drama', p. 149.
81 See, for example, Ju. M. Lotman, 'The Stage and Painting as
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Code Mechanisms for Cultural Behavior in the Early Nineteenth
Century', pp. 165—6. The notion of drama as 'picture' had under-
pinned a number of theoretical pronouncements on the theatre
made by the Symbolists. See, for example, Fedor Solgub, 'The
Theatre of a Single Will', p. 145. Mayakovsky's The Bedbug (Mop,
1929) was also divided into nine 'tableaux'.

82 At one moment in 'The Eyewitness and the Rat', Vvedensky
creates similar ambivalence between the notion of 'kartina' as a
real-life scene, and as a two-dimensional depiction: 'Everyone ran
into an adjacent room and saw the following picture. Across the
third table there was the following picture' ('Vse vbezhali v
postoronnyuyu komnatu i uvideli sleduyushchuyu kartinu.
Poperek tret'ego stola stoyala sleduyushchaya kartina'; Vvedensky,
PSS, vol. 1, pp. 122). See also Meilakh, ' "Ya ispytyval slovo na
ogne i na stuzhe..." ', p. 41.

83 Vvedensky's intrusive narrator is reminiscent of the author figure
in Blok's The Fairground Booth, who appears on stage in order to
plead that his characters have usurped his power over his own
play. In a similar vein, Nikolay Evreinov's dramatic works some-
times featured characters who would directly address the audi-
ence, with self-referential questions concerning the nature of the
author's message, or the author's inability to end his play. See
Spencer Golub, 'Mortal Masks', especially pp. 127-8.

84 The detail of the candles floating down a river may be an
eschatological image of the kind which abounds in A Certain
Quantity of Conversations. See pp. 151—6, and Meilakh 'Primecha-
niya', in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, p. 328.

85 For more information on Okhlopkov's productions at his Moscow
'Realistic Theatre', see Nick Worrall, Modernism to Realism on the
Soviet Stage, pp. 149-69.

86 Nikolay Okhlopkov, 'On Convention', p. 122.
87 On Christmas at the Ivanovs3 as balagan, see Clayton, Pierrot in

Petrograd, pp. 198-200.
88 See Waugh, Metafiction, pp. 28-34.
89 Mayakovsky uses a similar device in his verse-play Vladimir

Mayakovsky: A Tragedy (Vladimir Mayakovsky: tragediya), where 'A Man
Without an Ear' can apparently hear, and 'A Man Without a
Head' is capable of muttering sounds (albeit unintelligible sounds).

90 Meilakh includes this last example in his survey of zaum in
OBERIU: 'Oberiuty i zaum", p. 365.

91 See Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, pp. 103-4.
92 This is not to suggest, however, that Vvedensky read Bakhtin's

essay, since this is highly unlikely, given the fact that it remained
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unpublished for decades, and also that Vvedensky spent much of
the 1930s in the Ukraine.

93 Bakhtin, 'Slovo v romane', p. 93. While one should be extremely
careful not to confuse 'dialogue' and 'dialogism', it is interesting to
note that so many of Vvedensky's texts are constructed as
questions-and-answers. See, for example, 'Fact, Theory, and God'
(Takt, teoriya i bog', 1930), in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, pp. 61-3.

94 V. N. Voloshinov [M. M. Bakhtin], 'The Construction of the
Utterance', p. 122. For a discussion of how Kharms subverts this
particular convention in his prose, see Ann Shukman, 'Towards a
Poetics of the Absurd'.

95 V. N. Voloshinov [M. M. Bakhtin], 'Discourse in Life and
Discourse in Poetry', p. 21.

96 Emphasizing the productive role of the audience, Vvedensky
anticipated more recent trends in the theory and practice of
theatre. See Susan Bennett, Theatre Audiences.

97 This repudiation of naturalistic assumptions about drama links
Vvedensky's play to German Expressionist theatre. See the article
by Harold B. Segel (although it does not mention Vvedensky),
'German Expressionism and Early Soviet Drama', p. 196. For
possible points of comparison between expressionism and
OBERIU aesthetics, see Arndt, 'OBERIU'.

98 This may be a specific reference to contemporary attempts to
create the illusion of seamless contiguity between the world of the
play and the world of the auditorium, such as Okhlopkov's
production of A. Serafimovich's play The Iron Flood, in which he
had his actors openly 'make love' and 'defecate' on stage (see
Worrall, Modernism to Realism on the Soviet Stage, p. 159).

99 Aleksandrov may have been influenced by the fact that Igor'
Bakhterev sub-titled his 1950 mini-drama 'Tsar Makedon, or
Fenya and the Chebolvek? (Tsar' Makedon, ili Fenya i chebol-
veki'), in which two men engage in a verbal game of domination,
as 'A Performance For Reading' ('Predstavlenie dlya chteniya';
Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna Arkhimeda, pp. 434-40). See also Arndt,
'OBERIU', p. 58.

100 See, for example, a review by Vladimir Mirzoev of an adaptation
of Christmas at the Ivanovs3, Kharms's Elizaveta Bam and other
OBERIU texts: 'Elizaveta Bam, 62 goda spustya'.

101 See Sologub, 'The Theatre of a Single Will', pp. 138-9. This was
how one Moscow director, Mikhail Levitin at the Hermitage
Theatre, recently produced Vvedensky's A Certain Quantity of
Conversations, a dramatic text which also features a subjective
narrative voice.
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102 Quoted by Martin Esslin, 'Modernist Drama', p. 551.
103 An extract from The Labours and Days of Svistonov was first

published in Zpezda, 5 (1929), 72-90. The novel was subsequently
published in full in Leningrad in the same year. Unless
otherwise stated, all references to the novel will be from the
slightly amended version contained in Vaginov, Romany,
pp. 162-261.

104 In a comment made in 1926, Mariya Yudina, expressed the need
for aesthetic reception to involve active engagement with the
work of art, and cited Vaginov as one poet who encouraged such
a reader (Yudina, Mariya Veniaminovna Tudina, p. 335).

105 The question of possible correspondences between this novel's
characters and Vaginov's real-life acquaintances is, with the
passage of time, particularly difficult to answer, as Nikol'skaya
admits ('Tragediya chudakov', pp. 10-11). One object of parody,
however, seems to have been an OBERIU performance, as
portrayed in the literary evening which Svistonov stumbles upon
at the Leningrad Press Club (pp. 176-7). In particular, Meilakh
believes that the poet Mar'ya Stepanova, who is described as
taking part in the performance 'without knowing why' stands for
Vaginov himself (' "Ya ispytyval slovo na ogne i na stuzhe..." ',
p. 48). According to Shepherd, this parodic portrayal 'might be
taken as a pointed indication of the distance between the novel
and the group's practice' (Beyond Metafiction, p. 115).

106 On the diegetic confusion between Vaginov's and Svistonov's
novels, see Shepherd, Beyond Metafiction, p. 107.

107 M. Gel'fand, 'Zhurnal'noe obozrenie', pp. 70-1. The marginally
more moderate Raisa Messer included Vaginov among a
number of writers whom she labelled 'neo-bourgeois': 'Po-
putchiki vtorogo prizyva'. In the same year, Vaginov came
under attack for his poetry, with A. Manfred describing him as
the 'undertaker-in-chief', inspired by a 'necrophiliac muse', of a
group of reactionary poets: Manfred, 'Kladbishchenskaya
muza', pp. 32-3. For a more detailed account of contemporary
reception of the novel, see Shepherd, Beyond Metafiction,
pp. 113-14.

108 See, for example, Perlina, 'Konstantin Vaguinov' (who suggests
that the novel is a parody of Formalist-inspired narrative techni-
ques used by the 'Serapion Brothers'). For other accounts of The
Labours and Days of Svistonov as a novel about novel-writing, see
Nikol'skaya, 'Konstantin Vaginov, ego Vremya i knigi', and
Gerasimova, 'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova'.

109 See also Perlina, who has argued that The Labours and Days of
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Svistonov constitutes a grotesque-parodic reworking of Bakhtin's
'Author and Hero5 essay: Perlina, abstract of'Vzaimootnosheniya
literaturnykh teorii i poeticheskoi praktiki', [p. 2].

no Anemone suggests the appropriateness to The Labours and Days of
Svistonov of Reader-Reception Theory, although he does not
expand upon this observation ('Carnival in Theory and Practice',
P. IO)-

in Leonardo Paleari, 'Tvorchestvo glazami tvortsa', p. iii.
112 The term is Linda Hutcheon's: Narcissistic Narrative, p. 34.
113 Svistonov's writing method may point, in a characteristically

modernist fashion, to the dialogic nature of human subjectivity in
general. As early as 1888, in the preface to his play, Miss Julie, the
Swedish playwright August Strindberg commented, 'since they
are modern characters, living in an age of transition more
urgently hysterical at any rate than the age that preceded it, I
have drawn them as split and vacillating [...] conglomerations of
past and present [...] scraps from books and newspapers': quoted
in Malcolm Bradbury and James Mcfarlane, 'The Name and
Nature of Modernism', p. 47.

114 In this sense, The Labours and Days of Svistonov may be not so much
'about The Goafs Song' (Kasack, 'Vaginov'), as about the initial
reception of The Goat's Song.

115 See Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class?.
116 See Jacques Derrida, OfGrammatology.
117 This may be another autobiographical detail; Vaginov knew Old

French (see Nikol'skaya, 'Tragediya chudakov', p. 10).
118 Konstantin Vaginov, Trudy i dni Svistonova (New York, 1984),

p. 147. Interestingly, the revised version of the novel omits the
references to Psikhachev and Chavchavadze from this passage,
and has a different typographical layout, as a result of which we
remain with Svistonov in the bar, and continue to read the
framing novel, rather than the framed novel: Vaginov, Romany,
pp. 257-8. As Shepherd points out (Beyond Metafiction, pp. 98-9),
there is some ambiguity as to the identity of the Chavchavadze
who appears in Svistonov's - and Vaginov's - novel. He may be
either the Georgian poet Prince Aleksandr Chavchavadze
(1786-1846), son of the Georgian ambassador to the court of
Catherine II, and father-in-law of Aleksandr Griboedov, or
another Georgian poet, Il'ya Grigor'evich Chavchavadze
(1837-1907). On these two figures, see the articles 'Chavchavadzhe,
Aleksandr Garsevanovich' and 'Chavchavadzhe, Il'ya Grigor'e-
vich' by G. N. Abzianidze and Sh. D. Radiani respectively.

119 See also Anemone, 'Carnival in Theory and Practice', pp. 9-10.
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'Slushatel" ('listener') was one of the terms which Bakhtin used to
express the concept of the 'addressee'.

120 See Anemone, 'Carnival in Theory and Practice', p. 7; and
Perlina, abstract of 'Vzaimootnosheniya literaturnykh teorii i
poeticheskoi praktiki', [pp. 2-3].

121 See Robert Crosman, 'Do Readers Make Meaning?'.

3 LANGUAGE AND REPRESENTATION

1 Andrey Bely, 'The Magic of Words' (1909), pp. 93-4.
2 Quoted in Russian in Doherty, The Acmeist Movement, p. 136.
3 See Cooke, Velimir Khlebnikov: A Critical Study, p. 76.
4 Quoted in Cooke, Velimir Khlebnikov: A Critical Study, p. 89. On the

belief, held by Khlebnikov and other early left artists, in the ability
of art to transform reality, see Piper, V. A. Kaverin, pp. 25-30.

5 Kruchenykh, Declaration of the Word as Such, quoted in Russian in
Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 25.

6 The 'cognitive' theory of art was expressed most forcefully after
the Revolution by Aleksandr Voronsky, writing in the journal
Krasnaya nov: see Maguire, Red Virgin Soil, pp. 193-8.

7 Quoted in English translation in Oulanoff, The Serapion Brothers,
p. 28.

8 See in particular Kruchenykh's manifesto, Declaration of Trans-
rational Language (Deklaratsiya zaumnogo yazyka), which describes one
of the three essential functions of zaum as 'revelation (naming and
depicting) of invisible things' (quoted in English translation in
Markov, Russian Futurism, pp. 345—6).

9 Quoted in Russian in Jaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 45—6. Although
he does not use the same term here, Tufanov may have borrowed
the idea of 'broadened' perception from Matyushin. On Matyush-
in's notion of 'broadened vision' ('rasshirennoe smotrenie'), see
P- I 2 3-

10 The first zaum' production had been Kruchenykh's opera Victory
over the Sun of 1913.

11 Jaccard compares Terent'ev's concept of 'naturizm' (based on, but
distinct from 'naturalism') with the notion of 'real art', since both,
he maintains, tend 'towards a representation of a here-now' {Daniil
Harms, p. 228). Terent'ev's views on theatre as primary reality,
rather than secondary representation, link him to Antonin Artaud,
who was to develop his own 'Theatre of Cruelty' in France in the
1930s: see Antonin Artaud, Artaud on Theatre. For a critical account
of Artaud's theatre, see Eric Sellin, The Dramatic Concepts of Antonin
Artaud.
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12 Malevich and Matyushin had both been members of the pre-
revolutionary group of artists known as 'Union of Youth' ('Soyuz
molodezhi'), which had also included Filonov. On the 'Union', see
John E. Bowlt, 'The "Union of Youth" '.

13 Seejaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 90-7.
14 M. Matyushin, 'Dnevnik. 1915-1916', p. 48; quoted in Russian in

Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 91. Selected passages from Matyushin's
memoirs and theoretical writings can be found in K istorii russkogo
avangarda, pp. 129-87.

15 K. Malevich, Bog ne skinut. Iskusstvo. Tserkov'. Fabrika, p . 7; quoted
in Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 125. On left art's distinction between
'being' ('byt') and 'becoming' ('bytie'), and its equation of the
latter with the 'real' reality of genuine art, see Maguire, Red Virgin
Soil, pp. 189-90.

16 See Meilakh, ' "Ya ispytyval slovo na ogne i na stuzhe..." ' ,
pp. 9-10. A version of this work in English translation can be
found in Malevich, Essays on Art, 1915-1933, vol. 1, pp. 188-223.

17 See, for example, Shklovsky, 'O poezii i zaumnom yazyke'
(recently republished in edited form in Shklovsky, Gamburgskii schet,
PP- 45"58)-

18 See Ann Jefferson, 'Russian Formalism', p. 34.
19 On Bakhtin and referentiality, see Ann Jefferson, 'Realism

Reconsidered'.
20 Bakhtin, 'Iskusstvo i otvetstvennost", p. 6.
21 Letters written by Kharms to the Lipavsky's in the early 1930s are

contained in Kharms, Polet, pp. 463-73.
22 The fullest accounts published so far are those by Jaccard: see

Daniil Harms, chapter 3, and his article 'Chinari'.
23 'My pytalis' postroit' novuyu nesubstantsial'nuyu eksistentsial'nuyu

ontologiyu'; Druskin, 'Son i Yav", p. 403.
24 On the importance of the zero in the works of Kharms, Vvedensky,

and Oleinikov, seejaccard, 'Chinari', pp. 83-5. Although Jaccard
mentions in this context Oleinikov's poem 'On noughts' ('O
nulyakh'), he fails to make the point that this text is almost certainly
a parody of the chinari and their interest in zeroes and circles:
'Noughts are medicinal little circles, / They are doctors and
medical assistants, / Without them the patient cries from [pain in]
his kidney, / But with them he shouts "hurray!" ' ('Nuli - tselebnye
kruzhochki, / Oni vrachi i fel'dshera, / Bez nikh bol'noi krichit ot
pochki, / A s nimi on krichit "ura" ' ; Oleinikov, Ta mukhu bezumno
lyubil, p. 6). A keen amateur mathematician, Oleinikov shared
Kharms's interest in numbers and the numerical sequence. In his
poem 'To Oleinikov' ('Oleinikovu'), dated 23 January 1935,
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Kharms refers to his fellow chinar as 'The conductor of numbers'
('Konduktor chisel'; Sobranie proizvedenii, vol. iv, p. 38). Two of
Kharms's related philosophical texts, 'Null and nil (spelt in the old
way)' ('Nul' i nol' (po staroi orfografii)'), and 'On the Circle' ('O
kruge'), can be found in Daniil Kharms, 'Neizdannoe', pp. 141-2
and 142-3 respectively.

25 L. Lipavsky, 'Opredelennoe (kachestvo, kharakter, izmenenie...)';
quoted injaccard, 'Chinari', p. 81.

26 See Jaccard, 'Chinari', p. 85. Kharms also used the term 'turning-
point' ('povorot'). On the importance of this term in his prose and
verse, see Milner-Gulland, 'Beyond the Turning-Point'.

27 'Razgovory vestnikov'; quoted in Jaccard, 'Chinari', p. 89.
Jaccard directly relates the views of Druskin and Lipavsky on the
primacy of language to Kruchenykh's assertion that 'a new verbal
form creates a new content' (ibid., pp. 89-90). For the chinari,
objects and phenomena have beginnings but not ends because
they exist in an eternal (i.e. endless) present. This notion of events
as beginnings without endings may also help to account for
Kharms's habit of disrupting his narratives, analysed in chapter 2
above, and in particular the preponderance of'zero endings' in his
prose. Lipavsky's comment, 'Plot is an unimportant thing
['Syuzhet - neser'eznaya veshch"] [...] because the real link
betweeen things is not visible in their usual sequence' is also
relevant in this respect (see T. Lipavskaya, 'Vstrechi s Nikolaem i
ego druz'yami', p . 53).

28 For a fuller discussion of Lipavsky's 'A Theory of Words', see
Jaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 193-6.

29 L. Lipavsky, unpublished note, quoted in Jaccard, Daniil Harms,
p. 196. The reference to the nineteen scenes of Kharms's play
Elizaveta Bam as 'pieces' ('kuski') may be a conscious echo of
Lipavsky's use of the word 'kusok' to describe the units into which
language divides the world.

30 Lipavsky, 'Teoriya slov'; quoted injaccard, 'Chinari', p. 89.
31 See Yakov Druskin, 'Razgovory vestnikov' (1932). One chapter

from this, entitled 'Vestniki i ikh razgovory', is contained in
Druskin, Vblizi vestnikov, pp. 230-2. It is unclear when Lipavsky
first introduced the term.

32 The downside to this, of course, was the possibility that the world
only appeared to exist (part of the Petersburg myth). Both Kharms
and Vvedensky asked the question 'do I exist?' in their work; see
Jaccard, 'Chinari5.

33 Quoted in Henry Orlov, 'Predislovie', in Druskin, Vblizi vestnikov,
P-9-
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34 The Russian word 'real'nyi' means 'real' precisely in the ontolo-
gical sense of 'not imaginary'

35 See Nikol'skaya, 'The Oberiuty and The Theatricalisation of
Life'. A photograph of Kharms masquerading as Ivan Ivanovich
Kharms can be found in Kharms, Polet, p. 352.

36 Goldstein identifies the notion of 'concreteness' ('predmetnost") as
'a basic principle of OBERIU aesthetics' {Nikolai ^abolotsky, p. 32).

37 'U iskusstva svoya logika' (Milner-Gulland, ' "Left Art"', p. 71).
Compare Lunts's assertion in the Serapions' manifesto that ca
work of literature must be organic, real, live its own special life'
(see Oulanoff, The Serapion Brothers, p. 27).

38 Despite the fact that the OBERIU article contains only one
reference to the concrete word (in the description of the group's
members as 'people of a concrete world, object, and word'),
Jaccard asserts that the concrete materiality of the word ('[T]objec-
talite des mots') is the 'cornerstone' of the OBERIU declaration
{Daniil Harms, p. 121).

39 This poem was written at about the time that Zabolotsky began
attending chinari meetings. No research has yet been conducted on
the possible influence of chinari philosophy on Zabolotsky's verse.
Jaccard asserts that the poems contained in Zabolotsky's Stolbtsy
collection of 1929 (which does not include 'The Face of a Horse')
constitutes the sole point of contact between chinari thought and
Zabolotsky's aesthetics - a point which he does not substantiate,
however {Daniil Harms, p. 136).

40 For a discussion of 'The Battle of the Elephants', see Goldstein,
Nikolai £abolotsky, pp. 187-9.

41 See Milner-Gulland, 'Beyond the Turning-Point', p. 254, and
Goldstein, Nikolai £abolotsky, pp. 103, and 127-8.

42 The full poem is contained in Oleinikov, Ta mukhu bezumno lyubil,
pp. 6-8.

43 Despite this poem's comic tone, Druskin takes it entirely seriously,
suggesting that it shows how the individual human subject can
contain a 'neighbouring world' within her/himself: Druskin, 'Son i
Yav", p. 391.

44 It is, however, interesting that he should have provided the story
'The Shop with a Hole in it' with the alternative title 'the China/-
Molvoka?: see Bakhterev, 'Starik Bakhterev', p. 24.

45 The full text is contained in Aleksandrov (ed.), Vanna Arkhimeda,
pp. 433-4. There are also more obvious links here with the
surrealist notion of 'surreality', predicated upon just such a
conflation of dream and reality. The surrealist element in
OBERIU has been the subject of a small number of generally
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unsubstantiated generalizations made by scholars. See, for
example, Tjalsma, 'The Petersburg Poets', p. 72 (on OBERIU as a
group), Terras, 'Vaginov, Konstantin Konstantinovich' (on Vagi-
nov's novels), and D. P. Gallagher, 'The Surrealist Mode in
Twentieth-Century Russian Literature', chapter 5 (on Kharms's
prose).

46 There is also what appears to be a parodic reference to this notion
of a 'neighbouring world' ('mir sosednii') penetrating into our own
world in the opening speech of Bakhterev's playlet 'The Ancient
Greek Squabble (A Vaudeville)' ('Drevnegrecheskaya razmolvka
(vodevil')').

47 For a discussion of Kharms's views on language in the context of
the Russian avant-garde, see Fedor Uspensky and Elena Babaeva,
'Grammatika "absurda" i "absurd" grammatiki'.

48 See in particular Jaccard, Daniil Harms, pp. 247-81. Of course,
Kharms does at times echo the call made by Kruchenykh or
Tufanov for the poet to go beyond 'everyday' language in order to
understand the true meaning of existence. See, for example, his
philosophical text of 1927 entitled 'Objects and Figures Discovered
by Daniil Ivanovich Kharms' ('Predmety i figury otkrytye Da-
niilom Ivanovichem Kharmsom'), in which he talks about the
essential, or 'fifth', meaning of an object or a word (as opposed to
its four 'working' meanings), which becomes apparent only when
the object or word is placed in an unfamiliar context. The Russian
text can be found as an appendix to Levin, 'The Fifth Meaning of
the Motor-Car', pp. 299-300, and also in Kharms, ' "Bitva so
smyslami" Daniila Kharmsa', p. 6.

49 Kharms, ' "Bozhe, kakaya uzhasnaya zhizn'..."', p. 196. On
Kharms's interest in ancient alphabets and hieroglyphs, see
Aleksandr Nikitaev, 'Tainopis' Daniila Kharmsa: opyt deshi-
frovki'.

50 The entire letter is contained in Kharms, Polet, pp. 482-5.
51 It is possible to interpret Kharms's use of the leitmotif of the

'turning-point' ('povorot') as another way of expressing the 'im-
pediment'. This would explain the appearance of this leitmotif as
the last word of the Incidents cycle (see Milner-Gulland, 'Beyond
the Turning-Point'). According to this interpretation, once we go
beyond the impediment/turning-point that is the text, there can
be nothing but 'nothing', an absolute ontological void. It is, of
course, into just such a void that Rakukin's soul falls at the end of
the 'Pakin and Rakukin' story and of the cycle as a whole (it
disappears 'in the distance' ['vdali'] beyond the turning-point; see
Kharms, Polet, p. 397).
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52 The full Russian text is contained in Jaccard, 'De la realite au
texte', pp. 304-6.

53 Jaccard, 'De la realite au texte', p. 304.
54 Jaccard interprets the fairy as a vestnik, a messenger from another,

neighbouring world: see Daniil Harms, p. 163.
55 The full text is contained in Kharms, Polet, pp. 317-18.
56 This short text can be read in a number of different ways. For an

exhaustive discussion of its philosophical (and even theological)
ramifications, see Neil Carrick, 'Daniil Kharms and the Art of
Negation'. As Aizlewood also observes, the note 'against Kant'
written under this text in Kharms's manuscript alludes to Kant's
phenomenological model of understanding (essentially the belief
that there exists a first-order reality, independently of our percep-
tion of it): see 'Towards an Interpretation of Kharms's Sluchai\
p. 107. This comment notwithstanding, Aizlewood chooses to
discuss this text primarily in socio-political terms, as 'an account of
someone who becomes a non-person' in Stalinist Russia (ibid.,
p. 102). Kharms's text is also discussed briefly in Elizabeth Wright,
Psychoanalytic Criticism: Theory and Practice, p . 179 (it also features as
the epigraph to Wright's book; p. xiii).

57 On state-sanctioned terror as a series of 'language games', see
Jean-Franc,ois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowl-
edge.

58 This may be behind Anemone's interesting claim that towards the
end of the 1930s, 'Kharms gradually becomes aware that his role,
as an artist, was one of complicity in the creation of a monstrous
social order' ('The Anti-World of Daniil Kharms', p. 81). Much of
George Orwell's novel ig84 (1949) is devoted to the ways in which
Big Brother manipulates language in order to preserve his political
power. For a brief comparative study of aspects of Kharms's prose
and Orwell's novel, see Carrick, 'Daniil Kharms and the Art of
Negation', pp. 629-33. One typical example of this habit of
speaking one's own truth came in Zabolotsky's own interrogation.
In 1938, while in custody facing the charge of having participated
in an anti-Soviet conspiracy led by Nikolay Tikhonov, Zabolotsky
read a newspaper article which revealed not only that Tikhonov
was at liberty, but that he had recently been awarded a state prize
for literature; see Nikita Zabolotsky, The Life of £abolotsky,
chapter 4.

59 See Kharms, Sluchai, pp. 14-16.
60 On the 'Orwellian dimensions' of the 'crucial break between

signifiers and signifieds' in this piece, see also Anemone, 'The
Anti-World of Daniil Kharms', p. 86.
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61 Published in Kharms, Polet, pp. 340-3.
62 Kharms, Polet, pp. 348-50 (untitled in Kharms's manuscript).
63 It was the word of a denunciator which caused Kharms to lose his

own life: see Mikhail Meilakh, 'Daniil Kharms: anecdota post-
huma\

64 The following is an adapted, and much shortened version of my
'Of Words and Worlds: Language Games in Elizaveta Bam by
Daniil Kharms'.

65 The phrase 'tragedy of language' is used by Jaccard to link
Kharms's play with the later, Western Absurdist notion that
human communication is impossible: Daniil Harms, p. 247 (see
also Jaccard's 'Daniil Kharms: teatr absurda - real'nyi teatr').
However, by the association which it makes between language
and power, Kharms's work belongs more closely to another
tradition, one which includes plays by writers as diverse as Vaclav
Havel, Eugene Ionesco, David Mamet and Sam Shepard. On this
tradition, see Jeanette Malkin, Verbal Violence in Contemporary
Drama.

I shall refer throughout to the 'scenic' version of the play, in
which each of the nineteen sections ('kuski', a key Lipavskian
concept, which means literally 'bits', or 'pieces') is given a generic
title. For a brief history of the fate of the manuscripts of the two
versions of the play see Meilakh, 'Kharms's Play Elizaveta Bam',
pp. 210-12. All translations of the play are my own, and will be
followed by a page reference to the original Russian 'scenic'
version (or, in the case of the last scene, to the 'standard' version),
as published in Meilakh, 'O "Elizavete Bam" ' (pp. 220-40).

66 See, for example, Meilakh, 'Oberiuty i zaum", p. 371.
67 Mention of the arrest of Katsman is made in Meilakh, 'O "Eliza-

vete Bam"', p. 170. L. S. Druskina has recently refuted the view
that Elizaveta Bam was written as a reaction to repression in the
Soviet Union at this time: see her introduction to Druskin,
'Kommunikativnost'', p. 81.

68 There is some ambiguity as to the status of these headings. It is
unclear whether they were written by one, or more than one
person, or, indeed, whether they were written by Kharms at all;
see Meilakh, 'Kharms's Play Elizaveta Bam\ p. 202. Stelleman, on
the other hand, appears to treat the section headings as part of the
basic text. She believes that they were presented to the public
prior to each scene, rather like the captions used in cabaret or
street theatre: 'The Transitional Position of Elizaveta Bam between
Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde', p. 228. (This is a revised
version of Stelleman's article, 'An Analysis of Elizaveta Bam\)
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69 See Lipavsky, 'Iz razgovorov "chinarei" 5, p. 125.
70 The standard 'euib' ((you) eat) is given as 'ecmb5 in Meilakh's

publication. See however, Kharms, Polet, p. 191, which has 'euib'.
Nakhimovsky sees the influence of Khlebnikov in the way in which
Kharms plays with language here [Laughter in the Void, p. 39).

71 The first scholar to suggest similarities between Elizaveta Bam and
later West European theatre was Alicia Wojodzko: 'Poeci z
"Oberiu"'. The first Soviet critic to do so was V. Kaverin: 'V
starom dome5, p. 151. For a fuller discussion of the play as
'Absurdist5, see also, Bertram Miiller, Absurde Literatur in Rutland,
pp. 78—94; Jaccard, 'Daniil Kharms — teatr absurda, real'nyi
teatr5; and Jenny Stelleman, Aspects of Dramatic Communication,
chapter 6.

72 It is impossible to date many of the key chinari concepts. What one
can say, however, is that these concepts were generally developed
over a considerable time, sometimes before they were given a
specific name. Such may well have been the case with those chinari
concepts relevant to Elizaveta Bam.

73 For Wittgenstein5s theory of language games see his Philosophical
Investigations. Although he knew German, Kharms makes no
reference to Wittgenstein in his personal notes. Wittgenstein's
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus was first published in the USSR in
1958. For an extended Wittgensteinian reading of Elizaveta Bam see
my 'Of Words and Worlds5. Milner-Gulland mentions Wittgen-
stein's 'language games5 to support his assertion that much of
Kharms5s poetry constitutes an investigation 'into the nature and
workings of language, into its relationship or non-relationship with
our conceptual world and with the real world of objects5 (' "Ko-
varnye stikhi" 5, p. 32).

74 For a more Bakhtinian reading of the play, and also one which is
more gender-oriented, see Graham Roberts, 'Poor Liza: The
Sexual Politics of Elizaveta Bam by Daniil Kharms5.

75 See Druskin, 'Son i Yav'5, p. 381.
76 A number of critics take this view. See, for example: Revzina,

'Kachestvennaya i funktsional'naya kharakteristika vremeni v
poezii A. I. Vvedenskogo5.

77 For a discussion of this text, see M. Meilakh, 'Neskol'ko slov o
"Kupriyanove i Natashe55 Aleksandra Vvedenskogo5.

78 For Vvedensky5s thoughts on the relationship between time and
death in his 'Grey Notebook5, and in particular his understanding
of death as a 'miracle5 affording access to the 'timelessness5 of the
afterlife, see the discussion of Minin and Pozharsky in chapter 1,
above.
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79 These works are contained in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 54-63
and 67-9.

80 By far the best analysis of this text published so far, and one which
looks at Vvedensky's treatment of space as well as time, is
Aleksandr Kobrinsky, 'Sistema organizatsii prostranstva v poeme
Aleksandra Vvedenskogo "Krugom vozmozhno Bog" '. Kobrinsky
maintains that All Around Maybe God was written as a 'play to be
read', a genre which, he claims, is characteristic for Vvedensky (p.
94). In Vvedensky's use of the word 'krugom' ('all around'), there
may be an echo of Matyushin's assertion that in order to represent
the world adequately, 'one must learn to see everything from all
around' ('neobkhodimo priuchat'sya videt' vse krugom'): quoted in
Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 91.

81 Yakov Druskin, 'Kommunikativnost". In her introduction to this
article, L. S. Druskina tells us (p. 80) that it constitutes the fifth
chapter of Druskin's major study of Vvedensky's work, entitled
'Zvezda bessmyslitsy' ('The Star of Nonsense').

82 On the eschatological significance of this co-identity between
words and things, see also Meilakh, ' "Ya ispytyval slovo na ogne i
na stuzhe..." ', p. 27.

83 The word for 'tribe', 'plemya', is written without inverted commas
in Vvedensky's original. This has the effect of blurring the
distinction between the word and its object, although it should be
pointed out that in much of his work Vvedensky either ignored
standard rules of punctuation or, as in this particular piece, used
no punctuation marks at all. The question of punctuation in
various works by Vvedensky has been the subject of a certain
polemic amongst OBERIU scholars. Milner-Gulland believes that
Vvedensky adopted punctuation 'rather suddenly after his public
readings became a thing of the past' (' "Kovarnye stikhi" ', p. 28).

84 In Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, p. 109, 'inenoT5 is misprinted as
'iuonoT5. The full text of this poem, written between 1931 and
^33^ c a n De found in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 109-11.

85 As in the previous example, 'menoT5 is misprinted in Vvedensky,
PSS as 'inonoT5. Like the word 'plemya' in 'Two Birds', the word
'shkaf ('cupboard') is not written in inverted commas by Vve-
densky (as if to blur the distinction between word and object). The
term 'cupboard' had a similar metapoetic significance for Vve-
densky as it had for Kharms: see Meilakh, 'Shkap i kolpak'.

86 See Meilakh, " 'Ya ispytyval slovo na ogne i na stuzhe..." ', p. 41.
87 Druskin does, however, analyse the semantic slippage between

different pronouns as employed by Vvedensky (see 'Kommunika-
tivnost", pp. 86-94). For a discussion of semantics in Vvedensky's
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work as a whole, see Mikhail Meilakh, 'Semanticheskii eksperi-
ment v poeticheskoi rechi'.

88 Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 135-41.
89 Compare this with Bakhterev's verse, 'I asked: / what time? / He

answered: / A white table' ('Ya sprosila: / skol'ko vremya? / On
otvetil: / Belyi stoP): quoted in Sigov, 'Istoki poetiki Oberiu',
P- 94-

90 In his study of Vvedensky's work, for example, Druskin suggests
that the four speakers, Zumir, Kumir, Tumir, and Chumir, in
Tour Descriptions' may be vestniki from another, neighbouring
world (Druskin, 'Son i Yav", p. 392).

91 Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 127-8.
92 Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1, pp. 47-50. This work, written during the

OBERIU period; was dedicated to Zabolotsky.
93 The following section is a revised and abridged version of my

'Diabolical Dialogue or Divine Discourse?'.
94 This text, the full title of which is A Certain Quantity of Conversations

(or a completely reworked themebook) {Nekotoroe kolichestvo razgovorov (Hi
nachisto peredelannyi temnik)), is contained in Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 1,
pp. 142—56. Throughout the rest of this chapter the title of this
text will generally be shortened to Conversations. Aleksandrov
believes that Vvedensky intended his cycle of conversations to be
comparable to Kharms's prose cycle Incidents (Aleksandrov,
'Evrika Oberiutov', p. 31).

95 The same could be said about Christmas at the Ivanovs3, written a
year after the Conversations, in which 'real' people and events are
flattened into two-dimensional representations.

96 This conversation, constructed as a language game, may be a
parody of chinari conversations, rather like certain sections of
Kharms's Elizaveta Bam (see above).

97 Kobrinsky sees a similar comment on the inability of human
language to express the mysteries of the universe at the heart of
All Around Maybe God: 'Sistema organizatsii prostranstva', p. 101.

98 The discussion which follows is based loosely on the communica-
tion model established by O. G. Revzina and I. I. Revzin,
'Semioticheskii eksperiment na stsene'. On the applicability of
such a model to the Conversations, see Nakhimovsky, Laughter in the
Void, p. 139.

99 See also Kharms's dramatic sketch, 'The Mathematician and
Andrey Semenovich', in which everything which is said is
repeated (Kharms, Polet, pp. 368-9).

100 A similar effect is achieved in 'Four Descriptions'.
101 As Druskin remarks, this comment means in effect that 'conversa-
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tion is equated with non-conversation' ('Kommunikativnost",
p. 85). Examples of this abound in Vvedensky's oeuvre. Tact,
Theory, and God', for example, contains the lines, spoken by/as
'fact', 'I see everything and speak / and say nothing' ('ya vizhu
vse i govoryu / i nichego ne govoryu'; PSS, vol. 1, p. 61). And one
line of the dialogue in '24 Hours' ('Sutki') is described as a 'non-
existent reply' ('nesushchestvuyushchii otvet'; ibid., p. 132).

102 Aleksandr Kobrinsky briefly mentions Heidegger in connection
with Vvedensky's All Around Maybe God: 'Sistema organizatsii
prostranstva', p. 95. Vvedensky's jibe at Kant in the ninth
conversation ('shame on Kant; 'Kantu styd'; p. 154) foreshadows
Heidegger's critique of Kant's substantial ontology: see Allen
Thiher, Words in Reflection, pp. 45—6.

103 Martin Heidegger, 'The Origin of the Work of Art', p. 275. The
full version can be found in Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Language,
Thought, pp. 17-87.

104 It is towards the realm of silence, argues Mikhail Epshtein, that
the discursive discontinuity of a certain type of avant-garde
literature ultimately points: 'The denigration of language, and
the debasement of thought are ways of showing another, silent
reality, for which there are not, nor can there be, any words';
Mikhail Epshtein, 'Iskusstvo avangarda i religioznoe soznanie',
p. 230. The notion of the afterlife as a realm of silence is made
more explicit in 'Potets', which Vvedensky wrote around the
same time as the Conversations (PSS vol. 1, pp. 135-41). At the end
of this text, a father, surrounded by his sons, dies: 'And the gates
of heaven opened, [...] In a flash came a terrible silence'
('I vdrug otkrylis' dveri raya, [...] Vmig nastupila strashnaya
tishina'; p. 140).

105 Nakhimovsky argues that Vvedensky distinguishes, in Christmas at
the Ivanovs', between humans and animals, on the basis that
animals can understand and articulate certain existential truths;
Laughter in the Void, p. 145.

106 On the silence of the natural world in Vvedensky's 'I am sorry
that I am not a wild beast', see Meilakh's notes to the poem, in
Vvedensky, PSS, vol. 11, p. 301. On the importance given in
Vaginov's poetry to the 'language' of Nature, see Anemone,
'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-Garde', p. 139.
Nature was also an important theme in Zabolotsky's post-
OBERIU verse: see R. R. Milner-Gulland, 'Zabolotsky: Philoso-
pher-Poet'.

107 Karsten Harries, 'Language and Silence: Heidegger's Dialogue
with Georg Trakl', p. 164.
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108 Martin Heidegger, quoted in English translation in Harries,
'Language and Silence', p. 165. That Heidegger here seems to
echo the unknown poet in Vaginov's The Goat Song is ironic. If
Vaginov ultimately distances himself from the unknown poet's
Symbolist credo, Vvedensky might appear here to embrace that
credo. However, whereas the unknown poet envisaged madness as
a means of passing from one kind of life to another, the madness
depicted in Vvedensky's Conversations leads from life to death.
Moreover, the unknown poet's suicide is motivated not by the
Heideggerean desire for 'holy silence', but rather by the belief that
'high' art is no longer possible in post-revolutionary Leningrad.

109 This notion of God speaking without words is also evoked in one
of Kharms's poems: 'Spirit of God, speak, Thou hast no need of
words' ('Dukh Bozhii govori, Tebe ne nado slov'; Kharms,
Sobranieproizvedenii, vol. iv, p. 56).

no Druskin discusses the notions of vestniki and neighbouring worlds
in relation to Vvedensky's Conversations: 'Son i Yav", p. 391.

in This chronotopic aspect of Vaginov's early poetry was appre-
ciated by contemporary reviewers. See, for example, V. R[ozh-
destvensky]'s review of Journey into Chaos. According to Anemone,
the sudden, unexpected shifts in time and space characteristic of
Vaginov's poetry 'are motivated by the fantastic reality of the
revolutionary era' itself ('Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad
Avant-Garde', p. 229).

112 In the 1991 reprint of the 1931 edition of Opyty soedineniya slov
posredstvom ritma, from which 'Hermits' is taken, there is a different
typography, which implies that these lines are contained in the
song which the poet hears, rather than spoken by the poet
himself. Furthermore, the second quoted line ends 'quieter than
doves' ('tishe golubei'; Opyty, p. 23).

113 Once again, there are significant textual differences between
Chertkov's edition and the reprinted 1931 edition; in the latter,
the section of 'The Song of Words' beginning 'Slovo v tea-
tral'nom kostyume' is the second, not the third (Opyty, p. 52).

114 This interpretation is an extension of Anemone's reading of
Vaginov's poetry. In his analysis of 'Hermits', for example,
Anemone sees Vaginov's assertion of what he calls 'the life of the
imagination' as part of the poet's belief in the possibility of
transcendence through art ('Konstantin Vaginov and the Lenin-
grad Avant-Garde', pp. 193-5). Elsewhere in his study, Anemone
is more specific as to the nature of this transcendence, claiming
that in his early poetry Vaginov erases temporal and spatial
boundaries specifically in order to underline the fact that 'only
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through Art can man hope to gain immortality5 (ibid., p. 186).
The poems which Anemone mentions in this respect are the two
untitled pieces which begin 'Amid wondrous nocturnal wander-
ings' ('Sredi nochnykh blistatel'nykh bluzhdanii'), and 'Rhodes is
noisy, Aleksandria does not sleep' ('Shumit Rodos, ne spit
Aleksandriya'), both of which were written in 1922 (see Vaginov,
Sobranie stikhotvorenii, p. 123 and 124 respectively).

115 Vaginov, Romany, p. 262. All references to Bambocciade will be to
the edition contained in Vaginov, Romany, pp. 262-370, and will
be marked by the page reference in the text. The term 'Bamboc-
ciata' refers to 'a genre of painting which deals with peasant life
and bawdy scenes. I7th-c. Dutch and Flemish artists were
particularly given to it' (Read (ed.), The Thames and Hudson
Dictionary of Art and Artists, p. 28).

116 The rather aimless life led by most of the novel's characters has
prompted one or two critics to see Bambocciade as a parody of the
eighteenth-century adventure novel; see, for example, Nikol'-
skaya, 'Tragediya chudakov', p. 16, and Perlina, 'Konstantin
Vaguinov', pp. 477-8.

117 Blyum and Martynov (Tetrogradskie bibliofily', p. 232) suggest
that the figure of Felinflein is largely based on the contemporary
Leningrad bibliophile Sergey Aleksandrovich Mukhin.

118 In this respect, Felinflein may be modelled on Vaginov himself,
who, by 1931 was suffering from incurable tuberculosis (see
Gerasimova, 'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova', p. 158 and
Nikol'skaya and Erl', 'Primechaniya', p. 576). On the other hand,
he seems not to have begun visiting sanatoria until some time in
the 1930s, after he had completed Bambocciade (see Nikol'skaya,
'Kanva biografii i tvorchestva', p. 77).

119 On the theme of play in Bambocciade, see Gerasimova, 'Trudy i
dni Konstantina Vaginova', p. 159.

120 The simulation of an alternative reality is one of four basic types
of play identified by Roger Caillois: Man, Play and Games. For a
brief discussion of Caillois' philosophy of play, and its applic-
ability to literature, see Waugh, Metajiction pp. 34-47.

121 On the thematic link between art and play in Bambocciade, see
Gerasimova, 'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova', p. 159.

122 On the importance of raise en abyme in Vaginov's The Labours and
Days ofSvistonov, see Shepherd, Beyond Metajiction, pp. 106-8.

123 One contemporary reviewer saw this society as a thinly disguised
counter-revolutionary organization: K. Aleksandrova, [review of
Bambocciade]. See also I. Bachelis, 'Melkii bes-mladshii, ili syn
uchitelya Peredonova'. On the significance of the theme of kitsch
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in Bambocciade, see Dubravka Ugresic, 'Avangard i sovremen-
nost". Toropulo, Punshevich, and the 'Society for the Collection
of Trivia5 also appear briefly in Vaginov's subsequent novel,
Harpagoniana (see above, chapter 1).

124 The cake-shop ceiling is particularly important for the way in
which Vaginov's description of it blurs the distinction between
the world depicted in the painting and the world of the shop
itself. The ontological confusion thus generated in the text is a
variety of the 'aporetic duplication' (of framed text and framing
text) to be found in Vaginov's The Labours and Days ofSvistonov, as
well as in contemporary novels such as Leonid Leonov's The Thief
(Vor, 1927), and Andre Gide's The Counterfeiters (Les Faux-monnayeurs,
1925). On these last three novels, see Shepherd, Beyond Metafiction,
pp. 41—51. Such confusion between different diegetic levels of the
text is, as Patricia Waugh suggests, a classic metafictional
strategy: 'In metafiction the historical world and the alternative
or fantasy world are held in tension, and the relationship between
them - between "play" and "reality" - is the main focus of the
text' (Waugh, Metafiction, p. 38).

125 This is perhaps why kitsch is so important in Bambocciade, for, as
Matei Calinescu maintains, 'the curious semiotic ambiguity of
most kitsch [.. .means that] such objects are intended to look
both genuine and skilfully fake': Faces of Modernity. Avant-Garde.
Decadence. Kitsch, p. 252.

126 Felinflein's confusion of the image (the 'snow-woman') and the
real thing (the woman) underlines a basic fact concerning aes-
thetic perception; once the perceiver recognizes one element in
any representation from our own world, she/he constructs a
whole, an entire ontology based on that representation. What is
unsaid, or not included in the representation, is mentally sketched
in by the perceiver. Vaginov may have been exposed to such a
theory of aesthetic perception from his reading of Philostratus'
biography of Apollonius of Tyana, who was deeply interested in
the psychology of art. As E. H. Gombrich puts it, paraphrazing
Apollonius' view: 'The mind of the beholder [...] has its share in
the imitation. Even a picture in monochrome, or a bronze relief,
strikes us as a resemblance — we see it as form and expression': Art
and Illusion, p. 155.

127 Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, p. 99.
128 Eugen Fink, 'The Oasis of Happiness', p. 23.
129 The cat in question is the eponymous hero of E. T. A.

Hoffmann's novel, Tomcat Murr (Kater Murr, 1820—1; see Vaginov,
Romany, p. 578).
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130 See also Gerasimova, 'Trudy i dni Konstantina Vaginova',
P- X59-

131 Whereas the mirrors in Bambocciade emphasize that the real and
imaginary worlds are not the same, Vvedensky uses mirrors to
suggest that the world of the imagination is more real than the
everyday world.

132 Fink makes this point particularly well ('The Oasis of Happiness',
p. 27).

133 Christine Brooke-Rose, A Rhetoric of the Unreal, p. 338.
134 On the anti-mimetic thrust of the metafictional tradition, ex-

tending back to Cervantes, see Robert Alter, Partial Magic.
135 O n Kharms's 'playful5 character, see, for example: Alisa Poret,

'Vospominaniya o Daniile Kharmse'; and Nikol'skaya, 'The
Oberiuty and the Theatricalisation of Life'. On play as the modus
vivendi of the OBERIU group as a whole, see Aleksandr Pono-
marev, ' "Nastoyashchee" v luchshikh ego proyavleniyakh', p . 87.

136 An interesting comparison could be drawn between Bambocciade,
and a poem from 1928, which begins 'Slova iz pepla slepok'
('Words from the ash of moulds'). In this poem Vaginov dismisses
his youthful, formalist method of composing poetry by juxta-
posing words in unexpected ways and subsequently 'guessing'
their meaning (an approach which the poet describes as soulless,
and equates specifically with playing a game ('ya prosto tak,
igrayu'; Vaginov, Sobranie stikhotvorenii, p . 175). On this poem, see
Anemone, 'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-
Garde ' , p . 243.

137 Anemone, 'Konstantin Vaginov and the Leningrad Avant-
Garde ' , pp. 186-7. However, Anemone reads one of Vaginov's
very last poems, written in a sanatorium just three months before
his death, as an affirmation of the power of art over death.
Commenting on 'Leningrad', and in particular the lines, 'Alas,
there is no way one can destroy / The vision of a carefree youth'
('Uvy, nikak ne istrebit' / Viden'e yunosti bespechnoi'; Vaginov,
Sobranie stikhotvorenii, p . 207), Anemone asserts: 'At the end of his
journey, Vaginov returns to his starting point, his belief in the
saving power of art. He cannot free himself of his youthful faith
in the power of art to overcome death, for that would mean to
deny the meaning and purpose of art itself ('Konstantin Vaginov
and the Leningrad Avant-Garde', p. 269). Although, as Anemone
suggests, Vaginov may have rediscovered his faith in art in the
last few months of his life, in 1930, when he completed Bamboc-
ciade, he appeared to have abandoned it for ever.

138 The rejection of a life of play, motivated by an awareness of the
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inevitability of death, is also a theme of one of Vaginov's early
poems: Tlay, player. It's the cemetery for you, all the same'
('Igrai igrok. Ved' vse ravno kladbishche'); quoted in Arlen
Viktorovich Blyum, £a kulisami 'Ministerstva Pravdy\ p. 240.

139 Gerasimova's assertion that the ontology of art is as real in
Bambocciade as it is in The Goafs Song ('Trudy i dni Konstantina
Vaginova', p. 159) must surely be questioned.

140 Toropulo may also have in mind those wrappers which do not
depict anything immediately recognizable as 'political' or 'histor-
ical': see A. K. Zholkovsky's ideological reading of a Latvian
sweet wrapper, featuring leaves and the word 'October': '19
oktjabrja 1982 g., or The Semiotics of a Soviet Cookie Wrapper'.
The notion that something as banal as a sweet wrapper may
indeed reflect the ideological purview of the society which
produced it was expressed by a despairing Mayakovsky in a
comment he made at one of his last public appearances before his
suicide:
twenty years ago we Futurists raised the subject of a new beauty. We said
that the marble beauty of museums, all those Venuses of Milo with their
lopped-ofT arms, all that Greek classical beauty, could never satisfy the
millions who were now entering into a new life in our noisy cities, and
who would soon be treading the path of revolution. Just now [...] our
chairwoman offered me a sweet with Mossel'prom on it; and above that
there was the same old Venus. So, the thing you've been fighting against
for twenty years has now won. And now this lopsided old beauty is being
circulated among the masses, even on sweetpapers, poisoning our brains
and our whole idea of beauty all over again, (quoted in Boris Thomson,
Lot's Wife, p. 73).

141 In particular, Bambocciade may be a parody of the view put
forward in Bakhtin's The Formal Method that literature is not just
an imitation of other imitations of the real world, but an
ideological (in the general sense) refraction of other ideological
refractions of reality.

CONCLUSION: O B E R I U - B E T W E E N MODERNISM AND
POSTMODERNISM?

1 See Raymond Federman, 'Fiction Today or the Pursuit of Non-
Knowledge', p. 122.

2 See, for example, Jaccard, Daniil Harms, p. 137, and Milner-
Gulland, ' "Kovarnye stikhi" ', p. 17.

3 Quoted in Kern, 'The Serapion Brothers', p. 245.
4 See Segal, 'Literatura kak okhrannaya gramota', and Shepherd,

Beyond Metafiction, chapter 1.
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5 On Kazakov, see Bertram Miiller, 'Zagadochnyi mir Vladimira
Kazakova', introduction to Vladimir Kazakov, Sluchainyi voin.
Miiller claims that it was as writers of the Absurd that Vvedensky
and Kharms influenced Kazakov ('Zagadochnyi mir', p. 7). Wolf-
gang Kasack makes a similar point: 'Oberiu', p. 227.

6 On Narbikova, see Riitta Pittman, 'Valeriya Narbikova's Icono-
clastic Prose5.

7 On Pirandello's metatheatre, and its relation to Russian drama of
the 1920s and 1930s (including works by Kharms and Vvedensky),
see Clayton, Pierrot in Petrograd, chapter 6.

8 Samuel Beckett, The Unnamable, p. 7.
9 For studies of the French New Novel as metafiction, see Stephen

Heath, The Nouveau Roman: A Study in the Practice of Writing, and Ann
Jefferson, The Nouveau Roman and the Poetics of Fiction. Also relevant
in this respect is Calvino's arch-metafictional novel If on a Winter's
Night a Traveller (Se una notte d'inverno un viaggiatore, 1979). On Italian
metafiction, see Gregory Lucente, Beautiful Fables: Self-Consciousness
in Italian Narrative from Manzoni to Calvino.

10 Herta Schmidt, 'Postmodernism in Russian Drama', p. 166.
Amal'rik claimed that his plays bore the influence of Kharms: 'O
sebe kak pisatele p'es', p. 7.

11 One should, of course, be careful when using the term 'postmo-
dernist' in the context of Russian literature. It is not just that, to
quote Herta Schmidt, 'in the field of Slavic literatures, the concept
"Postmodernism" cannot be used without qualification' ('Postmo-
dernism in Russian Drama', p. 157). Shepherd also warns against
seeing Soviet metafiction of the 1920s and 1930s as 'postmoder-
nist', pointing out that whatever features we may ascribe to works
such as Vaginov's The Labours and Days of Svistonov must depend on
the 'postmodern' context of our own reading, as much as on the
texts themselves (Beyond Metafiction, pp. 173-4). For an extensive
and stimulating account of Russian postmodernism, see Mikhail
Epstein, After the Future.

12 See also Sergey Kibal'nik, 'V gostyakh u vdovy Konstantina
Vaginova'.

13 See Mikhail Epshtein, 'Exposing the Quagmire'; Boris Grois, 'O
porze teorii dlya iskusstva'; and Nikol'skaya, 'The Oberiuty and
the Theatricalisation of Life', pp. 198-9. Aleksey Medvedev has
recently argued that the work of Vvedensky and Kharms is in fact
more 'postmodernist' than Conceptualism (although he equates
'postmodernism', with a 'rehabilitation' of more traditional aes-
thetic methods: 'Skol'ko chasov v miske supa?', p. 138. Bakhterev,
however, denies that recent Russian literature contains anything
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remotely resembling OBERIU (Nazarov and Chubukin, Toslednii
iz Oberiu', p. 54).

14 Perhaps CornwelPs claim may need no historical justification; as
Hans Bertens points out, the term 'postmodern' was first used in
1934: 'The Postmodern Weltanschauung and its Relation with
Modernism', p. 11. Nevertheless, with the exception of Zabolots-
ky's post-World War II poetry, and one or two pieces by
Bakhterev, such as 'Tsar Makedon' (written in 1950), OBERIU as
a literary phenomenon is much closer to the modernist period
than to what is conventionally accepted as the era of postmo-
dernism (from around 1950 onwards).

15 Andre Le Vot, 'Disjunctive and Conjunctive Modes in Contem-
porary American Fiction', p. 51.

16 Alan Wilde, Horizons of Assent, p. 121.
17 See Linda Hutcheon, A Poetics of Postmodernism. History. Theory.

Fiction, and Richard E. Palmer, 'Towards a Postmodern Herme-
neutics of Performance'.

18 Matei Calinescu, 'From the One to the Many: Pluralism in
Today's Thought', p. 264.
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